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BACK COVER SUMMARY 
The Nigerian author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s TED-talk: “The Danger of a Single Story” has 

been viewed almost 30 million times. Her basic message? “Single stories” are dangerous because 

they foster stereotypes: incomplete and without nuance. Especially when disseminated by powerful 

messengers. Because when the supposed reality about any one person, country or entity is limited 

to and defined by just one such uniform narrative (that is, by a “single story”), it warps and misleads.  

In Part One, Dr. Willem Steenkamp contends that one such “single story” that’s in need of re-

assessment, is the role of the S.A. Police Security Branch (SAP-SB) in SA’s transition to a non-

racial democracy. For a more complete and balanced understanding of the institution, and of history. 

This can best be achieved through a comparative analysis, placing the SAP-SB in international and 

local context. Firstly statistically. Then, taking into account the historical determinants of its operating 

environment, as well as the legal and jurisprudential framework within which the SAP-SB functioned. 

Plus, its operational doctrine, juxtaposed with the doctrines of the revolutionary forces the SAP-SB 

had to contain. Considering as well, the essential nature of the increasingly violent contest for 

political power that had plagued South Africa from 1960 to 1994, and the crucial role that 

propaganda had played in it. Lastly, applying simple logic to key questions, such as what the real 

driving forces could logically have been, that had motivated the members of the SAP-SB (given the 

transformational outcomes that were realised “on their watch”, thanks to the stability they had 

created and while the Security Forces enjoyed an overwhelming advantage i.t.o. physical force). 

This Special eBOOK Edition aims to expand on the stereotype “single story” about the SAP-SB by 

covering the important additional issues listed above, so that you as reader can reach your own 

verdict. Nongqai is not an academic publication. Therefore, this will not be a dry scientific treatise. 

Rather, it will be in the style of an advocate for the defence, presenting his argument and evidence. 

Factually, honestly, but without pretence that the advocate is totally detached from his client. This 

approach is followed because humankind has, millennia ago, learnt that the best way to arrive at 

the whole truth is through the adversarial system, where both sides vigorously present their case to 

the court. In that manner, you as reader can reach your own verdict about who had “just cause”. 

In the case of the SAP-SB, the court of public opinion has at its disposal (more than amply) the 

“single story” that dominates the media record, and which uniformly condemns. This Special Edition 

of Nongqai (while not seeking to deny or defend the indefensible – which, lamentably, on occasion 

had indeed occurred), will seek to put in your hands, the evidence and arguments that the “single 

story” omits. Such as that, from 1969 to 1990, a total of only 67 all-cause deaths had occurred in 

SAP-SB detention – compared to, for example, 474 Aboriginal deaths in Australian police detention 

during that same period. Or the 50,000 forced disappearances and further 30,000 eliminations 

during Latin America’s “Dirty War”. Or the “+-900” deaths admitted to by the ANC-MK in their camps 

abroad. And the 672 deaths by “necklacing” (i.e., burning alive) of political opponents of the ANC.  

We will share extracts from detailed, reasoned instructions in writing by SAP-SB commanders, 

which make clear that the propaganda nature of this political conflict was well understood, and thus 

that any police excesses would surely harm their own cause. On the topic of cause, we will look at 

what truly had motivated these officers. Was it pure racism, as suggested by the “single story”? 

Conversely, what is motivating the re-opening of old cases now, prosecuting only SAP-SB men? 

In the Parts 2 & 3 you will also find an extensive tabulation plus eyewitness accounts of the violent 

acts that had marked the internal conflict, as evidence of what the SAP-SB had to contend with.  

Primarily, this Special eBOOK is for the descendants of those who had proudly served in this elite 

unit of top detectives. So that those children and grandchildren can see the logical arguments and 

evidence (beyond the “single story”), that puts their forebears and the SAP-SB in proper perspective.  
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CONSIDER YOUR VERDICT 
Brig HB Heymans 

As a proud, former professional, SAP Special Branch officer, intelligence 

operative, and seconded official to the former Secretariat of the State Security 

Council, I look back on 20 years’ service in the SAP-SB environment. My first 

Divisional Commander, in Durban – Lt-Col FMA Steenkamp – was an intelligent 

and far-sighted officer. I served at various Security Branch offices and came into 

contact with the following commanders of the SB at Head Office: Generals “Tiny” 

Venter, Christi Zietsman, Mike Geldenhuys, Johann Coetzee, Frans Steenkamp 

and Johan van der Merwe. Most were deeply religious and principled officers, 

as were the vast majority of my colleagues.  They were loyal servants of the 

State and nation, under authority of the constitutional government of the day.  

We were policemen and not politicians; we swore an oath to uphold the law!  

I can, therefore, introduce this special edition of Nongqai (which is dedicated to the SAP-SB) from 

the perspective of someone with extensive first-hand knowledge of its statutory functions and goals, 

operational doctrines, the context in which the SAP-SB performed its functions, and the character 

of the officers who were proud to be part of this elite unit. 

The purpose of this special edition of the Nongqai is fourfold:  

• to help our readers understand the motivations and operational doctrines of the opposing 

parties in South Africa’s erstwhile internal conflict;  

• to shine a light on the complex question of who had “just cause” and how and why the armed 

struggle came about (letting ANC-aligned researchers speak, instead of presenting just our 

views); 

• to look at the “scoreboard” of comparative data, thereby to place the SAP-SB in its global 

context, so that you as reader can decide whether the “single story” about us is truly justified; 

and 

• why we are now, after many years, again being vilified and threatened with proosecution.  

We explain why (at who’s instigation and on who’s behalf) there was an armed conflict from 16th of 

December 1961. We, as Peace Officers, were drawn into what the other side called a war, against 

our will, in an armed struggle they often waged with singular brutality, mostly impacting the civilian 

population. Our first legal duty (as would be the case for policemen anywhere, under similar 

circumstances) was to combat the armed onslaught so that the Rule of Law could be maintained 

and politics be conducted non-violently.  

This is our story, and we try to explain WHY the police got involved in this armed conflict. Not to 

promote ‘white supremacy”, but to fulfil our constitutional function and legal duty. To protect the 

peace, against a “people’s war” that was unilaterally declared, with the aim to establish a Marxist, 

one-party “people’s republic” in our country by revolutionary force of arms – remember we were fired 

on by Soviet made firearms like the AK 47 and Tokarev pistols. We had to face communist made 

explosives – Why?  
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This is our story and we used the statistics of our opponents, as well as let their own speak about 

what the “armed struggle” really amounted to. This is our first-hand account of the revolutionary 

onslaught.  

Please note that we kept our promises never to reveal who worked for us as agents and sources of 

information (which principle we maintain in this e-book). We performed our legal duties as policemen 

in an objective and professional way. We were not the “armed wing” of the National Party. We 

arrested people of different political groupings and skin colour – from the revolutionary Left as well 

as the radical Right – when they broke the law and tried to advance their political ideals by means 

of violence. 

Without us maintaining the essential level of stability and peace that the negotiation and transition 

phase from 1990 – 1994 required (doing so under exceedingly difficult circumstances), the new 

South Africa could not have been born. And, to be logical – if we, the security forces (with our vast 

physical superiority), had at any moment desired that a black majority government not be allowed 

to come to power, we could easily have stopped it. So, does it make sense to always typify us as 

having been white racist supremacists? 

We hope that you will find this special e-book edition of Nongqai on the SAP-SB a valuable resource 

in completing and balancing the “single story” that had emerged out of the propaganda that had so 

marked the years of South Africa’s internal conflict, and which now again surfaces. If you were a 

member of the SAP-SB and you want your children, grandchildren, friends and family to understand 

what the unit truly was all about, then this detailed study can be a gift that you can put in their hands, 

to help them comprehend the honourable role that the SAP-SB played in South Africa’s transition to 

a non-racial democracy.  

My co-editor Dr. Willem Steenkamp (the son of the late Maj-Gen Frans Steenkamp, a former C.O. 

of the SAP-SB) points out in the main study anchoring this special edition – which he researched 

and wrote – that the SAP-SB is once again being vilified as if the whole institution was manned by 

racist thugs. This, based on certain incidents between 1961 - 1990 when undeniably, tragic but 

isolated atrocities were indeed committed. But is it justified to besmirch the name of the whole 

institution and all who served in it?  

I recently read an article by the historian Leopold Scholtz, in which he addressed the question: 

should the Afrikaner be defined by a Eugene de Kock, or by a Christiaan de Wet? Both are equally 

real as historical figures, and for the sake of a balanced and complete presentation of history, with 

no part of the historical record being arbitrarily silenced, neither can be ignored. But which of the 

two is most representative? In the same vein, Dr. Steenkamp is asking that about Col De Kock and 

his own father: who truly reflects the typical SAP-SB officer? (As we say, doing so without malice, 

given that the Nongqai Trust actually has contributed financially to the maintenance and care of 

Col De Kock in his old age).  

But, for the sake of justice, there are questions of a comparative and holistic nature that need to be 

answered, since media attention has been too much focused on the details of notorious individual 

cases, which are then presented as if typical of all. For example: How does the SAP-SB’s record 

compare to that of other similar institutions, if one merely objectively compare the cold statistics?  

Between 1960 and 1990, only 67 people died from all causes in SAP-SB detention, compared to: 

• 474 Australian Aboriginals who died in police custody there, during a similar 30-year period.  

• The 214 prisoners who in the year 2019 died in the custody of the new S.A. Police Service?  

• The “approximately 900” MK members who, according to the TRC, perished abroad under 

the care of the ANC?  
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• The 11,000 deaths in custody in the state of Texas over the past 15 years? (Texas has about 

half of SA's population)  

• The 350 people killed by British Security Forces during the “Troubles” in Northern Ireland 

(from a total population of only 1.5 million, i.e., 1/30
th of that of the RSA, or  

• the 50,000 deaths, 30,000 "disappearances" and 400,000 detentions by South American 

security forces (with training and technical assistance from the USA) during the so-called 

"Dirty War" waged against the Left there, during the Cold War. 

Even a single suspicious death in custody is, of course, regrettable. Morally speaking, the aim here 

is not to point the finger in a “yes-but” way, thereby trying to decide who is the blackest, the pot or 

the kettle. Therefore, the focus here is on the SAP-SB, and on comparing its operational doctrines 

to those of other forces. Also, on understanding that it was a propaganda-driven political conflict. 

From the SAP-SB side, there were clear instructions to avoid violent interrogations (because they 

were ineffective, politically counterproductive, illegal and morally reprehensible) with a firm policy 

that not the policeman, but the courts, would decide guilt or innocence. Also, as I earlier stated, we 

knew that the SB enforces the laws of the land, but does not make the laws. Fortunately, the 

policeman on the spot has a discretion and many potential accused know we were not over-zealous.  

On the other hand, the doctrine of "power grows from the barrel of the gun" and the conduct of a 

revolutionary war with violent terror as leverage, was the warp and weft of the Marxist-inspired 

onslaught. This is what the SAP-SB was obliged to oppose, in order to maintain public order, the 

safety of all and the peaceful, lawful conduct of politics. And, let’s face facts: when the revolutionaries 

are constantly upping the ante by screaming “War! War! War!” and you know that they aim to kill 

you if they get the merest chance, then it takes strong self-discipline and a very clear comprehension 

of what is at stake, to matter-of-factly see the challenge to the State not as war, but as crime that 

needs to be prosecuted. Instead of (as would be typical in war) to fight fire with fire – as was done 

by so many other security forces elsewhere in the 3rd World, during the Cold War.  

Logic is also against the propagandistic portrayal of the SB as racist thugs who would enjoy murder 

and torture. Knowing that every case would be adjudicated in public hearing by the country's higher 

courts, with the best lawyers to assist the “political accused”, plus the media who would keep a 

hawk's eye on proceedings, and questions that would for sure arise in parliament – which security 

policeman could not have worked out for himself that torture would very publicly boomerang?  

If we were such scoundrels, why have we kept our word never to divulge the names of those who 

were our paid informers? If we were such racists, why did we solve the murder of Mr Chris Hani and 

detain and prosecute the white right-wing bomb planters who tried to prevent the transition? 

Furthermore: if the SAP-SB were so racist, by what logic did they protect the transition process to a 

non-racial democracy in such a disciplined, law-abiding and conscientious manner and maintain the 

all-important stability that allowed the negotiations and transition to proceed, against attacks by both 

left and right? (When it was already clear to most, that a black majority government would be 

elected!) If truly such racial haters, then surely, we could have heeded the late General Constand 

Viljoen's calls for armed resistance to retain white control? That is, if racism was really our driving 

motivation? (It was in fact the then SAP commissioner, himself a former SAP-SB C.O., who made 

Viljoen realize that law and order would be maintained, also against him and his supporters).  

Know a tree by its fruit - it can rightly be said that, without the stability created by the security 

forces, the transition to a non-racial democracy could not have been negotiated and implemented.  

We recognise that some of our own, like Capt Dirk Coetzee and Col Eugene de Kock, have 

committed crimes – after all, we as police were the ones who investigated and charged them. We 

do not here attempt to ignore that reality, or them. Both were exceptional policemen. Coetzee was 
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the best recruit of his intake, in the Police College. He and the police authorities had a serious 

difference. I was so surprised when the commander of the SB charged him in a Magistrates’ court. 

Col de Kock was the person with the most medals for gallantry – our highest decorated officer ever. 

I want to state emphatically that he never had the nickname of “Prime Evil”. He performed many 

covert acts for the SAP-SB and unfortunately, he also performed acts for private gain, for which he 

received no amnesty. He reconciled with the families of those with whom he came into violent 

conflict. He has repented and is on parole. We also charged our own people like Sgt Van As (from 

SB-Soweto), who had accidentally killed a detainee. We knew we were in the spotlight of the media, 

of parliament, and of the judiciary, to whom we had to account (in public proceedings) for every step. 

But is it just and fair to elevate these isolated examples and the reprehensible deeds they committed, 

to being supposedly representative of the entire institution? The detailed study by Dr. Steenkamp 

(himself a lawyer, National Intelligence Service analyst and former ambassador) puts evidence 

before the “court of public opinion” which has never before and nowhere else been gathered and 

presented in such an over-arching manner, so that you as reader, can reach your own informed 

verdict.  He doesn’t shy away from the deeds of the “bad apples” (that most baskets do contain). 

You will agree that he is putting forward hard facts and cold logic – the case for the other side – as 

if the SAP-SB’s advocate. Because humankind knows that, to find the truth, that is how real courts 

work: have both sides present their evidence. That is what has hitherto been lacking on the SAP-

SB side (letting the “single story” stand unchallenged, and which this Special Edition of Nongqai 

wishes to address.  

Having known the man as my commander, at both the divisional level in Durban and at SB-HQ in 

Pretoria, I can attest to the fact that the late Maj-Gen Frans Steenkamp is a valid example to use, 

of that which we as SAP-SB officers aspired to be. Dr. Willem makes some references to his father 

in his detailed comparative study: not to glorify him, but simply because he was the Security Branch 

officer that Dr. Willem obviously knew best.  

General Steenkamp fully understood that South Africa’s internal conflict was first and foremost 

political, with propaganda a key element and the revolutionary forces trying to gaud us into over-

reaction, which they could then exploit – hence his very instructive circular about interrogation 

methods (from which Dr. Willem quotes extensively), and of which I had always kept my own 

treasured copy. General Steenkamp was the C.O. who had called me into his office when I was still 

a relatively young Major, invited me to sit down, and then asked me if I would agree to represent the 

Commissioner of Police at the Secretariat of the State Security Council (his was not the brutish style 

of parading you at attention in front of him, and barking orders at you).  

Having known the man so well, I therefore wholeheartedly endorse my co-editor’s references to his 

father, as a counter-point to the wholly negative image that is so often portrayed in the media of us: 

the dedicated men and women who served with integrity in the elite SAP-SB. 

So, how should the renewed propaganda attack (and real threats of prosecution) against former 

members of the SAP-SB be understood? One has to look at the historical and global context of the 

struggle, but especially at the political gain that the politicians in power today, are now trying to 

achieve. This special edition examines all these aspects in a balanced and honest way. Because 

truthful, balanced historiography requires it. And the overwhelming majority of police members who 

served honourably and proudly in the SAP-SB (and their descendants – the latter who may be forced 

to question us, because of the renewed onslaught) deserve it!  

Being fair and balanced, we wish also to pay our respects to all those – from different sides – who 

sacrificed so much in our beloved country’s various conflicts of the past.  
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THE SAP-SB:  “THE DANGER OF A SINGLE STORY” 
(A Comparative Analysis of the S.A. Police Security Branch, 1939 – 1994) 

Dr. Willem Steenkamp 
 

CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION – GOALS AND METHODOLOGY 

1.1   What is meant by a “single story”?  

In July 2009, the Nigerian author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie delivered a now-

famous lecture that was captured on video as a so-called TED-talk. Her theme 

was: “The Danger of a Single Story”. It has become one of the most-viewed 

talks ever, having been viewed almost 30 million times. The transcript has been 

translated into 49 languages. The basic message? “Single stories” are 

dangerous, because they cement in place undifferentiated stereotypes, without 

nuance. Especially when disseminated by powerful messengers. Such “single 

stories” are also therefore misleading, by virtue of not being complete. When 

the supposed reality about any one person, country or entity is limited to and 

defined by just one such uniform narrative, by a single “story” about it, then they 

can malign. Because of “how impressionable and vulnerable we are in the face of 

a story, particularly as children”.  

Adichie relates this ability to cause that a single narrative becomes embedded, to power – to the ability to 

dominate messaging: “It is impossible to talk about the single story without talking about power. There is 

a word, an Igbo word, that I think about whenever I think about the power structures of the world, and it is 

"nkali." It's a noun that loosely translates to "to be greater than another." Like our economic and political 

worlds, stories too are defined by the principle of nkali: How they are told, who tells them, when they're 

told, how many stories are told, are really dependent on power.  Power is the ability not just to tell the story 

of another person, but to make it the definitive story of that person”.  

Adichie states that the way to create a single story about something or someone, is to: “…show a people 

as one thing, as only one thing, over and over again, and that is what they become.” 

“The single story creates stereotypes, and the problem with stereotypes is not that they are 

untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make one story become the only story.” 

To illustrate what she meant with a “single story” emitted by a powerful set of messengers and 

creating a stereotype, she referred to her own initial perception of Mexicans, formed by the powerful 

English-language media when she studied in the USA: “…as often happens in America, immigration 

became synonymous with Mexicans. There were endless stories of Mexicans as people who were 

fleecing the healthcare system, sneaking across the border, being arrested at the border, that sort 

of thing. I remember walking around on my first day in Guadalajara (in Mexico), watching the people 

going to work, rolling up tortillas in the marketplace, smoking, laughing. I remember first feeling 

slight surprise. And then, I was overwhelmed with shame. I realized that I had been so immersed in 

the (English-language U.S.) media coverage of Mexicans that they had become one thing in my 
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mind: the abject immigrant. I had bought into the ‘single story’ of Mexicans, and I could not have 

been more ashamed of myself.”  

Adichie concluded her talk by emphasizing that: “Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories have 

been used to dispossess and to malign, but stories can also be used to empower and to 

humanize. Stories can break the dignity of a people, but stories can also repair that broken 

dignity”. (To view this talk of 18 minutes, click here: https://tinyurl.com/496yep6e ). 

Adichie isn’t alone in her perceptions about “single stories” – her thoughts find parallels in the 

influential book: Silencing the Past: Power and Production of History (1995) by the late Haitian 

historian, Michel Rolph Trouillot, who maintained that history is often told in a slanted manner, to 

the benefit of powerful forces which silence some sources while favouring others.  

1.2   The Objectives with this Study. 

These insights of two great African and Haitian authors and thinkers explain the purpose behind 

this comparative analysis and contextualization of the Security Branch of the South African Police 

(the SAP-SB for short). By just Googling that search term, one will find a plethora of “stories” that, 

despite their number, are strikingly unidimensional, establishing a stereotype. Stories in English, the 

world language (with all of the mighty messaging power which that entails) behind it. Stories that 

mostly make no pretence at being free of value-judgement and emotion, abounding in terms such 

as notorious, racist, brutal, upholders of “Apartheid”. A “single story” about the SAP-SB constructed 

typically on the basis of dissecting in gory detail, certain (undeniable and truly regrettable) incidents 

and then extrapolating and generalizing, as if these were representative of an entire institution and 

of all the officers that served in it. Deliberately “silencing” the other side. Without attention to 

comparable international data, nor to historical context, or to official doctrines or even to plain logic. 

In other words, omitting facets that, if included, could contextualise, and explain… 

This comparative, holistic analysis of the SAP-SB as institution, is not an attempt to deny, but to 

legitimately broaden the pervasive “single story” about the SAP-SB that’s encountered in the 

English-language resources flooding the internet. By putting on record, incontestable historical fact 

and statistics that illuminate those facets that the “single story” has omitted touching on. The term 

“story” is apt here, because (as you as reader will see), there is indeed more than just the “single 

story” to be told about the SAP-SB. I will often convey my truth, my personal story that I wish to 

share with you, by telling you things about a particular commanding general of the SAP-SB: my own 

late father. Thus, stories based on my own first-hand knowledge and experience.  

In recent years, renowned researchers such as Dr. Anthea Jefferey of the South African Institute of 

Race Relations (which, as institution, was not known as a friend of Apartheid!) have started to 

challenge the veracity and imbalance of another “single story” relating to that era. The story about 

the “People’s War” epoch in South Africa’s internal conflict for political power – a violent era that 

was, above all, marked by highly efficient propaganda – with the “single story” that’s in circulation 

dominating perceptions about what had happened, why, how, and perpetrated by whom? Their 

research has shown up the propagandistic underpinnings of that particular “single story”: how it is 

incomplete, counter-factual and in many ways biased for political gain. It is time that the “single 

story” about the SAP-SB be similarly researched, expanded and nuanced. Not only for the sake of 

the accuracy of the historical record, but because the events of so many decades past are now 

again being pushed to the fore, in the service of political expediency (referring here to the soon to 

be re-opened criminal cases related to the years 1960 - 1990, but directed exclusively at charging 

surviving former SAP-SB officers, for which purpose dedicated special investigations units have 

recently been formed). 

Above all, this study is dedicated to the officers who served in the SAP-SB, passed and still alive, 

but intended particularly for their children, grandchildren and family members – to supplement for 

https://tinyurl.com/496yep6e
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them, with factual evidence, comparison and logical argument, the full story of their ancestors, in all 

its facets. So that they may have a more complete record and thus understanding, beyond the 

stereotypical image that the current “single story” presupposes. Because as Chimamanda Adichie 

rightly said, it is the children who are most vulnerable in the face of a “single story” – the maligning 

story that currently dominates unchallenged about their parents or grandparents and about the elite 

institution they had so proudly served in. A very human vulnerability that we often nowadays see 

translated into negative impacts on the psychological well-being and the sense of self (as regards 

their ancestry) on the part of so many descendants, through a perception of inherited guilt or shame 

fostered by the “single story” that’currently in English-language circulation about the SAP-SB. 

We hope that, by bringing to the fore facets that have not received recognition in the “single story”, 

we can enable you, the reader, to expand your understanding and to reach your own verdict on the 

emotionally-charged matter of the SAP-SB’s role in facilitating the transition to a non-racial, 

democratic South Africa on the Western free-market model; and, in parallel, their success in helping 

avert the violent imposition of a totalitarian, one-party, Marxist “people’s republic”.   

1.3   Methodology: an advocate presenting the case for “other side”, so that you can decide. 

Humankind has learnt through centuries of experience in its courts of law, that the best way of 

reaching the whole truth about any matter, is through the adversarial process of the advocates of 

each side presenting their respective case. With each having put forth the arguments and evidence 

supporting their version of the truth, the judges then synthesize from the different sides that had 

been so illuminated, the whole, nuanced and most often very complex truth. Thus, very distinct from 

having to rely on one-sided, facile stereotypes. It is thereby that true justice is best arrived at.  

You, the readers (as the so-called court of public opinion) already have at your disposal the 

stereotypical “single story” about the SAP-SB, with that side of the truth consisting of a vast litany of 

English-language material condemning the institution as a whole. Usually by generalizing individual 

incidents and without differentiating between fact and the intense propaganda of those times.  

In this analysis we will (somewhat in the style and manner of being hypothetical “defence counsel” 

for the SAP-SB) present the other side of the story, the “case for the defence”, based on simple logic 

and on comparative data plus historical fact. So that you can form your own verdict as to whether 

the stereotype created by the “single story” is indeed the “whole truth, and nothing but the truth”.  

We will be doing so, without denying or trying to defend the indefensible (which indeed on occasion 

did happen) and without feigning academic objectivity (in the sense of pretending to have no 

emotional connection to the matter and the men involved. Because that latter linkage clearly exists 

for me as my late father’s son, and it would be dishonest to try and hide it from you. Always, though, 

trying to be scrupulously factual and clinically logical, without skipping over uncomfortable realities. 

So that you can judge for yourself, on the basis of the full spectrum of fact and argument, not just 

the singular stereotype hitherto presented. 

Here then is the other side of the SAP-SB story, researched and written as the son of a former 
commanding general of that institution, the late Major-General Frans Steenkamp. My additional 
qualifications for authoring this article, are that my wife was also an SAP-SB member (part of the 
control team of Operation Daisy / Major Craig Williamson, a significant spying success). I completed 
my own compulsory national service and Public Service bursary obligations over seven years with 
the National Intelligence Service as analyst, then obtained admission as attorney, and subsequently 
served as head of diplomatic training at the Foreign Ministry during the transition period to 
democracy. Following that, I had the honour to serve as the New South Africa’s first ambassador to 
so-called black Africa. Apart from my qualifications as lawyer, I also hold a doctorate in Political 
Science, with my thesis (which was externally examined by an internationally renowned expert from 
Cambridge University) having been focussed on the intelligence function of the political system.  
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Returning to the private sector after my term as ambassador, I established a successful law practice 
in Franschhoek (in the Winelands, near Cape Town) where at one stage, at one and the same time, 
I had been elected to serve as chairperson of the local Chamber of Business, as well as of the 
Community Policing Forum and the local Neighbourhood Watch, plus the Afrikaans cultural 
organization the Rapportryers, whilst also being simultaneously branch secretary of the local ANC 
(the ANC of presidents Mandela and Mbeki, that is). I am therefore not known for holding political 
biases. 

1.4   This study is not born from, nor tied to the current debate about renewed prosecutions. 
Almost three decades ago, South Africa had astounded the world by reaching a constitutional 
settlement that was internally negotiated by South Africans themselves, resulting in a constitution 
that’s non-racial and truly democratic (i.e., not the imposition of a Marxist “people’s republic” through 
revolutionary violence). That transition was followed by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
(TRC), a process intended to heal the nation and bring closure, by means of admitting to and laying 
bare the facts (as pertained to all sides). That latter process functioned more or less well, with the 
police co-operating. However, there were individuals (on both sides of the Struggle) who were not 
granted amnesty (from the security forces as well as the ANC), and with regard to whom the TRC 
had recommended that prosecution be considered. Over the course of the following two decades, 
such prosecutions were not instituted, for very good, practical reasons of legal procedure (apart 
from a few initial unsuccessful attempts, which had foundered in the courts).  

The SA Press Association reported in January 1998 that: “Almost two thirds of urban South Africans 
believe the Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearings into gross human rights abuses during 
the apartheid era has worsened race relations, according to a survey conducted on behalf of 
Business Day newspaper. The survey, conducted by AC-Nielsen.MRA (Market Research Africa), 
was conducted among 2500 people from all income and race groups.” 

Now in 2021, special investigative and prosecutorial units have been created to “bring to justice” 
former SAP Security Branch (SAP-SB) officers who did not seek or didn’t obtain amnesty from the 
TRC. These officers are suspected of having been associated with crimes against those engaged 
in the liberation struggle. Only members of the SAP-SB appear to be targeted, with no indication of 
any action being contemplated against individuals from the other side of the Struggle.  

Be that as it may, this comparative study will not aim to express an opinion on individual cases that 
may be under consideration for prosecution, or on the legal / moral merit of who to target and who 
not – that is for due legal process to determine. Neither is this an attempt to influence the debate as 
such, or to underplay the horrific nature of some of the individual abuses by ex-members of the 
SAP-SB that have become publicly known. Cases such as that of Eugene de Kock and Dirk Coetzee 
are truly lamentable and cannot ever be justified. 

The need for this study exists irrespective of the current debate. Of course, it is relevant as related 
phenomenon, and we will analyse what is driving it (in our conclusions). But this study would still 
have been undertaken, even if no such debate had flamed up. This study’s rationale lies in the 
existence of the incomplete “single story” and the need to augment that by putting the “silenced” 
side of the whole truth on the table, for the descendants of SAP-SB members to know and for you, 
the reader (as member of the “court of public opinion”) the be able to arrive at your own informed, 
logical conclusions about the nature and role of the SAP-SB as institution.  

1.5   The questions we will attempt to help you answer. 
The main question that this study seeks to help readers to answer for themselves, is whether the 
SAP-SB as institution (and thus the vast majority of its members) was truly this abominable collection 
of vicious racists who were single-mindedly dedicated to maintaining white supremacy? How does 
that assumption gel with the outcomes that were realised on their watch, and thus with simple logic?  
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There is no shortage of media reporting on allegations of brutality associated with the SAP-SB. The 
typical manner of presentation of such reporting, is to dive deep into the disturbing, emotionally 
impactful details of specific incidents. These are then presented as being representative case 
studies reflecting an alleged “consistent pattern of atrocities” that were supposedly common on the 
part of the SAP-SB. From these individual high-profile cases, a general picture of racist brutality is 
then extrapolated. The question is: can the truth (the whole truth) be as unidimensional and without 
nuance as this “single story” purports it to be?  

Again: it is not the intention with this study to attempt to deny individual cases of truly despicable 
actions that were clearly both illegal and amoral. Nor is it the intention to try and counter those 
known, undeniable lapses by means of counter-listing a litany of individual case studies of similar 
or worse atrocities committed by the other side. Two wrongs simply won’t make a right. The real 
question that needs to be answered, though, is whether such SAP-SB transgressions were in fact 
representative of the entire unit, its policies and operational doctrines? Or were they individual 
lapses of control and insight? And if so, how do they compare in scale, to statistics from elsewhere? 

What has been lacking in reporting on the SAP-SB, is a holistic assessment of the institution as 
such, done comparatively (with regard to other similar circumstances elsewhere during the Cold 
War) and within the context of the particular historical setting within which South Africa’s internal 
political conflict had played out, taking account of the nature of the conflict (which was essentially 
political), and in which propaganda played a supremely important role in the intense  contest to sway 
local and international opinion.     

What is missing in the public record, is a factual presentation of evidence from the “other side” that 
may favour a more nuanced and complete understanding of the role of the security forces and of 
the SAP-SB in particular. Especially as regards doctrine and policy goals. Also, the institutional as 
well as constitutional and jurisprudential framework, plus the geo-political circumstances and the 
historical and demographic (tribal) realities that determined the operational context. So that you as 
reader can, in final analysis, apply simple logic to the same challenges that SAP-SB members knew 
they were facing. Because it is likely that you will then arrive at the same logical conclusions that 
practically every member of the SAP-SB would have reached for themselves, as regards what 
comportment would have best served the interests of the State and their institution, during that fierce 
contest for public opinion. Which would most certainly not have been for SAP-SB officers to give 
substance, through ill-considered illegal actions, to propaganda of systemic police brutality.  

This study aims to help fill the gaps left by the existing “single story” and thus provide the reader 
with a fact and logic-based conceptual reference framework aimed at fostering comprehension, so 
that – in the final analysis – the reader can make up his / her own mind about the true role that the 
South African Police Security Branch played in facilitating the birth of the non-racial New South 
Africa. A legitimately arrived at transformation into a non-racial, liberal “state of laws” with a free 
market democracy on the Western model, instead of the country having suffered the violent 
imposition of a dictatorial, one-party “people’s republic” with a failed economy, on the Marxist model. 

What we would like to help you as reader understand, is whether the SAP-SB as institution is best 
represented by the example of a Dirk Coetzee or Eugene de Kock (as the “single story” suggests) 
or by a Major-General Frans Steenkamp? (Whose acute understanding of the true nature of the 
conflict for political power, and his written instructions to his officers, we will share with you, to judge 
for yourself). 

This latter comparison brings me to that essential declaration of own interest, which I placed on 
record at the very outset, as author of this study: I do not claim to have a detached position on this 
matter (although as lawyer and political scientist, I did try my best to be empirical and unbiased). 
The aforementioned general was, inseparably, my late father. I have referenced him as counter-
example to a Coetzee or De Kock, simply because I have the necessary first-hand knowledge to be 
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able to hold him up as a representative example of a very moral, a-political and law-abiding SAP-
SB officer. Singling him out somewhat, is thus not a filial attempt at glorification, but is based purely 
on the fact that I can write with authority about him, thanks also to the archive he had left me – which 
I obviously cannot do, with regard to other individual officers. That he wasn’t unique, though, I do 
not doubt. 

Here-below are the key questions that need to be answered, before one can arrive at a complete 
understanding of the SAP-SB, its nature and role, and the kind of men and women who formed part 
of it: 

• How does South Africa’s internal political conflict (from 1960 – 1994) compare, in terms of 

relative scale, when statistically measured against other such conflicts of race, tribe, ideology 

and liberty fought during the 20th century? 

• How many people actually died of all causes in SAP-SB detention over that period, and how 

does that compare to deaths in detention elsewhere? 

• What was the nature of South Africa’s internal conflict(s) from 1960 – 1994? 

• Within what kind of constitutional and juridical framework did the SAP-SB operate? 

• What was the over-arching historical context within which the colonial-era conflicts in 

Southern Africa (both externally and internally driven) played out, and which thus constituted 

the interwoven tapestry of propaganda and reality against which the SAP-SB must be judged, 

in context? 

• Who were the men and women of the SAP-SB? Why did they join, and what outcomes were 

they committed to achieving?  

• What were the operational doctrines that the SAP-SB had adhered to when it performed its 

function of maintaining law-and-order (as defined by the then parliament and directed by the 

constitutionally anointed Cabinet of the day) as opposed to that of the ANC?  

• Who had “just cause” on its side and was “armed struggle” truly the only, or even best, option 

available? and 

• What does the application of plain logic tell us, when we look at their self-interest and the 

unique and fruitful outcomes that were in fact achieved on the SAP-SB’s watch, in moving 

South Africa to a democratic, non-racial dispensation based on the liberal Western model, 

with a free market economy?  

In short – was the SAP-SB indeed the uniquely monstrous, racist entity that certain political interest 
groups now want to portray it to have been, when viewed in context against what had commonly 
occurred across the range of armed struggles that world-wide had typified the Cold War era? Or, 
when we compare the data pertaining to the SAP-SB, to the statistics of atrocities committed against 
persons that had been held in detention by the liberation forces themselves? 

 Were the operational doctrines adhered to by the SAP-SB morally and legally 
defensible? Especially if those doctrines are compared internationally, in the 
context of the revolutionary “people’s war” that was being waged against the 
then South African state? A war sponsored by Moscow in advancement of its 
own position in the Cold War (the latter being the over-arching conflict that had 
defined that whole era, around the globe?). Particularly when we compare the 
philosophy inculcated by the SAP-SB’s commanding officers, seen against the 
violent “people’s war” doctrine that had underpinned the terror-based actions of 
the liberation movements? Or even compared with the operational doctrines 
taught by the liberal democracies like the USA and followed by its allies, for 

example in the Southern Cone of Latin America – the infamous Plan Condor? Likewise, if compared 
with the doctrine and record of the United Kingdom in Northern Ireland, during the euphemistically 
termed “Troubles” there? What do the statistics tell us, if we compare the record of the SAP-SB with 
modern-day policing casualty figures in the New South Africa itself?  
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Doesn’t one need to distinguish between the institution as such, and the deeds of a few “bad apple” 
individuals? To properly assess and comprehend, one must recognise also the determining role 
played by foreign actors, by the inherited colonial state structures, as well as by the driving force of 
tribalism. Especially, the often-violent contest for power between black political movements. 
Because these factors determined the harsh, undeniably violence-prone, real-world setting within 
which members of the SAP-SB were duty-bound to maintain law-and-order and the public peace.  

What does common sense lead us to deduce, when we look at the operational environment within 
which the SAP-SB perforce had to perform its duties? The very public, media accessible, high court 
driven jurisprudential system, as well as the system of parliamentary supervision with questions to 
cabinet ministers, and the inevitable coverage in the media? Factoring in, also, the propaganda-
driven campaign of the ANC, facilitated by a receptive press?  

To objectively and holistically provide a conceptual reference framework enabling the reader to 
answer these questions, is important. Both for reconciliation in South Africa, as well as for the sake 
of advancing the mental well-being of all who had lived through that conflict. For the sake of the 
whole truth being recorded for posterity. Perhaps most so, for the sake of the vast majority among 
the erstwhile members of the SAP-SB (and their children) who are witnessing how this elite 
institution is now being denigrated as irredeemably, uniquely evil – while in truth it had played a 
pivotal role in making possible the transition to a non-racial, democratic, Western-style South Africa 
(and in avoiding the armed imposition of a one-party Marxist state).  

Such a holistic context and basis for comparison must be truthful and balanced, with no attempted 
whitewash of tragic occurrences that need rightly to be condemned, on either side. It is also of no 
real value to try and apportion now which of the pot or the kettle should be viewed as the most 
blackened by respective records of violent atrocities. Neither should this study be seen as an 
exercise in defending White imperialism and racial discrimination in general, and Apartheid in 
particular – which, with hindsight, can clearly be seen to have been absolutely abhorrent and deeply 
harmful and hurtful to people of colour everywhere. No matter that it may have been “the done thing 
of that epoch”. The above statement of moral principle, does not mean that this study is an attempt 
to “convert” adherents of the “single story” to a more balanced view. As demonstrated by the vicious 
response that the announcement of the death of the late president FW de Klerk has elicited from 
those quarters, it would be utterly naïve to have such expectations – those people are too invested 
in the “single story”, and it brings them too much political benefit to this day, for that to happen.    [ ] 

    
          Policemen rendering first-aid, black-on-black violence, Durban, in run-up to elections.  
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CHAPTER 2. 

KEY STATISTICS – THE COMPARATIVE SCALE OF SA’s CONFLICT 

2.1   Tables of comparison. 
The first table below illustrates the relatively small scale of South Africa’s internal conflict, when 
compared to other such conflicts of the 20th century. The casualty figures are actually remarkable 
low (when compared to the truly terrible popular impression, one almost of genocide, created by 
years of local and international media hype). Especially when considering that the conflict lasted 
some three and a half decades – but even more so when taking into account that, of the total number 
of deaths, three-quarters occurred as a consequence of the black-on-black power struggle over the 
last five years, from the liberation of future president Nelson Mandela in 1990, to the establishment 
of the elected non-racial government. 

RELATIVE SCALE OF 20TH CENTURY IDEOLOGICAL, ETHNIC & IMPERIAL CONFLICTS: 
ESTIMATED TOTAL CIVILIAN & COMBATANT DEATHS, PLUS AS % OF THAT POPULATION. 
 

COUNTRY / IDEOLOGY ESTIMATED NUMBER OF DEATHS  % of POPULATION 

Communist dictatorships 60,000,000 – 147,000,000 ? 

Nazi extermination Jews WW2 6,000,000+ 68% 

Cambodia (Pol Pot) 2,400,000 33,3% 

ZAR / OFS 2nd Anglo-Boer War 42,000 (incl. 28,000 women / children) 15% 

Rwanda (Hutu / Tutsi) 800,000 10% 

Chechnya (Russian Federation) 90,000 8,2% 

Guatemala (Central America) 200,000 5,3% 

Bosnia (ex Yugoslavia)  200,000 5% 

Algeria (independence France) 300,000 3% 

Rhodesia / Zimbabwe 60,000 0,83% 

South Africa (1960 – 1994) 20,500 0,05% 

 
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF ALL-CAUSE DEATHS IN SAP-SB DETENTION 1960 - 1990: 
 

ALL-CAUSE DEATHS IN DETENTION  TIME SPAN WHERE AND WHO 

50,000   Killed Dirty War: “Plan Condor” Cold War S. America (+30,000 “disappeared”) 

11,000   inmates and police detainees 2005 - 2020 State of Texas (total pop = ½ of S.A.) 

900 +-    admitted to by ANC in its camps 1960 - 1990 ANC cadres died outside S. Africa 

672        “Necklace” of opponents of UDF 1984 - 1987 Burned alive extra-judicially S. Africa 

474        Aboriginal deaths in detention 1960 - 1990 Australia 

214        Deaths in police detention 2019 only South Africa, custody of new SAPS  

800        Black policemen assassinated 1990 - 1994 South Africa, mostly by ANC/UDF 

67          all causes, in SAP-SB detention 1960 - 1990 South Africa 

(NB: See also PART TWO, which lists all ANC-MK violent acts in South Africa, 1960 – 1994) 

2.2   The demographic and geographic impact of the conflict (as per ICRC data) 
The limited demographic impact of the internal political power struggle (i.e., what percentage of the 
different population groups actively took part in, or even took sides) as well as the restricted 
geographic distribution of the civil unrest, are both important further indicators of the relatively limited 
scale of South Africa’s internal conflict. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
undertook a detailed investigation, after the conflict. This important study, titled: Country Report 
South Africa (1999), provides significant data that helps one to better understand the nature of the 
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conflict and its (rather limited) scope. The ICRC assembled representative focus groups of members 
of the public, from which reliable extrapolations could be made, reflective of the public at large. 

This ICRC study shows that only 34% of the black population had actually even in their minds taken 
one or other side in the conflict between the white government and the liberation movements. 
Furthermore, only 3% of blacks had regarded themselves as having been actively involved as actual 
“combatants” in what had been portrayed by the ANC as having been a popular “people’s war”. Only 
33% of blacks reported living near to an area where conflict had actually occurred (with even that 
level only being reached during the latter, black-on-black phase of the struggle for political power).  

The ICRC investigation also shows that the civilian population, particularly blacks in conflict areas, 
experienced a marked increase in violence when the power struggle shifted to black-on-black: “For 
a large number of the participants in the consultation, the political violence among black South 
Africans was even more vividly horrifying than the struggle against the white regime. Participants in 
the consultation, many of whom were active in this later stage of the conflict, recall that this violence 
often included the shooting of women and children, rape, burning or bulldozing of buildings with 
civilians inside, and the infamous “necklacings” – placing a tyre around the neck of an opponent, 
filling it with gasoline (petrol), and setting it on fire. The comments of participants in the focus groups 
and in-depth interviews suggest that in these and other ways the limits broke down in the township 
clashes in a way that was both horrifying and bewildering.” 

The findings of the ICRC correlate well with other surveys done at the time, which for example 
indicated that nearly four in ten blacks in 1992 said that they placed their trust in then-president FW 
de Klerk. It is thus evident that, contrary to the impression created in the media, the South African 
internal conflict was in fact rather limited in scope: in terms of comparative statistics, demographic 
impact and geographical footprint (which explains in part why – to the surprise of many international 
observers – a negotiated settlement could be reached among South Africans themselves, without 
needing to follow the example of the ex-Portuguese colonies, Rhodesia, and Namibia where talks 
were held outside the respective countries, under foreign auspices, only after bloody guerrilla wars). 

2.3   Visual representations of South Africa’s 1960-1994 internal conflict, in graph form. 
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Credit: David Bruce - Senior Researcher, Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation 
ICD = Independent Complaints Directorate (set up to investigate complaints against SA Police Service) 
South African Review of Sociology 2005, 36(2) p. 144 

 

(SAPS figures are rendered here, to enable comparison between pre-1994 and post-1994 data; it 

shows clearly that deaths in detention are an unfortunate fact of life in practically any society, under 

any government – a reality which should therefore be kept in mind when judging the SAP-SB). 

DEATHS IN SAPS CUSTODY / DUE TO SAPS ACTION, 1997-2004 
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CHAPTER 3. 

THE NATURE AND CONTEXT OF SA’s POLITICAL POWER STRUGGLE 

3.1    The nature of the conflict: it was first and foremost armed propaganda. 
Allister Sparks, in his: Tomorrow is Another Country, says that Nelson Mandela had told him: “I 
started Umkhonto We Sizwe … but I never had any illusions that we could win a military victory; its 
purpose was to focus attention on the resistance movement.”  

The ANC’s “armed struggle” was thus classical armed propaganda – what was called in the 19th 
century (particularly in France) “propaganda by deed”. Or as Brian Jenkins later stated: “terrorism 
is theatre”. The O’Malley Archives housed at the Nelson Mandela Foundation covers the evolution 
of the ANC’s struggle. In Chapter 5, titled: Armed Propaganda and Non-Collaboration it is stated (on 
p. 149) that, in the course of the ANC’s 1978 – 79 internal strategic review, Vietnamese 
revolutionaries had introduced the ANC to armed propaganda as a formal concept, which the ANC 
then seized upon. 

Revolutionary or armed propaganda typically has different, complimentary focal points. One such is 
“atrocity propaganda” (aimed at winning the moral high ground in the opinion of domestic and 
international audiences). Another is “disarming propaganda”, which Maurice Tugwell described in 
the Spring 1986 edition of Conflict Quarterly as: “Here the aim is to discredit and destroy any method, 
individual, police or military unit, weapon or policy that, because of its potential effectiveness, 
threatens the terrorists' integrity and freedom of action. …disarming themes are often argued within 
the norms of conventional morality. Consequently, fronts are extensively used, and they appear to 
advance their causes pro bono publico...” 

As will be shown when we deal in detail with the doctrines of the protagonists, the asymmetrical 
struggle against the overwhelming might of the white South African state’s security forces was first 
and foremost a propaganda-driven struggle for local and international opinion. In it, “atrocity 
propaganda” and “disarming propaganda” were key elements, which – fortunately for the 
revolutionaries – could play into a favourable (English-language) media environment locally and 
internationally and could also count on the support of Cold War era leftist pressure groups that had 
been established in Western countries by Moscow, the ANC’s main international ally and ideological 
fountainhead.  

The reality that the conflict was dominated by propaganda cannot therefore be ignored, when 
assessing how the SAP-SB (as the ANC’s major institutional stumbling block) acquired its negative 
public image among readers of the English-language media – very much distinct from the image 
created for readers of the Afrikaans media. 

3.2   The constitutional and jurisprudential context.  
The security or special branch of the South African Police was formed in June 1939, less than three 
months prior to the outbreak of the 2nd World War. It was modelled on the Special Branch of the 
London Metropolitan Police (Scotland Yard), but had a country-wide remit, since the South African 
Police was by law the national police force of the entire Union of South Africa. 

The SAP-SB was thus the constitutionally ordained national law enforcement body focused on 
investigating internationally-recognized crimes against the peaceful constitutional order (meaning 
essentially, the illegal furthering of political aims by violent means).  

The unit was created and first served to counter radical internal opposition against South Africa’s 
war effort against Nazi Germany during the Second World War (when 6,636 opponents of South 
Africa’s participation in that war were detained without trial in concentration camps). Subsequent to 
the 1961 conversion of the Union into the Republic of South Africa, the SAP-SB seamlessly carried 
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on serving the Republic (when the latter was still white-ruled, and at the time confronted by the Cold 
War threat that emanated from the communist powers).  

During WW2, many Afrikaners were sceptical of the SAP-SB because of the internment without trial 
of pro-independence Afrikaner activists such as future prime minister John Vorster. The English 
media, however, at that stage lauded the SB (which happened then already to have been under the 
command of an Afrikaner). The roles inverted after the 1948 white elections, when the Afrikaner 
Nationalists took power – from that point on, the SAP-SB (and the government it was now identified 
with) was portrayed by the English-language media as racist Afrikaner nationalist oppressors. 

Objectively seen, though, the SAP-SB as institution was NOT 
a tool of any one white political party, and it certainly didn’t 
make the laws of the land. Just as any police force anywhere, 
its function was to uphold the law “as is”, i.e., as consti-
tutionally made by the legislature, and directed policy-wise by 
the Executive (cabinet). No police officer – nowhere in the 
world – has the luxury, nor the right, to pick-and-choose which 
duly-made laws he or she by personal preference wants to 
enforce. 

Here (at left) is a copy of the attestation as a police officer that 
my father and men like him, signed under oath upon their 
commissioning into the Union police force.  

It reads that: I, XXX, promise and swear that I will faithfully serve His Majesty King George the Sixth, 
his heirs and successors, in accordance with the Law in the South African Police … and I promise 
to abide by the stipulations of the Police Act of 1912 and such regulations as may from time to time 
be promulgated in terms of the Law. 

The Mission Statement of the “Apartheid” South African Police force is also revealing: It stressed 
impartiality and observance at all times of the law and societal norms, serving with efficiency and 
accountably the country and all its residents. In full, it reads as follows: 

“Mission 
of the South African Police 

We undertake, impartially and with respect for the 
laws and norms of society, to protect the interests 
of the country and everyone therein against any 
criminal violation, through efficient service 
rendered in an accountable manner.” 

It should be noted that, at least as far as its white 
population was concerned, the Union and pre-1994 
Republic constituted a full-blown Western democracy, 
with an independent judiciary, highly confrontational 
parliament to which ministers were accountable, and a 
largely free press. The SAP-SB officers were thus well 
aware that their every action would be publicly 
scrutinized in the media and by means of parliamentary questions. They knew that decisions about 
the innocence or guilt of suspected “terrorists” were not theirs to make but would be determined by 
the courts in open session, with the accused deemed innocent till proven guilty beyond a reasonable 
doubt, and benefiting from top legal representation (paid for from abroad).  

The institutional function of the SAP-SB detectives was to investigate alleged crimes against the 
constitutional order, gather evidence and present this to the prosecuting authority, who would charge 
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and prosecute the accused in open, normal court (there were no “secret” or “state security” courts) 
where guilt or innocence would be factually determined. 

3.3   The heritage of a racist colonial order. 
The core defect which the Union and Republic suffered from, in the form in which it had been born 
and had grown out of the colonial legacy of British imperial rule post-1806, was that the South African 
state was undeniably race-based (as were the other British dominions, till the sixties of the last 
century – Australian aboriginals only received full rights in 1967, and Canadian “first peoples” in 
1960; in the USA Amerindian voters in Colorado only got the vote in 1970).  

This Anglo-Saxon legacy of a race-based colonial state and society, of course contrasted with the 
laisse-faire Old Cape under the Dutch East India Company’s management (where mixed marriage, 
for example, was common). It was also very different from the enlightened, French-republican order 
that had pertained in the 1803 – 1806 Batavian Republic at the Cape, which was based on universal 
qualified male franchise without a colour bar, which furthermore had proscribed slavery and which 
had instituted religious freedom and recognition for the Muslim faith as well (which was largely why 
the Cape’s “Javanese Artillery Corps” of free Malay volunteers and the “Hottentot Light Infantry” had 
fought so hard, together with the Boer dragoons, against the British invaders in 1806).  

This core legacy of racial discrimination of course reflected upon the later governmental structure 
and institutions as a whole. Meaning that the SAP-SB’s image problem was a consequence of that 
general condemnation of the entire race-based state apparatus and did not originate separately in 
the SAP-SB as such. To properly assess the SAP-SB’s role during the years of the Struggle to 
achieve a non-racial democracy, it is therefore necessary to look first beyond the Security Branch 
as such, at the broader historical context of South Africa’s internal conflict. From its roots in the 
colonial era, through the complications of the Cold War, to the power struggle that resulted among 
black groups after Apartheid was finally completely dismantled in the early nineties, in the run-up to 
the first non-racial national elections.  

3.4   The historical context of South Africa’s internal conflict. 
The history of South Africa, like its multi-ethnic demographics, is a complex one. Fact is, that shifts 
in political power over time coupled with tribal affiliations (the ever-present “call of the blood”), greatly 
influenced perceptions of the SAP-SB as promoted in different segments of the press over the 
course of the Branch’s existence.  

What cannot be denied, and should therefore not be tip-toed around, is that perceptions of the SAP-
SB (like everything and everybody else in South Africa) were hugely impacted by the three great 
conflicts that had marked the country’s history. First came the struggle between white settler and 
brown and black indigenous populations, from 1652 to 1803, and then from 1806 to1990 (the whites 
being first the Dutch East India Company, then the British Empire, and eventually the white 
Republic’s security forces). Intertwined with this, was the often bloody and emotion-drenched conflict 
between the British and the Boers / Afrikaners, from 1806 to 1961 and beyond (being the struggle 
that most marked, also for the longest period, the political history of the eventual Union and later 
Republic of South Africa). Lastly, there’s the reality of the power struggles between different black 
tribes and their political movements, with roots going back to the Mfecane massacres by the Zulus 
of surrounding tribes during the early 19th century, to the intense and bloody conflicts from 1990 to 
1995 between the then Xhosa-dominated ANC and the Zulu Inkatha movement, and flaring up again 
in July 2021 in the death and destruction wrought by the “Zuma unrest”.  

It was the perennial Boer / Brit political conflict, as played out across the veldt, in parliament and 
especially in the media, which was to have a significant impact on how the SAP-SB was portrayed, 
before and after 1948. With the change in the political landscape that year, the manner of portrayal 
of the SAP-SB in the English-language press changed 180 degrees, even though the SAP-SB 
officers as such didn’t change. They were still the same predominantly Afrikaner police detectives, 
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who had loyally served the pro-neutrality “Fusion” government of Genl. Barry Hertzog till September 
1939, then the pro-war government of Field Marshal Jan Smuts up to the 1948 election, and 
subsequently the new National Party government of Dr. D.F. Malan – doing so in the best tradition 
of being apolitical public servants who served the state and not the politicians who were in power 
on the day.  

However important the role of the SAP-SB may have been during WW2, if one is to be realistic, it is 
the subsequent portrayal of the SAP-SB as an oppressive force bent on racist white Afrikaner 
nationalist domination, that needs to be at the heart of any modern assessment of its role and legacy.  

3.5   The experience of indigenous peoples in South Africa vs. elsewhere in British colonies. 
Comparing South Africa’s broader colonial history to the experience suffered by non-white 
indigenous populations across the globe during the era of European imperialism, is informative. This 
comparison is necessary, because the basic assumption underpinning much of the criticism 
(propaganda?) directed against the last white SA government as it had evolved through and out of 
the colonial era, was that it was uniquely evil, with the SAP-SB being portrayed and condemned as 
its principal tool of oppression, dedicated to maintaining racial supremacy.  

But does the evidence truly bear out that the white South African governments – when compared to 
and contextualised within the panoply of colonial governments that had at one stage ruled most of 
the peoples of the “Third World” – was truly (and uniquely) evil? Especially when judged by real 
outcomes and hard statistics? (Nobody in his or her right mind, and of proper moral values, will 
today defend European imperialism and the race-based oppression that went with it, and this article 
certainly isn’t an attempt to do so – especially given my own Afrikaner / Irish heritage as author).  

Yes, South Africa’s transition out of colonialism was unique – but in many ways positively so, with 
eventually far better outcomes for its non-white population than elsewhere. Other colonial liberation 
struggles were fought against an imperial authority seated in an overseas metropolis, from whom 
independence had to be wrested. In South Africa’s case, however, Africa’s so-called white tribe, the 
Afrikaners, had already wrested that sovereign independence from the British Empire in 1961 (as 
recognised by the United Nations and fellow Africans in the Lusaka Manifesto).  This means that 
what followed after 1961, was in essence an internal struggle for political power and for racial 
equality, not independence. Nevertheless, the colonial legacy and the Boer vs Brit emotional 
baggage of that unique earlier Afrikaner struggle for independence, had continued to impact also 
the post-1961 era (the Boer / Brit situation had seen parallels only in Ireland: namely one of an 
indigenous white tribe that had been locked in intense political struggle against another, the imperial 
English tribe, that had conquered and settled its ancestral land by military force, dominating its 
economy and media). 

This ongoing Boer / Brit struggle within white politics, gave rise to an unfortunate but lasting and 
perception-forming issue of terminology. This happened when the Afrikaner nationalist constitutional 
initiative of separate development (intended to “unscramble” the colonial legacy by re-constituting 
the pre-colonial ethnic states), became internationally known by its emotive Afrikaans name: 
“Apartheid”. Which seemed to carry, in the English language, the significance of “apart” and “hate”.  

The most important dimension of the uniqueness of the South African situation, when compared 
with what had been the lot of indigenous peoples elsewhere in especially the Anglophone colonial 
world, is revealed by the incontrovertible demographic statistics.  In terms of the 1911 census, whites 
then made up 21.34% of the population of the nascent Union of South Africa. That has now dropped 
to only 8.4%, meaning that the other population groups have flourished demographically under white 
rule. 

Black numbers, for example, have risen from 67.2% of the population in 1911, to currently 80.2%.  
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This stands in absolutely stark contrast with the lot of the Aboriginal population of Australia, with that 
of the Amerindian populations of Canada and the USA, and even the indigenous populations of 
Latin America, during the era of white domination there. Those indigenous populations were for all 
practical purposes, dispossessed and wiped out – in a very deliberate, systematic manner which 
today would have qualified as genocide. 

By contrast, there was no policy in South Africa that had set out, or which had the practical effect, 
of essentially wiping out the local indigenous populations – as had tragically and undeniably 
happened in the former British possessions in the Americas and Australasia, leaving those lands in 
white hands. On the contrary, the data about South Africa clearly shows that the local black 
population had, numerically, gone from strength to strength – also and particularly in the era of 
“Apartheid”. Take just the crucial matter of health care – Dr. Kgosi Letlape, who is black and who 
recently left the position of president of the Health Professions Council of South Africa (HPCSA), 
has repeatedly stated publicly that the health care system for all citizens was significantly better 
under Apartheid than now, with it then having been better even than the current private health care. 
(Again, which serves not to deny the extremely hurtful and harmful consequences that racist 
European colonialism and “Apartheid” in South Africa, had held for non-white populations).    

Nevertheless, does the statistical scoreboard thus verily speak of a uniquely racist, evil white regime 
in South Africa? 

There was also no policy of suppressing indigenous culture, such as perpetrated for example by the 
anglicizing “residential schools” to which indigenous children ripped from their parents were forcibly 

consigned, in the USA, Canada and Australia. 
On the contrary, indigenous culture was 
fostered, with own mother-tongue universities 
being built and the local British legacy of 
impoverished, scattered native “reservations” 
(that still today blight the USA, Canada and 
Australia), being set to be developed here into 
proper homelands (on the model of Lesotho, 
Botswana and eSwatini). Which “homelands” 
now largely form the basis of the New South 
Africa’s provinces – even though the erstwhile 
Apartheid homelands policy had in practice 
utterly failed as a constitutional solution for 
South Africa’s ethnic conundrum, by reason of 
having been a real-world impossibility within a 
fast-growing economy in an era of growing 
globalization and urbanisation, and being at 
heart still race-based (speaking of “white” SA, 
but of distinct black tribes and without homeland 
solutions for the Indians and “Coloureds”).  

During the Cold War that followed upon the Second World War, notions of racial supremacy (as 
exemplified by the Nazis) had internationally become anathema and colonialism was seen in the 
war-weary West as a burden. Non-white populations (that had fought on the side of the Allies, such 
as from India and the Gold Coast) were demanding their independence and winning it – in India 
already in 1947, thanks to the passive resistance campaign that had been led by Mahatma Gandhi. 
Also in Africa, the “uhuru” wave was sweeping down the continent. 

The fact that black resistance to white rule in South Africa had systematically increased after WW2, 
was thus not primarily due to some truly evil “new” form of racism having suddenly been foisted 
upon blacks in 1948, which consequently had “hardened” their resolve. Yes, age-old discriminatory 
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practices were indeed codified into actual, hurtful laws. But what increasingly inspired non-whites 
(more than anything else), was the growing list of examples of successful struggles for liberation as 
waged against colonial/white rule, by the likes of the Mau-Mau in Kenya, as well as in Algeria, Indo-
China and eventually the former Portuguese territories in Southern Africa and Rhodesia. The latter 
(which had persisted with the British race-based colonial traditions and never had an Afrikaans 
government using the Afrikaans word “apartheid”), had of course been the object of its own freedom 
struggle, on a much more bloody and destructive scale than South Africa itself had ever 
experienced. Thus, Rhodesia gives the lie to the proposition that “Apartheid” Afrikaner rule had been 
the unique cause of black dissatisfaction and resistance.  

Even had the most liberal white party in South Africa come to power in 1948, and not the Afrikaner 
Nationalists, then the struggle for complete racial equality would still have occurred – because it is 
an incontrovertible fact that not even the most liberal party in the erstwhile white South African 
parliament had stood for one-man-on-vote, till the National Party of President FW de Klerk accepted 
that principle at the beginning of the 1990’s (which is why the ANC-MK also bombed, for example, 
offices of the Progressive Party). 

3.6   Did racism in South Africa start in 1948? 
It is utterly ludicrous to pretend that racism had emerged in South Africa only in 1948, as a product 

of uniquely evil intentions and policies of the Afrikaner Nationalist 
government elected that year (their main focus was, actually, on 
restoring a republic, free of British ties – which of course explains 
the English animosity to them). The preceding cornerstone race 
laws were the same ones that had applied across the breadth of the 
British Empire, which in South Africa took the form of the 1913 land 
act that had robbed blacks of most of their land, the 1936 native 
affairs act that regulated black lives as 2nd class citizens, and the 
1945 black urban areas management act – with the odious laws 
against inter-racial liaisons actually having been the first laws that 
the British had seen fit to put on the statute books in the Free State 
and Transvaal after they had conquered those two erstwhile Boer 
republics in 1899-1902 (the USA versions of these prohibitions on 
inter-race marriages were only declared unconstitutional by the US 
Supreme Court in 1966).  

The elevation of 1948 into propaganda prominence as if the birth date of racism in South Africa, is 
a transparent attempt to try and pin colonial racism on the Afrikaner people. It was a political 
propaganda consequence of what had in earlier times been termed to be South Africa’s principal 
“race problem”: namely, the struggle for political supremacy between the “Boer race” and the “British 
race”. It is no more than a fallacious attempt to pin all blame on the Afrikaner scapegoat, with little 
regard for historical fact.  

Another early example of such an Anglo myth, is that the Afrikaner’s Great Trek out of the Cape 
Colony (after its military conquest in 1806 by the British), was supposedly due to the British 
eventually having abolished slavery – thus psychologically trying to tie the Afrikaner to the racist 
Confederate States of the American Civil War, which latter was fought over the abolition of slavery…  

Of course, the Trek could not possibly have been due to the Trekkers simply not liking being ruled 
by their new imperial British overlords, could it? Just as “right-thinking” Irish could not imaginably 
have desired to be free of Albion’s benevolent embrace? 

This Anglo myth about the Trek does not mention that the republican Boers had actually declared 
themselves independent from the Dutch East India Company even before the 1st British invasion of 
the Cape had sunk that libertarian initiative (the short-lived Swellendam Republic). Neither does it 
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own up to the fact that slavery had already been proscribed at the Cape (no new slaves could be 
imported, and all children born to slaves were born free) under the Batavian Republic of 1803 - 
1806, which had preceded the 2nd British invasion.  

Nor does it mention that the local Cape forces of Boer dragoons, 

Hottentot infantry and free Malay artillery had defended that 

republican dispensation (with its equal voting and religious rights, 

regardless of race), tooth and nail against the British invaders at the 

battle of Blaauwberg – with the Brits actually having vainly resorted 

to trying to curry favour with the rebellious Boers by bandying about 

promises of restoring slavery, as part of their scrapping of all the 

“poisonous” libertarian Batavian ideas stemming from the French 

Revolution. Whereas the Boers had so liked those republican French 

notions that they had based their own later republics on the Batavian 

model. The aspect of the eventual British abolition of slavery that had 

truly irked, was the solemn promise the British had made of paying 

market-value compensation – which it then transpired had to be 

claimed in London, via an agent that kept most of the proceeds! An 

op-ed by Harvard History professor Maya Jasanoff, published in The 

New Yorker on 26 October 2020 under the title “Misremembering the 

British Empire” deals specifically with Britain’s abolition of slavery and 

the compensation offered; it is based on investigations by the University College London’s Centre 

for the Study of the Legacies of British Slave-ownership: "Its researchers have shown that 

government payouts to slaveowners following emancipation seeded fortunes inherited by 

generations of bankers..." and thus "...has wrinkled the sanctimonious tale of British abolitionism.")  

If the Boers had trekked because they didn’t want slavery to be abolished, would it not be logical to 
expect that they would then have re-instituted slavery, the instant they had established their own 
new republics in the interior? Of course, they never re-instituted slavery! 

In fact, one-third of the 100 Trekker men who died at the hands of Zulu king Dingane when he 
assassinated the Trekker leader Piet Retief and his delegation, were people of colour, as were 1/3 
of the women and children subsequently killed by Zulu impis at Blaauwkrantz. Equally, a significant 
proportion of the Trekker fighting men that then defeated Dingane at the battle of Blood River, were 
men of colour. The state secretary of the Great Trek – its principal scribe, whose writings had 
inspired many of those who joined the Trek – was a man of colour, who later became the secretary 
of the Transvaal (ZAR) parliament, as well as Postmaster-General of the ZAR: Mr. Jan Bantjes. 

This isn’t a denial of a valid core truth contained in today’s “single story” about the Afrikaner, namely 
that from early days there were indeed a racist Afrikaner faction (such as initially represented by 
Adam Tas) and which eventually, after WW2, had come to dominate Afrikanerdom for four crucial 
decades. That, alas, is true. 

But there is another story about the Afrikaner as well – one without which, the whole story cannot 
be complete. It is a side of the Afrikaner’s story that the previous government itself had tried its best 
to suppress, in favour of their equally false myth of a pure white race. That truth relates to the 
undeniable reality that today, a far larger proportion of the people of Southern Africa who speak 
Afrikaans as their mother tongue, are “coloured”, not white. Where did they come from? (The DNA 
shows us that, on the maternal side with mitochondrial analysis, preponderantly from the original 
indigenous Cape female population, but on the paternal side through Y-chromosome analysis, in 
large part from males of European descent; the vast majority of Afrikaners classified as “white” under 
Apartheid, have significant “non-white” DNA, inherited on maternal side from slave women and 
indigenous “volksmoeders” / mothers of the nation). It is one of the unique features of the “white” 
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Afrikaners that they had adopted the language of the common man, the people of colour, as their 
own, abandoning the Dutch language of their European forebears. This total cultural identification 
with their new African fatherland, even to the point of adopting a new language (aptly named 
Afrikaans), did not happen anywhere else in the colonised world – not with the French, Spanish, 
Portuguese, or English that had settled in the Americas or Australasia.  

What was further unique about the Afrikaner, was the fact that they were practically the only 
descendants of European settlers anywhere in the world, who were in turn brutally colonised by 
force of arms by another European power – the British Empire – when luck would have it that their 
independent republics were found to be sitting atop the world’s then richest gold and diamond 
deposits. Nearly 28,000 Boer women and children and 12,000 blacks associated with the Boers, 
died in detention in British concentration camps, with the casualties among the Boer women and 
children almost twice as many as that suffered by Boer combatants on the battlefield (14,000).  

As we have shown in the chapter presenting the comparative statistics, this total of 42,000 Afrikaner 
deaths suffered over two and a half years of the 2nd Anglo-Boer War, constituting 15% of the Boer 
population of the two republics, was more than twice the total number of deaths (20,500) that was 
suffered during 35 years of internal conflict that preceded South Africa’s transformation into a non-
racial democracy in 1994. By far the greatest death rate per capita in the struggle against European 
imperialism in 20th century Southern Africa, as well as the largest total number of lives lost in any 
liberation struggle in South Africa, was thus actually suffered by the Boers, not by Blacks. 

This experience had savagely marked the Afrikaner mind (in similar fashion to the Jewish experience 
of the Holocaust) leaving the deep-seated determination to never again allow such a brutal 
subjugation to occur – which psychologically played a crucial part in the fear of, and resistance 
against, what was seen as a similarly ominous existential threat: namely, that posed by international 
communism (especially given the adherents of that ideology’s own history of brutal suppression).  

Again, this is not to claim that there wasn’t a blatantly racist faction present 
in white Afrikaner ranks, from way back even. Certainly, the afore-
mentioned Dutch immigrant to the early Cape, Adam Tas, was quite 
virulent as leader of such a movement (perhaps heightened by his conflict 
with Governor W.A. van der Stel, son of the Cape’s most famous governor, 
Simon van der Stel, who incidentally was a man of colour, since his mother 
was the daughter of a freed slave from Goa on the coast of India).  

Fact is, though, that the racist faction didn’t hold sway at the Old Cape 
during the two centuries of Dutch rule. Some 1,600 of the early marriages 
registered there, were between European men and women of colour, 

mostly freed slaves. The church would not marry such a couple unless the slave woman had been 
duly freed (manumitted), so that the true societal distinction was not founded on race, but on whether 
couples had been formally “churched” or had simply engaged in an informal relationship. The Dutch 
East India Company as such had no care about race, since they were single-mindedly intent upon 
making money (the Cape was unique in that it was a colonial settlement run by a commercial 
venture, and not set up by some imperial government or crown).  

It was only late in the 19th century, with the British in control of the Cape, that the blatantly racist 
faction within Afrikanerdom came to exercise influence in institutions such as the Dutch Reformed 
Church (only in 1881 was the church split along racial lines, with a “mission church” established to 
cater to non-white faithful; this only happened after many church minsters had for many years 
strongly opposed separating their mixed congregations).  It appears that, just as the Afrikaner had 
adopted British inventions such as the game of rugby and tried to beat the British at it, in the middle 
20th century the racist Afrikaner faction undeniably tried to outdo the Anglo politics of racial identity. 
Those Afrikaner politicians pushed it to odious extremes, legalising its strictures as statutorily 
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ordained determinants of the social order, with laws codifying petty measures of physical separation 
in a highly hurtful and discriminatory manner – as the late FW de Klerk acknowledged in his parting 
video message.  

Those overtly racist Afrikaner politicians were, however, not alone in doing this at that time – in the 
USA racial segregation was also very much enforced, until the Supreme Court there stepped in to 
de-legitimise it in the late sixties (see photos below): 

     

In Australia as well, the so-called “White Australia” policy was in effect for the first six decades of 
the 20th century, i.a. prohibiting immigration by non-whites. 

The fine-tuning of the existing racial segregation in South Africa after the 1948 election, was again 
deeply tied to the Boer / Brit political power struggle of that time. The Nationalists had won the most 
seats in that election, but not the popular vote. For that reason, they embarked on a set of 
parliamentary and legal machinations to remove the Coloured voters in the Cape from the voter’s 
rolls, fearing that the English-language opposition may appeal to this growing group of voters. 

This had not been the Afrikaner Nationalist outlook in the 1920’s, when the then Nationalist prime 
minister, Genl. Barry Hertzog, had had legislation drafted to fully integrate the so-called “coloured” 
population into the constitutional system (which would have removed the “white vs. non-white” racial 
element from the constitution). This unfortunately came to nought, because of the furore that had 
erupted in parliament at that time about the issue of the design of the Union flag (again, the Boer / 
Brit struggle), which drowned out all other policy matters, next to be overtaken by the crisis caused 
by the Great Depression and then the 2nd World War. 

3.7    The Afrikaner Nationalists and Nazism / anti-Semitism. 
Another propaganda myth encapsulated in the “single story” about the Afrikaner (as if they are a 
tribe of identical clones), is that “the Afrikaners” en masse had supported Adolf Hitler and that the 
Nationalist Party election victory in 1948 thus had put “neo-Nazis” into power. 

Just as was the case in the USA before Pearl Harbor, there existed among many Afrikaners in 1939 
a strong antipathy against participating in another European war, preferring neutrality. This was also 
the position of the Republic of Ireland, which remained neutral through-out WW2 (without anybody 
seriously suggesting that the Irish were closet Nazis). In fact, it has been calculated that 68% of the 
South African volunteer soldiers who went North to fight against the Axis, were Afrikaners. Many 
leading Afrikaners saw it as a moral imperative that Hitler had to be stopped, by force of arms (my 
own great-uncle, Dr. W.P. Steenkamp, as member of parliament had made a renowned speech 
supporting the declaration of war on moral grounds, since he was well aware of who and what Hitler 
was – this despite carrying a British bayonet wound in the buttocks from the 2nd Anglo-Boer War).  

When the German Abwehr (military intelligence) launched their Operation Weissdorn, smuggling 
famous South African Olympic boxer Robey Leibbrandt into South Africa to start a rebellion, he had 
first approached the then National Party leadership as well as that of the activist cultural movement 
the Ossewa-Brandwag, but was cold-shouldered, so that he eventually tried to set up his own 
“National Socialist Rebels” – a complete failure, which soon led to his arrest by the SAP-SB. 
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Joe Slovo, SA Communist Party and ANC-MK leader, had fought with the South African forces in 
Italy during WW2. About racist attitudes among his fellow soldiers, he observed in his Unpublished 
Biography, on p. 29, that: “…experience taught me that this type of gut feeling was not just an 
Afrikaner syndrome; if anything, the purse lipped racism of the English gentlemen from Natal was 
more irreversible.” 

The 1948 election in South Africa, which saw the opposition National Party unexpectedly win, was 
as such no outlier: Churchill himself had lost the U.K. elections. In 1949, the opposition New Zealand 
National Party won their election, and the same happened that year in Australia as well. The voters 
of the Commonwealth had not suddenly turned Nazi by ousting their wartime leaders, and neither 
did that happen in South Africa, where the same post-war socio-economic forces and 
discontentment were at play, augmented by the republican aspirations of the Afrikaner. 

What perhaps best gives the lie to the notion that the new Nationalist Afrikaner government of 1948 
were Nazis (and not merely Afrikaner nationalist, who – like their Irish counterparts – were seeking 
a republic), is the history of South Africa’s strong support for the new state of Israel, born amidst the 
first Arab-Israeli War of 1948-49.  

James Adams, a British journalist not sympathetic to the then Afrikaner government, wrote in his 
book Unnatural Allies that in 1948: "...in a gesture of solidarity ... (Afrikaner Nationalist Prime 
Minister) Malan immediately offered financial and logistical support to Israel. South Africa was also 
the first country formally to recognise Israel after its foundation on 24 May 1948, and Malan was 
eventually to be the first foreign head of government to visit there. Even before this, South Africa 
had made considerable efforts to smuggle food, medical supplies, money, arms, uniforms, fighter 
aircraft and two Bonanza transports to the Zionist insurgent force... According to an official Israeli 
account of the time, South Africa 'contributed more to the Israeli war effort, in terms of skilled 
volunteers, than any other country in the world'."  

Adams further recounts: "...in 1948 the Nationalist government granted the Jewish community the 
unique privilege of being allowed to export funds to Israel."  

This support for and cooperation with Israel 
was to go from strength to strength and 
blossomed particularly under the leadership 
of Prime Minister B.J. Vorster (who had been 
interned without trial during WW2 for his 
opposition to South Africa’s participation in 
the war and had thus been portrayed in the 
English-language media as an active Nazi 
supporter). Adams writes that, during the 
1967 Arab-Israeli War, the Vorster govern-
ment allowed emergency funds of 
$20.5million to be transferred to Israel and 
that: "Arms and aircraft were also shipped 
from South Africa to replace damaged 
equipment". In April 1976 Vorster undertook a 
week-long official visit to Israel at the 
invitation of the Israeli government, which was 
"remarkably successful", according to Adams. 

To understand this long-standing affinity between Afrikaners and Israelis, it should be noted that 
both had had to fight British imperialism for their independence (the U.K. only recognised Israel in 
1950). Both had suffered in concentration camps, and both peoples felt themselves existentially 
under threat, isolated and surrounded in hostile environments. 

PM Vorster (2nd from right) during official visit to Israel  
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Which begs the question: why did many white ANC / SACP members of South African Jewish origin 
feel that security policemen were “anti-Jewish”, often based on their ancestry having been brought 
up under interrogation? Policemen deal with reality, and it was a simple statistical fact that most (by 
far) of the white members of the SACP, were indeed of Jewish origin. Just as much of the ANC 
leadership of the time were of Xhosa descent, and a policeman considering that reality would not 
have been suspected of being anti-Xhosa.  

The South African Jewish community was in fact quite distinct, in that some 90% of them were 
Litvaks, from the area of Eastern Europe centred on present-day Lithuania. They were thus, origin-
wise, much more homogenous than, say, the Jewish community in the USA.  But like any tribe, they 
also had their non-conformists. Whilst the large majority were true to their faith and the Zionist cause, 
strongly supporting Israel (as recorded above) there existed a small minority who were not culturally 
or religiously part of the Litvak mainstream, and who were thus socially alienated – and not accepted 
into the other white communities (English and Afrikaans) either. To them, the SACP offered a home, 
a space where they could feel that they do belong and matter. This was attested to by SACP leader 
Raymond Suttner: “(The SACP) offered community, human contact, the warmth and solidarity 
otherwise absent from their daily lives”. Ray Alexander, another leading communist of the era, wrote: 
“The party was to me everything. Because it’s from the party that I began to organise and develop 
myself to a full human being.” 

This distinction between South African Litvaks who were Zionist and those that were communist, 
was underscored by Karina Simonson (Litvaks in South Africa: How to photograph Nelson 
Mandela”) , with reference to the unveiling of a plaque in 2013 by Mark Weinberg commemorating 
his grandfather, who was famous for a photograph he had taken of Nelson Mandela: “…after the 
official end of apartheid in 1990 it has become fashionable among Jewish South Africans to share 
in the limelight of activists and heroes from the past who fought against racism and apartheid. When 
unveiling a plaque in Johannesburg acknowledging a Jewish family of Lithuanian origin–the 
Weinbergs–and their contribution to the antiapartheid struggle, Mark Weinberg, grandson of Litvak 
photographer Eli Weinberg said, ‘I’m very proud and grateful of my heritage, which includes 
elements of selfless service to the broader movement in the broader context’. However, he stated 
that there was no need to tie the Weinberg legacy with Judaism: ‘We reject outright the efforts of 
Zionists in South Africa to enhance their credibility by presenting themselves as custodians of the 
antiapartheid struggle by claiming the acts of comrades with Jewish ancestry. In fact, we Weinbergs 
have been atheists for many generations’.” 

The Litvaks who emigrated to South Africa had left Eastern Europe at the end of the 19th and 
beginning of the 20th century because of heightened anti-Jewish activities during that time of intense 
political turmoil in the region, with pogroms under the Tsarist Russian regime, followed by Lithuanian 
nationalist antipathy towards them after WW1. With the invasion of the Baltic region by Germany 
during WW2, between the Nazi and Lithuanian nationalist forces, the determined extermination 
campaign against the Latviks became all-pervasive, so that practically their only escape was to join 
the communist partisans fighting the Nazis under the Red Banner of the USSR. Many South African 
Litvaks, who still had close family ties to that region, came to identify with the USSR as then the 
strongest force physically opposing the Nazis exterminating their kin, but also because of 
communism’s concept of “universal man” – seeing the latter ideology as antidote to the racial 
discrimination that Jews and others were so severely suffering. 

To sum up – there’s no contradiction between Afrikaners admiring the state of Israel and facilitating 
for South African Zionist Jews to support it, and the fact that they could also recognize the statistical 
reality that of the white SACP membership (never more than some 500), the vast majority were 
Jews. Just as knowing that all pigeons are birds but not all birds are pigeons, that distinction was 
not difficult to make. They were also very much aware that, like practically any other white political 
party in South Africa, the SACP of that era actually had an Afrikaner at its head – Adv. Bram Fischer, 
who defended Nelson Mandela and his co-accused in the Rivonia trial. Fischer was from a 
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distinguished Free State Afrikaner family (his namesake grandfather was premier of the Orange 
Rover Colony and later a cabinet minister of the Union of South Africa). Perhaps ironically, but 
illustrating the point above very well, the lead state prosecutor making the case against Mandela in 
that self-same Rivonia trial was Dr. Percy Yutar, born of Litvak immigrant parents, who would go on 
to become South Africa’s first attorney-general of Jewish descent (appointed to that position by the 
Afrikaner Nationalist government). A practicing Jew i.t.o. religion, Yutar was chairman of the United 
Hebrew Congregation (a collection of Orthodox synagogues in Johannesburg) for eleven years.  

3.8   In search of a constitutional solution that would reverse the imperial legacy of conquest. 
The policy of “separate development” (or so-called grand apartheid, as distinct from the afore-
mentioned petty discriminatory measures) had its intellectual origin with Dr. Hendrik Verwoerd, who 
became premier in 1958. This policy was based on a realization – born from the Afrikaner’s own 
harsh experience of British colonial oppression and discrimination – that purely race-based 
discriminatory deprivation of people’s political rights (as founded upon notions of racial superiority 
such as had earlier pertained throughout the colonial world, especially the Anglophone one), could 
simply not be justified or sustained in the modern world. It was understood that, just as the Afrikaner 
had strived for his political rights, non-white South-Africans would naturally hold similar aspirations.  

That left only two morally and intellectually defensible options – namely that either equal rights had 
to be accorded to non-whites as well, in one unified South Africa, or else, that the political rights of 
blacks residing and working in the white economic heartland had to be linked to their own nation-
states.  Just as citizens of Lesotho, Swaziland and Botswana living and working in South Africa, had 
to fulfil their political aspirations in their own sovereignly independent homelands. The scattering of 
“reservation” lands that had been created by the British colonial powers were thus intended to be 
expanded and developed into ethnic homelands, modelled on Lesotho, eSwatini and Botswana. The 
citizens of these new states were then to be deemed guest workers in the South African economy, 
with consequently no political rights here. Geographical division was in vogue as solution elsewhere 
as well then, such as with India and Pakistan, N & S Korea, N & S Vietnam, Israel and Palestine.  

South Africa’s “separate development” experiment endured for some 30 years, from the late fifties 
to the late eighties, by which time it had become patently obvious that it was unworkable in practice 
and furthermore unacceptable to the majority of black South Africans, who had become urbanised 
and (as the main labour force), an indispensable part of the modern metropolitan economy. It also 
failed as intellectual rationale, because it did not honestly seek to establish an ethnic-based constel-
lation of states as claimed – it did try to do so as regards the black tribes (ending up with two Xhosa 
“states”, because of not wanting to give up the farmland and city of East London located between 
them), but then visualized a remaining bulk of “white” South Africa, thus inherently a racist definition 
based on skin colour. It also had no such solution for South Africa’s Indians and “Coloureds”, so that 
its true racist motives were clear to see – especially by those so gravely disadvantaged by it. 

Afrikaner politicians had long understood (from their history and own aspirations) that there were 
only these two fundamental constitutional options available, namely either a unified and equal South 
Africa (inevitably implying black majority rule) or the  phantasmagorical constellation of regional 
ethnic-based states (which would require a fundamental re-allocation of South Africa’s land to pass 
muster as just and fair, and then still would not address the race-based issue of what to do with the 
“whites”, the Indians and the “Coloureds” in the remainder, or the reality of economic integration) .  

There could be no finessed compromise between the erstwhile race-based colonial system and an 
equitable non-racial dispensation (as had been said – one cannot be half pregnant).  

After the passing of Dr. Verwoerd, white intelligentsia and the politicians in power increasingly came 
to understand that these options were mutually exclusive and that the “constellation of ethnic states” 
was comprehensively proving itself to be both unacceptable and unworkable, in addition to being 
painfully hurtful and damaging to those who were thereby being relegated to the periphery. That 
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growing understanding did not, however, in itself resolve the other great concern, namely the 
existential threat posed by international communism and its desire to take over the land by means 
of proxy forces. Most fortunately,  a window of opportunity opened in early 1990 after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall and the establishment of a working relationship between the white government and the 
USSR (and subsequently even more so with the new Russian Federation – for more detail on this 
see article in the NONGQAI of September 2021, p. 29: https://tinyurl.com/2pbznjxm ).   

3.9   The role of the SAP-SB / intelligence community in the lead-up to SA’s negotiations. 
The erstwhile South African security forces are often portrayed as having been led by boorish, 
ignorant officers (very much in the manner that the British Army in 1899 had seriously 
underestimated the fighting acumen of the Boer forces, to their own detriment). This portrayal of the 
security forces can easily be tested against the established facts about their role facilitating the 
transition to a non-racial, Western-style democracy.  

It was well understood by the security leadership that South Africa 
needed to avoid a guerrilla war (of the kind that had engulfed the 
former Portuguese territories, Rhodesia and Indo-China). This was 
in part based in their own intimate knowledge of how their forebears 
had obliged imperial Britain by means of just such a war (the 2nd 
Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902) to eventually offer a peace deal 
based on guaranteeing the Afrikaners self-government and thus 
overall political power within five years, with Britain also accepting 
the obligation to pay war reparations. Thus, the Afrikaner leadership 
knew the risks, but also knew what was needed in order to seed a 
negotiated settlement. To achieve that, on the one hand the 
leadership of the liberation movements had to be convinced that they 
were not going to be able to grab power through a revolutionary war 
– no matter that their fellows in Algeria, Vietnam and the former 
Portuguese territories had achieved exactly that, against the might of 
the likes of the USA and France. On the other hand, the white 
government had to be convinced that the problem at the root of the 
internal turmoil, was the race-based constitutional dispensation inherited from the colonial era. 

3.9.1 Changing the USSR’s Role in the Power Struggle: To achieve the first objective, namely to 
destroy the ANC’s hope of establishing a people’s republic through armed struggle backed by the 
USSR (and to remove the existential threat of a Soviet take-over of South Africa by proxy) what was 
required as prerequisite for success, was nothing less than to move Moscow to cease its support 
for the ANC. Furthermore, the neighbouring “frontline states” had to be convinced not to harbour 
guerrilla fighters. Following that – once the existential threat of a communist take-over had thus been 
removed – the black liberation leadership had to be convinced that the white government was indeed 
serious about negotiating an equitable transition to a full, non-racial  Western-style democracy.  

That the “frontline states” were in fact so convinced, is history – with the result that the ANC-MK’s 
nearest bases to South Africa ended up being in Uganda, north of the equator. In perhaps the most 
audacious initiative of carrot and stick, the USSR was eventually convinced that the black liberation 
movements were a lost cause (and an unaffordably costly one at that):  

• first by convincing the Red Army that no military victory over the South African forces was 
possible,  

• secondly by playing on the economic interests shared by the RSA and the USSR in the 
marketing of gems, gold and other precious metals, and  

• thirdly by reaching out directly to the Kremlin via the KGB – an initiative so successful that it 
resulted in Oliver Tambo, the ANC president, no longer being able to obtain meetings with 
Michael Gorbachev, whereas the latter had specially made time to personally receive South 
Africa’s intelligence chief, Dr. L.D. Barnard.  

https://tinyurl.com/2pbznjxm
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(Of course, the timing of these overtures was propitious, given the USSR’s increasingly dire 
economic problems, the disaster that it had suffered in Afghanistan and the growing restiveness 
among the populations of the Eastern Block). Yet, undeniably, achieving this ground-moving 
realignment certainly doesn’t seem to speak of an ignorant, parochial security leadership on the 
South African side who didn’t understand global strategy. (If you want to know more about the 
outreach to the USSR, then kindly read the September Nongqai article linked to above, from p. 29: 
https://tinyurl.com/2pbznjxm and see Part lll here-of, with an extract from Dr.Barnards’ book).  

3.9.2 Seizing the “Window of Opportunity”: The fact that the Cold War era’s existential threat to 
the Afrikaner, i.e., of being overrun by international communism, had fallen away, meant the opening 
of a window of opportunity that enlightened leadership in the form of Mr. Nelson Mandela and 
President De Klerk could exploit.  

It was the exact same Afrikaner Nationalist government of President FW de Klerk that then 
completely abandoned both separate development and the remnants of petty racial discrimination, 
negotiating a solution based on what no other party in the erstwhile white parliament – not even the 
mostly English-speaking Progressives – had hitherto proposed: a completely non-racial 
dispensation based on a fully equal right of one person, one vote.  

De Klerk’s government then also became the first, anywhere, to voluntarily dismantle and abandon 
its nuclear arms programme. A costly programme which had very concretely evidenced the extent 
of the white fear that had existed, of being overrun by the communists and their proxies, since these 
weapons with their simultaneously developed intercontinental ballistic missile systems capable of 
targeting Moscow, could logically only have served as deterrent against such a foreign invader. It 
could not conceivably have been intended for use internally, against opponents sharing the same 
South African cities where the whites resided. 

The De Klerk initiative to negotiate a new constitutional dispensation with all black groups, was 
endorsed in a referendum by more than two-thirds of white voters on 17 March 1992. As practically 
all South Africans had anticipated from the moment that this process was initiated, the ANC’s Mr. 
Nelson Mandela was duly sworn in as South Africa’s first black, freely elected president on 10 May 
1994. This transition had astounded the world, since the preceding decades of propaganda against 
the supposedly uniquely “vile, racist” Afrikaner government had not prepared the outside world for 
the possibility of such self-initiated negotiations and a peaceful, democratic hand-over of power. It 
had not been understood abroad that the experience of British imperial subjugation which Afrikaner, 
Zulu, Xhosa and the like had shared, together with the end of the communist threat, had allowed for 
mutual understanding and sufficient trust to be built between Africa’s white/brown tribe and its black 
counterparts.  

The successful security force actions that had driven the armed wings of the liberation movements 
to North of the equator, together with the loss of their erstwhile main Moscow sponsor, had 
convinced the liberation movements to accept that they would not succeed in taking power through 
the barrel of a gun. Equally, the white government had understood that a very special opportunity 
was presenting itself for negotiating a settlement, which needed to be seized since the white 
government’s negotiating leverage would in future diminish – especially when, with the Cold War 
having ended, the West would no longer fear the Communists gobbling up Africa and thus lose their 
last remaining motivation for assisting white South Africa (and henceforth – in the trend-setting USA 
in particular – being driven instead by the growing political influence of their own black population).  

3.9.3 Intelligence paradigm shift – moving from Sate Security to National Intelligence: What 
is not sufficiently credited, is that the white government’s own intelligence community (including of 
course the SAP-SB) had opened the eyes of white politicians to the reality that it was precisely the 
colonially-originated policies of racial discrimination and of depriving citizens of colour of equal 
political rights in a unitary state, that were at the very root of the internal conflict, as well as of the 

https://tinyurl.com/2pbznjxm
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international isolation and the growing economic calamity that together had begun to pose the true 
existential  threat to white South Africans.  

An important component of this was the paradigm shift within the intelligence community from a 
“state security” approach to a “national security” paradigm – meaning that the true task of the 
intelligence community had come to be understood as assessing and reporting threats to the 
security and prosperity of the nation, not merely threats to the state structures and those who happen 
to be its office bearers at any given moment. Applying this paradigm, it was evident that the biggest 
threat to the stability and welfare of the nation, stemmed from the polarization and resultant conflict 
caused by the discriminatory racist policies. In this way, the intelligence community could point out 
the core problem to the white politicians, without trespassing on party politics. 

3.9.4 Examples of the Intelligence Community counselling the need for negotiations: An early 
example of the kind of advice given by the intelligence community, was that which it offered in 1983 
about the initiative to establish a tricameral parliament. The then Prime Minister, PW Botha, had 
reached out to the Secretariat of the State Security Council (the body at that time responsible for 
coordinating security matters) with the request that he be provided with an assessment of the 
internal security implications of his intended announcement that he would table legislation changing 
the constitution, to make provision for a tricameral parliament representing white, Coloured and 
Indian voters. This, he said, he wanted to do without first holding a referendum among white voters, 
since he had a two-thirds majority in the then whites-only parliament.  

The security assessment, which was duly provided, firstly underscored the 
undesirability of launching such an initiative without a referendum to try and 
legitimize it among at least the white electorate. More importantly, though, 
Botha was advised that such an initiative (that would continue to exclude the 
Black African majority from national political decision-making), was certain to 
worsen the internal security situation and that it would be preferable, from a 
national security perspective, to rather wait and seek instead an inclusive new 
constitutional solution.  

Botha’s response was that he accepted the recommendation about the need 
for a referendum (which was held in November 1983) but that he deemed the 

“time not yet ripe” for seeking to include the Black majority in the national political process. That the 
security assessment as provided was perfectly correct in anticipating that the exclusionary new 

tricameral system would worsen the internal conflict, was 
subsequently (amply) proven by the heightened unrest that 
followed, obliging Botha to declare states of emergency. 

In 1986 the National Intelligence Assessment prepared for 
government by the intelligence community, it had already 
been envisaged that negotiations would become inevitable.  

The SAP-SB for its part had, in a memorandum dated 
February 1987 (at left), strongly urged that negotiations be 
entered into, pointing out that a “communist should not be 
sought behind every bush” and that the aspirations of Black 
South Africans were in principle no different from that which 
the Afrikaner had held dear.  

This message about the need for a negotiated political 
solution was what the military, the diplomatic service as well 
as the National Intelligence Service in particular, were to 
echo and amplify in the years leading up to President De 
Klerk’s historic announcement of 2 February 1990.  

  Logo of the NSMS 
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The role of the intelligence community in facilitating that pivotal new direction embarked upon by the 
De Klerk government, bears expanding upon. Because knowing more about that covertly-made part 
of our history (largely ignored by the “single story”) will enable you as reader to judge for yourself 
whether the security forces consciously helped, or hindered the transition to a non-racial Western-
style democracy.   

3.9.5 Actively facilitating negotiations: It is firstly necessary to understand the strategic planning 
challenges that existed, in the lead-up to the release of Mr. Nelson Mandela and the unbanning of 
the SACP and black liberation movements. Part of it was to manoeuvre the USSR out of the equation 
and convincing the liberations movements of the impossibility of gaining a military victory (as 
explained above). But then it wasn’t enough merely to understand (since the problem was at its core 
political in nature, and not military) that negotiations were in fact the only way forward. That is due 
to the reality that initiating negotiations doesn’t depend solely on your own will, but critically on 
having an able, willing and credible negotiating partner. What the lessons of Zimbabwe-Rhodesia 
and Namibia had taught, is that entering into negotiations with a partner who is not nationally and 
internationally credible, is a waste of time and energy.  

Furthermore, in addition to credibility, that other lead party to the negotiations had to be able to take 
its movement and the nation with it to the negotiation table, so that the violent conflict would in fact 
stop when an accord is implemented (and divisions not be exacerbated by it).  Once the government 
had come to understand the need for a negotiated settlement of the core constitutional challenge of 
how to accommodate all South Africa’s peoples in a just and equitable new unitary system, it thus 
became imperative to verify beforehand that the other lead party was indeed willing and able to 
negotiate. Furthermore, not only to negotiate (instead of seeking an armed revolutionary overthrow 
of the existing order), but to do so on an acceptable basis – namely that any change will have to 
come about through the existing constitutional dispensation and processes, to be legitimized by the 
existing parliament passing the enabling laws (so that there can be constitutional continuity, with a 
smooth, peaceful and lawful hand-over to a new elected government, not a revolutionary smash-
and-grab). Even more so, it had to be confirmed beforehand that the other lead party was indeed 
willing to negotiate on an open agenda (i.e., without prerequisites about the new constitution needing 
to be based on a Marxist “people’s republic”) and thus being willing to accept the retention of the 
free-market Western-style democratic model, if that was what the constitutional convention would 
lead to. 

So, who could that other lead party to such negotiations realistically have been? It was evident that 
the amorphous, ego-populated leadership of the internal unrest-stokers, the UDF/MDM, could not 
conceivably be the white government’s lead negotiating partner. They themselves did not have the 
ability or credibility to take the population with them, would not have had the organisational cohesion 
to coalesce around clear negotiation positions, and would in any event have had to genuflect to the 
ANC abroad. The PAC couldn’t be imagined as a lead partner either, principally because of their 
virulently racist anti-white position (summed up in their slogan: one settler, one bullet). The Inkatha 
Freedom Party of Prince Mangosuthu Buthelezi would clearly be an important participant in any 
negotiations, representing as it did a significant portion of the Zulu nation, but because of its limited 
ethnic identity and association with the homeland system it could not be considered as a lead partner 
that could eventually take the whole nation with it and thus calm the conflict (which was, after all, 
the ultimate objective and rationale for the government to engage in such an unavoidably open-
ended, high-risk venture as national constitutional negotiations).  

Which left only the ANC – which was at least nominally non-racist, internationally credible and 
(thanks to its SACP organizational backbone) capable of supporting coherent policy positions. That 
is, if it could overcome the perennial divisions between its radical (Lusaka) wing and its moderate 
(London) wing, a division dating back to the time of Chief Albert Luthuli and the break-away of Robert 
Sobukwe, and currently again being manifested in the present strife in the ANC between the RET 
(radical economic transformation) faction on the one hand with their dream of a 2nd revolution (their 
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so-called National Democratic Revolution) and on the other hand, the moderates who backed 
current president Cyril Ramaphosa.  

It was apparent to the intelligence community that the charismatic Mr. Nelson Mandela, who had 
been boosted to international stardom by the very effective propaganda machine abroad even 
though locked up in prison (just think of the “Free Mandela” pop concerts), would hold the key to 
which way the ANC would go. It was thus imperative to find out what his stance would be – but, 
beyond that, to pro-actively engage with the ANC’s leadership abroad as well, to be certain that they 
would follow Mandela’s lead. Engaging systematically, first through informal back-channels, then 
formal back-channels, and eventually (if all panned out) engaging in formal negotiations. 

3.9.6 Intelligence assessment regarding the abilities of Mr. Nelson Mandela: It is opportune 
now to review the assessment that the intelligence community had formed over the years of Mr. 
Mandela and his personal capabilities. Recent articles (also in the November 2021 issue of 
Nongqai) have mentioned the debate around Mr. Mandela’s release and a key meeting that took 
place in the 11th floor conference room of the National Intelligence Service at their HQ (the Concilium 
Building) in Pretoria during the early eighties. It so happens that I was the recording secretary of 
that meeting (as then staff officer to the NIS head of analysis, Mr Cor Bekker), the latter who chaired 
what was a subcommittee of the CIC – the Coordinating Intelligence Committee – that periodically 
had to review and make recommendations about Mr. Mandela’s further detention and the conditions 
there-of (it is noteworthy that the CIC didn’t form part of the military-dominated National Security 
Management System, but fell directly under the director-general of National Intelligence). The 
consensus of the meeting was that it would be a national calamity if Mr. Mandela should die in prison 
– the very best medical care for him therefore had to be ensured, and it was accepted by all that his 
eventual release was a question of when, rather than if (he was moved from Robben Island to a 
Cape Town’s Pollsmoor prison in March 1982, i.a., to ensure that emergency health care would be 
rapidly available).  

The obvious question therefore became: what would the likely impact be, of Mr. Mandela being 
released into South Africa’s political conflict? The expert assessment with regard to Mr. Mandela’s 
capabilities and character was provided by the senior psychologist of the Dept. of Correctional 
Services, who had been observing him first-hand, up close. He was completely unequivocal in his 
assessment: Mr. Mandela possessed such exceptional charisma and intellectual abilities, that he 
would completely overshadow any of the then white political heavyweights in government. This 
understandably caused a bit of a stir, and one of the senior military brass in attendance, asked 
whether the expert was saying that Mr. Mandela would overshadow even someone like Dr. Gerrit 
Viljoen (minister of education and former head of the Broederbond as well as former vice-chancellor 
of the Rand Afrikaans University – seen by many as the leading intellectual in the then cabinet). The 
expert’s reply was short, firm and clear: “absolutely!” 

Later events bore this assessment out as correct. In the context of this discussion, it goes to show 
that the intelligence community weren’t labouring under any false illusions, being ready and willing 
to accept reality, whichever way it presented itself. The willingness to arrive at such an assessment, 
also flies in the face of the idea that white supremacist thinking prevailed. What it most pertinently 
illustrates, though, is that only in a state of laws would such a formidable opponent have been 
allowed to live – in any totalitarian system, he would have been eliminated long ago. (Dr. Neil 
Barnard, DG of the N.I.S., has acknowledged that there were individuals within the “security 
establishment” who had on occasion favoured such a “solution” but they were of course not heeded). 

3.9.7 Secret negotiations with the ANC: The same Dr. Barnard had, in May of 1988, received a 
mandate from then-president P W Botha to lead secret exploratory conversations with Mr Mandela, 
after Barnard had been working since 1985 to convince the “Big Crocodile” (as PW was known) of 
the inevitability and desirability of seeking a negotiated settlement. Barnard accepted the new 
assignment, but only after having warned Botha expressly that there should be no illusions about 
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the consequences: entering into such discussions with Mandela could lead to only one thing – black 
majority rule with Mandela eventually becoming president of South Africa. “I understand that very 
well. You don’t need to preach to me” was Botha’s response. 

In December 1989 Mr. Mandela was transferred from Pollsmoor prison in Cape Town to the 
Drakenstein prison farm between Paarl and Franschhoek in the Cape Winelands, in order to 
facilitate these regular secret talks. Based on the assessment by Barnard’s team that Mr. Mandela 
was indeed willing to negotiate without unacceptable preconditions, PW Botha could eventually be 
convinced to receive Mr. Mandela at his Cape Town office on 5 July 1989. Due to a stroke he had 
suffered, Botha was however replaced as president by Mr. FW de Klerk the following month. 

Less well known than these secret talks with Mr. Mandela on the 
Drakenstein prison farm, is that the N.I.S. had also already opened an 
informal back-channel to the ANC leadership abroad. The manner in 
which this contact was managed, was to persuade Prof. Willie 
Esterhuyse of Stellenbosch University to act as secret intermediary 
with Mr. Thabo Mbeki (the ANC’s then head of foreign relations, later 
to become Mr. Mandela’s successor as president).  

Dr. Esterhuyse had been invited by British mining interests (Consgold) 
to a series of confidential “get to know each other” meetings in England 
between ANC leaders and leading figures in Afrikaner civil society 
outside of government. Many of these meetings were held at the 
secluded Mells Park Estate. The N.I.S. had seen this as an ideal 
opportunity to initiate contact and had prepped Esterhuyse (whom they 
had formally registered as a “source”, code-name “Gert”). During the 
second such meeting in England in February 1988 (which was the first 

to be attended by Mbeki) Esterhuyse took Mbeki aside and confided in him about his N.I.S. 
connection, assuring Mbeki that he would faithfully convey to Concilium in Pretoria, any messages 
or information entrusted to him. These meetings continued to take place regularly every few months.  

In May 1989, the N.I.S. upped the ante, wanting to take the contact to the next level. Esterhuyse 
was instructed to arrange a dedicated, very confidential one-on-one meeting between himself and 
Mbeki in London, not part of any Consgold talks. This took place on 31 May 1989, at the offices of 
British American Tobacco. After some small-talk, Esterhuyse surreptitiously handed Mbeki a short 
written note to the effect that “the walls have ears” and another asking for a private number where 
the N.I.S. could contact him to arrange a direct meeting, then left to go to the bathroom. Mbeki 
immediately understood the import; later that same day they met again briefly in a bar and confirmed 
that the moment had dawned to establish a formal back-channel. Mbeki provided the requested 
phone number, confirming that he would be waiting for a call from “John Campbell”.  

Five weeks later, the meeting that Barnard had arranged between PW Botha and Mandela took 
place. However, soon thereafter Botha, who had undermined and deposed his predecessor John 
Vorster, met the same fate when his cabinet’s patience with his increasingly aggressive, 
authoritarian manner had finally run out. FW de Klerk (who was an outsider, as regards the security 
apparatus that Botha had established) was sworn in on 15 August as acting president.  

The N.I.S. now had to get a mandate for their intended first formal back-channel meeting with the 
ANC. On the 16th of August they had tabled a purposely vaguely-worded resolution for consideration 
by the State Security Council (#13 of 1989) in which it was stated that it had become imperative to 
gather more information about the ANC’s positions regarding negotiations, if need be by means of 
“direct special actions” to be launched with the assistance of the N.I.S. This resolution was duly 
passed, and on 12 September a top N.I.S. delegation under the leadership of deputy director-
general Mike Louw met with Mbeki and Jacob Zuma (then the ANC’s head of intelligence) at a hotel 
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in Lucerne, Switzerland, with the logistics arranged and security provided by an N.I.S. advance 
team. By all accounts, the meeting was a success. 

Five days later, Louw met with then still acting president FW de Klerk in his office in Cape Town, to 
hand over his report about the meeting.  The unsuspecting De Klerk listened first with surprise and 
then with some anger to Louw’s introduction, finally asking where the N.I.S. had obtained the 
authorization from for such a meeting, since he as acting president had not been informed about it. 
Unflustered, Louw handed him a copy of the resolution passed by that first SSC meeting that De 
Klerk had chaired. With equanimity, De Klerk then wanted to know everything about the meeting 
and encouraged the N.I.S. to continue on the course they had set. He had grasped the urgent need 
for the white government to regain the political initiative and himself started running hard with that 
ball, leading to his famous address to parliament just six months later on 2 February 1990, 
committing the white government to a negotiated settlement, the scrapping of Apartheid, the 
unbanning of the SACP and liberation movements, and the release of Mr. Mandela. 

Considering the role of the intelligence community in facilitating (if not pushing) the initiation of 
negotiations as preferred solution, it seems illogical to suspect them of all having been dyed-in-the-
wool white supremacists, doesn’t it? Particularly since the end result of black majority rule had 
clearly been foreseen by all, and especially given the vast military superiority they had enjoyed to 
the end, with which they could have stopped any transition at any moment – had they wished to… 

3.9.8 The Role of the Security Forces in the negotiation and transition phases: It is common 
knowledge that the negotiation and transition phases (between president De Klerk’s 2 February 
1990 announcement and the first non-racial elections in April 1994) had seen an even more violent 
power struggle break out between different black factions, especially the ANC and the Zulu-based 
Inkatha movement.  

It had also given rise to serious threats from the side of far-right white 
groups to instigate a coup (in this latter situation, particularly the right-
wing mobilization steered by former Defence Force chief General 
Constand Viljoen, posed probably the biggest single threat to the entire 
transition). It was the steadfast maintenance of professional political 
neutrality by the security forces, and their dedication to their duties of 
maintaining law and order, that in the end made the transition to 
democracy possible. It was the then Police Commissioner (himself a 
former commander of the SAP-SB) who had personally made it very 
clear to General Viljoen that the security forces, and the police in 
particular, would clamp down on any extra-legal attempt at a coup 
against the constitutional process. 

In this regard, it needs underscoring that the SAP-SB acted very 
efficiently against instigators of white right-wing violence. A case in 
point is the speedy arrest and successful prosecution of the two white 
extremist assassins of the SA Communist Party leader and then head 
of the ANC-MK, Mr. Chris Hani.  

Another example is the rounding-up of extremists of the “Afrikaner Resistance Movement” who, just 
prior to the first multi-racial elections in April 1994, had been exploding bombs at public facilities 
such as the international airport. It bears quoting the New York Times of 28 April 1994: “The South 
African police struck back at election terrorism today and announced the arrest of 31 white rightists 
charged with 21 bombing deaths in the days leading up to the current nation-wide voting for a 
government of national reconstruction. The arrests, carried out in an investigative dragnet, were 
cited by the police as notice that terrorists would not "derail the election process" that is to lead to a 
new and democratic South Africa… As he faces the tasks of racial integration and national 

Genl. Constand Viljoen & AWB 
leader Eugene Terre Blanche 
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reconstruction, Nelson Mandela, the black leader expected to be elected the next President, has 
pointedly praised police efforts to control terrorist violence and rebuild public confidence in the 
force's professionalism … in discussing the bombing investigation after conferring with police 
officials, Mr. Mandela said they had done their intelligence "homework" well… The arrests of the 31 
white rightists were not the first made by the police against reputed militant white supremacists in 
the transition period. A year ago, the force led an investigation that ultimately saw two men convicted 
for the assassination of Chris Hani, a revered black political leader. The police also successfully 
pursued right-wing paramilitary terrorists who had set up road blocks to trap and murder black 
drivers”. 

From its inception in 1939 to its dissolution in 1994, the SAP-SB had found that the Boer-Brit 
struggle, later cut across by the black-white struggle and ultimately the black-on-black conflict during 
the ANC’s “people’s war” (all political power struggles strong on propaganda), had each imposed a 
very different political context within which the SAP-SB had perforce to perform its function as the 
nation’s principal statutory entity responsible for countering those from either left or right who had 
opted to wage politics by violent means.  

This it had assiduously done, in a principled manner. If the members of the SAP-SB had indeed all 
been such right-wing white supremacist racists as propagandists now once again try to suggest, 
one would hardly have anticipated them to have diligently protected the process of transiting to the 
self-evident inevitability of a black majority government!  

 

Mr. Nelson Mandela shaking hands with then-president PW Botha, with Dr. Niël Barnard (center) 

Director-General of the National Intelligence Service, who had arranged the meeting, looking on.  
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CHAPTER 4. 

WHO WERE THE SAP-SB OFFICERS TYPICALLY? 

The men who led the SAP-SB at the height of South Africa’s internal conflict during the seventies 
and the eighties, had joined the South African police force mostly before the National Party 
government came to power in 1948. Many of them had joined the police out of economic necessity 
in those financially difficult years of the 2nd World War and its aftermath, when the effects of war and 
the Great Depression were still felt – there wasn’t money for them to go and further their studies at 
university. Most of them were thus sworn in as young policemen, still under the British crown. They 
were schooled in the custom of serving their country, enforcing the laws that parliament had placed 
on the statute books, doing so without party-political motives. This they did through the change of 
government in 1948, the transition from the British crown to the Republic in 1961, and eventually, 
the transition from the white-ruled state to the non-racial state from 1990 – 1994, thus ensuring the 
stability that was so sorely needed. 

As stated at the outset, my knowledge of who and what these men and women were, comes not 
from book research, but was obtained very much first-hand (as the son of a security policeman, who 
became divisional commander for Port Natal, meaning Durban and Coast, and later commanding 
general of the entire SAP-SB: Major-General Frans Steenkamp; secondly, as myself the husband 
of a female SAP-SB member). They were not ignorant, brutish “rock spiders” with no knowledge of 
the wider world (my wife, for example, was the dux scholar of her school in her matric year).  

Economic hardship had meant that my dad, like many others during and immediately after WW2, 
had to leave school prematurely to join the police, but he then obtained 5 matric distinctions through 
home study. In his chosen profession he first came to the fore as a top young detective, having 
solved the Joy Aken murder that had gripped the public imagination (Chris Marnewick recently wrote 
a noted book about him and that case).   

I recall how, as a young student during those Durban days, I was often 
awed by our dinner guests – the West German consul, for example, had 
once come round with his portable home-movie projector and had 
shown us a film about the Munich Olympics. The Israeli consul general 
I remember as a charming man with an almost infinite stock of Jewish 
jokes (which resonated with us, because the Israelis and Afrikaners 
share the same kind of humour, joking about their own people). Another 
dinnertime raconteur of note was the then Natal attorney-general, Mr. 
Cecil Rees.  

My father and mother (she was a very accomplished athlete) were well 
integrated into local social circles, i.a. as club presidents (my father of 
the angling club, my mother the tennis club). My dad was well known 
and appreciated by local industrialists and captains of business. As a 
fluent Zulu speaker who had grown up in Eshowe in Zululand, knowing 

the culture, he had made a point of trying to understand the evolution of politics in black leadership 
circles – he had invested long hours of amicable conversations with Chief Albert Luthuli (Nobel 
peace laureate and ANC president) who had shared with him his concerns at the time about the 
“Johannesburg communists” who had manipulated the ANC into embarking upon armed resistance. 
Also, with Prince Mangosuthu Buthelezi, who had been an ANC Youth League leader and then had 
split from the ANC, to form the Inkatha movement.  

During his later years in Pretoria, my father obviously had many more engagements with 
international representatives, as well as with senior colleagues from the military, the South African 
Foreign Ministry and the National Intelligence Service. Clearly these policemen like my father who 
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came to lead the SAP-SB were highly intelligent, well read, open-minded, politically aware (both as 
regards international and internal trends), not prejudiced, and willing to speak truth to power. It is a 
myth that they were doctrinaire apostles of racial supremacy, or all members of the Broederbond 
(my father certainly wasn’t a member – he despised the whole idea of secret societies). They took 
very seriously their constitutional function as investigators of crime, not makers of law / judge / jury 
/ executioner. They served the flag, the nation-state that employed them, and not the politicians as 
such. This meant that they had to adhere to the laws and policies as handed down by the 
constitutional order of that time, thus obeying ministerial authority, but they were also obliged to 
provide their best advice – which they in fact did, even when politically contrarian.  

I fondly remember a story told by then minister of police Louis la Grange at a 1985 farewell dinner 
for my father (who had felt himself obliged to lay down his command and take early retirement at 
55, based on this principle of having to either obey authority, or leave, because his relationship with 
then president PW Botha and his militarised security establishment had become strained through 
not sharing the same vision about how best to deal with the worsening internal political conflict).  La 
Grange told the audience, with appreciation, that this general had had the guts to tell him to his face 
in a conference: “Minister, nou praat jy sommer k@k” (Minister, now you are talking shit). So, truth 
was indeed spoken to power by SAP-SB officers like him.  

When the security situation further deteriorated in later years, my father did return to the  police force 
that he so dearly loved, but in an individual  consultative capacity – a position that suited him 
perfectly, since he was contracted precisely for his personal insights and advice, which he could 
present unfettered by institutional command obligations (thus he authored the February 1987 study 
mentioned earlier, in which the government was advised that the “people’s war” could not be 
suppressed by force indefinitely, that it should be understood that the struggle for black rights was 
primarily a political one, similar to what the Afrikaner had aspired to, which thus needed to be solved 
by the politicians, who couldn’t expect the police to do it for them, and that negotiations should be 
urgently considered, because the government’s bargaining position was likely to worsen over time).  

Ronnie Kasrils, senior SA Communist Party and ANC-MK leader, wrote about my father in his book 
The Unlikely Secret Agent, relating an episode in Durban in 1963 when his fiancé Eleanor was 
detained and questioned by the SAP-SB, who were looking for him (Kasrils) in connection with the 
ANC’s sabotage campaign. Eleanor had threatened to go on a hunger strike, complaining to then 
Major Frans Steenkamp about her earlier interrogation by junior officers. He was firm and correct, 
assuring her that she would be treated appropriately (that there would be no physical abuse or 
salacious language) but that she should abandon any thought of going on a hunger strike, since he 
wouldn’t want to see her with a feeding tube down her throat. Kasrils opined that it was clear to them 
that they were now dealing (in the person of someone like Major Steenkamp) with a different kind 
of security police officer of higher stature than what they had hitherto assumed, due to the 
government now deploying its top detectives to combat the sabotage campaign. In later years – 
such is the irony of South Africa – my parents and Denis Goldberg (an SACP leader who had spent 
22 years imprisoned on Robben Island) became the best of next-door neighbours in a townhouse 
complex in Pretoria… 

Since this study deals with the many allegations of extra-judicial killings that the “single story” 
attributes to the SAP-SB, it is appropriate to relate here one of my late father’s most serious clashes 
with a certain faction within the “security establishment” that Mr PW Botha had gathered around him. 
In early 1983 the American FBI had arrested then-commodore Dieter Gerhardt of the S.A. Navy in 
the USA, having unmasked him as a spy of the Soviet military intelligence service, the GRU. After 
11 days of interrogation there, Gerhardt was flown to Johannesburg under escort, to be handed to 
the SAP-SB as the FBI’s local equivalent. There were very senior voices suggesting that the SA 
Defence Force, the darlings of the then prime minister, could be saved a lot of public humiliation if 
Gerhardt simply “disappeared”. This was complete anathema to my father, who insisted that the 
man may be a despicable traitor, but that he nevertheless was entitled to due process and his day 
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in court facing high treason charges. My father then went ahead to make arrangements to ensure 
that very senior SAP-SB officers would take direct charge of Gerhardt on the airplane itself, and 
safely escort him to holding cells to await his fate at the hands of the high court. So, there are indeed 
such examples that run contrary to the “single story” – examples of security policemen standing up 
against high authority, insisting that actions must always be lawful, whatever the cost.  I am proud 
to say that General Frans Steenkamp was never summoned to appear before the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission. 

For obvious reasons I don’t want to elaborate too much here about my dad, lest it appears as filial 
aggrandizement. (Should you wish to know more about him, then there’s a special edition of 
NONGQAI dedicated to him, which can be accessed here: https://tinyurl.com/a2vux6hr ). As said 
before, the reason and purpose of referencing him in this study is because, in relation to him, I can 
write with first-hand knowledge, doing so in order to juxtapose with the “single story” and its 
emphasis on officers like Eugene de Kock. It should be clear from the above (and will be seen when 
we discuss SAP-SB operating doctrine), that Frans Steenkamp and Eugene de Kock were very 
different men, and that it is the former that represents the typical SAP-SB member, not the latter. 

Most of the men and women of the SAP-SB were of Afrikaner stock (English-speakers typically 
preferred careers in business) and a large proportion of them were from rural backgrounds – farm 
lads who had grown up with black youngsters and who could speak one or more of the black 
languages. They mostly came from a devotedly Calvinist background, with its demands of just 
treatment of all God’s creatures, but to whom Marxism was anathema. They shared a disciplined 
culture of responsibility and service to country and community. These SAP-SB members, mostly 
selected from the cream of the detectives, were mature and experienced, and were very well trained. 

Of course, they were inevitably part of a generation that were born into the pre-uhuru colonial 
dispensation as then seemingly the “natural order of things”, but they had also imbibed stories of 
the Afrikaner’s own fight for freedom, resisting imperialism, so that they could well comprehend the 
winds of change that had reached their continent (it was a common saying among security force 
members that “if I had been born black, I would probably also have been a freedom fighter”) even 
though the lot that had befallen white settler communities in places such as the Congo, East Africa 
and Algeria during the fifties and sixties, had naturally filled them with apprehension.   

They well understood the horrors of war, given what Afrikaner men, women and children had gone 
through less than a half-century before in their own war for liberty against the British Empire, as well 
as the atrocious things that had transpired during the world wars and there-after during the “warm” 
clashes of the Cold War, such as in Korea, Africa and Indo-China. As members of a minority 
community, they were obviously concerned about what could happen in case of a take-over of their 
country by communist-inspired forces. 

The Security Branch officers were fully informed about the real nature of the challenges that the 
SAP-SB was facing and had a sound strategic understanding of the internal and international 
dimensions of the struggle – that it was first and foremost political, with a strong underpinning of 
propaganda, so that the outcome would be determined not merely by eliminating the “enemy”, but 
by the weight of local and international public opinion. In order to know the thinking of those that 
they were up against, most SAP-SB officers had made a point of self-studying revolutionary Marxist 
doctrine and the ANC’s own writings, because the ANC comrades were definitely not inspired by 
theoreticians on Western liberal democracy such as John Locke, Adam Smith and Thomas 
Jefferson – they were imbibing instead the teachings of Marx, Lenin, Mao and Che Guevarra. (The 
stated aim of the revolutionaries wasn’t the broadening of South Africa’s existing democracy to 
include all races; their aim was the complete destruction of the existing order, to be replaced by a 
“people’s republic” on the Soviet model). These SAP-SB officers were thus clear in their own minds 
that the conflict was one of maintaining Western Judeo-Christian values against a communist 
onslaught, not Black vs. White – a perception further re-enforced by the reality that they were 

https://tinyurl.com/a2vux6hr
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investigating and arresting many white communists who were leaders in the ANC and particularly 
its armed wing MK (Umkhonto we Sizwe). The SAP-SB knew, for example, that the ANC’s “people’s 
war” strategy was the brainchild of Joe Slovo, a white communist with close ties to the Soviet Union. 

The Security Branch officers weren’t alone, either, in seeing Southern Africa as a theatre of the Cold 
War, with the ANC (prior to 1990) not seeking a broadened, non-racial democracy, but imposing a 
one-party state, along Soviet lines. Dr. Jeanne Kirkpatrick, U.S. Ambassador to the UN, wrote an 
op-ed in the Washington Post on 2 February 1987, at the time of a visit to the USA by then ANC 
president Oliver Tambo. She noted that: “Tambo does not call for equal rights, or equal opportunity 
or equal power. He calls for the total destruction of the existing society.  … ''Opposing apartheid'' 
has been redefined to mean opposing apartheid the ANC way -- with violence and with the object 
of an ANC victory and an ANC state”. 

Even at the height of South Africa’s internal conflict (which had been very much internationalised), 
the SAP-SB numbered at most 3, 000 men. In addition to the white officers, there was a loyal core 
of black, brown and Indian members as well. One could not join the SAP-SB off the street – the best 
from the ranks of serving police officers who had already proven themselves, typically the top 
detectives, were selected and transferred to the SAP-SB, which was recognised to be the elite unit 
in the police force (the route to the commissionership of the entire police force typically went through 
the SB, with commissioners in later years almost invariably having served earlier as heads of the 
SAP-SB). For officers who had chosen the police as their career and who were ambitious and 
capable, the SAP-SB was a logical career path – not because they wanted to go and oppress blacks, 
but because they wanted to demonstrate their personal abilities while working in an intellectually-
challenging environment doing something deemed important (clearly more so than walking the 
beat), as well as to feel that they were making a contribution (and thus derive job satisfaction), 
advance in rank, and thereby benefit and secure their families and the community.   

This latter is the key to understanding what they were fundamentally working to achieve: they were 
acutely aware of how badly things could go wrong for society, when political disputes get decided 
by the bullet and not the ballot. What they wished for, and worked towards, was a prosperous South 
Africa that would be a safe and secure home for all, with its peoples at peace – something which 
the politicians had responsibility to achieve, but for which stability would be indispensable. This 
explains why they had already in the mid-eighties recommended negotiations in their intelligence 
reporting. Also, why they had steadfastly maintained law and order, respecting the negotiation 
process (even when it had become patently clear that a black majority government would result), in 
order that the transition to a non-racial democracy could come to fruition.  

To not recognise this clear historic reality and to persist in portraying them as single-mindedly 
dedicated to maintaining white supremacy by means of violent racist suppression, simply does not 
accord with the cold historical fact of South Africa’s transition to a non-racial democracy on their 
watch and while they had the overwhelming balance of physical force in their favour. 

A telling insight into how the SAB-SB officers saw themselves and their world, can be 
had from the emblem that they themselves had designed for an own distinguishing tie 
that they had made (see photo). This wasn’t something intended to be heraldically 
registered as an official coat-of-arms, but more like an own club emblem. Nevertheless, 
its symbolism is significant. 

Instead of using typical police symbols such as batons or handcuffs, they chose a chess piece – the 
knight. Signifying that, in their minds, they were engaged in an intellectual contest that resembled a 
game of chess. The choice of the knight invokes notions of chivalry and is also rooted in the fact 
that the knight is the most nimble, agile piece on the board – capable of jumping in behind enemy 
lines – and not dependent just on straight-line brute force. The other element is a lodestar above: 
following the Light and staying on course, not straying from the straight and narrow…                   [] 
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CHAPTER 5. 

THE OPPOSING OPERATIONAL DOCTRINES 

The anti-colonial struggle for liberation had manifested in two basic forms around the world: the non-
violent civil disobedience doctrine of Mahatma Gandhi, and the “power grows from the barrel of a 
gun” doctrine of Chairman Mao. The latter inspired the communist-supported “progressive” forces 
who wished to acquire total, dominant political and economic power by revolutionary means, through 
so-called “people’s wars” that would then result in one-party people’s republics on the Marxist model.  

The latter path was chosen by the liberation movements in South Africa, egged on by the USSR.  

This resulted inevitably in armed conflict against the white South African state, launched by the 
armed wings of the likes of the ANC and the PAC, which consisted mostly of acts of terror in the 
form of bombings, land mines and coercive attacks on civilians (mostly black) who were not siding 
with the revolutionaries. Equally inevitably, the state felt itself obliged to maintain law and order. 

5.1   International examples.  
This situation was not unique to South Africa during the Cold War. Communist-inspired and 
supported local revolutionary forces, directed and abetted by especially the USSR as part of its 
struggle against the capitalist West and America in particular, were active all over the once-colonised 
world. The principal counterstrategy developed by the West (with the USA at the forefront) was to 
resist communist expansion by all means short of nuclear war, lest the colonies start “falling like 
dominoes”. The experience in the Americas exemplifies the then-accepted doctrine of fighting fire 
with fire: the American-operated “School of the Americas” for Latin-American military officers and 
security personnel, based in the erstwhile Panama Canal Zone, trained these officers in harsh 
counter-insurgency measures, including torture. The USA actively supported the countries of the 
Southern Cone (principally Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Brazil) when they launched 
their Plan Condor for security cooperation that resulted in the infamous “dirty war”, providing them 
with technical support and training. This “dirty war” resulted in some 50,000 deaths, plus 30,000 
“disappearances” and 400,000 secret incarcerations. This doctrine of fighting fire with fire was 
justified by the USA as necessary, in order to avoid the greater evil of these countries falling under 
the yoke of international communism. (The same argument as that which the USA would later deploy 
in its war on Islamist terror, justifying the suppression of civil liberties – think of Guantanamo). 

Although not nearly on the monstrous scale witnessed under American sway in Latin America, the 
experience of the British security forces in Northern Ireland during the “Troubles” there, is also 
illuminating. Especially when one considers its relative scale and the inevitable consequences 
(measured in human hardship) when an internal political enemy chooses to violently engage a state 
by means of revolutionary warfare, in the form of terrorism. Some 350 people were killed there by 
the British security forces, out of a population of 1.5 million (1/30th of South Africa’s population at 
the time of the Struggle). This number of deaths attributed to the U.K. security forces certainly seems 
a lot, but it actually constituted only 10% of the total number killed of 3, 500 (of these 60% were 
killed by Irish republican forces and 30% by Ulster loyalists, with 52% of total deaths being civilians 
and 32% security forces).  The total number of casualties in Northern Ireland would therefore, pro 
rata, have been of the order of 105,000 if extrapolated to South African population numbers. This 
places in perspective that the total number of 20,500 deaths actually suffered during South Africa’s 
political unrest from 1960 to 1994 (although as such absolutely tragic), was fortunately actually quite 
low for this kind of conflict. (South Africa had never suffered a full-scale guerrilla war, as had for 
example occurred in Rhodesia/Zimbabwe, where the mortality figure per capita was six times that 
which South Africa suffered over the entire 35-year course of its armed conflict). 

The low proportions of total deaths that were actually attributable to the security forces in South 
Africa also correlate with those same proportions for Northern Ireland. The data for the 
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factional/ethnic political violence in South Africa shows that more than 15,000 (thus three-quarters 
of the some 20,500 total casualties) occurred during the last four years of the conflict, thus after the 
unbanning of the liberation movements and the final scrapping of Apartheid – casualties that 

occurred as a consequence of black-on-black 
factional fighting for political dominance. The 
same rough proportions of deaths caused by 
U.K. security forces as opposed to deaths 
caused by sectarian violence between 
Northern Irish factions, can be seen there. (Of 
course, the statistics of “The Troubles” pale 
into insignificance against the more than 
400,000 Irish deaths due to famine during the 
potato blight, when Britain continued to strip 
Ireland of foodstuffs to feed England). 

Looking at the British Empire further afield 

than the British Isles, then the 29 million dead 

in India who died due to famine during the last 

World War (when the U.K. again stripped the 

country bare of cereals to feed Britain, and 

Churchill allegedly blamed the Indians for their 

own lot, claiming that it was due to them 

“breeding like rabbits”) make infamous British 

army massacres there such as the one in 

Amritsar after WW1 look almost benign. It has 

been calculated that the UK, during its rule 

over India, had extracted some US$45 trillion 

from that country (in 1860, ten years after the 

founding of the Raj, the GDP of India was still 

some 26% larger than that of Great Britain; by 

1913, the British GDP had surpassed that of 

India by 12%). 

 

Then there is the gunboat diplomacy in China 
at the beginning of the last century, forcing the 
Chinese government to allow the distribution 
of opium from British Afghanistan (which 
resulted in the Boxer rebellion). Or the sending 
in of the British Army into Indonesia after 
WW2, to re-establish the Dutch colonial 
administration there (because of its proximity 
to Singapore and Malaya). Plus, the 
subsequent bloody suppression of the 
communist rebel forces in Malaya itself.     

It has been calculated that, all in all, some 150 

million people lost their lives due to British 

imperial expansion – a total number of deaths 

that even surpass the 140 million attributed to 

communist dictatorships during the 20th 

century. 
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But perhaps most telling and relevant to the African context, is the 
violent suppression of the Mau Mau liberation movement of the 
Kikuyu tribe in Kenya during the 1950’s. The adjacent article and 
the book it references (which won a Pulitzer Prize) makes for very 
disturbing reading about the British forces’ operational doctrine of 
forced collection into camps (reminiscent of the Anglo-Boer War), 
as does the truly horrific tactics employed against rebels and the 
civilian population suspected of favouring them. If ever there were 
shocking examples of brutal racist violence against a people who 
were seeking liberation from colonial exploitation, then Kenya 
during the 1950’s provide it. 

It has been independently and credibly calculated that as many as 
100,000 Kikuyu died during the Mau Mau uprising. In the past 
decade legal action has obliged the British government to 
acknowledge the wrong-doing, and to offer the payment of 
compensation. This figure is more than four times higher than the 
20,500 total deaths in South Africa’s 35-year internal conflict, even 
though Kenya’s population was less than a fifth of that of South 
Africa at the time. 

Given the vitriol heaped on the late FW de Klerk after his passing, one is forced to ask – how will 
Queen Elizabeth ll be remembered? Will she be celebrated as the head of state on whose watch 
British colonialism was finally consigned to the rubbish bin (as Apartheid was, thanks to De Klerk) 
or will she be condemned as the head of state under whose reign things like the exceedingly brutal 
Mau Mau suppression occurred? 
  
5.2   The SAP-SB doctrine – based on law and the primacy of parliament and the courts.  
What then was the operational doctrine adopted by the South African government and the SAP-SB? 
Even though South Africa was much more of a take-over target for the USSR (thanks to its strategic 
location and crucial importance in the international mineral supply context), the SAP-SB approach 
did not follow the “fight fire with fire” example seen for example in the Americas.  

Instead, it resembled that of Great Britain in Northern Ireland, in that the political activists resorting 
to terror were seen as criminals who had to be brought to justice in terms of the laws of the land, to 
be judged by the normal courts – thus not to be dealt with extra-judicially as had occurred under 
Plan Condor, or even by special, secret “political” courts.  

The command structure of the SAP-SB understood full well that the struggle was first and foremost 
a political one, in which public opinion (local as well as internationally) would play a decisive role – 
thus a propaganda battle, meaning that every instance of alleged police illegality/brutality would be 
playing directly into the hands of the terrorists.  

5.2.1  Formal written instructions issued by the SAP-SB: For this reason, the written record 
abounds with examples of clear instructions being given to SAP-SB officers 
regarding how to conduct interrogations, precisely to avoid this trap.  

This was the case from the outset, with General “Lang Hendrik” van den 
Bergh (left), for example, stressing this to his men at the 2nd security 
conference held at Pretoria on 18 & 19 June 1968. He emphasised that the 
maintenance of the highest moral standards in both private and professional 
life was imperative. Discipline was to be paramount: meaning, above all, self-
discipline. No SAP-SB members guilty of moral transgressions in their private 
or professional lives would be promoted, and he warned very strongly that 
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superior officers who tried to hide transgressions by their subordinates, would be penalised. As 
regards reports of assaults on detainees, he appealed for help “to bring this down to zero; we must 
build up (the image of) the Police, so that every member of the public can sense that the policeman 
is truly his friend.”   

This national approach was also reflected at divisional command level – to illustrate, I will quote 
from a detailed and extensive 12-page instruction circulated by my late father in 1977 (as then 
Commanding Officer of the Port Natal Security Branch, with the rank of colonel).  

As divisional commander, with by 
then more than a decade of 
experience in the SAP-SB (from 
the early days of the sabotage 
campaign), he had anticipated the 
negative fall-out that “third degree” 
interrogation methods would have 
(apart from being ineffectual in 
gaining reliable information). He 
had, therefore, circulated a memo-
randum to all under his command 
already on 29 April 1977, laying 
down very clear guidelines as to 
how interrogations should be 
conducted, in strict accordance 
with the law and respectful of 
human dignity.  

It is worthwhile quoting directly, 
key sections from this standing 
order, which makes very plain that 
the SAP-SB command structure 
fully understood the critical 
importance of the propaganda 
dimension in the campaign being 
waged against them, and the need 
for utmost care: 

“Introduction: In recent years the 
image of the SB has been 
attacked and discredited in a 
deliberate, well-planned campaign 
across a broad spectrum. This of 
course forms a very important part 
of the overall assault on the State 

and our country. This psychological warfare must not be underestimated – it is not less of a threat 
than that experienced in other spheres such as terrorism and the undermining of our economy. The 
psychological onslaught stands out in that it is being launched with utmost professionalism and 
subtility – the public is systematically being conditioned to be antagonistic and resentful towards the 
security forces so that our actions and motives are regarded with concern and suspicion and the 
public loses its confidence in the integrity of the forces, to the point that the State itself is brought 
into discredit. 

“The area in which this psychological war has recently been waged against us with most intensity 
and success, is in the courts and, in general, in relation to detentions in terms of security legislation… 
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“…the time has come where we must put our hand in our own bosom and honestly and objectively 
check whether we have not, in and through our own actions, worked directly into the hands of our 
enemies and thus that we ourselves are largely responsible for our defeats... We have to make sure, 
in all our actions, that no - or as little opportunity as possible - is afforded to attack our conduct. We 
must restore and rebuild our image in the eyes of the people. If we do not succeed, we will be 
responsible for infinite and possibly irreversible damage to our country. The field in which we have 
to do this is wide and covers our every action – on and off duty. 

“Interrogations: Assign a suspect to two interrogators and they alone must interrogate him until they 
reach check-mate with him. 

“Only the investigator / s in charge of the investigation may interrogate the suspect. More damage 
has been done than good by well-meaning colleagues who enter an interrogation in untimely 
manner. 

“Avoid the so-called “team interrogation” where interrogators are replaced. There are more dis-
advantages than advantages: no rapport is established between interrogator and suspect; 
interrogators contradict each other and so on. The lengthy interrogation undermines the inter-
rogators and their objectives more than it does the suspect; the chances that the astute interrogator 
will properly utilize his intelligence and ingenuity towards the suspect are less. 

“Act in a civilized but firm manner towards the suspect, thus will you gain and retain his respect. 

“Always remember you are a policeman, not a politician; you are investigating a criminal case where 
the country's laws have been transgressed and it is not your job or responsibility to defend the right 
or wrong of the laws. 

“Think, think and plan constantly. Our enemies are waging this battle against us with their heads, 
and we must fight them in the same way. It is the safest, most effective, and most lasting in its long-
term effect. A mental, psychological victory evokes respect; a physical, violent victory brings with it 
a lasting and growing hatred, resistance, and desire for revenge, in any way possible. His respect 
for you is lost and your respect for yourself is damaged as well. 

“The best legal brains in the country are going to be engaged against you and 
time and money is to them only of relevance in that the longer a case is drawn 
out, the greater will be their personal financial gain and the bigger the 
propaganda value that our enemies can seek to extract, to their benefit, from 
every court case.” 

(The author of this standing order, my late father Frans Steenkamp, was in later 
years – as a Major-General – to become Commanding General of the SAP-SB).  

The foundation of SAP-SB doctrine was therefore that they are, first and 
foremost:  policemen. Thus, they should enforce the laws of the land in a non-
political manner, bringing to trial persons suspected of breaking the law before a 
competent court sitting in public (there were no secret hearings of so-called political trials, and no 
special security courts). There were indeed security laws that allowed for lengthy detention on 
suspicion, similar in principle to the British approach in Northern Ireland, although in South Africa 
there never existed mass internment facilities such as the notorious Maze in Ulster. And most 
definitely nothing akin to Guantanamo Bay, where the Americans have been holding individuals 
without trial for 20 years. In South Africa’s case, the families of individuals being held in detention 
could approach the high court to order a magistrate to visit the detainee and ascertain his condition 
(per the noted judgement delivered by Judge-President Didcott).  
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5.2.2 Steps to protect security detainees: Because of the highly visible reputational damage that 
the incessant propaganda about mistreatment in detention was causing, the Police appointed senior 
officers and lawyers as inspectors of detentions. My father (before he became C.O. of the SAP-SB) 
was one such: an important step that he initiated, was to have wire mesh screens welded to all 
windows of interrogation rooms located above ground level, so as to make it impossible for 
detainees to jump / fall to their death, and thus avoid any possible repeat of the Timol case.  Another 
inspector known for his surprise visits, was the no-nonsense former attorney-general of the Cape, 
Adv. Willie van Berg. 

This very conservative, legalist approach essentially meant two things. Firstly, that by relying on the 
courts to sentence “political” criminals (which could pronounce the death sentence where deemed 
justified, such as for the murder of political opponents by means of the notorious “necklace” burning 
method, or sentence to long terms of imprisonment) the SAP-SB were at opposite poles to Latin 
American “Plan Condor” operatives who were throwing suspects out of airplanes over the deep 
ocean, in order to “remove them permanently from society”. Secondly, a security policeman (who 
obviously would have known that a suspect would end up appearing in open court, benefiting from 
the best lawyers and with the media in eagle-eyed attendance), would have needed to be extremely 
obtuse not to understand that such an accused would make hay in court of any torture or mal-
treatment suffered during interrogation. Plus that it was sure to elicit questions in Parliament.  

5.2.3   Deaths in detention – the example of the Neil Aggett case: As regards the 67 all-cause 

deaths in formal SAP-SB detention, it is only four that have been at the heart of ongoing controversy. 

These were the deaths of Ahmed Timol, Steve Biko and doctors Haffajee and Aggett. With inquests 

re-opened and subject to active litigation, it would not be appropriate to try and deal with the relative 

merits of these matters. However, from a legal process point of view, looking at what resulted from 

these deaths is illuminating, when considering whether South Africa was a totalitarian state where 

opponents simply disappeared and politically embarrassing situations were covered up out of sight 

of the media and public/legal scrutiny, or a state of laws (albeit a then residually colonial, racist one). 

Let us therefore review the legal processes that had kicked in immediately prior to, as well as 

subsequent, to Dr. Neil Aggett’s death. 

Dr. Aggett was a medical doctor who was also a fervent trade unionist (the National Party 

government had, in 1979, for the first time in the country’s history allowed the formation of “black” 

trade unions). He was detained under security legislation on suspicion that he was furthering the 

aims of the then-banned ANC and SA Communist Party as volunteer labour organizer. For more 

than 70 days, Dr. Aggett was detained and interrogated at Johannesburg SAP-SB divisional 

headquarters, till he was found dead in Cell B.16 at 1:30am on 5 February 1982, his body hanging 

by a scarf from the bars of the cell window. 

The record shows that, 15 hours before the discovery of his body, Dr. Aggett had demanded to see 

a member of the SAP’s section for the inspection of detentions (in other words, a section structurally 

outside of the SAP-SB). A sergeant Aletta Blom straight away had an extensive interview with him, 

and Dr. Aggett made a sworn statement, recorded in writing, alleging that he had been tortured i.a. 

by means of being blindfolded, sleep deprivation and being subjected to electric shocks. Sergeant 

Blom duly promoted her report along the existing channels, immediately discussing it with her 

superiors; because she was outranked by the alleged SAP-SB torturers, the investigation of Dr. 

Aggett’s complaint had to be taken over by officers of appropriate rank. Very unfortunately, Dr. 

Aggett was not that night kept under constant suicide watch, and in the early hours of the next 

morning his body was found as described.  

As with all deaths not due to natural causes, by law a formal inquest had to be held to establish the 

cause of death and if anybody should be prosecuted. This legal obligation (typical of any state of 
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laws), applied also in South Africa, including to deaths related to detainees held under security 

legislation. There was absolutely no “out” for the SAP-SB; in all such cases, due legal process had 

to be strictly complied with. Such inquests took place in open court accessible to the media, led by 

a senior magistrate, with interested parties such as family of the deceased entitled to legal 

representation and entitled to cross-examine all material witnesses under oath (such as the 

detaining / interrogating officers involved) and to present to court their own witnesses as well – thus, 

a stringent set of rules that no totalitarian system would apply to itself! 

The 1982 inquest into the death of Dr. Aggett (the 51st person to have died in SAP-SB detention 

since 1960) lasted forty-four court days, which was quite extra-ordinary for any inquest. The lead 

counsel and cross-examiner was the top left-leaning advocate in the country, Mr. George Bizos. 

Officers were cross-examined under oath at length, in minute detail. The court also allowed Mr. 

Bizos to present witnesses who, even though they had no direct relation to or first-hand knowledge 

of the Aggett matter as such, were presented as witnesses to “a pattern of torture” that the SAP-SB 

was alleged to systemically engage in and which was said to have “induced” Dr. Aggett to have 

taken his own life. The finding of the inquest was, in the end, that Dr. Aggett did indeed commit 

suicide, with the magistrate not holding any police officers criminally responsible.  

The finding of suicide was also reached by the TRC, when they reviewed the matter. The TRC, 

however, concluded that the suicide was indeed induced by the intensive interrogation to which Dr. 

Aggett had been subjected, naming two SAP-SB interrogators (Major Arthur Cronwright and Lt. 

Stephen Whitehead, both now deceased) as the likely blameworthy officers. 

Again, without going into the merits (the inquest has been re-opened) it should be evident that the 

SAP-SB were subject to the same laws of the land as applicable to any suspicious death. There 

was no way that they could avoid the glaring publicity of 44 days of inquiry, with cross-examination 

by top lawyers, in front of the media.  

From the perspective of a struggle that revolved first and foremost around propaganda and the 

influencing of public opinion, locally and abroad, an inquest such as that of the late Dr. Aggett, was 

a gift from heaven for opponents of the Afrikaner Nationalist government. Opponents exploited it to 

the hilt (as the 44 day duration of the inquest, and the presentation of alleged “pattern” witnesses 

demonstrate), with the top lawyers being paid with funds furnished from abroad. From the 

perspective of regime opponents, there were thus three clear goals. Two related to the post-death 

process: make as much hay i.t.o. “atrocity propaganda” as possible from the opportunity and 

secondly, make the SAP-SB cautious about future interrogations.  

Thirdly, from the perspective of intelligent, determined detainees dedicated to their cause, it was 

also clear that one of the strongest blows that they could personally strike against the system, would 

be to sacrifice themselves as martyrs for their cause and take their own lives while in detention.  

On the other hand, from the perspective of the white government and the SAP-SB command 

structure, it is logical that the very last thing that they would want to experience, was to be so publicly 

put through the wringer (as would clearly result from every single death occurring in security 

detention). Since there was no will or intention to change the open court “state of laws” system and 

provide for a totalitarian system of secret detentions / interrogations, the only available solution for 

the government and SAP-SB was quite logically to try and limit all-cause deaths in security detention 

to an absolute minimum – which explains why the number of 67 such deaths over 35 years (of which 

only four are the real focus of ongoing controversy), appear so extra-ordinarily low when compared 

internationally, and also when set against modern-day SAPS figures for deaths in detention.  
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In later years, senior SAP-SB officers steadfastly refuted that any formal policy was ever adopted, 
or actions approved by the State Security Council to deal with insurgents or suspected 
revolutionaries extra-judicially. Yes, there were instructions for cross-border raids in terms of the 
clear provisions under International Law (often employed by Israel and the USA, for example) to 
conduct pre-emptive strikes or hot pursuit of terrorists. Also, clandestine operations were conducted 
targeting known terrorists abroad (in principle no different to modern-day drone strikes favoured by 
the West). And yes, there were orders to go and blow up the ANC head office in London as a warning 
(about the logic of which one can certainly debate) BUT to do so avoiding any loss of life.  

South Africa never adopted anything remotely resembling Plan Condor, following rather the British 
example of prosecution in open court, or preventive detention without trial under circumscribed, 
time-limited states of emergency. In stating these facts, this does not attempt to suggest that 
individual officers may never have gone too far, or that no misdeeds had ever occurred from the 
side of the security forces. Tragedies such as the death of Steve Biko and the “Cradock four” are 
well documented, as are the crimes of former SAP-SB officers Dirk Coetzee and Eugene de Kock 
for which they were sentenced and/or obtained TRC amnesty. Plus, the general record provided by 
many policemen themselves, of their own volition, in “coming clean” to the TRC. 

Whenever any such case of alleged mistreatment, death in detention or extra-judicial killings had 
filled the local and international headlines, the political damage to the white government and its 
image was more than evident. It did not take a genius among the commanding officers of the SAP-
SB to understand how extremely detrimental this was to the country they were serving, as well as 
to their ability to perform their function – dependant as they were on the cooperation of the public.  

It therefore stands to reason that they would do all in their power to avoid such incidents – and as 
the comparative statistics below will clearly show, they in fact largely succeeded. 

5.2.4   Civilization’s conundrum – where does interrogation end and torture begin? Stating 
that the SAP-SB succeeded in keeping deaths in detention extra-ordinarily low (when compared 
internationally) does not mean that interrogation was intended to be, or could ever realistically have 
been, a mere walk-in-the-park for those interrogated: no-where in the world, no matter which era, is 
that the case. It is simply unrealistic to imagine that a suspect can be provided with a cup of tea, a 
cigarette, a sheet of paper and a pen and will then (after some warm words of encouragement), 
willingly cooperate to write down all of the evidence for his crimes – evidence that he obviously 
knows will condemn him in a court of law.  

The civilised world is still today struggling to define where legitimate interrogation tactics end and 
torture begins. This was amply illustrated by the U.S. experience after 9/11 (such as with 
waterboarding) and also the British experience in Northern Ireland (with their five techniques of 
“deep interrogation” that were ruled by the European Commission on Human Rights to constitute 
torture, but which definition the European Court on Human Rights later, upon appeal by the British 
Government, changed to “inhuman and degrading” – which is the very nature of torture, isn’t it?).  

This dilemma of acceptable limits is especially significant in the context of an ongoing, violent conflict 
where lives are at stake and where the activist side is roaring “war”, killing policemen and civilians 
as part of their stated objectives (in other words, such ongoing violent political conflict is a 
significantly different challenge to law enforcement than a typical common law crime investigation, 
which latter would be an ex post facto investigation by detectives of an everyday crime that had 
been committed and which as such is over and done with, and where the policemen are not 
themselves threatened, and neither is the future safety of the public at large, nor is their nation’s 
constitutional order at stake).  

The conundrum regarding the balance of interests that’s inevitably in play (between the individual 
human rights of a suspect and the fundamental rights of society), is often demonstrated with the 
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example of a terrorist who had planted a nuclear bomb somewhere in New York City, set to explode 
within hours. The terrorist is caught but chooses to avail himself of his right to remain silent. What 
interrogation techniques would be reasonable and justifiable to use, under such circumstances, with 
the lives of millions at stake? The unfortunate truth is that (as with proper prior legal authorization 
for drone strikes, by a court of law) Western society has not yet developed guidelines and 
procedures that will ensure that actions by their security forces are not left for them to determine 
themselves – as judge, jury and executioner – without getting some kind of emergency prior 
authorization from an appropriate judicial authority.  

The consequence? When all goes well, the politicians claim the honour for “decisive, effective 
action”. When things go wrong, however, then the blame is heaped entirely on the policemen / 
security forces… 

5.2.5  But were the courts not merely rubber stamps of the police & white racist government? 

When it is pointed out that the SAP-SB were legally and doctrinally bound to present their suspects 

to the courts for judgement, it is often alleged that this carries no real weight. Supposedly because 

the courts were merely rubber stamping such cases. 

Let’s look at the facts, as evidenced by some important, well-known examples. President Nelson 

Mandela was charged in court four times, before serving his long sentence from which he was 

released by Pres De Klerk in February 1990. In December 1952 he was given a suspended sentence 

for his then support of communism (he had i.a. edited in his own hand, a booklet: “How to be a good 

communist”). On 29 March 1961, after a very high-profile high treason trial that had lasted four and 

a half years, Mr Mandela and 28 co-accused were acquitted on all charges.  

As stated by the Mandela Foundation on their website, he then went “underground” and left the 

country for military training, after having founded the ANC’s military wing, MK. He returned to the 

country on 23 July 1962 and was arrested on 5 August 1962 near Howick, on his way back to 

Johannesburg from Durban, on a tip-off that the SAP-SB had received from the CIA.  

On 7 November 1962 Mr Mandela was sentenced to five years in prison, for incitement and leaving 

the country in illegal manner. He commenced his imprisonment, but then on 9 October 1963 he and 

10 others were charged in the Palace of Justice in Pretoria with high treason (the so-called Rivonia 

trial) after the rest of the ANC-MK high command had been caught red-handed at their hide-out on 

Lilliesleaf Farm at Rivonia (outside Johannesburg) with the text of their plan for a military take-over, 

which they had called “Operation Mayibuye”. It was expected that the accused would receive the 

death sentence (as was customary in most countries for planning an armed insurrection). However, 

he was sentenced by the high court to life imprisonment. 

Other such cases of note were the Cape Town Goodwood trial of 1964, in which 39 of the 44 

accused were acquitted. The largest and best publicized was the so-called Belfast trial of the late 

eighties, and its subsequent appeals. The hearing of this matter also spanned four years, with the 

19 accused (from the UDF) charged with effectively being the internal wing of the ANC, instigating 

the township violence termed by the ANC its “People’s War”. Of the 19 accused, 17 were acquitted 

already at the initial hearing. The two initially convicted, were subsequently acquitted on appeal and 

were released in December 1989 (it later transpired that the accused were indeed ANC aligned – 

perhaps the best-known of them, Mr. Popo Molefe, became ANC premier of North-West Province 

after the transition to a non-racial democracy). 

Despite these stand-out trials (the first treason trial, the Goodwood case and the Belfast trial) being 

of the highest local and international media interest, the courts clearly went directly against the 

State’s pleadings, with the acquittals that were in the end handed down.  
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It also stands to reason that the International Defence and Aid Fund (IDAF) would not have spent in 

excess of one hundred million British pounds (according to their own figures) during the Struggle 

years to ensure top defence counsel for South Africans appearing in so-called “political trials”, if they 

had the impression that the courts were mere rubber stamps. (The IDAF was founded in London by 

John Collins, a Leftist who had also co-founded the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament that 

advocated stripping the U.K. and the Western Alliance of its nuclear weapons deterrent at the height 

of the Cold War).  

5.2.6 What were prison conditions like, such as on Robben Island? For those who were 

sentenced to imprisonment, such conviction for a serious crime (if you were black and male) typically 

meant being incarcerated on Robben 

Island in the high security section there. 

The image often portrayed in propa-

ganda of the island prison, is that of 

having been a nest of atrocity and 

deprivation, akin to the French Devil’s 

Island off the coast of Guyana. While it 

was certainly no 5-star hotel, it was a 

very well-appointed, perfectly main-

tained modern structure with good 

natural lighting (no dark dungeon) and 

ventilation, spacious accommodation 

(no overcrowding) and excellent facili-

ties for the care of prisoners (Mr 

Mandela and his fellow inmates reached 

high old age). Perhaps the best counter 

for the one-sided image portrayed in the 

“single story”, is a photo that appears on 

the website of the government entity 

(Arts & Culture) now in charge of the 

Robben Island Museum. It is a copy of a 

certificate given by the “Robben Island 

Table Tennis Association” (of inmates) 

to the athlete who came second in their 

annual table tennis competition in 

Division “A”, 1972/73… (see at left). No 

wonder a person who had experienced 

detention on Robben Island as well as at 

the ANC’s Quatro camp in Angola, said 

that the Island was a “holiday camp” 

compared to the hell he experienced at 

Quatro… 

In total, more than 3,000 black male 

prisoners who were duly sentenced by a 

competent court, served time on 

Robben Island. What this figure 

illustrates (taken together with the other 

so-called “political” convicts of the 

female gender and those of whiter skin, 

who were imprisoned on the mainland) 
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is that the standard operating procedure of the SAP-SB was to have the courts deal with accused 

transgressors of the law, and not take matters into their own hands.  

The TRC recorded, through its amnesty process, 21 confirmed deaths of suspects that had occurred 

secretly, outside of legal detention (which will be addressed later here-in, section 5.2.8). Compared 

to the thousands who were convicted through due court process and many thousands more 

temporarily detained under security legislation without trial (but with proper record of detention) 

these 21 are but a drop in the ocean, and it is statistically absurd to elevate their existence to being 

representative of standard doctrine and procedure.  

Which is not to deny that there were indeed instances of serious excesses on the part of certain 

security policemen. The question regarding the latter, is once again one of comparative scale – 

because once again, certain incidents that had garnered huge local and international media 

attention, were elevated in propaganda as if representative of the institution a whole. Also of 

relevance is how these abuses (such as those of Dirk Coetzee and Eugene de Kock) had come to 

light – it was internal disciplinary and criminal investigation by the “Apartheid” police themselves, 

and due court process, that revealed these atrocities. 

This study is largely focused on deaths in legal on-the-record SAP-SB detention, which is also the 

kind of death that is now again under investigation in the recently re-opened cases.  When it is 

pointed out that these deaths (of all causes) numbered 67 over a period of thirty-five years (of which, 

for example, the death of Mr. Steve Biko was #49 on the count of the Anti-Apartheid Movement) 

then it is often suggested that “many more” had in actual fact died due to SAP-SB brutality, in the 

context of abductions (i.e., not legitimate detentions) that were followed by “forced disappearances” 

of the mortal remains. This matter of abductions, extra-judicial killings and disappearances was of 

course intensively investigated by the TRC. It evidently also featured among the confessions made 

by security policemen in their amnesty applications. 

5.2.7 Missing persons: So how many cases of missing persons remain unsolved, after the 

exhaustive TRC process?  

It should firstly be pointed out that the TRC had found that a very large number of the missing person 

cases reported to it, fell outside of its remit, since these were everyday cases of the kind occurring 

around the world, originating in people wanting to disappear, or due to common criminal activity (the 

TRC only occupied itself with disappearances that were political in origin). Secondly, the TRC 

pointed out that most cases were somewhat shrouded in doubt, even in the minds of relatives at the 

time of disappearance, because relatives only started realising that loved ones appeared to be 

missing when they did not return with the other exiles who came back to South Africa in the nineties. 

Most relatives had thus assumed, when their loved ones had first disappeared from the active local 

scene, that they had left to join the revolutionary forces abroad. Tracing back what had actually 

occurred to them, was thus not as self-evidently easy as merely assuming that they had been 

abducted and killed by the SAP-SB. 

Of the “political” category of the missing, the largest percentage still listed as unsolved at the end of 

the TRC’s investigation (117 cases) related to disappearances during the period of public violence 

called by the ANC the “People’s War”, which had started in earnest after the institution of the 

Tricameral parliament in 1984 and then sharply escalated after 1990, when the internal conflict 

became marked by a black-on-black political power struggle (61% of the missing from the public 

violence category, date from this post-1990 phase). As indicated, the disappearance of these 117 

individuals could not be linked to the SAP-SB but occurred as a consequence, and as part of, the 

violent black-on-black civil turmoil. 
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Another 59 unresolved cases relate to missing individuals who are listed by the TRC as having 

disappeared while abroad with the ANC, about whose circumstances of disappearance nothing is 

known and no further investigation is pending. 

A further 64 unresolved cases of missing persons have been potentially linked to actions by the 

security police, on the basis of testimonies alleging that they were last seen to have been picked up 

by the SAP-SB (although such allegations have been contested and not sufficiently corroborated for 

the TRC to regard the case as solved, or a corps to be located). 

It is often suggested, without evidence, that large numbers of security detainees were so severely 

tortured that they either died of it, or were extra-judicially executed, with the bodies then 

surreptitiously disposed of, in order to hide the visible fact of their torture / murder (i.e., torture which 

would have come out, if the court route was followed – either by means of an inquest, or when 

putting the torture victims publicly on trial). Top SAP-SB officers have admitted that a limited number 

of such deaths did indeed occur, for a variety of reasons – some people having died under 

interrogation of pre-existing medical conditions, others who were eliminated in order to protect the 

identity of clandestine sources of information, and the like. Disposing of bodies in this surreptitious 

manner was of course illegal and isn’t condoned here. But how many were there?    

5.2.8 Extra-judicial killings in secret custody: From the testimonies of SAP-SB officers who had 

sought amnesty, it was established by the TRC that 21 persons were indeed either extra-judicially 

eliminated, or had died while in secret detention, and then had their bodies clandestinely disposed 

of by security police officers. Although never pardonable, when this figure is compared with the 

many thousands who were properly processed through the courts, then it is clear that these 21 (such 

as the “Cradock 4”) form a statistically miniscule aberration in the overall picture of standard, lawful 

security police operating procedures. If this figure is added to the all-cause deaths in detention, then 

that figure would rise to 88 – which is still infinitesimal when compared to the 80,000 disappeared 

and known killed of Latin America’s Plan Condor “Dirty War”, or the statistics pertaining to the ANC’s 

own detainees, or its “People’s War” and its hundreds of necklacings and thousands of civilians 

murdered or maimed. 

The impression that “hundreds or even thousands” were killed by the SAP-SB therefore simply bears 

no relation to the facts, as established by the courts and the TRC. It stands to reason that practically 

all families of individuals still missing, would have brought this to the attention of the commission, in 

order to get closure, or for the sake of the anticipated monetary recompense. With only 64 cases 

possibly linked to the SAP-SB still unresolved, the maximum worst-case scenario (i.e., if it should 

ever be proven that each and all of those 64 indeed had died while in the custody of the SAP-SB) 

would thus be to move the figure for all-cause deaths in SAP-SB detention (formal and clandestine) 

to 154. Which in and of itself would not signify that they were all killed deliberately. In truth, of the 

67 officially acknowledged deaths in detention, none ever resulted in a single SAP-SB officer being 

found guilty by a court of law of a serious crime (other than those like Coetzee and De Kock – who 

were investigated by their former colleagues themselves). 

It is an undeniable fact that people do die in detention of causes other than murder (as illustrated by 

the international figures earlier cited). The number of 67 all-cause deaths, therefore, doesn’t signify 

that they were either deliberately or negligently killed – people do, for example, develop stress-

induced heart attacks, or have other pre-existing conditions, or do commit suicide, or suffer 

accidents. Otherwise, 474 Australian Aboriginals would not have died in police custody there, during 

the same thirty-year period as we are looking at (to cite but one example).  

Given that the absolute maximum number of all-cause fatalities in SAP-SB detention that one can 

thus assume under a worst-case scenario is 154, it is in fact statistically highly improbable that all 

or even most could have been homicides. This illustrates that any suggestion of hundreds or even 
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thousands that were deliberately killed by the SAP-SB, is nothing other than baseless political 

propaganda that has been allowed into circulation unchallenged, simply because no-one before, 

has produced a systematic comparative, holistic study such as this one that you are reading now. 

Another important observation regarding this assumption that the number of all-cause deaths in 

SAP-SB (67) is “so low” because certain SAP-SB officers may have caused detainees to die and 

then secretly disposed of bodies so as to hide evidence of brutal torture, is the evident logic that this 

would in itself illustrate that such officers then must obviously have known and feared that they 

would be in big trouble, if such deaths due to torture were to be discovered by their superiors.  

Again, this analysis isn’t an attempt to justify the inexcusable transgressions that have been 

revealed, especially as regards the 21 deaths for which amnesty was sought. The objective here is 

simply to place the statistics in proper perspective, so that South Africa can hopefully reach that 

moment of truth and reconciliation that all had so desired (and which persistent, one-sided 

propaganda certainly doesn’t promote). So, let’s not ignore here the most well-known of the cases 

of errant security policemen who had committed atrocities, namely Coetzee and De Kock, and 

analyse the cold facts. As said before, such analysis will show that the corrective actions had been 

initiated by the police force itself. 

5.2.9 The cases of former SB-officers Coetzee and De Kock: In the case of Dirk Coetzee (who 

was the first commander of the Vlakplaas C10 COIN unit), he lasted in that capacity for only 18 

months, before he was transferred because of concerns about his actions and suitability. In 1985, 

he was dismissed from the S.A. Police entirely, after internal disciplinary investigations. In 1989 

Coetzee fled to Lusaka to seek the protection of the ANC in exchange for his revelations about 

murders he had committed while at Vlakplaas (which he knew would be like manna from heaven for 

the ANC’s propaganda campaign against the SAP-SB). Coetzee’s fear in 1989 of being prosecuted 

stemmed from the revelations made at that time by one of his former colleagues, fellow ex-Vlakplaas 

security policeman Almond Nofomela, who in 1989 himself was on death row for murder. In order 

to stay his execution, Nofomela had made a last-minute confession to additional murders, which led 

to the postponement of the execution of his sentence (which had been imminent), in order that the 

legal system may investigate his claims. In any totalitarian state bent on hiding the crimes of its 

security agents, under such circumstances Nofomela’s execution would have been hastened, not 

stayed. Coetzee’s undoing was, therefore, firstly the S.A.P.’s internal disciplinary processes that 

had seen him dismissed, and secondly the criminal legal process that had snared Nofomela, leading 

to the latter’s revelations. That Dirk Coetzee himself knew that his status of having been a member 

of the security branch would not protect him at all against prosecution, speaks from his hasty flight 

to Lusaka and seeking ANC protection there. Coetzee claimed to have been responsible for 6 

murders, for which he later received amnesty from the TRC. 

Eugene de Kock did not escape the legal system, as Coetzee had managed to do when the latter 

fled to Lusaka. He was prosecuted and convicted of six murders, as well as other crimes aimed at 

self-enrichment such as fraud. In total, he received two life sentences plus 212 years. De Kock 

received amnesty for his politically motivated crimes, but not for those committed to benefit himself. 

He was released on parole in 2015.   

Added together, the murders that Coetzee has admitted to (6) and those that De Kock was found 

guilty of after having been investigated and successfully prosecuted by his erstwhile colleagues 

(also 6), come to a total of 12 – not the “hundreds” that is often hinted at in the “single story”.   

5.2.10  Special operations conducted abroad: Another argument that may be advanced, is that 

any survey of deaths at the hands of the SAP-SB should include those killed abroad through special 

operations, such as the letter bomb attack that caused the death of Communist Party and ANC 

stalwart Ruth First (wife of Joe Slovo). Again, since the current re-opening of cases for potential 
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prosecution is focused on deaths in SAP-SB detention inside South Africa, this study has been ring-

fenced along those same parameters (also, for example, not including Namibia).  

Without therefore going into statistics about special operations conducted abroad (apart from stating 

that, in actual fact, few such operations were carried out) it bears underlining here that there is a 

logical and practical divide between how a state legitimately deals with political crime / criminals 

inside its borders (by bringing accused before its courts) and how it deals with such criminals 

operating from outside its borders – especially when host countries are not predisposed to co-

operate with the country under attack. In such cases, it is mostly a practical impossibility to try and 

bring such foreign-based culprits to book in an own court. However, the state’s obligation to protect 

its citizens against attack, is not diminished by this reality. Consequently, International Law 

recognizes the right to launch pre-emptive strikes or hot pursuit operations to physically eliminate 

such violent antagonists who cannot otherwise be brought to justice.  

The modern history of the USA’s 

drone strikes during its “War on 

Terror” serves as good example of 

the principle, but also of its terrible 

consequences i.t.o. “collateral 

damage” wrought among innocent 

civilians. In comparison, the kind of 

special operations that the SAP-

SB had initiated, or Israel typically 

undertakes, have been proven to 

be far better targeted and also 

more circumspect. 

Statista for example reported that, from 2004 to April 2020, a minimum number of 424 civilians were 

killed in Pakistan by drone strikes executed by the CIA alone (i.e., not including the U.S. Air Force).  

According to The Guardian newspaper of the UK, in an article published in September 2021, it was 

reported that: US drone and airstrikes have killed at least 22,000 civilians – and perhaps as many 

as 48,000 – since the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001, according to new analysis published by the 

civilian harm monitoring group Airwars. The analysis, based on the US military’s own assertion that 

it has conducted almost 100,000 airstrikes since 2001, represents an attempt to estimate the number 

of civilian deaths across the multiple conflicts that have comprised aspects of the “war on terror”. 

In the case of South Africa, the ANC and its allies – as they were themselves proclaiming loud and 

clear – were waging a violent “people’s war” aimed at destroying the existing order and replacing it 

with a model configured according to their (then) one-party, Marxist ideological preference. In this, 

they were using tactics such as car bombs and targeting places such as restaurants and bars.  

The SAP-SB could not reasonably have been expected to not counter this, or not go after the 

leadership directing such carnage from abroad (see Part Two of this study listing these attacks, 

compiled in accordance with the ANC’s own data). Unlike the car bomb that the ANC-MK, with the 

help of communist activists from Europe, had exploded at peak hour in Church Street in Pretoria 

(killing 19 and injuring 217, practically all civilians), the SAP-SB had never made itself guilty of using 

such indiscriminate means and methods in its limited number of narrowly targeted special operations 

abroad.  

According to the ANC’s own data as submitted to the TRC, during their armed struggle from 1977 

to 1989, MK cadres in their operations had killed 57 policemen and injured 126 others (while 
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according to figures from the SAIRR, more than 800 policemen – mostly black – were killed in the 

period from 1990 – 1994).  

In real life, no-where in this world can one realistically expect to style oneself as an armed revolutio-

nary, keep on roaring “people’s war” (or “jihad”), and keep on killing and maiming political opponents 

at will, without your victims eventually responding, seeking you out wherever you’re hiding… 

5.3   The doctrines of the liberation movements.  
It must be kept in mind that the “freedom fighter” is, in terms of the operational doctrines of a 
revolutionary “people’s war”, the armed, pro-active initiator of violent acts of terror, with the security 
forces of necessity defending. Secondly, it should be clearly understood that violent actions by the 
liberation movements were first and foremost “armed propaganda”, because theirs was essentially 
a political struggle aimed at local and international public opinion. Thirdly, when it came to their 
security doctrines i.r.o. their own detainees and treatment of opponents, it needs to be recognised 
that the liberation movements were trained and ideologically guided by the totalitarian, one-party 
Soviet approach that had classified all who didn’t agree with it, as “enemies of the people” and thus 
liable to the harshest of treatments. 

Those who choose terrorism as their course of action, deliberately and consciously choose armed 
conflict over Mahatma Ghandi-style peaceful persuasion. Choosing where, when, and how to launch 
their violent attacks. It is thus the terrorist who deliberately makes of politics a very physical, violent 
contest, in which inevitably there will be casualties – as is well illustrated by the Northern Ireland 
example, as well as by the annexed table of acts of terror suffered in South Africa during the armed 
struggle (a comprehensive, aggregated tabulation of terror deeds committed during the armed 
struggle – compiled exclusively from the ANC’s own data, so that it cannot be suggested that 
Apartheid “fake news” was included – follows directly on this first part, as Part Two of this same 
special e-book edition of Nongqai). 

The armed struggle engaged in by the South African liberation movements (principally the ANC, 
allied internally with the UDF) was first and foremost political, and not seriously intended to achieve 
a take-over by breaking the military might of the white state in direct confrontation. It was terrorism 
as classic “armed propaganda” (which is more propaganda, than man-to-man military conflict). 

5.3.1 Propaganda as prime element of the ANC’s operational doctrine: As armed political 
propaganda, it was aimed at mobilisation and intimidation of the black masses locally (hence the 
term “people’s war”), as well as winning over public opinion internationally (the latter to isolate and 
put pressure on the white government and psychologically undermine the resolve of its electorate). 

Being essentially a propaganda war, it was imperative for the “freedom fighters” to paint their main 
adversaries (most particularly the SAP-SB) as negatively as possible, as brutish racists reminiscent 
of the Nazis, in order to polarize the local population against them and to convince the outside world 
that resorting to violent terror against the oppressor, was indeed morally justified. Hence it was part 
and parcel of ANC operational doctrine that every propaganda opportunity should be seized upon 
to tarnish the SAP-SB. For that, the system of jurisprudence based on adversarial prosecution in 
open court and covered in detail by a sympathetic media, provided them with ample opportunity. 

Anthea Jeffery, who holds a doctorate from London University and is a senior researcher with the 
South African Institute of Race Relations (not a body know during the Struggle years for being 
supportive of the white government!) has since published extensively about the “people’s war” era 
and the core role of propaganda in establishing a “single story” narrative about it. Dr. Jeffery 
presented an address on the topic in May 2016, which bears quoting here at length: “In South Africa, 
the political struggle took many forms: meetings, marches, boycotts, sanctions, stayaways, and 
strikes. But the most persistent element in the political struggle was the propaganda campaign. This 
involved the constant repetition of certain themes by the ANC, the allied organisations it helped to 
create, and many in the media. This constant repetition, endorsed from a host of seemingly diverse 
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quarters, soon had great impact on public perspectives. A false version of events became accepted 
as the truth, while contrary views were brushed aside as mistaken and uninformed. 

“Propaganda, as ever, was vital to conceal the truth. Hence, as Umkhonto combatants returned (in 
1990) and violence began to surge, so the ANC and its supporters increasingly blamed the killings 
on a sinister Third Force, comprising elements within the police and the IFP. … This propaganda 
campaign soon had huge impact. This was partly because the same message came from so many 
quarters: not only from the ANC and its many allied organisations, but also from journalists and 
monitors of violence who seemed to be politically independent yet consistently endorsed the ANC’s 
perspective.  

“Behind the cover of the propaganda campaign, the targets of the military struggle remained much 
the same as in the 1980s. Black local councillors in many townships again came under attack. From 
1990 to 1994, more than 800 policemen were killed: many of them ambushed and shot when they 
were responding to fake emergency calls. … As Buthelezi had noted, the continual attacks on the 
IFP were given so little media attention that most quickly faded from public memory. By contrast, 
when IFP anger at the onslaught against it boiled over, prompting major retaliatory attacks, media 
coverage was huge and condemnation widespread.  

This was particularly evident as regards the notorious Boipatong massacre on the Reef in June 
1992. Here, IFP supporters from the 
KwaMadala Hostel launched a night attack on 
the residents of Boipatong in which some 45 
people were killed. The attack was carried out 
in revenge for the necklacing of three IFP 
supporters shortly beforehand, and a string of 
earlier attacks on those living in KwaMadala – 
almost all of whom were refugees from ANC 
violence. However, most people had little 
knowledge of the earlier assaults on the IFP, 
while the 45 deaths at IFP hands drew world-
wide condemnation. This condemnation grew 
still further when the ANC falsely claimed that 
the police had aided the IFP assailants in a 
classic ‘Third-Force’ operation. The Boipatong 
massacre was a huge propaganda victory for 
the ANC.”  

This strong emphasis on propaganda is also evident in the writings of the SA Communist Party itself. 
In The South African Communist party in Exile, 1963 – 1990, it is noticeable that – when 
reorganisation in the movement is recorded – it is always propaganda that ranks first among the 
listed functions: “The SACP Politburo, at one of its meetings in 1981, established three 
subcommittees to focus on: propaganda; trade union work; and "internal" work in the forward areas 
and inside the country. … Following the 6th Congress (Kabwe, Zambia, June 1985), the Politburo, 
given the new challenges, established subcommittees based on the following areas: propaganda; 
education, research and training; industrial work; internal reconstruction; work in mass 
organisations; military affairs; international work; and security and intelligence.” 

It is thus no surprise to read Natalia Telepneva writing in “Southern African Liberation Movements 
and the Global Cold War ‘East’ that: “The print media were crucial to Soviet engagement with the 
anti-colonial struggles in southern Africa. Writings on the anti-colonial movements, however, similar 
in their message, writing style, and means, were fundamental to expressing Soviet solidarity with 
anti-colonial movements. They were meant to educate and inform domestic and international 
audiences and help the chosen anti-colonial movements”. (p. 149)  
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The ANC’s mouthpiece, Sechaba, was thus printed 
in the communist former German Democratic 
Republic (as can be seen in the attribution blurb 
that every edition had to carry). 

5.3.2  Tapping into English-language media bias – Sharpeville vs Bulhoek vs Kenya: As 
regards the bias in the local English-language media, one needs but look in the archives at a Rand 
Daily Mail cover story from around a century ago, about the first Afrikaners recruited as train drivers: 
warning its readers about the dangers that this would supposedly hold for their safety as commuters. 
But more to the point of policing: it is noteworthy how differently the Bulhoek massacre of 1921 was 
treated to the Sharpeville massacre less than four decades later. At Bulhoek, 169 black members 
of the Israelite sect were systematically gunned down by a numerically superior militarized police 
contingent armed with heavy machine guns, cannon and cavalry. This, the English-language media 
at the time reported, was a tragedy brought upon themselves by the “delusional” blacks who were 
not willing to give up the land annexed by the crown, which they had “illegally” settled on.  

Of course, the government then in power in Pretoria was deemed to be pro-British…  

In the case of Sharpeville in 1960, 69 black protesters (i.e., 100 fewer than at Bulhoek) lost their 
lives. Some 150 policemen, faced by a crowd of 20,000 that had begun stoning them and had 
trampled down the wire fence around the police station in their surge, opened fire in panic, without 
orders. The firing lasted 40 seconds, before discipline could be restored. This tragic event had 
occurred only two months after a contingent of policemen on an illicit liquor patrol in Cato Manor, 

Durban, had been savagely murdered and their bodies 
butchered by an angry crowd – which undoubtedly had weighed 
on the minds of those 150 trapped policemen at Sharpeville. The 
contrast in the media coverage was striking, but not inexplicable 
– the government then in power was Afrikaner Nationalist, bent 
on establishing a republic and thus reviled by the English-
language media.  

(See our special NONGQAI commemorative edition on Bulhoek, 
which also analyses, on a comparative basis, public order 
policing incidents around the world in the 100 years since: 
https://issuu.com/hennieheymans/docs/nongqai_vol_12_no_6c_-_bulhoek_2  

As pointed out earlier, English-language media had and have 
been steadfastly ignoring the atrocities committed by British 
forces in Kenya, brutally suppressing the Mau Mau uprising 
during the decade up to 1960 (killing an estimated 100,000), 
whilst vilifying what were effectively sister forces in South Africa, 
serving then still under the same crown, at Sharpeville. 

It should be clear that the international communist-backed 
propaganda onslaught could, with every passing year, focus more strongly on the South African 
state, since other earlier targets of the Cold War communist-inspired campaigns in Southern Africa, 
such as the former Portuguese territories and Rhodesia, had fallen. The public campaigns by the 
likes of the Anti-Apartheid Movement and the free Mandela Campaign against sports ties, for 
economic and arms boycotts and for the international isolation of the white Afrikaner government, 
to a large extent piggy-backed on the pre-existing infrastructure and experience of the Campaign 
for Nuclear Disarmament and the Anti-Vietnam War movement, tapping into the collective horror at 
what Nazism had wrought in Europe, the national trauma suffered in the USA over civil rights for 
blacks, and a sense in the West of needing to compensate for the untold horrors inflicted upon their 
colonised subjects during the preceding era of rampant imperialism. 

https://issuu.com/hennieheymans/docs/nongqai_vol_12_no_6c_-_bulhoek_2
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5.3.3  Propaganda produced by security detainees: In terms of the liberation movement’s overall 
operational doctrine, and since they could exploit a largely sympathetic English-language media 
environment, the cadres who fell afoul of the SAP-SB had strong motive to portray their captors as 
negatively as possible. Since their liberation struggle remained first and foremost a propaganda war 
aimed at isolating the white Afrikaner government through mobilising public opinion against it, locally 
and abroad, the strategy of the movements was to exploit every possible opportunity for negatively 
portraying the government and its agencies – the security forces in general, and most particularly 
the Security Branch – because clearly, they were the ones standing between the revolutionaries 
and success. This was classical “atrocity propaganda”, very well executed. Since propaganda 
functions best when something unfamiliar is packaged and contextualised by reference to something 
with which the (international) audience is already familiar and pre-disposed against, the strategic 
slant of the propaganda was to portray the mostly Afrikaner SAP-SB as blond-haired, blue-eyed 
latter-day racist Nazi thugs. 

In the case of individual activists detained by the SAP-SB and brought before court, they each had 
three strong reasons of doctrine (and self-interest) to portray their treatment whilst in SAP-SB 
detention as brutal torture. Firstly, their lawyers would have told them that the confessions that they 
had made before magistrates, could only be thrown out by showing these to have been coerced by 
torture. Secondly, the only way that they could save face within the movement and try to absolve 
themselves from blame for incriminating information that they under interrogation had shared on 
other “comrades”, was to ascribe this to the “terrible torture” which they simply couldn’t endure over 
time. Lastly, of course, the court setting – especially the right to make an unchallengeable public 
statement from the dock – provided an ideal opportunity to further their overriding propaganda goal 
of vilifying their captors, even if it meant inventing tall tales of torture.  

I recall my own incredulity (and that of the court) when I listened to a pale and rather skinny young 
white student accused in the Pretoria High Court under the security legislation, when he made his 
statement from the dock (note: I am a lawyer). What the gentleman would have us believe, in his 
attempt to vividly paint a picture of the “terrible torture” that he underwent, was that he was made to 
stand up with his back against a wall and forced to hold up with each hand, arms raised horizontally 
to shoulder height, two chairs (each chair held by one of its legs, clasped in one hand). Now those 
old civil service chairs were crafted from solid teak wood, and anybody with just a smattering of 
athletic experience and human body strength awareness (which the gentleman in question clearly 
did not possess) would have known that even Tarzan would have struggled to merely lift two of them 
as described, not to mention keeping them suspended with outstretched arms for an interminable 
length of time. His allegations elicited an audible ripple of sniggers from the audience, and I 
wondered what lack of imagination he suffered, if that was the best tale of torture that he could 
fabricate – perhaps his complete lack of any visible evidence of torture to point to on his body, had 
made him decide on this implausible tale, since that “method” would of course not have left any 
scars… In any event, even if he had truly been made to stand in that way holding any piece of 
furniture that he could actually lift, it would hardly have been vicious torture of the nature meted out 
by the ANC in its own detention camps such as Quatro in Angola (or by state forces in Latin America 
under Plan Condor, as trained by the USA at their School of the Americas).  

5.3.4  Violent intimidation (“people’s war”) as element of the ANC’s operational doctrine: As 
the SA Communist Party increasingly came to direct ANC strategy from 1969 onwards, a focus on 
violent revolutionary armed action came more and more to the fore.  

This is evidenced by the decisions of the 1969 ANC conference at Morogoro (25 April to 1 May 
1969) and is also reflected in many official ANC documents. Joe Slovo of the SACP’s submission: 
Strategy and Tactics of the ANC, adopted by the Morogoro conference, urges developing conditions 
“for the future all-out war which will eventually lead to the conquest of power”. The Central 
Committee of the SACP followed this up in 1979 with a statement that: “the system of exploitation 
and oppression in SA cannot be defeated without revolutionary violence involving the whole people.” 
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The ANC magazine Sechaba of April 1985 made this conversion to “revolutionary violence” even 
more explicit: “For the ideals enshrined in the Freedom Charter to be realised, that is, for full national 
liberation and social emancipation of the oppressed majority of our country and also to make this 
emancipation complete and meaningful, there is one and only one condition which has to be 
satisfied. That is the violent revolutionary overthrow of the present system, the armed seizure of 
power by the revolutionary masses, the destruction of the present state power and transfer of that 
power into the hands of the democratic majority. This, as a strategic principle, is absolute.” 

This doctrinal (and growing) adherence to violence as part of a 
“people’s war” that became the ANC’s preferred strategy 
(together with its ongoing emphasis on propaganda), would 
naturally impact the SAP-SB as the institution that had to ensure 
the peaceful, legitimate conduct of politics.  

The Security Branch thus had to maintain law and order in the 
face of an increasingly violence-driven onslaught (which naturally 
upped the stakes and risks, when it came to trying to minimize 
physical harm in such fraught situations of conflict).  

Time Magazine reported that: “In a 1986 speech, President 
Reagan also warned of ‘calculated terror by elements of the 
African National Congress’,” including the mining of roads and 
the bombings of public places. This, the then U.S. president had 
said, was designed to bring about further state repression and 
the imposition of martial law, so as to eventually create the 
conditions for racial war (Nelson Mandela was on the official USA 
terror watch list till 2008).  

According to Reagan’s analysis, what the ANC was intentionally trying to do with its terror campaign 
(such as the Church Street car bomb in Pretoria the year before, which had killed 19, of which 12 
civilians, and injured 217, of which 215 were civilians) was precisely to provoke the security forces 
into repressive measures, with the objective of then propagandistically exploiting this to further their 
political aims of bringing about a communist-style revolutionary take-over through a “people’s war”.  

Given the country’s demographics, the term “people’s war” is clearly significant, meaning effectively 
that they wished to unleash a race war, which the ANC had hoped it could win on the basis of the 
black numerical advantage over the white minority.  

Reagan thus recognised that it was in the ANC’s political self-interest to try and goad the security 
forces into more repression with their use of violent terror tactics, with which to feed then their 
vilifying propaganda machine with “evidence of ever more police brutality”. 

South Africa’s Institute of Race Relations has since published a book by 
the aforementioned Dr. Anthea Jeffery: People’s War – New light on the 
Struggle for South Africa. Her assessment is summed up as follows in 
the book’s cover promo: “The conventional wisdom is that they (the 
20,500 dead of the Struggle) died at the hands of a state-backed Third 
Force, but the more accurate explanation is that they died as a result of 
the people's war the ANC unleashed. As the people's war accelerated 
from September 1984, intimidation and political killings rapidly 
accelerated. At the same time, a remarkably effective propaganda 
campaign put the blame for violence on the National Party government 
and its alleged Inkatha surrogate. Sympathy for the ANC soared, while its 
rivals suffered crippling losses in credibility and support. By 1993 the ANC 
was able to dominate the negotiating process, as well as to control the 
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(undefeated) South African police and army and bend them to its will. By mid-1994 it had trounced 
its rivals and taken over government. Since 1994, many books have been written on South Africa's 
political transition, but none deals adequately with the people's war. The Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission should have covered this, but largely overlooked it. This book shows the extraordinary 
success of people's war in giving the ANC a virtual monopoly on power. It also shows, in part at 
least, the great cost at which this was achieved.” (Emphasis added). 

5.3.5 The ANC’s own doctrine on treatment of its political opponents / dissidents held abroad: 
Which brings us, in this comparative study, to the doctrine applied by the ANC’s Security Department 
(thus, their direct equivalent to the SAP-SB) to people they had held in detention outside South 
Africa. It isn’t easy to find reliable figures for the number of deaths suffered under the ANC’s care 
abroad. The ANC’s own figure, as supplied to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (in Volume 
2 of the TRC Report) mentions “some 900” deaths of all causes – which significantly exceeds the 
67 deaths due to all causes in formal SAP-SB detention. 

Amnesty International, which certainly was no friend of the white SA government, officially reported 
about ANC detention camps that there was “…a long-standing pattern of torture, ill-treatment and 
execution of prisoners by the ANC's security department. It shows too that this pattern of gross 
abuse was allowed to go unchecked for many years, not only by the ANC's leadership in exile but 
also by the governments of the African front-line states who allowed the ANC to set up bases, and 
prisons, on their territory. 

“What is apparent from the abundant testimony about life in Quatro (camp in Angola) is that the poor 
living conditions, the hard labour and the ritualized abuse had no aim but the humiliation and 
degradation of the prisoners. The systematic nature of the abuses makes it clear that these were no 
isolated excesses by undisciplined guards but represented a deliberate regime of ill-treatment. 

“…prisoners have described being made to dig their own grave and climb into it (on a farm outside 
Lusaka). In the case of a prisoner taken there in 1985 he alleges that the hole was filled in up to his 
neck and that a plastic bag was placed over his head until he lost consciousness. Another described 
being pelted with stones as he tried to climb out … In each instance the purpose of this torture was 
to force the prisoner to sign a confession which had already been prepared by security officials.” 

The ANC had been obliged, because of these excesses against its own detainees, to appoint a 
number of commissions of enquiry, starting with the Stuart investigation of the mid-eighties, through 
the Skweyiya enquiry of the early nineties (staffed by ANC members investigating their own 
organization) and then a year or so later the “independent” Motsuenyane Commission, which 
reported in August 1993.  Searchlight South Africa (also no friend of the white government) 
reported that “…The (Skweyiya) Commission concluded that within the ANC in exile for the greater 
part of the 1980s, 'there existed a situation of extraordinary abuse of power and lack of 
accountability. It confessed to 'staggering’ brutality by the ANC security department. 

“Revelations quoted from the Stuart report make it plain that ANC leaders imprisoned, tortured and 
executed the mutineers in full knowledge that they were innocent of the smear of being South African 
government agents. The Skweyiya report states that the Stuart Commission had 'clearly identified' 
the malaise of brutality in the ANC. It quotes the Stuart report as having stated that force had become 
'the rule rather than the exception' and that coercion was 'indiscriminately used not only as a 
punishment but even when carrying out interviews and debriefings'.” 

It is clear from the Skweyiya report that the ANC’s Department of Intelligence and Security (which it 
principally blamed for the mistreatment) operated under the doctrine of extracting information from 
detainees “at any cost”. This was actually admitted by the then DIS head, Mzwai Piliso, to Skweyiya, 
in those exact words. Piliso had also admitted to personally participating in torture. It needs be kept 
in mind here that the ANC’s DIS was strongly under Soviet influence, so that its philosophy reflected 
the infamous Section 58 of the Soviet Penal Code, which makes dissent a “counter-revolutionary 
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activity” and those who engaged in it “traitors” and “saboteurs” – thus, “enemies of the people” to be 
made examples of, in order to dissuade others. Since they were following the doctrine and the 
example set by the Soviet Gulags, this placed the ANC in a totally different league (when it came to 
conditions of detention) than the SAP-SB or the South African prison system, because the latter 
were all too aware that they would have to account for their actions in the high court and parliament, 
in front of the media and public. In this vein, it is reported that some of the “mutineers” at Quatro 
camp were publicly executed by blowing them to smithereens, firing rocket propelled RPG-7 anti-
tank grenades at their chests. 

As said, it should be kept in mind that the revolutionary forces were strongly influenced by Soviet 
ideology and one-party state practices, such as regarding opponents as counter-revolutionary 
“enemies of the people” upon which “revolutionary justice” could rightly be visited (as for example 
enshrined in Section 58 of the USSR penal code, which gave rise to the Gulags and the 
extermination of millions). But many of the leadership were also personally motivated by venality, 
greed, corruption, elitism, and intolerance of others, as the writer and artist Luthando Dyasop (of 
the post-Soweto uprising generation, who was himself detained at Quatro) asserts regarding his 
new book “Out of Quatro” released in July 2021: “What prompted me to write the memoir is my wish 

to shed light on the fact that the political and economic 
crisis we see playing itself out presently in South Africa has 
its foundation laid in exile. The ANC security department 
made sure that fear of them instilled in the general 
membership meant they could do anything with impunity; 
there was no accountability or transparency; and any 
dissenting voice was, at best, imprisoned or, at worst, 
would end up dead. Then elitism thrived; it was just a matter 
of waiting in the wings for the ultimate prize — being in 
power in a well-developed South Africa — to accommodate 
their expensive taste for finer material things. All at the 
detriment of the ideals enshrined in the Freedom Charter. 
“The ANC deviated from the right path while we were in 
exile: the foundation for a democratic society based on 
ethics, integrity and accountability was replaced by elitism, 
impunity, self-aggrandisement, greed and corruption. All 
these were detrimental to the struggle for the interests of 
the people of South Africa, yet they thrived in a space 
where criticism and dissent were met with brutal repression 
that left the membership paralysed with untold fear. The 
first casualty there was democracy.” (from Daily Maverick). 

5.3.6 The ANC’s extra-judicial detention of political opponents inside South Africa: People 
detained extra-judicially by the ANC/UDF cadres inside South Africa fared no better than those held 
at camps abroad. One such case is the murder of the black youngster Stompie Seipei, at the hands 
of the ANC’s “mother of the nation”, Mrs. Winnie Madikizela Mandela at her home in Soweto. She 
was criminally convicted for her part in this, and it was later testified at the TRC hearings by an 
eyewitness that he personally saw her stab Seipei repeatedly in her jacuzzi room (Seipei was 
accused of being an informer). Thus, the mistreatment of detainees wasn’t limited to actions by 
misguided underlings, but was actively participated in by someone as high up in the ANC as Mrs. 
Madikizela-Mandela (she, who had proclaimed in relation to the gruesome extra-judicial executions 
conducted by placing a gasoline-doused tyre around a victim and burning him/her alive, that: “With 
our boxes of matches, and our necklaces, we shall liberate this country!”). 

In just the years 1984 – 1987, supporters of the ANC / UDF had burned alive 672 fellow black South 
Africans that they had “arrested” for allegedly being “informers”, but who can safely be said were 
political opponents (or not sufficiently publicly ardent in their display of submission to the demands 
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of the radicals). Showing hereby again the ANC/UDF’s 
doctrinaire propensity to use extreme violence for political 
intimidation, and their utter disregard for generally accepted 
norms of conduct towards political opponents that had had 
the misfortune of falling into their hands.  

As is well known, the level of internecine violence among 
black groups fighting each other for political power 
increased exponentially after the 1990 unbanning of the 
ANC and Communist Party. Some three-quarters of the total 
of 20,500 deaths that had occurred over the entire course 
of South Africa’s internal conflict post-1961, in fact occurred 
as such black-on-black violence between principally the 
ANC and the Zulu-based Inkatha Movement, over those 
four last years alone, up to the transfer of power in May 
1994.  The ANC had positioned itself to be able to violently 
intimidate, i.a. by means of their Operation Vula (the 
smuggling of weapons of war into the country). Their 
propagandistic criticism of the security forces was therefore 
very much a case of “do as we say, not as we ourselves do”. 

To understand the ANC’s strategy during those latter years of the conflict when it was struggling to 
establish itself as the dominant political force, it should be remembered that the radical political 
activists had always been a minority in South African society. As earlier mentioned, according to an 
in-depth investigation undertaken by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) into the 
South African conflict, only 34% of Blacks had claimed to have even taken a side (between status 
quo and liberation forces) during the conflict around Apartheid, with two-thirds therefore having 
chosen to remain uncommitted to either the government or the revolutionaries.  

The ICRC describes the conflict over Apartheid thus: “…only pockets of the overall black population, 
and only a sliver of the white population, were directly and actively involved in the struggle. The low 
level of direct involvement with the conflict was in part a measure of the efficacy of the State’s actions 
... Overall, the research suggests that most South Africans, blacks and whites, did not take a side 
in the struggle and did not have direct contact with the conflict. Comments from the participants in 
the focus groups and in-depth interviews give a sense of the remoteness of the conflict for many 
South Africans…” 

A report by the HSRC into political attitudes published in 1992, also showed that almost four out of 
ten blacks said that they trusted then-president FW de Klerk. This ambivalence on the part of the 
future voting public, the ANC simply had to turn around at any cost. With intimidation, if need be.  

Since one of the main protagonists in the black-on-black power struggle, the ANC, had as its doctrine 
that power grows from the barrel of the gun, it is therefore no surprise to read in the aforementioned 
ICRC report that: “For a large number of the participants in the consultation, the political violence 
among black South Africans was even more vividly horrifying than the struggle against the white 
regime.  

“Participants in the consultation, many of whom were active in this later stage of the conflict, recall 
that this violence often included the shooting of women and children, rape, burning or bulldozing of 
buildings with civilians inside, and the infamous “necklacings” – placing a tyre around the neck of an 
opponent, filling it with gasoline (petrol), and setting it on fire. The comments of participants in the 
focus groups and in-depth interviews suggest that in these and other ways the limits broke down in 
the township clashes in a way that was both horrifying and bewildering.” 
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CHAPTER 6. 

WHAT COMPARATIVE STATISTICS TELL US ABOUT SAP-SB ACTIONS 

When one looks in detail at the relevant statistics (the tables and graphs shown in the introductory 
chapters), it should be noted that the SAP-SB at the height of the revolutionary turmoil, numbered 
no more than 3,000 officers. They were dealing with what in the end was a rapidly escalating internal 
political conflict which had been converted in 1960 by the PAC and ANC into an armed struggle, 
and which by April 1994 (when South Africa transitioned from white rule to a non-racial democracy) 
had claimed a total of some 20,500 lives. However, three-quarters of those deaths had occurred 
during the last four years, after the white government had liberated future president Nelson Mandela 
and committed to ending Apartheid. The police were, during that period of negotiation and transition, 
effectively caught in the middle, trying to keep the peace between warring Black factions.  

The recent unrest of July 2021 in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng and which claimed at least 320 lives 
over the course of just a few days, serves as reminder of the essential volatility of South African 
politics, and of the difficulty – as well as the importance – of ensuring effective policing to protect 
the lives, well-being and property of law-abiding citizens; it is easy to imagine what could have 
occurred in South Africa during the early nineties, if the police then had simply abdicated their 
responsibilities and had chosen to stand on the side-lines, as had patently happened in July 2021. 

6.1 South Africa’s figures compared to similar international data. 
In assessing the statistics, we will look first at the overall conflict figures and place it in international 
context. Considering the size of South Africa’s population and the fact that the conflict had lasted 
three and a half decades, the total loss of life of 20,500 (although absolutely tragic, in and of itself) 
is remarkably low, when compared with similar conflicts that had played out elsewhere during the 
Cold War. Pro rata, the Rhodesian conflict had claimed six times more lives per head of the 
population than did the South African conflict. Again assessed per capita, the conflict in Northern 
Ireland had claimed some 5.5 times the number of lives lost in South Africa.  

The tremendous loss of life incurred in Indo-China in the liberation wars fought there against the 
French and the USA, is beyond comparison to what happened in South Africa, where a guerrilla war 
had fortunately been avoided. The forceful suppression by British security forces of the Kikuyu tribe 
of Kenya’s Mau Mau uprising during the 1950’s provides a better basis for comparison with the 
South African situation. Again, South Africa’s total figures are more than five times lower than those 
for Kenya, despite the fact that South Africa’s population was during the relevant time frames, five 
times that of Kenya and the conflict had lasted three times as long as that in Kenya. 

Be those tragic overall casualty figures as they may, the more important set of comparative figures 
to look at, would be the deaths that occurred in SAP-SB detention. Fact is, that despite the scope 
and intensity of the “armed struggle” that was waged by the liberation movements, between 1961 
(the launch of the armed struggle) and 1990 (the liberation of Nelson Mandela) a total of only 67 
people had died in formal SAP-SB detention of all causes, whether “suspicious”, “natural” or 
“suicide”. Even if the later admitted deaths in clandestine detention during the late eighties are 
added, then this figure rises to 81. Should one assume a total worst-case scenario (which is totally 
unlikely to be the real case) and add the 64 persons still missing who could conceivably be linked 
to the SAP-SB, then that maximum possible figure goes up to 145.   

To put this figure into perspective, referring to figures of deaths in police detention during “normal” 
times in “normal” countries (i.e., not when a revolutionary conflict was raging): over a similar 30-year 
period, 474 Aboriginal Australians had died in police custody there, whilst in South Africa in 2019, 
under the non-racial ANC government, a total of 214 people had died in just that one year in the 
custody of the new S.A. Police Service. In the state of Texas (which has half the population of South 
Africa) over the past 15 years a staggering total of 11,000 have died in detention, of all causes.  
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Looking now at deaths at the hands of security forces during times of conflict: in the case of Plan 
Condor, there were an estimated 50,000 deaths and 30,000 forced “disappearances” of left-wing 
activists in the countries of the Southern Cone of Latin America during the American-supported so-
called “Dirty War”.  

This pales, of course, when compared with the number of people who died because of communist 
repression during the 20th century – reputable investigators estimate this figure to have been 
between 60 million and 147 million. Of this number, between 6.7 million and 15.5 million are 
estimated to have been civilians deliberately killed by agents of communist states after the 2nd World 
War. Of these horrific figures that resulted from communist domination, members of the SAP-SB 
were very much aware. (Not to forget the 150 million deaths due to 350 years of British imperialism). 

Significant in terms of understanding their mind-frame of feeling themselves under existential threat, 
was the Afrikaner’s own experience of 
detention at British hands during the 2nd 
Anglo-Boer war. “Between June 1901 
and May 1902, of the 115,000 people in 
the camps, almost 28,000 died, about 
22,000 of them children. The death toll 
represented about 10 per cent of the Boer 
population” (from The Guardian, UK). The 
Afrikaners’ motivation to fight for their 
freedom, was comparable to the later 
struggle of South African blacks for their 
freedom. What the U.K. had tried to do 
(killing one in four detainees in its camps) 
was to try and force Boer guerrilla fighters 

to abandon their cause by detaining behind barbed wire, their women and children. Nobody was 
ever prosecuted in relation to this tragedy, which surely did constitute a war crime… 

The Northern Ireland conflict (the euphemistically named “Troubles”) is also instructive. There British 
security forces killed 350 people over the 30-year span of the conflict from 1968 - 1998, out of a 
population one-thirtieth of that of South Africa, in media-termed “massacres” such as the Bloody 
Sunday (Bogside) killings and the Ballymurphy massacre, details of which can be seen here:  
https://www.amnesty.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/eur450121991en.pdf 

At the height of South Africa’s internal conflict over race, during the 
phase from 1984 to 1989 (when the SAP had to maintain law-and-
order in the face of a concerted, violent “people’s war” 
revolutionary onslaught during which some 5, 500 people were 
killed in internecine civil unrest), the SA Police’s contribution to that 
figure was 261 as per the SAP “massacres” listed by Guy Lamb in 
a UCT publication - see adjacent table. Thus, a third less than the 
350 killed by British security forces in Northern Ireland, compared 
on actual numbers. (If presented proportionally, in terms of 
population size, then the Northern Ireland number would 
correspond to 10, 500 killed in South Africa).  

This puts the figure of 261 actual deaths in true perspective – note 
that these figures relate to the SA Police force’s public order 
operations as a whole, essentially in riot control actions against 
public violence, thus not deaths attributable to the SAP-SB as 
such; the latter was only 67 dead in formal detention of all causes, 
over 30 years from 1960 – 1990). 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/eur450121991en.pdf
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Considering the extreme public violence that the SAP Internal Stability units had to counter over that 
time frame, including 672 burnings by necklace, one can safely say that theirs was a much more 
fraught operating environment than what the British forces had to deal with in Northern Ireland. 

6.2  Comparing apples directly with apples – the ANC’s Mbokodo vs the SAP-SB.  
The SAP-SB’s direct equivalent in the ANC during the conflict, was the latter’s internal security entity, 
the DIS / NAT or Mbokodo (meaning the “boulder that crushes”). It is extremely difficult to garner 
hard data about the number of deaths of ANC members under ANC auspices outside of South 
Africa’s borders during the conflict. The closest one gets, is the figure vouchsafed by the ANC itself 
to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), which in Vol. 2 of their report stated it to have 
been “some 900 deaths” due to all causes. This figure should be considered together with the 59 
persons who are listed as still missing, whilst having been under the ANC abroad. (As said earlier, 
both the Skweyiya and Motsuenyane commissions of inquiry, which the ANC itself had appointed to 
investigate the allegations of extreme brutality that soldiers of MK had suffered at the hands of the 
Mbokodo, have confirmed that the ANC’s internal security practices were “cruel and inhumane”). 
Fact is that under ANC auspices, 13 times more people died than did in SAP-SB detention, and 
roughly an equal number are still missing. Nobody has been prosecuted for this, nor are any official 
investigations currently planned… 

Another horrifying statistic in the “apples with apples” category, concerns the number of black 
political opponents of the “liberation forces” inside South Africa, who were illegally detained by 
ANC/UDF cadres and then executed by burning them alive – either with fuel-soaked tyre “necklace” 
or being “Kentucky fried”. 672 black South Africans were extra-judicially killed in this horrific manner 
for their suspected “incorrect” political views in only the period between 1984 and 1987. 

Lastly, in terms of deaths incurred in the “apples vs apples” category, it should be noted that during 
the transition period alone (1990 – 1994) some 800 black policemen were assassinated – many 
deliberately lured to their deaths by means of call-outs to fictitious crime scenes. The Struggle 
partisans were therefore not conducting their “people’s war” with kid gloves. This level of general 
violence and specific provocation makes the low total number of deaths, from all causes, that 
occurred in SAP-SB detention during the entire decades-long armed struggle, quite remarkable. 

Why is it that the number of all-cause deaths in SAP-SB detention was so remarkably low, compared 
to that suffered in Latin America, in Kenya or by ANC detainees? In part it can be ascribed to 
effective command and control, and the application of appropriate doctrines and moral strictures. 
However, lest it be thought that this article is bent on impugning the media, it must be stated that 
the investigative attention paid to the SAP-SB by the English-language segment of the press, clearly 
played a very important role in keeping Security Branch officers on their toes. As did the court-based 
and parliamentary systems of outside supervision and accountability.As Amnesty International had 
pointed out, the excesses in the ANC camps were in large measure due to the absence of such 
media scrutiny, or of judicial supervision (with the host countries doing nothing to ensure that basic 
values and norms be observed).  

It needs therefore to be stressed that a free media and independent judiciary, together with 
democratic parliamentary oversight, is absolutely essential for the protection of the individual in 
situations of internal political conflict. What the disparity in the South African statistics demonstrate, 
though, is that such investigative media attention needs to be focused on both sides, in order to be 
effective. Any political bias that seeks to avoid political embarrassment for a favoured political party, 
or that seeks precisely to embarrass a political opponent, abdicates the role of the press as protector 
(as illustrated by what happened i.r.o. ANC detainees) and lends itself to manipulation of the media 
for propaganda purposes. A sobering case in point is that of the late photo-journalist Kevin Carter, 
who had publicly expressed his concern about how many victims of necklacings would still be alive, 
had he and his camera not been there to precipitate this form of “terror as theatre” being enacted – 
he later committed suicide… 
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CHAPTER 7. 

WHICH SIDE HAD “JUST CAUSE”?   WHICH USED “JUST METHODS”? 

It should be evident by now (from the statistical analysis and discussions of the doctrines adhered 
to by the protagonists) that the vast bulk of the 20,500 deaths suffered on the path to a non-racial 
democracy were not by the hand of the security forces, and particularly not the SAP-SB. As the 
saying goes: numbers don’t lie. This reality has given rise to a strong need among ANC supporters 
to justify the carnage wrought by their choice to abandon non-violence and make South Africa’s 
conflict an “armed struggle” fought under the banner of a “people’s war” (even though, as shown, in 
total South Africa’s casualty figures are still actually very low when compared with other struggles). 

In many ways, the question of who were serving a “just cause” (to which should be added: who 
utilised “just methods” – because one may have a just cause and then use unjust methods to try 
and achieve it) goes to the very heart of the entire debate about moral right or wrong. In turn, the 
position taken with regard to that, then dictates how the “other side” is portrayed. In this chapter we 
will not approach this issue simplistically / propagandistically. It is, in truth, far too complex and also 
multi-faceted for such treatment. There were many stakeholders jockeying for position, manipulating 
and trying to influence the main protagonists and events – different factions even within the same 
movement (even within a small, tightly-knit party such as the SACP) as well as players from abroad.  

To understand how and why matters in South Africa in the half-century after WW2 unfolded in the 
way they did – and, hypothetically, could have unfolded differently, if other options had been chosen 
– it will be necessary to trace the history behind the key decisions, identifying the key players and 
their motives. In that regard, it will be essential to go beyond the “single story”, to explore those 
pertinent facts about which the single story today is deliberately silent.  

Because this history perfectly illustrates not only what Nigerian author Adichie has said about “the 
dangers of the single story”; it also reflects what the late acclaimed Haitian historian Michel Rolph 
Trouillot meant in his influential 1995 book: Silencing the Past: Power and Production of History 
when he averred that the way in which history is told depends on powerful forces, which silence 
some sources while favouring others. Trouillot pointed to the gaps that exist between what actually 
happened in the past, and what is “said to have happened” as recorded in history books and the 
media. Going beyond the cliché that history is written by the victors, Trouillot called for analysing 
how the powerful selectively write up the historical record by favouring their preferred narrative and 
omitting (“silencing” – meaning, plain ignoring) that which does not accord with their preferences, 
however factual and important those events or viewpoints in truth may be. In this regard, he 
underscored how the preserved “historical truths” frequently silence defeated voices – not just of 
nations defeated in war, but on a smaller scale, the views of those who had lost a debate.  

As Adichie said, the stereotypes put forward by “single stories” are dangerous not because they 
contain no truth at all, but because they are incomplete: due precisely to the forced, selective 
omission of the “silenced” facts and voices not convenient to the narrative of the powerful, that 
Truillot had in mind. As will be seen in this chapter, Truillot and Adichie’s warnings are very apt, not 
only as regards the SAP-SB and what truly motivated them, but also on the ANC side (regarding 
their internal debate in the fifties and early sixties) when the who and why behind the fateful decision 
to abandon the long-held policy of non-violence and launch an armed struggle, is investigated.  

It will be seen how the ANC was split by the role of the communists, causing the Africanists to break 
away and form the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) and how the strong voices of the likes of then 
ANC President-General Chief Albert Luthuli, ANC Youth League activist Prince Mangosutho 
Buthelezi and Natal communist party leader Rowley Arenstein (who all counselled against armed 
struggle) were ignored and how they were subsequently side-lined and eventually silenced, with 
their views nowadays effectively expunged from the preferred narrative. Weren’t they perhaps right? 
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7.1 Not at all a simple “black and white” issue… 
For anyone expecting a simplistic answer to the question about “just cause / methods” posed in the 
title to this chapter, let me immediately say that you will be disappointed, because the complex 
historical truth doesn’t permit such simple division into “good guys” and “bad guys”.  However, fully 
investigating this complexity will not only help us give a nuanced, historically correct set of answers 
to the fundamental questions the title poses. It will also help us understand why modern South 
African history unfolded the way it did, and what eventually had made possible the negotiated 
settlement (which many, especially abroad, had never envisaged as achievable and thus deemed 
a miracle). By necessity and because of its import, this chapter will thus be long and detailed. 

7.1.1 Understanding the “chess game” of dual decision-making freedoms: To understand how 
the different facets of this complex reality stacked up, it is necessary first to consider how and why 
humans arrive at certain choices, also in the political sphere. Only then can one truly judge whether 
a particular choice, and the actions that flowed from it, served a just cause, or was manifestly unjust. 

The thinking on this, goes back to the philosopher Immanuel Kant and his theories on the extent to 
which we humans enjoy freedom of action / choice – ideas which then were further developed by 
Isaiah Berlin in the late fifties. Berlin defined our freedom of choice as being two-fold: a negative 
freedom and a positive freedom (or, as later philosophers have developed it, as the internally-driven 
choices motivated by our desires, and the externally-driven choices dictated by the constraints of 
our operating environment). The game of chess is an excellent example of what is meant here: a 
player obviously wants to win (his primary internal desire), and therefore must plot a strategy to 
attack and checkmate his opponent. But, as any chess-player knows, one cannot focus all your 
decision making, your every move, exclusively on your attack, without considering what your 
opponent is trying to do to you from the other side, motivated by his desire to win and checkmate 
you.  

One cannot, therefore, follow a “one-handed” approach of offense only – you need a two-handed 
approach, balancing your offense and your defence. Because, in the end (as in real life) it is often 
more important not to lose, than to always win. Especially if facing a perceived existential threat, 
where losing would result in annihilation. Then not losing may become more vital than winning. 

In the case of the South African conflict, the two main sets of protagonists (the ANC and the white 
government, representing respectively the interests of the non-white and white communities, under 
the racially divided colonial dispensation) were both motivated by considerations of what they were, 
on the one hand, fighting for, as well as by what, on the other hand, they were fighting against. 

7.1.2 The ANC’s offensive and defensive goals: The ANC was founded in 1912 to resist a racist, 
discriminatory colonial system that severely prejudiced its constituency – harming them politically, 
economically, socially and in terms of respect for their human dignity. An 
existential threat to them and their well-being, in other words. Resisting 
such racial discrimination was thus undoubtedly a “just cause” (just as 
the Indians resisting the British Raj, for example). 

However, as the ANC’s policy goals (i.t.o. of what they desired to put in 
place instead) evolved over time, that which they were fighting for 
became enmeshed with the Cold War and international communism, 
leading them to propound the total destruction of the existing order and 
replacing it with a Marxist “people’s republic”.  Below, we will reflect on 
whether that goal, that system, was a “just cause” to be fighting for.  

As the SACP over time increased its infiltration of the ANC, and 
subsequently its control over the latter’s strategy during the fifties and 
sixties, they not only put in place this new goal of a Marxist “people’s republic”, but also caused a 
fundamental change in method – with the hitherto proudly African nationalist movement not only 
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becoming ideologically compromised and internationally aligned with the USSR, but also 
abandoning its staunchly non-violent method in favour of launching an armed struggle. Which 
escalated from the sabotage campaign of the sixties (with no deaths intended) to the traumatic 
“people’s war” that eventually engulfed many contested black townships, particularly after the race 
issue between whites and non-whites was effectively decided by President FW de Klerk’s February 
1990 abandonment of the last vestiges of Apartheid, plus his commitment to a negotiated settlement 
and a non-racial election.  

It is essential to reflect also on whether this new, violent method of achieving its goals was a just 
one. Was the SACP/ANC’s brand of armed struggle truly the only option? What is the truth about 
why and how it was adopted? We will, here-below, trace that history in some detail, knowing that 
much of what actually occurred in ANC leadership ranks at the time, has effectively been “silenced”.  

7.1.3 The white government’s desired outcome – a constellation of tribal states: On the part 
of the white government, the Nationalists (thanks to their Afrikaner experience of their own struggle 
for independence and equality) had understood that the old colonial order in the world, based on 
nothing other than white racial supremacy backed by armed might, cannot and will not endure as 
such. They understood that it was intellectually and morally unacceptable to simple carry on “as is”, 
as if the colonial racist system is the natural order of things, with the status quo thus representing 
matters “as they should always be”. 

Unlike other colonial situations, where white settlers were trying with all their might to preserve the 
“old order” as is (such as the French “pied noirs” in Algeria, committed to maintaining that country 
as an integral part of France under their control, or the white Anglo settlers in Rhodesia), the National 
Party also was distinctive in having been a party of radical change, not stasis. Just as in other 
colonies, the National Party strove first and foremost for independence from Britain, achieving that 
on 31 May 1961, after a referendum among white voters.  

But more than merely substituting “republic” for “union”, it also envisaged unscrambling the very 
country that had resulted in 1910 from imperial conquest (against which their forebears had fought 
so hard and dearly, in the two Anglo-Boer wars). As previously described, analogous with the reality 
of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland that already existed by imperial fiat as sovereign tribal 
homelands effectively within South Africa’s borders, Prime Minister Verwoerd’s vision was that of 
dismembering colonial South Africa back into a constellation of independent, ethnic based states, 
which would thereby resolve the issue of black African voting rights. As if taking a plate of scrambled 
egg and re-constituting the individual eggs again, within new shells corresponding to the old that 
had been there, before having being crushed by the conquest and the empire’s subsequent need to 
scramble them together for its own economic and administrative efficiency. This vision of retro-
engineering may have looked fair and just on paper (just like communism looks almost biblical on 
paper) but it was fatally flawed in practical consequence and execution. Because it: 

• firstly, did not account for human nature (the same flaw that communism suffers from) 
because of an unwillingness to make the sacrifices that such a radical re-division of the South 
African territory would have required in order to be fair and historically justifiable, so that the 
nascent constellation ended up with two Xhosa homelands (since the East London corridor 
separating the two would have caused too much sacrifice to eliminate) not to mention how 
much “white” land would have had to be expropriated and handed over, to convert those 
homelands from speckled blotches on the map into meaningful, economically viable entities; 

• secondly, because the vast fiscal means necessary for proper development simply weren’t 
there to build out the “constellation” into a viable and equitable reality; 

• thirdly because the ideal was overtaken by the needs and demands of the rapidly growing 
South African economy and the resultant integrated demographic and spatial realities; and 

• fourthly, because it was an intellectual head-fake that fooled no-one, least of all the blacks it 
was meant to serve, who rejected it (its fatal intellectual flaw i.t.o. consistent logic, was that it 
envisaged a constellation consisting of separate black states for each tribe, but then a “white” 
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state in the remainder – thus not an ethnically-defined entity but one for which you qualified 
purely by virtue of skin colour; furthermore, it  offered no logical solution for accommodating 
the so-called Coloureds and Indians).  

What the white government was striving for as its ideal, was therefore morally and practically just 
as dubious a cause as what the ANC’s Marxist “people’s republic” constituted on their side. 

The most important thing to understand, though, was that the one side’s posited ideal, was in fact 
the other side’s worst nightmare – the very existential threat that they each would fight tooth and 
nail against, to prevent it from being realised. The blacks didn’t want “Grand Apartheid”, period. The 
whites (no matter whether Boer or Brit) would never accept the imposition of a Marxist people’s 
republic and would fight it to the end, with nuclear weapons if need be. 

It was the merit of Messrs. Mandela and De Klerk that they both eventually realised this reality, 
namely that their cherished dreams that they were striving for, each were exactly what the other 
side was fighting against. 

7.1.4 What the white government was defending against – a communist take-over: We have 
just typified separate development’s “constellation of states” idea as an impractical intellectual fraud 
essentially aimed at maintaining white hegemony over the bulk of South Africa, and thus not a “just 
cause” to have strived for offensively. Now, one has to assess whether that which the white 
population resisted, namely a communist-steered ANC take-over as proxy for the USSR, imposing 
(after the revolutionary destruction of the existing order) a Marxist people’s republic, was not for its 
part a just cause to serve, defensively. Because make no mistake: the whites felt themselves under 
very real existential threat at the Southern tip of the African continent down which the “winds of 
change” were sweeping. For the whites, it was thus much more important not to lose, than for their 
fanciful intellectual ideal to win (as was amply illustrated by how, in the 1992 referendum, they 
overwhelmingly had voted in favour of negotiating a non-racial dispensation and thus, quickly and 
with no qualms, approved the total abandonment of Verwoerd’s Grand Apartheid dream).  

So, was it wrong of SAP-SB members to have dedicated themselves to ensuring that a Marxist 
system wasn’t imposed on South Africans by means of a violent “people’s war”? Were they mistaken 
in having seen communism as an existential threat not only to their own minority, but to the nation?  

On 17 December 1993, the United States Congress unanimously passed legislation, Bill H.R. 3000, 
which President Bill Clinton subsequently signed into law as Public Law 103-199. This authorized 
the setting up of the Victims of Communism Foundation as official U.S. entity dedicated to 
commemorating the millions who had died world-wide under communist rule, and to undertake 
public education initiatives about the horrors of communism (click here to access their web page: 
https://victimsofcommunism.org/ ) 

The current president of the VOC Foundation, United States Ambassador Andrew Bremberg, said 
in October 2021 in an article in Real Clear Education: “Communist countries by far have the worst 
record on human rights, past and present. Their brutality is only outdone by their lies and 
obfuscations.”  

As part of the legislation, a memorial dedicated to the victims of communism was erected in 
Washington DC. It resembles the freedom statue that Chinese students had erected in Tiananmen 
Square in Beijing in 1989, prior to the massacre there. The Memorial’s front pedestal reads, “To the 
more than one hundred million victims of communism and to those who love liberty.” It was 
officially dedicated by President George W. Bush. This is not the only memorial of its kind. Below 
are photos of two others, in Prague and in Romania, together with one of President Bush dedicating 
the memorial in Washington D.C. These monuments are emotionally evocative, illustrating very well 
the deep trauma and destruction of human lives that communism had wrought. 

https://victimsofcommunism.org/
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The populations of the former communist-ruled East Block might well understand what the SAP-SB 
was up against; understanding also that the South African policemen had very good reason to work 
as hard as they did, so that no unilateral, violent communist political power grab would succeed.  

The justification often given for the evident bias in the “single story” promoted by much of the 
English-language media, is that the ANC had fought for a “just cause”, and that that fact had rinsed 
clean and also justified the violent methods they employed, while the SAP-SB served an “unjust” 
one, so that all their actions were by definition, therefore, morally reprehensible.  

As already shown, this is a simplistic, stereotyped version of reality which is seriously incomplete, 
through not dealing with the complexities of Isaiah Berlin’s two sides of freedom of choice (the 
offensive goals and the defensive needs).  

It also ignores the incontrovertible truth that the negotiations came about, only once (and only 
because of), Messrs. De Klerk and Mandela having succeeded in convincing their respective 
constituencies to abandon their aim of unilaterally imposing their respective declared ideal solutions. 
In other words, when they realised (with the help of the intelligence community) that their respective 
ideal solutions, were in fact the exact existential threats that the other side perceived and would 
have fought against without quarter. Only once both agreed to strive instead to negotiate a non-
racial, unitary, democratic, multi-party South Africa as a “state of laws” on the liberal Western model 
with a free-market economy, could (and was) progress made – quite rapidly, at that. Because that 
non-racial, unitary, democratic, free market, liberal “state of laws” ideal, was indeed a (shared) just 
cause to strive for in unison. 

7.2  How did the ANC in 1960/61 go from a non-violent African nationalist movement to a 
proponent of a Marxist people’s republic, to be achieved through armed struggle? 

The SACP was founded in 1921, and quickly came to prominence during the 1922 Rand Red Revolt 
(the white mineworker strike) when a number of gold-mining towns were proclaimed as short-lived 
“independent Soviets”. The strike had as aim to protect white mineworkers from competition from 
lower-paid black miners, so that the SACP’s slogan at the time was: “workers of the world unite to 
keep South Africa white”. Since it quickly became evident that the SACP couldn’t make any real 
progress in acquiring popular white support, and since that slogan obviously didn’t play particularly 
well across the rest of the African continent, the Comintern in Moscow soon decided that a change 
of focus was needed, to try and mobilise black Africans to the communist cause instead. 

By 1937 already, there were seven SACP members on the ANC’s executive board. 
 
7.2.1 WW2 saw greater acceptance of the communists: The 2nd World War gave more impetus 
to the SACP, when the Nazi’s invaded Russia and the USSR became an ally. As explained earlier, 

             Prague, Czech Republic                           Washington DC                                        Romania 
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that was particularly true among non-Zionist members of the Litvak Jewish 
community, due to their close ties to Lithuania. This was the case with 
Rowley Arenstein, communist leader from Durban and close associate of 
Chief Albert Luthuli and Prince Mangosutho Buthelezi: “Rowley was one of 
the generation of South African Jews impelled towards the Communist Party 
by the shock of Hitler’s takeover in Germany. Conscious that their parents 
had fled to South Africa to escape from pogroms and political persecution 
(Rowley’s own mother had taken food to her Menshevik sisters in a Tsarist 
jail), many young Jews were traumatised by the fact that the pogroms had 
begun again – in Germany of all places – and saw the Communist Party as 
the natural leader of the anti-Fascist struggle”. (London Review of Books: 
Vol. 13 No. 4 · 21 February 1991: “Rowley Arenstein, friend of Mandela, 
supporter of Buthelezi, talks to R.W. Johnson”)  
 
During those wartime years, the SACP increasingly focused on the ANC. When Dr. Alfred B. Xuma 
was elected president-general of the ANC and tore up the movement’s old constitution, it was the 
young Afrikaner lawyer Bram Fischer (who was later to become SACP leader) who helped Dr. Xuma 
draft the new constitution. Another leading dual SACP / ANC member at that time already, was Mr. 
Moses Kotane – who we will later see opposing the notion of going over to an armed struggle. 
 
7.2.2 First open suggestions of USSR help: In October 1948 the SACP and ANC arranged a 
meeting in Bloemfontein (attended also by a wider spectrum of black leaders and representative 
councillors) to discuss the implications of the National Party electoral victory in May that year. SACP 
leader J.B. Marks on this occasion introduced a new theme, saying that there would soon be 400 
million Asians to come to their aid. This was taken up by another SACP speaker, George Champion, 
who announced that he would go further and ask the communists in Russia to come and help in the 
struggle. 
 
In July 1950 the law on the Suppression of Communism was enacted, outlawing the SACP as such. 
This move by the government had an unintended consequence, in that it effectively obliged the 
SACP members of the ANC to now concentrate all their effort on that movement (which had not yet 
been banned). Because, in practical terms, they needed an alternative (still legal) organisational 
structure, since if otherwise they should hold meetings, such would be deemed SACP meetings, 
and they would be arrested for having them. J.B. Marks was subsequently elected leader of the 
Transvaal ANC. This further agitated the black Africanist faction of the ANC, who were opposed to 
the increasingly dominant role being played by white communists – under Selope Thema, the 
Africanists then went ahead and formed a definite block within the ANC. 

7.2.3 The Defiance Campaign against the carrying of passes: The focus of the ANC during the 
2nd World War and up to and including the “Defiance Campaign” of the early fifties, was the hated 
pass laws (requiring of blacks to carry inside South Africa a passbook, which indicated where they 
were allowed to stay and work). The government of General Smuts refused to countenance the 
abolition of the passes. The National Party government that came to power after the election of 
1948, abolished the “dompas” for blacks, but instituted for all races an ID book, which blacks had to 
carry and which they still kept referring to as passes. Out of the “pass” issue grew the Defiance 
Campaign of 1952, meant to arouse the public to openly defy unjust laws such as the black 
obligation to always carry their ID books. The campaign kicked off in June that year with protest 
actions in particularly the Eastern Cape, but didn’t capture the imagination of the general public. The 
then President-General of the ANC, Dr. J.S. Moroka, had a fall-out with others in the leadership 
about the communist lawyers assisting in the campaign and the undisciplined violence that had 
occurred in places such as Kimberley and Port Elizabeth; he then called off the “indefinite strike” in 
the Eastern Cape, and later broke with the others when he took the witness stand to record his 
dismay at how te campaign had evolved. 
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When Chief Albert Luthuli was subsequently elected ANC president in December of 1952, he 
officially wound down the Defiance Campaign because of its lack of success, with Coloured and 
Indian support for it having been noticeably absent. The ANC claimed that the campaign had allowed 
it to grow its paid-up registered membership to 28,000 but a review of its books only showed receipts 
equivalent to 7,000 members nationwide – the same number as before the campaign. 
 
7.2.4 The Congress Alliance and the Freedom Charter: In order to grow their forces beyond the 
ANC’s black African support, the SACP then suggested the formation of the Congress Alliance, to 
consist of the ANC, the SA Coloured People’s Congress, the SA Indian Congress, the Congress of 
Democrats for whites (effectively the SACP, which needed 
a “congress” through which to join the Congress Alliance 
– the COD never could muster more than 700 white 
members though, and was thus entirely dominated by the 
underground SACP), and the SA Congress of Trade 
Unions. This Congress Alliance was responsible for the 
drafting of the Freedom Charter, to be presented for 
approval to a “Congress of the People” to be held at 
Kliptown (Johannesburg) in June 1955.  

The main drafters of the Charter were all communists, led 
by Lionel “Rusty” Bernstein, assisted by Ruth First, Ethel 
Drus and Alan Lipman (whose wife, Beata Lipman, wrote 
out the original charter by hand). The charter contained many noble ideals regarding non-racialism 
and equality, but the communist fingerprints were clear when it came to issues such as land rights: 
all the land to be re-divided amongst those who work it, the state shall help peasants with 
implements, seeds, tractors and dams, and all shall have the right to occupy land wherever they 
choose.  

The Africanist faction within the ANC saw the Freedom Charter as “communist”, mostly because of 
its insistence on non-racialism and the leading presence and drafting role that the white SACP 
members were accorded (the Africanists saw Africa as belonging solely to black Africans – “Africa 
for the Africans” – wishing for all whites to return to Europe). The Africanists, through knowing who 
actually wrote the charter, claimed that the document had emanated from “vodka-cocktail parties of 
Parktown and Lower Houghton” (luxury white suburbs of Johannesburg).  

7.2.5 The Africanists dig their heels in, eventually breaking away to form the PAC:  The internal 
ANC tensions kept growing exponentially, and in February of 1958 an ANC Executive Committee 
meeting boiled over into violence. Africanists raided the ANC offices and appropriated furniture, 
while their leader Josias Madzunya made off with the ANC car, after its driver was assaulted. Similar 
brawls ensued in Cape Town and Port Elizabeth at leadership meetings there. The Transvaal ANC 
TEC meeting of November 1958 saw matters between the Africanists and the non-racialists (i.e., 
communists) worsen still further, with both factions mustering their “blanketed men” carrying 
weapons. The credentials committee threw out those of the Africanists (shades of the ANC national 
conference at Nasrec in 2017) and they left to go meet on their own nearby. A message was sent 
back to the TEC meeting that “We are launching out on our own as the custodian of A.N.C. policy 
as formulated in 1912 and pursued up to the Congress Alliance”. 

In April 1959 the Africanists met in Johannesburg and founded the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) 
with Wits University lecturer in Zulu, Mr. Robert Sobukwe, as leader and Mr. Potlako Leballo as 
secretary. Mr. Sobukwe declared that the PAC not only rejected Apartheid but rejected multi-
racialism as well – Africa belonged to the Africans alone. 

A heated competition for popular support immediately ensued between the PAC and the ANC, with 
the one trying to outdo the other i.t.o. of radicalised mobilising actions and promises of “liberation 
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by 1963”. The threat posed by the PAC seriously perturbed the ANC / SACP leadership and the 
Comintern in Moscow. It should be kept in mind that, at that stage of the unfolding decolonisation 
process, the communists had not fared particularly well, anywhere in the world, against local 
nationalist movements. In Indonesia the nationalists under Sukarno had swept away the local 
communist insurrection within a week, thereby convincing the USA to back them and force the Dutch 
and British to hand that country its independence. In India, Ghandi had held sway. In the case of 
Algeria, it was Egypt under Nasser who had backed the Arab nationalist FLN. Even in Cuba, Moscow 
had initially missed the bus (the local Cuban communist party had never supported Castro’s MR-
26-7 rural-based movement; when the dictator Batista fled the country under  pressure from urban 
forces mostly made up of Havana university students, and a Christian Democrat university professor 
was then named as new president, it was only thanks to the cold-blooded murderousness of the 
Argentinian Marxist Che Guevarra that Castro eventually could take over control in a classical 
second revolution, whereafter he became dependent on the military protection of the USSR against 
the USA, after the latter’s failed Bay of Pigs invasion, with Castro then “converting” to communism). 
In Kenya the Mau Mau was Kikuyu nationalist, and the same applied in countries like Ghana and 
Zambia, where Nkrumah and Kaunda weren’t communist.  

The Comintern in Moscow were thus very much concerned that they may miss the buss again, in 
the strategically important South Africa, if the PAC would best the ANC for popular support. 

As regards the white SACP members, the Africanist philosophy and racial antipathy towards them 
was clearly perceived as an existential threat to their political ambitions as white communists. 

Early in 1960 the vying for the support of the 
black populace between the ANC and PAC 
reached fever pitch. On 6 March 1960 the 
black-readership Golden City Post reported: 
“For weeks now the Pan-Africanists have 
been holding a series of rowdy meetings, 
which they claim have been attended by more 
than 10,000 people altogether”.  

Drum Magazine (a mostly black-read monthly) 
wrote in its March 1960 issue under the 
heading: “Fire-Works or False Alarm?” 
describing the PAC leaders as “a tough-
talking group of angry young men … its fuse 
is fizzing, and its leaders claim that any 
moment now it is going to explode into action 
like a bomb. The leaders say they will sacrifice 
everything : their careers, the security of their 
families, even their souls, may be”.        

Within a year after its founding, the PAC had 
embarked on its own anti-pass campaign, 
urging its members on 18 March 1960 that on 
Monday 21 March they should leave their 
passes at home (these were supposed to be 
carried at all times) and then gather at police 
stations to voluntarily hand themselves over to 

the police for arrest, in that manner to bring the economy to a standstill. That weekend the ANC 
secretary-general responded with a letter to Sobukwe, distancing the ANC from the intended 
protests and warning: “We must avoid sensational actions which might not succeed, because 
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we realise that it is treacherous to the liberation movement to embark on a campaign which 
has not been properly prepared for, and which has no reasonable prospect of success”.  

7.2.6 Sharpeville:  In Sharpeville south of Johannesburg, on Monday the 21st of March 1960, a 
crowd of some 20,000 had gathered around the local police station, surrounding a group of 158 
policemen trapped inside the compound. The police, knowing the political intention behind the 
scheme, simply refused to arrest those who presented themselves. PAC activists cut all telephone 
communications in and out of the township and intimidated bus and taxi drivers as well as the public 
at large, forcing attendance at the protest. The police were taunted with chants of “remember Cato 
Manor” (an incident that had occurred in Durban only two months before, during which an angry 
black crowd had brutally murdered and dismembered a platoon of policemen on an illicit liquor 
search) and threats of “today you die here”. The firing of tear gas and baton charges proved 
ineffectual.  

Stoning eventually ensued and when the compound gates got trampled down by the surging crowd, 
with the police colonel there (who had been trying to talk to the protest leaders) being knocked over 
and shots ringing out from within the crowd, one policeman lost his nerve and started firing live 
ammunition, with his colleagues spontaneously following suit (no such order had been given). The 
firing lasted 40 seconds and left 69 dead, before discipline could be restored. 

Whatever one may think of the actions (on both sides), the undeniable reality is that the Sharpeville 
incident rang around the world, to the point that today it is officially the International Day for the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination. It enjoyed enormous media coverage and had a huge public 
impact, locally and abroad. And the SACP/ANC could lay no claim to any of it, having opposed it in 
its letter to Sobukwe. Which further focused their minds on the risk that the black nationalist 
Africanists could be surging ahead of them. 

The events at Sharpeville and at Langa in Cape Town had put the PAC on the local and world map 
as a dynamic force, rivalling the ANC for black support. In reaction to the Sharpeville shooting, 
Potlako Leballo formed the PAC’s armed wing known as Poqo (meaning pure / blacks only) 
modelled on the Chinese People’s Liberation Army. 

7.2.7  The “Johannesburg communists” propose that the ANC go over to armed struggle:         
According to the recollections of the late Prof. Ben Turok, the idea to move to armed struggle 
originated at a private meeting of Johannesburg communists held between April and May 1960. In 
attendance were Dr. Yusuf Dadoo (then SACP chair), Jack Hodgson, Joe Matthews, Michael 
Harmel, Moses Kotane, Ben Turok, Ruth First, Bram Fischer and Bartholomew Hlapane. It was 
Michael (Mick) Harmel who proposed that: “peaceful methods of struggle were over; that one had 
to now look at alternatives; and that the alternative was armed struggle - violence. He set this in the 
context of Marxist theory and communist theory, and revolutionary practice." Harmel, the SACP’s 
leading Marxist-Leninist theoretician, then went on to produce, in August of 1960, a position paper 
that he circulated among the SACP leadership entitled South Africa : What Next? in which he 
advocated for the launch of an armed struggle.  

Shortly before the state of emergency that the government had proclaimed in parts of the country 
was lifted at the end of August 1960, Harmel and Joe Matthews, together with Dr. Dadoo and Vella 
Pillay (the movement’s representative in Europe) visited Moscow to i.a. attend the international 
meeting of Communist and workers parties, at which occasion they already foreshadowed that the 
SACP/ANC would initiate an armed struggle. They obtained a $30,000 donation from the USSR. 

The SACP subsequently convened a meeting of SACP / ANC leaders from the Johannesburg area 
at Emmarentia in December 1960 to consider a way forward, given the developments in the country 
and the impact of Sharpeville / the PAC. This meeting was i.a. attended by Nelson Mandela, Walter 
Sisulu, Govan Mbeki, Raymond Mhlaba and Moses Kotane. It was clear to them that the PAC 
(particularly thanks to Sharpeville) was developing into an effective rival with substantial appeal 
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among the masses, thanks to its perceived greater activism and radicalism, as well as enjoying 
international media recognition. What the SACP proposed as counter, was that the policy of non-
violence be replaced by armed resistance, requiring the formation of military units. A minority of 
participants, among them Mr. Moses Kotane, weren’t so sure about this idea. This resolution, later 
hailed as the starting point of uMkhonto weSizwe (MK), was kept secret and was not recorded.  

As SA History Online state on their website: “At the time of MK’s formation, 
Nelson Mandela was a prominent ANC leader, and highly aware of the 
general unrest and wave of radicalism sweeping the country after the 
Sharpeville incident which had occurred in March of that year. While 
Mandela’s status as member of the SACP has been long-disputed and 
ambiguously answered by Mandela himself, testimonies by senior-level 
SACP members confirm that Mandela did in effect join the SACP, thereby 
cementing the alliance between the SACP and a number of militant ANC 
groups anxious to break free from the ANC’s previous policy of non-
violence. Mandela was recruited straight to the SACP Central Committee, 
although his name never featured on the membership list. This is potentially 
due to the fact that, in order to avoid detection, membership to the Central 
Committee was known to a few.”  

Mr. Mandela subsequently asked for the convening of a meeting of the ANC working committee 
(national Executive), which took place in June of 1961, where he presented the proposal for the 
formation of an armed wing. Mr. Moses Kotane again opposed the motion, as did the then ANC’s 
President-General, Chief Albert Luthuli (the latter denied that he was a pacifist, saying that anyone 
trying to steal his chickens would soon find out if he was a pacifist or not!). Eventually an uneasy 
compromise was reached, that MK would be set up as an entirely separate entity. Addressing the 
National Executive, Mandela (as recorded in his autobiography, p. 322) argued that “...it was wrong 
and immoral to subject our people to armed attacks by the state without offering some kind of 
alternative. I mentioned once again that people on their own had taken up arms – if we did not take 
the lead now, I said, we would become latecomers and followers in a movement we did not control”. 

7.2.8 A compromise is agreed, to keep the ANC as such non-violent: The next evening a 
meeting of the Joint Executive of the Liberation Movement was held at the beach house near 
Stanger of one of the Bodasing sugar baron brothers. Chief Luthuli, a devout Christian, had opened 
that meeting by saying that even though the ANC Executive Committee had the previous day 
endorsed the decision on abandoning non-violence, "it is a matter of such gravity, I would like my 
colleagues here tonight to consider the issue afresh”.  Mr. Mandela understood this to indicate that 
Chief Luthuli was still not in full agreement with his idea. Mandela presented his arguments once 
again. Maulvi Cachalia pleaded with the ANC not to take up arms, arguing that the state would 
slaughter the whole liberation movement. "Non-violence has not failed us, we have failed non-
violence", pleaded JN Singh, with the support of Dr. Monty Naicker. Rowley Arenstein (representing 
the Congress of Democrats at the meeting) was said to have been “particularly vociferous” in 
opposing any move to armed struggle. 

In the end the compromise was re-affirmed, with the formation of a military unit being accepted, on 
condition that it should be strictly limited to carefully planned acts of sabotage so as to avoid injuring 
or killing people, and that MK was to be kept distinctly separate from and independent of the ANC, 
thereby to allow the ANC itself to continue proclaiming its official policy as being that of non-violence.  

In October the SACP delegation who had been visiting Moscow, also made a trip to Beijing, where 
they were received by Chairman Mao and Deng Xiaoping, before returning to Moscow. 

Chief Albert Luthuli, still nominally the ANC’s president-general, was being openly side-lined. In 
December 1961 he had flown to Oslo to receive the Nobel Peace Prize (a signal, i.a., of the West’s 
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desire to boost him as against the SACP influence in the ANC). His acceptance speech stressed 
his people’s nonviolence. However, as the Encyclopaedia Britannica states in its piece on Chief 
Luthuli: “A week later the ANC’s newly created military wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe (“Spear of the 
Nation”), attacked installations throughout South Africa in the start of their sabotage campaign”. 

7.2.9 Top leaders who disagreed with abandoning the policy of non-violence: In Chapter two 
(The Turn to Armed Struggle) of SADET’s The Road to Democracy in South Africa (2004) it is stated 
that: “It is unlikely that Luthuli ever fully reconciled himself with the decision. It returned to haunt him 
in December 1961, a few days after he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, when a number of acts 
of sabotage were carried out and the existence of Umkhonto we Sizwe was disclosed. The timing 
could not have been more embarrassing for Luthuli... The decision was also opposed by Oliver 
Tambo, head of the ANC’s external mission. Tambo had slipped out of South Africa just before the 
state of emergency was declared in 1960, with instructions to organise an international solidarity 
campaign. Once abroad, he helped form a South Africa United Front composed of representatives 
of the ANC, PAC, SAIC, and the South West African National Union (SWANU). According to 
Matthews, Tambo was very upset by the decision to embark on armed struggle because he started 
off in 1960 abroad and the organisation was still on the non-violent struggle. The South Africa United 
Front which he had established ... was based of course on non-violence. He accompanied Chief 
Luthuli to receive the Nobel Peace Prize. So, to get this news of violent struggle and armed struggle 
... was totally contradictory to what he had been preaching abroad.” 

The resistance against this decision for the ANC to go over to armed struggle came strongly from 
Natal, in particular from Chief Luthuli, SACP heavyweight Rowley Arenstein, and Prince 
Mangosuthu Buthelezi of the ANC Youth League.  A study published in 2009 about Chief Luthuli’s 
position is revealing. The introductory abstract i.a. reads: “Celebrated as a 'founding father' of South 
Africa's modern democratic state, who had led the ANC during some of the most dramatic events in 
its history and as Africa's first Nobel Peace Prize winner, Luthuli's name conjures awe and respect. 
Unsurprisingly, Luthuli has been assigned a prominent place in the process of nationalist myth 
making. This article … highlights the contrast between the present lionisation of Luthuli as a 
nationalist founding figure and the effective silencing of his stance on the shift to violence soon after 
the launch of Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) in December 1961. I argue that a silence in the archives is 
not primarily a result of poor health or the banning orders imposed on Luthuli, but rather of his 
embarrassingly persistent espousal of non-violent methods that led to his marginalisation as a 
leader of the ANC in the early 1960s. An examination of Luthuli's columns in the Golden City Post 
reveals that he argued against a turn to violence before and after the ANC's decision to prepare for 
the armed struggle and MK's launch. Luthuli's continued public advocacy of only non-violent 
methods discomfited many of his contemporaries. Consequently, his ability to lead the liberation 
movement was compromised and diminished significantly from 1961 until his death six years later. 
Narratives by former MK operatives affirm Luthuli's prescience regarding the strategic 
ineffectiveness of violence. Finally, the article demonstrates the inaccuracy of the self-justifying 
portrayals of Luthuli as a supporter of the armed struggle by both nationalist historians and 
politicians. (Article in Journal of Southern African Studies Vol 35 #2 of June 2009 by Scott Everett 
Couper, Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal: “ ‘An Embarrassement to the Congresses’ The Silencing of Chief 
Albert Luthuli and the Production of ANC History”). 

Since the events internal to the ANC in 1961 regarding abandoning non-violence are so important 
to the questions of just cause and just methods, it is necessary to look in much more detail at what 
transpired and how the matter was argued at the time. 

An article worth reproducing here in almost complete form, is an interview conducted in 1991 with 
Rowley Arenstein by R.W. Johnson and carried in the London Review of Books (direct speech from 
Arenstein highlighted in gold): 
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“Rowley found himself becoming increasingly critical of the autocratic style of the Johannesburg-
based Communists who ran the underground SACP and, through it, the ANC. ‘They tended to 
announce campaigns and expect the masses to follow their orders – which they didn’t. Luthuli and 
I took the approach that we had to wait and see what the popular struggles were and then put 
the ANC at the head of them.’ This they did to great effect; one photo of the time shows Rowley 
being carried shoulder-high by the cheering women of the Cato Manor squatter camp (who also 
insisted that he be made an honorary Zulu). While elsewhere ANC membership stagnated, in Natal 
it soared to 20,000 by 1959. 

Not that this made Luthuli popular with the Jo’burg lot. ‘I remember when Mandela came back from 
his tour of Africa in 1962 and wanted to report to Luthuli as the ANC leader. Joe Slovo and Ruth 
First were very contemptuous of this – they saw Luthuli as side-lined and rather irrelevant. Mind you. 
Slovo was upset about Mandela’s trip in general: ‘We sent Nelson off to Africa a Communist and he 
came back an African nationalist,’ he used to complain. 

The crunch came early in 1960 with the Pondoland insurrection against the Government-imposed 
bantustan policy. The Pondos were fiercely suppressed – and naturally turned to the famous 
Arenstein for help. 

‘I had to go down to Pondoland to defend all of them I could – many of the Eastern Cape Communists 
had been detained and since I had gone underground for the duration of the Emergency I was, in a 
sense, more available. When I got back to Durban a great delegation of Pondo leaders came to see 
me. I said: how can I help? They said: we have to have arms, give us guns. We want to fight. I said 
no, the ANC believes in non-violence and anyway, where would I get guns from? Then I explained 
to them that they were only part of a much larger movement – I explained all about the existence of 
the ANC and about African nationalism in the rest of Africa and how, even at that moment, Lumumba 
was leading the people of the Congo to independence. They were terribly impressed and went back 
to Pondoland and told all their people: you must join this wonderful new movement called the Congo 
movement’. 

Through the normal secret channels Rowley duly reported all this to the SACP leadership. The result 
was a dramatic visit from Ruth First: ‘She came tearing down to Durban and was very angry. ‘How 
dare you tell them they can’t have guns? How can you take it upon yourself to deny them weapons?’ 
I was amazed and said: but non-violence is the official policy of both the SACP and the ANC. What 
else was I to tell them? Anyway, where on earth would we get guns from? She just laughed and 
said: ‘well, that might be the policy now but maybe not for much longer. And don’t worry, getting 
guns will be no problem’. I was staggered. It was the first sign that the Jo’burg clique was considering 
a turn towards armed struggle, towards violence. You see, Ruth was very struck by the fact that the 
Communist Parties of both Algeria and Cuba had opposed the turn to armed struggle and then got 
marginalised when the national movement successfully waged such a struggle. It was essential to 
prevent this happening in South Africa. By the sound of things, they must already have been in touch 
with the Russians over getting arms’. 

‘And so it was to be. The Jo’burg group within the Party effectively staged a coup, decided on armed 
struggle and set up Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) with Mandela at its head. Luthuli was simply brushed 
aside. He was told that MK was separate from the ANC, that the ANC should stay committed to non-
violence but that he shouldn’t expel individual ANC members who participated in MK. They also 
promised him that MK would be very careful to control the way it used violence – above all, no one 
was to get killed. But it was in the nature of violence that people would get hurt and killed – and 
pretty soon that promise went out of the window’. 

A turning-point had been reached in Arenstein’s political life. He opposed the use of violence on 
principle, predicting that it would bring catastrophe to both the SACP and ANC. He resigned from 
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the Party – which angrily insisted that he was not allowed to resign but that he was in any case 
expelled. 

The concurrence of views between Arenstein and Buthelezi was based on their loyalty to the 
‘old’ ANC. Both felt that the ANC had been hijacked by SACP exiles. ‘The adoption of the armed 
struggle was a sort of original sin,’ Arenstein says now: It was always pointless – and worse. One 
should never forget that the Boers took on British imperialism at its height and fought it to a virtual 
standstill: MK was never going to be more than an irritant to a force like that. But what it could and 
did do was to encourage a belief in ‘legitimate political violence’, with results we see all around us. 
But you know the SACP never analysed the thing in proper Marxist terms. If you did, you realised 
that South Africa was never a fascist system, not even under Verwoerd. If it had been fascist, then 
I agree: all you could have done was fight it with arms. But it wasn’t. It was a form of racial capitalism, 
and you could always work within the system. In the end the expansion of the forces of production 
would force change. Which is what has happened. Now everybody agrees about negotiations. Even 
the SACP and ANC have given up the armed struggle now. They’ve come round to accepting what 
Buthelezi and I have been saying all the time’.”  

7.2.10 The communists unilaterally abandon the compromise: The original compromise to keep 
MK separate from the ANC, did not really suit the “Sophiatown Gang of communists” (as Chief 
Luthuli referred to them) and Mandela, Oliver Tambo and Robert Resha soon began to publicly link 
MK to the ANC.  

In May 1962, Mandela, together with ANC leaders Oliver Tambo and Robert Resha, wrote a 
memorandum to the government of Ghana describing Umkhonto we Sizwe as “an armed 
organization formed by the A.N.C. to carry out planned attacks”. Resha, in a subsequent public 
statement in London, boldly and unambiguously referred to MK as the ANC’s armed wing).  

The second leg of the compromise, namely that MK would focus exclusively on non-lethal acts of 
sabotage, was also soon abandoned, as the SACP started working on “Operation Mayibuye” (their 
plan for a guerrilla war in South Africa – which we will address in more detail later). 

7.2.11 How were Luthuli and Buthelezi viewed? Chief Luthuli was a respected, well-travelled 
leader who understood the complexities and realities of his era (on a trip to the USA, he was once 
denied entry into a restaurant in Virginia, because of his skin colour). He was appreciated by the 
West, who were anxious for the ANC not to fall prey to communism – it wasn’t by chance that he 
was awarded the prestigious Nobel Peace Prize, while Mr. Mandela was shopped to the SAP-SB 
by the CIA, for arrest (he remained on the USA’s “terror watch list” till 2008, and the ANC was listed 
by the U.S. Dept. of Defense as a “key regional terrorist organization” throughout the Cold War).  

An article in Time Magazine (July 18, 2018) explained why: “Precisely how much influence Moscow 
has over A.N.C. policies and personnel is a matter of deep controversy. However much influence it 
was, it was enough to get on the wrong side of the United States, between Mandela and his disciples 
getting funding from the Communists and their willingness to engage in violence. Mandela was 
viewed as ‘a person on the wrong side of the Cold War,’ as historian Robert Trent Vinson, author 
of The Americans Are Coming!: Dreams of African American Liberation in Segregationist South 
Africa, puts it … even after the apartheid regime came to an end and Mandela was elected President 
in the early 1990s, Mandela and members of the African National Congress still had to apply for 
permission to enter the United States, and the State Department took the approach of letting in 
members of the ANC into the country on a case-by-case basis.” 

I recall how my late father always spoke of Chief Luthuli with great respect and appreciation. He had 
made a point of having in-depth conversations with him at his home (not interrogations!) so as to 
understand his thinking first-hand. Because my father himself grew up in rural Zululand and could 
speak the language fluently, they could converse amicably and – it appears – with mutual 
understanding.  
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My father always stressed how much the Chief had lamented the move to armed struggle, which he 
squarely blamed on the machinations of what he had called the “Sophiatown gang” of communists.  

This appreciation for Chief Luthuli among the security 
policemen of Port Natal division wasn’t limited to my father, 
either. In discussions about this e-book with Brig. Hennie 
Heymans (editor of Nongqai) who had also served there, told 
me that others who had served there and who knew Chief 
Luthuli, shared this evaluation of the Chief. One such was the 
late Mr. Pieter Swanepoel (later to become a leading NIS 
analyst) who was to tell Hennie that he could willingly have 
served under Chief Luthuli, because of his integrity and 
leadership qualities.  

Hennie himself is the young police constable on the adjacent 
photo, where he formed part of the escort for then U.S. senator 
Robert F. Kennedy, when RFK had flown down to Durban to 
meet with Chief Luthuli while on his visit to South Africa in 
1966. Hennie told me that his own reaction at the time was: “If 
this important U.S. politician can fly all the way to Durban to 
meet with Chief Luthuli, then why can’t our own politicians 
meet with him?” 

Prince Mangosuthu Buthelezi (known commonly by his grandmother’s nickname for him: “Gatsha”) 
was in his youth an activist member of the ANC Youth League, who was expelled from the University 
of Fort Hare for that reason.  Like Chief Luthuli and Rowley Arenstein, he was strongly against the 
decision to initiate an armed struggle. He also did not trust the Moscow-aligned communist party 
members, nor did he support their ideology. Because of his royal Zulu lineage, by tradition Prince 
Buthelezi was the head counsellor or “prime minster” of the Zulu king.  

The Durban SAP-SB had a workmanlike relationship with Prince Buthelezi (my late father had had 
substantive consultations with him). This i.a. had borne fruit when the truly massive, but 
spontaneous Durban labour dispute broke out in 1973. Through the co-operation of the Zulu 
traditional leadership with the Labour Department authorities (with the SAP-SB advising that the 
strikes were not at all politically inspired) and Prime Minister John Vorster publicly urging Durban 
business leaders to honour promises they had made and start paying their workers living wages, 
the potentially explosive situation could be peacefully resolved, without a shot fired.  

As will be explained later, Prince Buthelezi had throughout maintained his allegiance to the ANC, 
for example having first obtained their approval before he accepted the position of Chief Minister of 
the KwaZulu homeland – however, his nationalist, anti-communist inclinations singled out the prince 
as a grave threat to the SACP’s control over the movement, so that he came to be deliberately 
targeted (also because of the strategic importance of the Zulu nation as South Africa’s largest black 
tribe, and historically the most dominant). 

The SAP-SB had of course thoroughly infiltrated the ANC and SACP (as did the CIA, for that matter) 
and were very well aware of the internal machinations at work. Attached to this present chapter (as 
Annexure “A”) are the first 8 pages of an SAP-SB memorandum on the SACP control over the 
ANC – the first page of which is copied on the next page, at left.  

This document reveals how the SACP (guided by Moscow) had to make rapid adjustments in order 
to maintain their control over the movement during the late fifties and early sixties, in the face of the 
rise of the Africanist PAC. 
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From this Memorandum it is clear that the SAP-SB 
understood full well the competition that had ensued 
between the PAC and ANC/SACP: “From the 
establishment of the PAC, then a pure Pan Africanist 
organization, there existed formidable competition to 
gain the respect of the black masses and it was none 
other than this striving for power that resulted in the 
1960 disturbances…”. 

It is also clear that the SAP-SB didn’t see much 
practical value in the banning of the ANC and PAC that 
year by the white government: “This striving by the ANC 
and PAC for a position of power in the RSA was not 
hampered in their activities by the illegal declaration 
because they merely continued underground … The 
remaining member organizations of the Congress 
Alliance, namely the SA Congress of Trade Unions and 
the Federation of SA Women including the Liberal Party 
have become the political homes of the members of the 
ANC and the ANC Women’s League. The African Youth 
League was founded to take the place of the ANC 
Youth League.” 

Another such “alternative home” that was set up, was the “Continuation Committee of African 
leaders” founded by the SACP/ANC in Johannesburg in December 1960. This body set out to 
arrange what was billed as the “All-in-African Conference” to be held in Pietermaritzburg on the eve 
of the transition from the Union to the Republic of South Africa on 31 May 1961 (the National Party 
government had won a whites-only referendum mandating the cutting of ties with the British crown). 
This conference was in effect a re-run of the Kliptown Congress of the People that had adopted the 
Freedom Charter, but as the SAP-SB observed: “The attendance was exceedingly poor.”  

With the approach of Republic Day, the SACP/ANC tried to organize a general strike and 
demonstrations for the 29th to 31st of May 1961. This also completely failed, due to lack of public 
support. It is important to note that, never once during the entire 35-year course of SA’s internal 
conflict, could the SACP/ANC or any of their labour affiliates launch a successful general strike that 
in any significant way impacted the economy. 

7.2.12 Failure, PAC competition & criticism from African leaders oblige SACP to change tack 
The lack of success with their planned mobilizations (even under what should have been propitious 
circumstances, such as with the heightened political awareness that accompanied the transition to 
a republic) coupled with the continued opposition from African nationalists – also among leaders in 
the emerging independent African states – obliged Moscow and the SACP to review their approach. 
Whereas initially the idea had been that MK would be a free-standing entity adjacent and similar to 
the other components of Congress Alliance, it was soon realised that the public emphasis had to 
change, with communist control (most publicly apparent via the Congress Alliance) to be hidden in 
the background. 

This switch can be seen in the progression in thinking reflected in SACP documents issued in the 
first half of 1962, culminating in their August 1962 Central Committee meeting in Durban (the one 
directly preceding Mr. Mandela’s arrest, on his way back to Johannesburg). The first document 
entitled “The New Year – Some Tasks and Perspectives” (issued at the beginning of 1962) still 
stated in an article headed: “Violent and Non-violent Transition – Forms and Methods of Struggle – 
the South African Democratic Revolution” that the newly-founded MK was to be the military wing of 
the broad “National Liberation Movement” and that it was not meant to  replace the Congress 
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Alliance components, but was founded for a particular purpose, namely to make the public more 
aware of politics and to prepare them for a mass uprising (thus, designed for armed propaganda). 

From a following SACP publication of 1962 entitled “New Problems of the Democratic Movement” it 
appears (according to the SAP-SB memo) that: “…the communists were fully aware that they were 
not getting the desired support for their revolutionary plans from the Black African States and the 
Bantu living in the Republic and that a new strategy will have to be designed to gain the support of 
the Black African States and to mature the Bantus in the Republic for a revolt” (this corresponds to 
what Rowley Arenstein had remarked in the article quoted earlier, namely that Joe Slovo (the de 
facto SACP driving force and a main contact with Moscow) had disgruntledly said:  “We sent Nelson 
off to Africa (in 1962) a Communist and he came back an African nationalist”. 

In his autobiography (pp. 384/5) Mr. Mandela wrote about his African trip: “I reported in detail the 
reservations I had encountered about the ANC’s cooperation with whites, Indians, and particularly 
communists. Still ringing in my ears was my final meeting with the Zambian leaders, who told me 
that while they knew the ANC was stronger and more popular than the PAC, they understood the 
PAC’s pure African nationalism but were bewildered by the ANC’s non-racialism and communist 
ties. I informed them (the ANC NEC) that Oliver (Tambo) and I believed the ANC had to appear 
more independent to reassure our new allies on the continent, for they would be the ones who would 
be financing and training Umkhonto we Sizwe. I proposed reshaping the Congress Alliance so that 
the ANC would clearly be seen as the leader, especially on issues directly affecting Africans”. 

At the SACP Central Committee meeting of early August 1962 in Durban, the reality had thus to be 
faced that the ANC was being severely criticised both among blacks in South Africa and black 
leaders in the emergent African states because it was seen as being directed by whites and Indians 
through the multi-racial Congress Alliance. This was the essence of a report that the SAP-SB 
believed Mr. Mandela had drafted and submitted to the meeting, reporting on his African travels. At 
this time, the PAC was riding high, i.a. thanks to the enormous publicity that the PAC-organized 
Sharpeville incident had created. 

As a consequence, it was decided at this meeting that everything possible should be publicly done 
to restore the ANC (as the Congress Alliance component representing its black African constituency) 
to pre-eminence, making the ANC the voice of the broad Liberation Movement, at home and abroad. 
The Congress Alliance as such, should immediately stop appearing in public as a single body, and 
should fade into the background. 

The meeting averred as a fact (despite the known contrary positions of leaders such as Luthuli, 
Arenstein and Buthelezi) that the ANC as such, had already abandoned its policy of non-violence. 
However, this ANC “policy change” was not yet known to the masses, so that it was of the greatest 
importance that this new policy be communicated to the masses – which SACP members were 
ordered to see to as a matter of the highest import and urgency. In order to make everyone locally 
and internationally more aware of the existence of the ANC, illegal activities by the ANC under its 
own name had to be greatly increased across the Republic (i.e., armed propaganda), and ANC 
representatives abroad had to intensify their publicity activities. 

It was, however, stressed at this Central Committee meeting that MK should at all times remain 
under the direct command and control of the SACP, and that the decision to have white and Indian 
communists move into the background was a necessary pretence, with the SACP in reality being 
determined to retain its effective control over the ANC and the broad Liberation Movement. 

In December 1962 a top-level SACP delegation again visited Moscow. The CP of the USSR had 
been reviewing and restructuring its international liaison structure for Africa (the visit came after the 
October 1962 Cuban missile crisis, which had impressed upon the USSR the need to pursue it Cold 
War contest with the USA via local proxies, rather than through the direct deployment of Soviet 
military as had been done in Cuba, with near-disastrous results). In its chapter on the beginnings of 
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the armed struggle the SADET book (referred to earlier) states about this meeting in Moscow: Soviet 
assistance to the SACP had risen from $50 000 to $112 445 from 1961 to 1962, and much of this 
funding was, presumably, directed towards MK. The figure was well in excess of the amount donated 
by African states. In December 1962, SACP representatives Arthur Goldreich and Vella Pillay 
requested a meeting in Moscow to discuss further assistance to MK. They claimed that Mandela’s 
trip to African countries in 1962 ‘had shown that the large-scale training of cadres in Africa would be 
difficult to organise, and therefore that the MK High Command should seek assistance from the 
socialist countries... In response, the Soviet Union for the first time gave assistance to MK. According 
to Goldreich, these consultations were already “in a very practical sense influenced by the draft 
Operation Mayibuye Plan”.’ On 22 December 1962, the Soviet Central Committee Secretariat invited 
Oliver Tambo to Moscow. He finally took up the invitation on 5 April 1963. Henceforth, Soviet support 
for the ANC would also be forthcoming.” 

The directive that emanated from this Moscow trip, was that the SACP/ANC should set up MK to 
wage a rural guerrilla war, similar to what had successfully been done in Algeria and Cuba, as well 
as against the French in Indo-China by the Viet-Minh. The SACP had funded the purchase of 
Lilliesleaf Farm at Rivonia (Johannesburg) as “MK headquarters” and a plan for such a rural guerrilla 
campaign was further refined (“Operation Mayibuye)”. However, the SAP-SB had by that time 
thoroughly infiltrated the SACP/ANC (Gerard Ludi, agent Q-018). The ringleaders were arrested 
red-handed and the Mayibuye document (which they had hastily tried to hide in a stovepipe) was 
retrieved. The arrests effectively decapitated MK. Sporadic acts of sabotage occurred for a couple 
of years more, with the SAP-SB successful in arresting the perpetrators, or otherwise, the remaining 
leaders (such as Slovo and his wife Ruth First) having fled the country. This ensured that from 1966 
to 1976, no MK attacks took place inside South Africa. 

Operation Mayibuye was conceived around the notion that a guerrilla force of four groups of 30 men 
each would be simultaneously landed at different points in South Africa by sea or air (like Fidel’s 
Castro’s invasion of Cuba aboard the yacht Granma) and would initiate a rural guerrilla campaign 
like Castro did in the remote Sierra Maestra mountains of South-Western Cuba. This blueprint for 
guerrilla war was obviously a far cry from the carefully planned, non-lethal sabotage campaign that 
had been authorised by the Joint Executive. When Plan Mayibuye was put to the Central Committee 
of the SACP, it was seen as farcical by many members – it wasn’t, however objected to because of 
deviating so radically from what had been approved, but more for tactical reasons. Lionel Bernstein 
rejected it because it was a purely military plan, without proper analysis of the socio-political realities. 
Joe Matthews recalled that: “…Bram Fischer used his favourite swearword. You know, Bram Fischer 
couldn’t swear. He’s such a decent man. But he said, ‘Julle is ’n klomp pampoene’ [You’re a bunch 
of pumpkin heads], you know, because he thought it was so crazy”. (Fischer later, at his own trail, 
confirmed that he had thought the Mayibuye plan ludicrous). Ruth First challenged it. Again, though, 
the opposition wasn’t based on the principle that it was deviating from the original mandate – it was 
clear that the SACP saw no problem with coming up with and imposing their own vision for MK (even 
though there wasn’t unanimity as to what it should be, beyond being a rural guerrilla campaign). 

From the foregoing, it is clear that it was the SACP that had instigated the ANC’s move away from 
its long-held policy of non-violence to armed struggle, and that this happened in the context of the 
Cold War. This is underscored by the late historian from the  University of Leiden in Holland, Stephen 
Ellis (in The Genesis of the ANC’s Armed Struggle in South Africa: 1948-1961).  Because of its 
importance, it will be quoted here at length (set apart in gold type): “… the story of Umkhonto we 
Sizwe’s creation that emerges from recent research made possible by the opening of previously 
inaccessible archives, by interviews with key participants and by a spate of biographies and 
autobiographies differs significantly from the version of events that was popularised by the ANC 
itself over decades. The most notable insights of new research concern the leading role played by 
the South African Communist Party in the creation of Umkhonto we Sizwe and the influence of the 
cold war context of the early 1960s more generally. … It has now become clear that Mandela’s 
statement in his 1964 ‘I am prepared to die’ speech did not do justice to the role played in the 
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inception of the armed struggle by the SACP, which had received promises of support from the two 
Communist superpowers of the time, the Union of Soviet Socialists Republics (USSR) and China. 
Related to this omission is the fact that it is now possible to establish beyond reasonable doubt that 
Mandela himself was a member of the Communist Party for a period in the early 1960s, 
notwithstanding his own denials or evasions both then and subsequently, as will shortly be 
discussed. This throws significant new light on the recent history of South Africa… 

“The (SACP’s) discussions on armed struggle in Moscow and Beijing in the second half of 1960 
occurred at a time when Soviet perspectives on issues of national liberation were changing fast in 
response to world events. The CPSU central committee had recently appointed a group of advisors 
to work on theoretical issues concerning national liberation. In late 1960, an Africa section was 
formed within the central committee’s international department in recognition of the continent’s 
enhanced political importance as a result of its decolonisation. The convening of the 1960 
conference of Communist and workers’ parties from all over the world was itself a reflection of a 
growing conviction among the USSR’s rulers that the decolonisation movement in Asia and Africa 
was a precursor to the collapse of the capitalist system worldwide. In developing a new perspective 
on African nationalist movements with a view to determining their suitability as allies, Marxist-
Leninist theoreticians were able to draw on views expressed by Lenin himself and on ideas about a 
two-stage revolution that went as far back as the earliest debates within the Russian Social 
Democratic Party, the forerunner of the CPSU. In a series of speeches and articles starting with his 
contributions at the second congress of the Communist International or Comintern in 1920, Lenin 
had argued that national liberation movements could be allies of the Soviet Communist Party. In 
1928 this line of argument was adopted by the Communist Party of South Africa after the 
Comintern’s sixth congress had instructed CPSA delegates present in Moscow to campaign for the 
establishment of an ‘independent native republic’ in conformity with current thinking in the 
motherland of international communism. 

“In 1935, however, at its next congress the Comintern withdrew the independent native republic 
slogan as abruptly as it had introduced it. Obedient to direction from Moscow, the CPSA then turned 
its attention away from black political emancipation to the struggle for workers’ immediate interests, 
concentrating on work with trade unions. After the Soviet Union’s entry into the Second World War 
on the same side as the South African government in 1941 the CPSA had even less strategic interest 
in encouraging nationalist activity among the country’s black population. Accordingly, the CPSA’s 
official programme published in 1944, and supplemented in 1947 and 1949, made no mention of a 
national liberation struggle. It proclaimed its goal to be ‘the establishment of a Socialist Republic 
based on the common ownership of the means of production and the rule of the working class and 
providing equal rights and opportunities for all racial and national groups’. 

“…an idea already apparent in the report of the CPSA central committee to the 1950 Party 
conference, (was) that South Africa was itself a colonial power of sorts… the South African 
Communists who visited Moscow in 1960 were delighted to find an atmosphere in which national 
liberation was so clearly in vogue in the very home of their movement. The new theories on 
nationalism emanating from advisers of the CPSU central committee offered South African 
Communists a way of resolving the contradiction between their aspiration to bring about a socialist 
revolution and their efforts to resist the white minority government in partnership with others who 
were not committed to the same ultimate goal. It meant that South African revolutionaries could 
concentrate in the first instance on the task of liberating the black national majority, as in colonies 
elsewhere in Africa, in the knowledge that this was in conformity with Marxist revolutionary science.  

“SACP theoreticians duly determined that South Africa was the site of a colonialism of a special 
type, remarkable for the fact that coloniser and colonised lived in the same national territory. This 
was to become the key analytical concept in the SACP’s 1962 programme, The Road to South 
African Freedom. Many statements in this manifesto were actually quotations from the documents 
of the meeting of Communist and workers’ parties that Dadoo and his colleagues had attended in 
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Moscow two years previously. In order to be sure that its analysis was a correct one, the South 
African Communist Party sent the draft of its 1962 programme to the central committee of the CPSU 
for perusal before it was passed. …towards the end of 1960, some leaders of the South African 
Communist Party had decided in principle to adopt a policy of armed struggle. They had raised the 
issue, officially or unofficially, with leading figures in both the Soviet Union and China... Thereafter, 
the SACP seems to have moved quickly to adopt the new policy formally, adopting it at a Party 
conference at the end of 1960, when Michael Harmel was still in Moscow. Rusty Bernstein recalled 
that discussion on the issue was short, no doubt since it had already been extensively debated 
beforehand and was known to have at least the unofficial approval of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union.” 

Ellis then describes the machinations to get the ANC under Chief Luthuli to approve the formation 
of MK (described earlier here-in) and the manner in which, subsequently, the original  decision – 
that MK should be separate from the ANC, which would continue to espouse non-violence, and that 
MK should only engage in acts of sabotage that would not threaten life or limb – was ignored: 
“…Umkhonto we Sizwe became regarded simply as the ANC’s army. The bulk of ANC members 
never knew, then or subsequently, how their organisation had been bounced into adopting the 
armed struggle. Members of the South African Communist Party were adept at backroom politics of 
this type. The Party was, as Rusty Bernstein put it, ‘a sect’.”  

This pattern of periodically re-vamping the armed struggle policy (without however fundamentally 
changing its fixation with guerrilla warfare and an aim of military victory) whenever a new threat 
emerged from African nationalist forces to the ANC’s wish to be seen as the vanguard of the 
Liberation Movement, became the set pattern over the next two decades. It happened most notably 
again after the 1976 Soweto youth riots led by the Black Consciousness Movement (BCM – inspired 
by the black civil rights movement in the USA, not by communism or the ANC). Thanks in large part 
to atrocious handling of the initial protest by SA Police commanders on the spot, the riots had 
exploded and soon spread to other urban centres. Just as with Sharpeville, the ANC could lay no 
honest claim to having had a hand in this popular uprising. The next policy reset was at the Kabwe 
Conference on 1985, after the United Democratic Front (UDF) was formed by church leaders and 
had come to dominate the internal non-white political scene around the government’s initiative to 
set up a tricameral parliament for whites, Indians and so-called coloureds.  

But first there was the 1969 Morogoro Conference, where the policy changes from the 1960 decision 
about MK as free-standing entity focused on non-lethal sabotage had to be given formal legitimacy. 

7.2.13 Morogoro Conference 1969 – all-out for guerrilla war: The Morogoro Consultative 
Conference, held from 25 April to 1 May 1969, Tanzania, was strongly influenced by a policy 
document drafted by Joe Slovo (born Yossel Mashel Slovo in Obelei, Lithuania; he came to South 
Africa at age 8 and joined the SACP at 15, later marrying fellow communist Ruth First, the daughter 
of the SACP’s first treasurer). 

The opening paragraph of Slovo’s “Strategy and Tactics” proclaimed: “The struggle of the oppressed 
people of South Africa is taking place within an international context of transition to the socialist 
system, the breakdown of the colonial system as a result of national liberation and socialist 
revolutions, and the fight for social and economic progress by the people of the whole world.” The 
document continued: “In our country – more than in any other part of the oppressed world – it is 
inconceivable for liberation to have meaning without a return of the wealth of the land to the people 
as a whole. It is therefore a fundamental feature of our strategy that victory must embrace more than 
formal political democracy. To allow existing economic forces to retain their interests intact, is to 
feed the root of racial supremacy, and does not represent even the shadow of liberation. Our drive 
towards national emancipation is, therefore, in a very real way bound up with economic 
emancipation”. 
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The military strategy as confirmed at Morogoro was still based on rural guerrilla warfare, with most 
of the Conference once again taken up by the issue of  non-racialism. To effect the appearance of 
the ANC being essentially black, the ANC NEC was reduced from 23 to 9 members, eliminating 
those from the Congress Alliance. However, to ensure ongoing SACP control, a new structure – the 
Revolutionary Council – was created, open to all, that would coordinate political and military matters 
(thus the effective seat of power). “(The RC’s) responsibility was to integrate political and military 
strategy for the struggle, and, unlike the NEC, it included Indian, white and coloured members. 
Tambo was the chairman, Dadoo the vice-chairman, Matthews the secretary and Slovo and 
September were members. Apart from Tambo, the members were all leading lights in the 
Communist Party. For Matthews, this represented a formalisation of the long-standing relationship 
between the ANC and the SACP.” (quote from: Nhlanla Ndebele and Noor Nieftagodien - The 
Morogoro conference: A moment of self-reflection - Chapter 14 in SADET (SA Democracy Education 
Trust) Road to Democracy Project, April 2004). 

The ANC unapologetically pinned its colours to the mast of the international anti-imperialist 
movement, i.e., on the side of the Soviet Union in the Cold War. The political report presented by 
the NRC to the Conference i.a. proclaimed: “The pillars of the anti-imperialist movement are the 
Soviet Union, and the socialist states, in alliance with the progressive states in Africa, Asia and Latin 
America, the revolutionary liberation movements in countries which are still under colonial or white 
minority rule, and the democratic forces in the imperialist countries themselves. The anti-imperialist 
movement is based on the fact that the destinies of all peoples struggling against imperialism are 
interlinked and inextricably interwoven. The African National Congress and the oppressed and 
exploited peoples of South Africa, together with all genuine democrats, are an integral part of the 
anti-imperialist movement of the world.” 

7.2.14 The 1978/79 Revision of Strategy and Tactics as a response to 1976 Soweto uprising: 
The 1976 protests by black youths in Soweto and its spread to other urban areas, posed afresh a 
challenge to the SACP/ANC from black nationalist forces. Just as the PAC had instigated the 
Sharpeville incident, it was the Black Consciousness Movement (BCM) and not the ANC, that had 
organised the Soweto protests and politicised the youths. 

The SACP knew, as did Moscow and the SAP-SB, that the BCM was being favourably viewed by 
the USA, as a counter to the communist-dominated ANC (which was rightly seen by the West as a 
proxy of Moscow in the Cold War conflict). Again, Moscow and the SACP/ANC were stalked by the 
fear of being side-lined by a black nationalist popular movement and again their response, once 
more formulated by Joe Slovo, was to try and step up the armed struggle to a higher level – to so-
called “people’s war” – but yet again still within the context of essentially a guerrilla war, now to 
target urban areas instead of rural. When reviewing the evidence, one is bound to ask: was this 
ongoing emphasis on (amended) guerrilla warfare driven by real insight into the nature of the South 
African struggle, or by the interests of the USSR in the context of the Cold War, where it was seeking 
to set up proxy forces to fight the West on its behalf? Thus, of necessity armed guerrilla forces, 
rather than mass protests? 

As we have done throughout this study, we will again quote at length from ANC sympathisers 
themselves, so as not to be accused of presenting biased own opinions. One of the leading 
academic researchers into the ANC’s armed struggle is Howard Barrell, of the University of Cardiff, 
who himself served in the ANC’s intelligence apparatus. In his: “The Turn to the Masses: The African 
National Congress’ Strategic Review of 1978 – 1979”, he details the decision-making of this period, 
which we will quote from at length (for ease of reading, again rendered in gold print).   

“The origins of the ANC's emphasis on armed activity between 1961 and 1978 lay in the interplay of 
three sets of factors. They were the theoretical revolutionary discourse of the ANC and SACP after 
1961, the strategic examples set by other contemporary anticolonial and revolutionary struggles 
imbibed by the ANC and SACP, and a fairly general desire within ANC and SACP ranks to retaliate 
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against what was seen as a brutal, violent state… When the ANC finally succeeded in actually 
resuming armed action inside South Africa in 1976, after a 13-year silence, its senior operational 
organ, the Revolutionary Council (RC), saw matters very much in these terms. The ANC saw itself 
then as being in "the early stages of people's war" in which the "primary activity" must be "engaging, 
harassing and dispersing the enemy's armed and police forces, and hitting enemy installations 
(administrative, economic, military, communications, etc) in order to reduce its will and capacity to 
pursue the struggle". Political mobilisation was a "precondition for the long-term success of armed 
struggle". That is, political organisation was subject to military imperatives. 

“The 1978-79 strategic review was stimulated primarily by the ANC's difficulty in situating a 
sustained armed presence inside South Africa. The ANC came to identify the absence of an 
organised political base able to receive, securely locate and protect an armed presence as the major 
reason for this difficulty. The review offered a new answer on how to create this political base - in 
order eventually to enhance the prospects for what it saw as the main means to achieve state power, 
namely revolutionary armed struggle. The uprisings in Soweto and elsewhere in 1976 had indicated 
an immediate potential for popular insurrectionary activity in urban areas. The ANC had largely 
disregarded such potential in strategic formulations after "Operation Mayibuye" had been still-born 
in 1963; the SACP only slightly less so. The urban-centred uprisings of 1976, which had depended 
neither on ANC armed activity (there had been none inside South Africa for 13 years) nor on ANC 
political activity, prompted some in the ANC to begin to ‘rethink the possibilities for domestic popular 
involvement in revolutionary struggle’. 
 
“By October 1978, there were reasons to question not merely the adequacy of the ANC's initiatives 
in this developing situation; there was also a compelling argument against their character. In exile, 
the ANC's operational organs had several weaknesses. There was a dislocation between political 
and military organs on the RC. Political organs were relatively weak and amorphous, whereas 
military organs predominated. The military was resorting to short-term infiltrations commanded, 
controlled, and supplied from abroad. The few attempts at building internal military structures had 
met with little success; and attempts to indigenize an armed capacity had come to be deferred. 
Inside South Africa, formal ANC underground structures remained extremely small and weak - 
despite growing popular amenability to ANC perspectives. 
 
“Between 1969 and 1976, there had been no ANC organ charged clearly with internal political work; 
theoretically, this was the task of the entire RC but, in practice, the RC had been dominated by 
military considerations. Then, in 1977, the ANC had established an Internal Reconstruction and 
Development Department (IRD) to oversee political reconstruction inside South Africa. But IRD, 
which initially came under weak leadership, was the only RC department concerned with political 
work - the remaining eight or nine emergent RC sections were engaged in military tasks. 
 
In the first stage of the (strategic) review, comprising mainly discussions and arguments at 
leadership level in late 1978, the ANC and SACP found themselves grappling with the reality that 
armed activity was not, of itself, succeeding in building the revolutionary political base necessary to 
wage popular armed struggle. 
 
“In the course of its attempts to resolve its problems, a small RC delegation visited Vietnam in 
October 1978. A report on the visit, written by Slovo, identified a number of general propositions 
which it said had guided Vietnamese revolutionaries. These should be creatively applied by the 
ANC. These propositions centred on the need for armed struggle to be continually related to political 
needs and to be conceived of as dependent upon the strength of political organisation; moreover, 
the report suggested that a revolutionary vanguard could best relate to its potential constituency by 
means of a front of legal and semi-legal organizations which could play a considerable role in 
building a revolutionary political base. The report also argued that much ANC practice hitherto had 
been militaristic. The ANC had started from the premise that armed activity would help regenerate 
conditions for political work but had then behaved as if armed activity was the movement's primary 
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task. Post-1976 military activity had been taking place in something of a void; most of it could not 
be related to an organised political base or to regional or local political issues and ANC tasks. 
Moreover, without effective political organisation, without a mass political base, the military struggle 
could not mount a challenge for state power. But, alleged the report, the ANC lacked not merely an 
organised internal base but also a clear and detailed strategy for developing one. 
 
“A copy of the report on the Vietnam visit was presented to an NEC meeting in late 1978. A special 
meeting of the NEC and RC was held in Luanda, Angola, from December 27, 1978 to January 1, 
1979.  The context of the meeting was a view that IRD was ‘not delivering the goods’.  The Luanda 
meeting elected a commission, which it named the Politico-Military Strategy Commission (PMSC), 
to consider the report's arguments as well as other opinions and options. This heralded the second 
stage of the review. In August 1979, the NEC accepted most PMSC recommendations - with one 
crippling exception, dealt with below. The members of the PMSC were: ANC president Oliver Tambo 
as chairman, Joe Gqabi, Moses Mabhida, Thabo Mbeki, Joe Modise and Joe Slovo. Its terms of 
reference covered ANC political and military perspectives and operational structures. Their 
recommendations echoed many perspectives for underground and popular mobilization already 
being development by IRD under Maharaj and contained in Slovo's report on the Vietnam visit. 
 
The four strategic lines recommended by the PMSC and accepted by the NEC were that the ANC 
should: one, elaborate an overall strategy based on mass mobilization of people inside South Africa; 
two, create inside the country the broadest possible national front of organizations and people for 
national liberation, and win this front into alignment with the ANC; three, draw into ANC underground 
structures those promising activists thrown up in popular organizations and in popular anti-apartheid 
struggles; and four, grasp that military type operations developed out of political activity and should 
be guided by the needs and level of political organisation. Of these, the PMSC identified the second 
- the creation of the broad front - as the most important immediate task before the ANC. The PMSC 
reasoned that if the ANC were to build a domestic political base it had to relate to people at large; 
this meant becoming deeply involved in popular organisations operating in the legal and semi-legal 
sphere. The major theme of PMSC thinking was that the ANC: ‘had to make a deliberate turn to the 
masses for the purpose of teaching them and learning from them. We had for too long acted as if 
the repressive conditions made mass legal and semi-legal work impossible. If the people had taught 
us anything through the initiatives they had taken in the preceding five years, it was that the potential 
for political struggle [had] never [been] exhausted. And, if our own independent efforts had taught 
us anything, it was that our efforts would reach a dead-end unless they had a broader political base. 
The militarist vanguardism of the past had manifestly failed. If the ANC neglected to ‘turn to the 
masses’ it would become one of "’he spectators in years to come’. 
 
At its core, when the PMSC’s statement quoted above is stripped of the platitudes of communist 
politics-speak, it was none other than an admission by the PMSC that non-violent means had been, 
and were indeed still available, and were delivering significant results, whereas the “armed struggle” 
had failed miserably. There were boycotts and labour mobilisation, for example, that could be utilised 
– such as boycotts of government structures at municipal level and for the homelands and the 
Coloured and Indian peoples, and (as the 1973 Durban strikes and the government’s subsequent 
opening up of trade union activity for blacks demonstrated) for labour. Nevertheless, Barrell notes 
that the 1978/79 review still led to the following being adopted as the core of SACP/ANC strategy:  
 
“The PMSC's central strategic formulation was that: people's power in South Africa would be won 
by revolutionary violence in a protracted armed struggle which must involve the whole people and 
in which partial and general mass uprisings would play a vital role. 
 
“This perspective still turned on popular armed struggle for the seizure of state power. It laid more 
emphasis on political work by political means than any ANC strategic formulation since 1961. It saw 
only a secondary role for armed activity in the construction of a popular revolutionary base. But, still, 
the strategic vision was one in which political organization was ultimately seen as subject to military 
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imperatives - notwithstanding ambiguity in some formulations developed in the course of the review. 
Where there was ambiguity, it was settled in practice in future years in favour of the military by the 
huge imbalance in favour of the military in ANC operational organs which persisted after 1979. This 
bias continued largely because the NEC refused to accept one of the PMSC's key recommend-
dations.  
 
“Before dealing with this rejection, however, it is convenient briefly to point out that, accompanying 
the PMSC's recognition of insurrectionary potential, were two shifts in strategic thinking. One was 
towards the view that urban rather than rural areas were the major terrain for a revolutionary 
challenge against the South African state. A second was the ANC's and SACP's (re)discovery of the 
importance of sectoral political struggles. These incipient changes imposed new demands on ANC 
organisation, the critical one being an improved ability to relate different forms of struggle to each 
other. 
 
“The NEC rejected a PMSC recommendation that the ANC develop a smaller, more cerebral and 
more muscular RC. As noted, the RC was afflicted by predominence of the military, absenteeism 
and inter-departmental tensions. These problems seriously weakened the RC's ability to analyse 
successes and failures, to overcome political-military parallelism, and to develop co-ordinated or 
integrated political-military perspectives. The PMSC suggested reducing the RC from some 20 to 
about 10 members, comprising the ANC's most talented strategists. RC members should be freed 
from all non-operational ANC tasks. The new organ should reflect a much stronger political 
presence. Crucially, it should have increased quasi-executive powers of decision-making on internal 
work. The major reason for the rejection of this recommendation was, according to some, a fear 
among some NEC members that a new central operational organ of this kind could develop into a 
locus of power to rival the NEC. 
 
“This rejection had far-reaching and damaging results. The RC continued essentially as before, with 
much the same membership, personal and interdepartmental rivalries, and individual strategic 
mindsets. There was only marginal improvement in political-military co-ordination as a result of the 
review. What improvement there was occurred mainly in RC subsidiary structures, known as the 
"senior organs". These were mini-RCs set up in the forward areas; they existed until 1983. Some 
minor improvements in IRD representation on the RC did little to alter military predominance. The 
result of the continued shortcomings in the RC was that what political advances were made in later 
years to 1983 were not of a kind which could absorb, sustain and integrate a military combat 
presence in the way the PMSC report envisaged: military asymmetry could not be redressed. Military 
and political work continued essentially in parallel to each other. 
 
“Military combat continued to take mainly the form of short-term penetrations commanded and 
supplied from abroad. Whatever the ANC's theoretical or rhetorical advances in the course of the 
strategic review, ambitions and jealousies at the top level of leadership had crippled the ANC's ability 
to translate them fully into practice. The review did, however, sanction a number of ANC political 
interventions in the legal and semi-legal spheres. These ANC initiatives coalesced with other, often 
significantly autonomous, forces and developments inside South Africa to stimulate popular anti-
apartheid actions in South Africa in the 1980s. These initiatives equipped the ANC to benefit from 
the popular political ferment after 1981. Among these benefits were (the formation of) the UDF in 
1983 and COSATU in 1985. 
 
“The prescience of the ANC's 1978-79 strategic review may lead some in hindsight either to 
conclude that the ANC was singularly responsible for the formation of the UDF, or to want to convey 
that impression. Earlier versions of this paper have verged on giving the former impression. New 
information has come to light which does not support this veiled suggestion. Rather, the ANC was 
one among several progenitors of the UDF and COSATU - although the ANC was undoubtedly the 
major beneficiary of their formation.” 
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7.2.15 1985 Kabwe Conference in response to Quatro, 1983 unrest and formation of the UDF: 
In 1983, in response largely to the PW Botha government’s plans for introducing its tricameral 
parliament for whites, coloureds and Indians, civil unrest had again escalated – this time also 
significantly among the Coloured and Indian populations. Rev. Allan Boesak led the formation of the 
United Democratic Front, in which he was joined by Archbishop Desmond Tutu. This was a loosely 
structured front, avowedly Christian, human-rights driven, with no ideological millstone around its 
neck. It soon garnered considerable support and came to dominate the internal resistance to the 
government and its race-based policies. 

In mid-1983 the ANC had produced a discussion document Planning for People’s War, which posed 
the question as to whether the time was ripe to move from guerrilla war towards 'people's war' (the 
latter meaning an essentially urban conflict where the general population coalesce around and are 
led by the guerrillas to form a united, insurrectionist front). In other words, the SACP/ANC was again 
clearly committed to WAR in some form or other (moving from classic Cuban-style guerrilla war to 
“people’s war”). They were wanting to channel the growing legitimate internal civil unrest not towards 
politically forcing change, but to exploit it as base for MK’s armed destruction of the existing order 
so that – on the one hand – they could still provide Moscow with the Cold War armed proxy conflict 
the latter then still desired, and on the other hand, to (subsequent to its “complete destruction”), 
replace the pre-existing order with a Marxist system of their own desire.  

Lest we be suspected of bias, we will again relate to you the SACP/ANC’s reactions to the 
developments in South Africa from 1983 onwards in the words of one of their own, this time the 
renowned historian, the late Dr. Martin Legassick – Rhodes Scholar at Oxford, and erstwhile 
member of the Marxist Worker’s Tendency of the ANC. In a discussion paper titled “Armed Struggle 
and Democracy - The Case of South Africa” published in 2002 by the Nordiska Afrikainstitutet  in 
Uppsala, he wrote that:  “The Kabwe Conference of the ANC (16–23 June 1985), the second such 
event to be held in exile, was precipitated by the mutinies in Angola in 1984 (in ANC camps there, 
such as Quatro). It took place, however, in the midst of the biggest upsurge ever of the mass 
movement inside South Africa. As we have seen, there were deep anxieties and problems among 
cadres regarding what should be done… the 1969 Morogoro Conference document Strategy and 
Tactics defined an “approach to armed struggle that confines our military strategy within a 
perspective of a purely protracted guerrilla warfare” Moreover, Strategy and Tactics, in the face of 
the facts, defined the strategy as one of rural guerrilla warfare. It was clearly outmoded. Yet no new 
strategy and tactics document was drawn up beforehand to present to the conference, nor was such 
a document passed by the conference. The Kabwe Conference did confirm the idea of a strategy of 
people’s war—a strategy which as we have seen had not yet been implemented. The Commission 
established at the conference on strategy and tactics resolved that: 

‘By People’s War we mean a war in which a liberation army becomes rooted amongst the people, 
who progressively participate actively in the armed struggle both politically and militarily, including 
the possibility of engaging by partial or general insurrection. The present disparity in strength 
between the enemy’s forces and our own determined the protracted nature of the struggles … Such 
a struggle will lead inevitably to a revolutionary situation in which our plan and aim must be the 
seizure of power through a general insurrection (or whatever ways might present themselves) … 
Unless we have the necessary force and means under our command and at our disposal, there is 
no way that we can succeed and the opportunity will pass us by … The crisis in our country is such 
that we must be ready to respond to the most dramatic turn of events which might bring the whole 
situation to a decisive turning point. Already the present explosive situation in the country is pregnant 
with such possibilities …’  

“An article (in Sechaba) later in the year by Mzala (Jabulani Nxumalo), however, was significantly 
subtitled “How Should We Raise the Question of an Armed Insurrection?” The mass movement, he 
stated, had “reached another peak. ‘If we shelve the question of armed insurrection from our strategy 
and tactics programme” he continued, “we may as well proceed to support one or other of the local 
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liberal parties … we will have to stop all talk about ‘The People Shall Govern’ and go for a negotiated 
peaceful settlement with the racist regime … we must concentrate … on the arming of the masses 
in actual combat and in preparation for the inevitably coming armed insurrection’ 

“Throughout 1985–87, in articles in Sechaba and the African Communist, the idea of insurrection 
was promulgated—usually in conjunction with the idea of protracted guerrilla war. Quite wrongly, 
most people still maintained that it was guerrilla struggle (rather than the mass struggle inside the 
country) that was preparing the conditions for insurrection. Unrealistically, (Alex) Mashinini argued 
for the creation of dugouts and tunnels and underground depots as in Vietnam. He wanted ‘every 
house a guerrilla base, everything a weapon, everyone a soldier’ to prepare for the insurrection… 

“Ronnie Kasrils, a leading figure in MK, endorsed this kind of approach when interviewed in Sechaba 
in May 1986. The ‘army of stone-throwers has to be transformed into an army with weapons’… 

“Up until 1985, armed activity in South Africa still comprised (in the words of Howard Barrell) ‘mainly 
sporadic sabotage attacks mounted by hit-and-run units that were usually commanded and supplied 
from abroad.” This was no basis whatever for the mythical “people’s war,” let alone preparation, 
through armed self-defence, for insurrection. The actual activities of MK escalated during 1985 and 
1986. Operation Zikomo was launched from mid-1985, sending in large numbers of combatants with 
hand grenades to participate as “shock troops” in township uprisings. This led to 136 “incidents” of 
MK activity in 1985, according to Barrell, more than double that of any previous year. Moreover, the 
ratio of three guerrillas captured or killed for each 13 attacks was MK’s most favourable casualty 
rate ever. This campaign was brought to a halt when state agents (askaris) started to give youth 
booby-trapped grenades, causing immense suspicions that reacted on genuine MK personnel. In 
1986 the number of “incidents” increased to 231—and more of them directed at military and police 
personnel than ever before. But MK’s success rate dropped to 4 guerrillas captured or killed for 
every 5 attacks…”  

What had actually happened with the grenades, is that the SAP-SB – thanks to its extensive 
infiltration of the SACP/ANC – knew the locations of the arms caches and had surreptitiously 
removed the timers of the hand-grenades, but then leaving them cached. This meant that, every 
time a would-be terrorist pulled a grenade’s pin to throw it, it would immediately explode while still 
in his other hand. Together with spreading the rumour that “askaris” were handing out these booby-
trapped grenades, the tactic achieved three goals: aspirant terrorists eliminating themselves, all MK 
members providing grenades to youths immediately being seen as askaris (thus destroying the 
credibility of the movement and also creating much internal suspicion amongst MK cadres) and MK 
operatives not catching on that the caches as such had been compromised, rather than “askaris” 
deserving the blame. About the morality of this tactic one can debate, but this was supposedly a war 
(declared and viciously waged by the other side, at that). The elimination by this means of active 
terrorists who were in the actual act of trying to kill someone with a hand-grenade launched through 
his bedroom window, was by definition perfectly targeted, unlike using something like a drone strike. 

Legassick continued, about MK’s inflated claims about this era, citing as example: “…Dan O’Meara 
wrote ‘by May 1986 … ANC military operations had risen dramatically and were increasingly being 
carried out by locally trained guerrillas.’ In contrast, Barrell’s study maintains that by 1986 there had 
been ‘no qualitative improvement in the ANC’s capacity to locate an armed presence inside the 
country’ and that the organisation never achieved ‘bridging the gap between a largely externally-
based MK and internal militants.’  

“Until the mid-1980s the published material on the strategy of armed struggle had regarded 
conditions for victory as emerging simply out of the dispersal of the state’s armed forces as the result 
of protracted guerrilla struggle—involving simple application of the maxim that “if the enemy is 
concentrated, it loses ground; if it is scattered, it loses strength.”  
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Legassick (and Barrel, among others) admit that this guerrilla strategy never amounted to anything 
substantial in practice. In the mid-eighties, the discussions in Sechaba and the SA Communist 
reflected that this reality was increasingly being understood. As a prerequisite for an armed victory 
destroying the powerful white government, it was understood that that government’s own power 
base would need to be taken from it first. To significantly weaken the white government, there would 
need to be defections from the security forces, and a meaningful swing to the left among whites – 
otherwise, the civil unrest would simply remain contained within certain black townships. About this 
new understanding, as well as the new tactics by means of which such goals of alienating the whites 
from the government were to be achieved (and what it actually resulted in) Legassick wrote as 
follows: 

“The way that in fact the containment of so-called “liberated zones” to the townships was addressed 
in practice was through the idea of “taking the struggle into the white areas.” This was a call made, 
for example, by President Tambo on 22 July 1985, shortly after the Kabwe Conference, and two 
days after the declaration of the first state of emergency inside South Africa… The call coincided 
with the onset of a campaign of planting landmines in border areas (particularly in the western and 
eastern Transvaal), directed at white farmers. It was also followed by such terrorist acts as the 
bombing of Magoo’s Bar in Durban ... The ‘terrorist’ strategy that developed – landmines, the 
Magoo’s Bar bomb, etc.—merely inflamed and enlarged the white ultra-right. It was totally counter-
productive to any aims of creating a split among the whites serious enough to weaken the state.” 

7.2.16 Abandonment of the armed struggle – 1989/90:  Legassick’s conclusions (at the end of 
the forementioned study) sum up the results of the “armed struggle” – such as it was – as follows: 
“Rural guerrilla warfare; armed propaganda; ‘people’s war’—none of these were strategies in South 
Africa for the taking of state power by the masses. A strategy of armed insurrection was talked and 
written about but not seriously implemented. The ANC leaders had to fall back on the only strategy 
they in fact had: a negotiated settlement. This was not an ‘alternative’ to a mass revolutionary 
seizure of power, as Tom Lodge and other commentators of the 1980s put it. It was the only 
strategy open to the ANC leadership”. (Legassick’s own emphasis). “It was presaged by the talks 
between top SA businessmen and the ANC in Lusaka in September 1985—only months after the 
Kabwe Conference—by the abortive mission of the Commonwealth Eminent Persons’ Group in 
1985–86, and by the overtures of Mandela from prison to government at the same time. By the latter 
part of 1986 writers in Sechaba on armed struggle were already looking over their shoulder at the 
possibilities of a negotiated settlement. This, of course, was what transpired in the 1990s, initiated 
by secret discussions of Mandela and ANC leaders with representatives of the regime in the late 
1980s, followed by de Klerk’s announcement in February 1990 of the unbanning of the ANC, PAC 
and SACP and the release of Mandela. Thereafter every compromise was justified by ANC/SACP 
leaders in the terms that the forces of MK were ‘too weak’ to secure an alternative… the changed 
standpoint of the Soviet Union was also critical. Under Gorbachev the Soviet Union began to retreat 
from its international obligations and commitments. The 1988 SA/Cuba/Angola accord (excluding 
SWAPO) was a crucial preliminary to South African withdrawal from Namibia and the holding of 
democratic elections… It was a period of what, in hindsight, was the beginnings of capitalist 
restoration in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe (though not in Gorbachev’s understanding). At 
the same time Soviet academics began floating preposterous compromise scenarios for a South 
African settlement. The key Moscow bureaucrat relating to the ANC leadership, Vladimir Shubin, 
has written that the word ‘armed’ set before ‘struggle’ was by 1988 ‘becoming unfashionable in 
Moscow.’ …the collapse (of the USSR) had a seriously demoralising effect on activists, and through 
them on the mood of mass support for a socialist South Africa. 

“On 2 February 1990 de Klerk drew attention to the changes in Eastern Europe as a central element 
in his decision to change course: ‘In Eastern Europe and even the Soviet Union itself political and 
economic upheaval surged forward in an unstoppable tide … The year 1989 will go down as the 
year in which Stalinist Communism expired … Those who seek to force this failure of a system on 
SA should engage in a total revision of their point of view.’ Among the factors favouring negotiations, 
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he mentioned that the events in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe ‘weaken the capability of 
organisations which were previously supported strongly from those quarters.’ 

“The unbanning of the ANC, PAC and SACP of course prepared the way—again, not in a straight 
line—for the negotiated settlement and the democratic elections of 1994. The strength that the 
working class accumulated in the 1980s and early 1990s, even unarmed even battered by the 
counter-revolution has also been the main factor underpinning the democratic nature of the 
settlement and of the SA constitution. The participatory democracy characteristic of ‘people’s power’ 
has been crushed, by counter-revolution, by parliamentary rule, and to a certain extent by the legacy 
of guerrillaism in the officials of the new state… Since 1994 the ANC government has voluntarily 
implemented a neo-liberal policy akin to the SAPs advocated by the IMF and World Bank.” 

The views of Legassick and Barrell that MK’s particular brand of Moscow-serving “armed struggle” 
was an abject failure, is echoed by the Nelson Mandela Foundation’s website (which is based on 
the O’Malley Archives) Clicking on the rubric dealing with the armed struggle in the website’s section 
valled Historical Background, one can read that the ANC NEC on January the 8th 1985 had made 
a statement about making the country ungovernable: “Once again the ANC rode on the crest of a 
wave (not) of its own making, envisaging a people’s war in circumstances where its military 
campaign remained stalled at the sabotage stage; its guerrilla war was a phantom of make-belief; 
one could hardly characterize the sporadic number of activities conducted within South Africa by 
MK units coming into the country from the forward areas and then retreating with no coordination 
between their activities or central management as the actions of a "small mobile force." Few bases 
were established, fewer still sustained. Contact with the political underground was minimal, and the 
MK units used them for maintenance, not as the bridgehead for an integrated politico-military 
structure. Nor did the objective conditions for a people's war exist.” 

7.2.17 Why did Moscow / the SACP decide to manipulate the ANC into armed struggle? 
Given that the ANC’s “armed struggle” never caught on, never bore fruit, and in the end was 
unceremoniously abandoned, whilst the methods of non-violent “people’s power” that Chief Luthuli, 
Rowley Arenstein, Gathsha Buthelezi and the adherents of Mahatma Gandhi in the SA Indian 
Congress had espoused contributed greatly to creating the conditions for negotiations, one is 
justified in asking: why was this form of action chosen by the SACP and effectively manipulated into 
the ANC’s thinking? 

The first point to make, is that communist parties are by their very nature revolutionary parties, which 
implies the overthrow of existing orders and the establishment of a new system “through the barrel 
of a gun”. No-where, at no time in history, has a communist party come to power by means of a free 
and fair election (lest someone thinks of Salvador Allende in Chile: he fought the election as a 
Socialist, representing a left-leaning front of parties; with his front garnering only 31% of the vote, 
he became president simply because of the quirks of the then Chilean electoral system, since the 
three main parties had ended in a virtual tie that year, with his front ahead by the proverbial nose). 
The natural way of thinking of the members of the SACP (who only numbered around 500 souls) 
was to view themselves as an elite intellectual vanguard. The idea of promoting revolution on the 
communist template (which invariably had been violent) thus came naturally to them. 

Another hallmark of most communist revolutions is that – despite being ostensibly driven by 
economic considerations and Marxist economic “science” – these movements invariably failed to 
bring down their targets by concerted, mass economic action, such as strikes. Unlike Mahatma 
Ghandi in India, who had the mass support that enabled the choice of passive resistance such as 
the “salt march” and the boycott of British-made goods, the ANC could never instigate a successful 
nation-wide strike. Recalling Rowley Arenstein’s comment that the white government was 
essentially capitalist, not fascist, that would have been the logical option to force it to negotiations, 
to seek a compromise. Truth is, the SACP didn’t want a compromise (they wanted the total 
destruction of the existing order, so as to have the freedom to replace it with their own ideological 
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construct) and since they – even in combination with the ANC – did not have the mass support 
needed for passive resistance to be successful either (Ghandi for sure would have had no impact in 
the post-war era if he had only some 20,000 active followers) the only option open to them was the 
one of their historical preference, namely violent revolution.  

It is also clear from history and their own writings, that communism positions itself for the “second 
revolution”. It is left to nationalist forces to bring down the existing order (as happened in Russia, 
with the Mensheviks overthrowing the Tsar in a popular uprising, in Cuba with the Havana university 
student uprising that had led to Batista being replaced by a Christian-Democrat Law professor as 
new president of that country, and in China with the nationalist forces of Chang Kai-Shek fighting 
the Japanese occupier, whilst Mao conserved his forces in the background, to subsequently 
overthrow the nationalists – the armaments and training of the communists therefore serve for the 
second revolution, when they want to seize the newly-liberated state). There are interesting parallels 
between what happened in South Africa post-1990 (when FW de Klerk had committed to a new non-
racial dispensation, thus changing the focus of the internal conflict from “black against white” to a 
contest for political power among the black majority themselves) and the histories of the countries 
mentioned: In Russia, the Bolsheviks (i.e., communists) used their armed capacity to take over the 
Duma or Russian parliament by force, seizing power from the Mensheviks with their machine guns; 
in China Mao’s communist forces used their arms to seize power from the nationalists, and in Cuba 
the Marxist Argentinian Che Guevarra used Fidel Castro’s armed guerrillas from the Sierra Maestra 
mountains to seize power from president Manuel Urrutia Lleó; this was also the idea underlying 
SWAPO’s abortive 1 April 1989 invasion of Namibia after an accord for transition to independence 
had already been concluded – SWAPO’s was an act of armed propaganda, through which they 
wanted to demonstrate to the voting public their armed capacity and their willingness to use it, so 
that there would or could not be peace without them being granted what they wanted (much as the 
Taliban would do, forcing themselves on the Afghan people in 2021, and the ANC’s Operation Vula). 

As the researchers quoted above pointed out, the notion of waging a successful guerrilla war against 
the white government was always far-fetched, whether it be in the countryside or urban areas (the 
government of General Smuts, already in 1945, with the “Native Urban Areas Consolidation Act”, 
No 25 of that year, had meticulously regulated how black urban settlements such as Soweto may 
be physically developed, stipulating even how far apart trees must be planted – corresponding with 
the necessary width for an armoured vehicle / tank to pass through – and setting out the template 
of free-standing small single-storey houses, set back from the broad streets, so that barricades 
would be difficult to erect and any particular building being used as a strong point could be taken 
out individually, without fighters being able to move from building to contiguous building, such as 
the Warsaw Ghetto’s dense urban environment for example had allowed). So, why did the SACP 
push so hard for a particular form of armed struggle to be adopted, and why had it maintained this 
idea of a guerrilla force throughout, only cosmetically adapting it from time-to-time, even as the 
evidence from inside the country mounted in favour of other forms of much more persuasive 
resistance? 

The main challenge that the avowedly “internationalist” SACP, as the South African franchise of the 
international communist movement, encountered (because it mainly consisted of non-blacks) when 
it sought relevance and acceptance within the ANC, was black African nationalism – such as with 
the PAC, the BCM and the IFP. Proposing taking up arms against the white government was thus 
a means of enhancing their own credentials, of showing that they were so committed that they were 
willing to fight a government composed of their own race, willing to risk their lives. 

In order to occupy the inside track of influence in the ANC, a move to armed struggle would clearly 
also have brought up a crucial need – for arms – since no armed struggle could be waged without 
arms of war. The only conceivable source of arms was the communist block. By moving the ANC to 
armed struggle, the ANC was thus made dependent on the communists for the essential supplies 
and training without which such a strategy simply couldn’t be. 
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As earlier demonstrated from the quoted works by authors aligned with it, the SACP was beholden 
to the USSR for historical and ideological reasons, as well as for funding and theoretical guidance. 
The policy moves contemplated by the SACP were therefore never independent but were steered 
by Moscow. Those policy goals cannot, therefore, be seen apart from Moscow’s own strategic 
considerations of the era, as dictated by the context of the Cold War.  

The fifties and sixties in Africa (and the rest of the 3rd World) were marked by decolonisation. The 
USSR saw this as presenting it with opportunities. However, its experiences in important countries 
such as India, Indonesia, and Algeria had not been positive. As Ruth First said to Rowley Arenstein 
(quoted earlier) there was a risk of missing the proverbial bus if the USSR did not get on board with 
the armed struggles that had delivered independence in places like Algeria and Cuba. At the same 
time, there were two additional lessons that Moscow had learnt. Firstly (thanks to the near-disastrous 
evolution of the Cuban Missile Crisis) that it should not send in its own military to confront the USA 
but should rely on local proxy forces. Secondly, supporting such proxy forces had brought the benefit 
of huge gains at low cost, since these wars of national liberation could effectively bankrupt the West 
when a colonial power sent in their own forces to back up local regimes, as the French had found 
out in Indo-China and Algeria (and the USA was later to learn, in Vietnam). 

For the USSR’s game plan against the West, a guerrilla army, locally recruited, was thus a 
necessary component – it had worked brilliantly for them in Vietnam. 

Only belatedly, at the end of the eighties, did Moscow realise that, in the later proxy wars (such as 
Afghanistan and Angola) they were the ones who were obliged to prop up unpopular regimes, while 
the West didn’t have to send in soldiers – there were already capable fighters on the ground (the 
mujahedeen in Afghanistan, and UNITA plus the SA Defence Force in Angola). The USSR was 
bearing the cost of troops (albeit Cuban) and of costly, increasingly larger and more sophisticated 
arms shipments, whilst the West could sit back in Angola and have the RSA fight their corner (and 
pay them for the arms it bought – whilst Moscow never got paid).  

It is thus no surprise that, when Moscow realised the counter-productiveness of their strategy in the 
Southern African context at the end of the eighties, the South African intelligence service could 
engage with them and establish a relationship that quickly evolved beyond cooperation in gold, 
diamond and metal sales, to the point where Michael Gorbachev was asking FW de Klerk for food 
assistance and South African technicians were in Omsk, showing the Russians aircraft wing coating 
techniques while working on the retro-fitting of South Africa’s aging Mirage fighter planes with MIG 
engines…  

The time-line of the push for armed struggle (and its eventual abandonment) thus neatly coincides 
with changes in Moscow’s strategic thinking – when Moscow wanted proxy guerrilla wars, the SACP 
pushed hard for the ANC to abandon non-violence and adopt armed struggle; when Moscow came 
to see this as counter-productive at the end of the eighties, the SACP/ANC very quickly and meekly 
switched to also abandon armed struggle, in favour of a negotiated settlement. 

Of course, those members of the ANC proper who had accepted the SACP / Moscow’s guidance at 
the time of choosing armed struggle weren’t unthinking stooges – there was indeed a sense afoot 
that something drastic had to be done to get the point across to the white government that it couldn’t 
continue to ignore black aspirations. There also was an understandable emotional need to strike 
back against what was being experienced as harsh suppression.  

Lastly, since the guerrilla war strategy had worked against great powers such as France and the 
USA, it was not unreasonable on the part of those ANC leaders to imagine that it could also work in 
South Africa – and the destruction of the existing order by means of a resounding military victory, 
would obviously then have delivered the grand prize of being able, unfettered, to impose a new 
system entirely of their own choice, rather than having to negotiate a compromise.  
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7.3 Reviewing the “armed struggle”: its results and consequences & were there alternatives? 
When one wishes to determine who had “just cause” on its side in South Africa’s internal conflict, it 
is necessary to review the actual results of the SACP/ANC’s armed struggle (did it ever make best 
sense, and what was its cost versus actual gains achieved, that could justify it?). As regards cost, it 
is also necessary to review the socio-cultural legacy it has left behind, as an inevitable consequence 
of its glorification of violence. Lastly, it is then appropriate to review the alternatives that had existed: 
what, in the end, gave birth to the negotiations? Was it the armed struggle by MK, or rather the 
internal political pressure campaigns of the UDF/MDM and COSATU? Even within the ANC context 
itself – was the eventual negotiated transfer of power to the black majority due principally to MK’s 
pretentions at guerrilla warfare (which ended up being little more than isolated, but very polarising 
terrorist acts) or the quite effective propaganda and politico-economic pressure campaigns initiated 
by the ANC’s external department from London? 

Was it ever true that there was “simply no alternative left” to armed struggle? 

7.3.1 A Scorecard of the efficacy of MK’s brand of armed struggle: As was done before, we will 
again let knowledgeable researchers sympathetic to the ANC speak about what the “armed struggle” 
consisted of and in the end resulted in (where we quote some-one at length, this will again be 
identified with gold print). 

“Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK), the armed wing of the ANC began as a small armed group with no 
significant military power, resources or personnel.” (Eirini Gouta, in an article on MK, 16 April 2021, 
in Grey Dynamics). 

“This paper offers a critical analysis of the ANC’s armed struggle. The core argument advanced is 
that the turn to armed struggle marked a strategic turn away from the masses, which was born out 
of a historical failure to organise and mobilise around the actual and potential militancy of the 
working/poor masses. The subsequent externalisation of the ANC, its alliance partners and MK 
situated the foundation of the liberation struggle, both in content and context, outside the mass of 
the movement’s own constituency. The political and practical result was that the armed struggle was 
prosecuted with minimal involvement of the oppressed sectors of the population, effectively side-
lining specific working class struggle and organisation. In turn, armed struggle increasingly became 
largely an armed propaganda exercise; a pressure tactic for a larger accommodationist strategy that 
by necessity had to rely on international conditions and actors for sustenance. This trajectory was 
cemented by the specific lack of coordination of political and military aspects of the struggle which 
cumulatively meant that the way in which the ANC prosecuted the armed struggle ensured there 
would be no insurrectionary seizure of power.” (Dale McKinley: Umkhonto We Sizwe: A Critical 
Analysis of the Armed Struggle of the African National Congress published online 18 May 2018) 

Howard Barrell (formerly an ANC intelligence operative) wrote a telling review of a book titled 
“Umkhonto we Sizwe: The ANC’s Armed Struggle” written by Thula Simpson of the University of 
Pretoria. Barrell’s book review appeared in The Conversation under the title: South Africa’s armed 
struggle: where the ANC’s ineptitude was a virtue” on July 10, 2016: “Whatever the virtues of South 
Africa’s governing African National Congress (ANC) – we are assured it still has a few – it was never 
any good at armed struggle. And no more comprehensive support for that judgment has been 
assembled than the valuable new book, “Umkhonto we Sizwe: The ANC’s Armed Struggle”, by the 
University of Pretoria’s Thula Simpson. 

“South Africans can be grateful for this ineptitude. It may even count among the ANC’s greater 
virtues. For, had the ANC been militarily more capable, millions of South Africans might now be 
living in hell-holes of war such as those we see in Syria. 

“Instead, the ANC had the political imagination to reach an accommodation with apartheid’s masters 
who were, militarily, more powerful than it would ever be. The outcome was thus not a revolution in 
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South Africa – although there have been far-reaching changes. Rather, both concluded they had 
more to gain from compromise than further confrontation... 

“MK’s significance may, paradoxically, lie in its failure – in the ANC’s inability to persuade most 
South Africans that armed struggle was a plausible way to achieve regime change. I say this as 
someone who wrote scores of Aesopian newspaper articles and distributed thousands of ANC 
underground leaflets trying to convince South Africans that it was!” 

Barrell expressed similar sentiments under the heading “Conscripts of their Age” (see the O’Malley 
Archives, Nelson Mandela Foundation NMF website): “There is no evidence to suggest that ANC 
armed activity ever achieved any significant degree of self-reliance inside South Africa. Had it done 
so, ANC armed activity might have had a substantially different, and greater, effect on outcomes in 
South Africa.” 

The Mandela Foundation website records the ANC’s armed struggle at some length in a rubric of 
the same name. It is perhaps the most damning assessment of its results (or lack there-of): “The 
ANC resorted to armed struggle in December 1961 when Umkhonto we Siswe (MK) carried out its 
first acts of sabotage. In time, the ANC became addicted to the armed struggle. The more it failed, 

the more compulsive the addiction. It would only take one success – the armed struggle leading a 
mass insurrection of the people that would topple the apartheid – to justify all the failures. Failures 
were not seen or analysed as such. 
“However, although the armed struggle failed by almost every definition you want to use, it did 
succeed in an existential form. Because it continued to make the armed struggle the core of its 
identity, the fact that the ANC did manage to mount the occasional assault against the state, albeit 
with casualties that would normally cast doubt on the efficacy of the operations, gave armed struggle 
a mythical status among the masses, a status enhanced by the even more paltry attempts by the 
PAC to manage any offensive capacity. The sheer persistence on the part of the ANC against the 
most formidable odds gave the ANC a position of legitimacy among the people other liberation 
organizations could never claim. Thus, failure in itself was immaterial...  
“Ironically, while one can say that by every yardstick the armed struggle was a failure it managed 
nevertheless to paralyze whites into believing that some imminent invasion of hordes of guerrilla-
trained communists was about to overwhelm them...  
“Failure was particularly apparent in the case of armed struggle, the fulcrum of ANC operational 
strategic thinking. Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) did not develop its armed activity beyond the sporadic, 
symbolic endeavour it was when the ANC first resumed attacks inside South Africa in 1976, despite 
numerous decisions and attempts to do so. The number of attacks which MK mounted did, indeed, 

increase considerably between 1976 and 1986 – but the number of guerrillas killed and captured by 
state security forces usually rose apace. On average, slightly more than two ANC guerrillas were 
killed or captured by security forces for every three of the 634 guerrilla attacks between 1976 and 
1986 (almost all of which carried out by the ANC)…   
“Since many, perhaps most, MK attacks can be classified as modest in their dimensions; this 
casualty rate indicates a high cost for what were minimal operational rewards. Until 1984, the largest 
single form of attack was sabotage and the largest single target category consisted of economic 
installations (of which railway lines, electricity transformers and power stations were among the most 
common). Sabotage predominated, notwithstanding repeated resolutions by the RC and PMC to 
move towards popular armed struggle, or 'people's war' in which state forces would become the 
primary targets. It was only in the 1985-1986 period that there was a marked change in target 
distribution. There was then a sharp increase in attacks against security forces and against civilians, 
while economic sabotage declined. But, after a fall in the MK casualty rate in 1985, it returned to a 
quite high level in 1986 and remained there for the two subsequent years. ANC guerrilla casualties 
between 1984 and 1986 totalled 294 killed or captured. On the other hand, 58 security force 
members were killed and 739 were injured in the course of popular unrest.  
“Other statistics illustrate more starkly the weaknesses of the ANC armed activity. These are the 
rates of capture of the most common armament types used by ANC guerrillas. On average between 
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1976 and 1986, for each one of the 163 hand grenades thrown by guerrillas, more than nine were 
captured by security forces; for each of 150 limpet mines detonated, more than three were captured; 
and for each of 82 incidents in which a firearm was used, eight  firearms were captured. Interestingly, 
the exception to this appalling capture rate is provided by land mines. For every two of the 33 land 
mines laid by guerrillas and subsequently detonated about three were neutralised by security forces. 
It is reasonable to speculate that this low loss rate is explained by the fact that many land mines 
were laid only a few kilometres inside South African territory and were thus not long, if at all, at the 
mercy of the ANC's ordinance department or internal underground.  
When combined, the statistics indicate that on average between 1976 and 1986, for every three 
insurgent attacks, which were usually modest sabotage actions, security forces killed or captured 
two ANC guerrillas, recovered seven insurgent hand grenades, captured three firearms and 
neutralised more than two limpet mines.  
“Internal military self-reliance is an obvious desideratum of almost any revolutionary movement. It 
was, however, doubly desirable in the South African instance because the ANC had no prospect of 
secure rear bases in neighbouring states. Yet MK guerrillas evidently had little success in developing 
or linking up with the few support structures inside the country. Short-term cross-border incursions 
were the norm and guerrillas' periods of survival appear, on the whole, to have been extremely short. 
Guerrillas who survived inside the country often remained dependent upon external command, 
ordinance and intelligence. 
“The failure of its armed struggle to make real military progress defined almost all strategic questions 
the ANC asked itself between 1976 and 1986. Likewise, almost all the ANC's decision to change 
operational strategy and structures between 1976 and 1986 were designed to remedy this failure. 
And a high proportion of these decisions were never implemented. 
“But the ANC immersed in the nuances of revolutionary theory made little or no attempt to turn its 
theoretical discourses into practice, to examine the obstacles that were deterring implementation; 
to ascertain whether the obstacles were structural or might, by switch in tactics be surmountable. 
No yardsticks were set to measure the extent to which the new policies were being downloaded to 
the MK commanders and through them communicated to the rank and file. 
No voice said that the thrust of "Strategy and Tactics" was simply ignored by the leadership that 
commissioned the "new" thinking. In the manifesto that launched the MK, Mandela made it clear 

that the resort to violence was not to overthrow the state – minds were sober enough to realize that 
the overwhelming advantages the state enjoyed made this task improbable, but to use violence as 
a way of bringing the state to the negotiating table. Morogoro changed the emphasis. Henceforth 
the object of armed struggle was to overthrow the state. One could point to the Mao in China, to 
Castro in Cuba, to the FLN in Algeria. 
The fact that the historical circumstances were different in each case seemed to be beside the point. 
One simply accepted the theory and imposed it on reality. Even this might have achieved something: 
the realization that the theory of guerrilla warfare was not applicable to South Africa. That recognition 
alone might have gotten the leadership thinking: what forms of revolutionary warfare do apply to the 
country? But since no attempt was made to test the theory, the policies of the past remained even 
more staunchly in place, less challenged despite a record that indicated that these policies were not 
working. 
From the onset, the MK, except for Special Operations, conducted its activities mostly in an 
amateurish way. Perhaps it operated on the premise that the best way to conduct clandestine 
activities in SA in the 1960s was to be as above board as possible, that the less you tried to hide 
things the less they were likely to be discovered. At the Rivonia farm, few attempts were made to 
secure the facility. Instead, there was a steady flow of visitors to the farm on a daily basis; even 
some of the High Command, Joe Slovo, for instance, commuted. The farm was waiting to be found 
and in retrospect the more we learn about how the ANC conducted its business the more likely we 
are to wonder how it took the security police so long to discover this nest bed of covert activity less 
than 15 miles from downtown Johannesburg. 
But the lessons of Rivonia were never adequately absorbed. The state infiltrated almost at will. 
In Move Your Shadow, Joseph Lelyveld recounts a meeting he had with General Coetsee, head of 
the Security Branch in Johannesburg in 1985. The general boasted, "I have [informers] all the way 
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to Moscow." Any attempt by the ANC to recruit large numbers of Blacks inside SA would only 
heighten the risk of recruiting informers. When Lelyveld got to Lusaka he repeated Coetzee's boast 
to Oliver Tambo, expecting a rebuttal of sorts. But Tambo exclaimed, "He was right! He was right! 
They've been giving us a rough time, making us work very hard. At one time there was a group of 
ten and only one of them was genuine. We've developed a technique and method of screening, 
we've improved it a great deal, but it still means it's awkward to have large groups come across 
because you can't be sure when they just come. Yes, it has given us a lot of work to screen them, 
and sometimes when you've done it, at a later stage you discover that they went through the screen, 
they were that carefully prepared. Sometimes this has happened to people who were highly 
respected in our ranks, who had behaved very well, were very disciplined and sounded very 
committed and certainly performed all their tasks very satisfactorily. Well, we've learned all that.' 
Twenty-two years into the struggle and still learning not to make the most basic mistakes: that 
revolutionary movement was not a club where the right credentials would buy you a membership. 
But did the ANC learn? In 1994, Gavin Evans, a journalist and secret ANC operative described the 
ANC's security apparatus in the 1980s and found it alarmingly inept…  
“Ronnie Kasrils, a member of the NEC, said in 1988: ‘Anything that relates to our fundamental 
strategy - seizure of power through force of arms - is a fundamental question for us all, and that 
includes the leadership and activists of our mass democratic movement at home as well as the 
various sectors of our movement abroad, whether military or political. The fact that we proclaimed 
our armed struggle on December 16th, 1961, and that it is still at an extremely low stage of 
development, must force us to examine the problem areas frankly and critically. 
‘Yet, despite the tremendous upsurge of mass resistance over the past three years, we were not 
able to take full advantage of the favourable conditions that materialised. We were unable to deploy 
sufficient forces at home; our cadres still found big problems in basing themselves amongst our 
people; our underground failed to grow sufficiently, and our people were left to face the enemy and 
his vigilantes with sticks and stones. As a result, the incredible mass resistance and the strikes were 
not sufficiently reinforced by armed struggle. It is therefore clear that, though we have formulated 
theoretical positions such as ‘the armed struggle must complement the mass struggle’ and ‘the 
guerrilla must be rooted among the people’, and so on, it is one thing to state the theory and quite 
another to put it into practice... 
‘The revolutionary army is not only the organ for building up the revolutionary forces and for seizing 
power; it also becomes the organ for defending and guaranteeing the revolution. If power came 
prematurely, through some negotiated formula imposed by circumstances beyond our control, and 
we had no revolutionary army at our disposal, we would find our people cheated of real power. So 
whatever way we look at it, the creation of a revolutionary army is our most crucial task.’   
Six months later, in April 1989, the ANC had to close its military camps in Angola, a consequence 
of the Angola/Namibia peace accords. Trainees were flown across the continent to Tanzania. On 9 
February, 1990, two days before the government released Mandela, Acting President of the ANC, 
Alfred Nzo told the New York Times, ’We do not have the capacity within our country to intensify the 
armed struggle in any meaningful way’."  

As said earlier, the foregoing assessment can be read on the website of the Nelson Mandela 
Foundation under the rubric: “Historical Background: The Armed Struggle” (it is probable that, since 
Mr. Mandela had chosen to break with the notion of armed struggle and instead embraced 
negotiations, the NMF felt it could publish such a realistic assessment about what the “Armed 
Struggle” really had amounted to). It will be noted that the above correlates very well with what the 
Red Cross had found in their study of the conflict (referred to earlier – Chapter 2, p. 24. ). Their key 
points bear repeating here: This ICRC study shows that only 34% of the black population had 
actually even taken one or other side in the conflict between the white government and the liberation 
movements. Furthermore, only 3% of blacks had regarded themselves as having been actively 
involved as actual “combatants” in what had been portrayed by the ANC as having been a popular 
“people’s war”. Only 33% of blacks reported living near to an area where conflict had actually 
occurred (with even that level only being reached during the latter, black-on-black phase of the 
struggle for political power). Whites were even less impacted – only 7% lived in an area where 
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conflict had occurred, and when a list of 13 possible negative impacts of the internal political struggle 
were presented to them, 86% of whites said they had not experienced even a single one of such 
negative impacts. 

It can justly be concluded that the “armed struggle” was entirely ineffective in achieving its stated 
goals regarding the overthrow of the white government. What it did do, was cause serious 
polarisation among the races, thereby delaying any moves that could earlier have come about 
towards negotiation and national reconciliation (as will be substantiated here-below, when we 
discuss alternatives; what the armed struggle had done, was to give the white government a life-
line: by presenting them with convincing evidence for appealing to the West for support, on the basis 
that the armed struggle demonstrated how much the SACP/ANC were part of Moscow’s Cold War 
strategy). The armed struggle indeed played a horribly brutal role after 1990 – in typical Marxist-
Leninist style – in areas of the country where the ANC and IFP were contesting political allegiance, 
i.e., after the white government had definitively indicated its intention to hand over power i.t.o. a non-
racial election (similar to the Mensheviks bringing the Tsar to a fall in 1917, and the Bolsheviks then 
invading the Duma, the Russian parliament, with machine guns and taking over power “through the 
barrel of a gun” in a classic 2nd coup).  

7.3.2  The lasting consequences of the “armed struggle”: What the “armed struggle” left behind 
as legacy, is a sad disrespect for human life in South Africa, based on the notion that there can be 
“justified recourse to violence”. This runs parallel to the other sad dictum of the eighties: “liberation 
before education”.  

As Luthando Dyasop (author of Out of Quatro – referred to earlier) has pointed out, the psychological 
environment of a war situation also bred a culture within the ANC of “anything goes”, of a disrespect 
for norms and values: “…the fact that the political and economic crisis we see playing itself out 
presently in South Africa has its foundation laid in exile. The ANC security department made sure 
that fear of them instilled in the general membership meant they could do anything with impunity; 
there was no accountability or transparency; and any dissenting voice was, at best, imprisoned or, 
at worst, would end up dead. Then elitism thrived; it was just a matter of waiting in the wings for the 
ultimate prize — being in power in a well-developed South Africa — to accommodate their 
expensive taste for finer material things. All at the detriment of the ideals enshrined in the Freedom 
Charter. “The ANC deviated from the right path while we were in exile: the foundation for a 
democratic society based on ethics, integrity and accountability was replaced by elitism, impunity, 
self-aggrandisement, greed and corruption. All these were detrimental to the struggle for the 
interests of the people of South Africa, yet they thrived in a space where criticism and dissent were 
met with brutal repression that left the membership paralysed with untold fear. The first casualty 
there was democracy.” (see Chapter 5.3.5 p. 70 here before). 

These realities about the legacy of the armed struggle need to be stated clearly since they are so 
real and still highly impactful, but it is not the purpose here to dwell on them. That would more 
appropriately be grounds for another study, lest we be blamed for merely engaging in “the pot calling 
the kettle black). 

A very relevant question, though, when the issue of just cause is considered, is whether there 
indeed didn’t exist any alternative for the ANC, but to resort to armed struggle? 

7.3.3  Armed struggle: truly the only option, or a deliberate choice for other ends? To answer 
the question as to whether its particular brand of “armed struggle” was truly the only option left to 
the ANC, or to non-white South Africans in general at the beginning of the 1960’s (let alone whether 
it was the best among the available options) one needs to analyse three things: what eventually 
moved the white government to engage in the ultimately successful negotiations, versus what had 
for so long allowed the white government to avoid engaging in such negotiations, and thirdly, was 
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there ever any realistic chance of armed struggle achieving its stated goal of destroying the existing 
order? 

To start with the last: it is clear from analysis done by researchers across the political spectrum, that 
it is an incontrovertible fact that the armed struggle as such, did not succeed at all in moving the 
white government towards negotiations. Since hard cold facts show that in practice it simply didn’t 
work, not even with the backing of the USSR, then it would be logical to aver that the likes of Chief 
Luthuli, Prince Buthelezi and Rowley Arenstein were correct when they had warned that it wouldn’t 
work, and that it therefore should not even have been considered as an option. 

In reality, the fact that the SACP/ANC chose to engage in armed struggle in a manner that so visibly 
was designed by its internationalist SACP instigators to set up a proxy guerrilla force that would 
serve the interests of the USSR in the Cold War, did the exact opposite of moving the white 
government to negotiate – it actually provided the white government with compelling leverage with 
which to move the West to keep on supporting it (albeit, in later years, surreptitiously). A dimension 
of South Africa’s conflict that has not yet received the attention that it deserves, is just how very 
extensive Western support for the South African government remained till the end of the Cold War 
– despite all pretence to the contrary. That I can personally attest to, having been an eyewitness to 
it. Western arms and parts were still shipped to South Africa, despite arms embargoes. Military 
attachés were still accepted, though merely under other title. The Silvermine observation complex 
for surveying the Southern Ocean still rang with foreign accents. South African intelligence officers 
still trained with European counterparts. Every morning at a set hour, the emergency 
communications line between NATO’s Brussels headquarters and Pretoria was diligently tested… 
This Western support had remained in place, despite the white government’s racial policies being 
abhorred, almost uniquely because of the fact that the ANC was seen as a puppet of Moscow which 
had therefore to be stopped from gaining power through violent revolution. Lest that would allow 
Moscow to take control of the minerals and metals of Southern Africa and its strategic location (which 
would have been a considerable advantage to the USSR, and strategically-important loss for the 
West, in terms of the Cold War balance of power). 

Far from fearing a successful military take-over by the ANC, the white government exploited that 
threat to justify it “standing fast” and not engaging in constitutional negotiations while the sword of 
communist conquest was perceived to be hanging over the region, thus delaying significantly when 
talks could otherwise have started. South Africa’s soldiers were battle-hardened, experienced 
fighters who were well-equipped for Southern African conditions. The neighbouring states had 
realised that their own interests were better served by cooperating with the South African 
government, rather than by harbouring ANC bases. The South African Police had developed highly 
efficient operational doctrines for counterinsurgency, as evidenced by the success of its so-called 
“Koevoet” units in Ovamboland. These capacities had, even during the turbulent eighties, not yet 
been significantly deployed inside South Africa. Therefore, a guerrilla war as such wasn’t feared, 
and definitely not that the ANC would win it (guerrilla war was, though, obviously understood as 
something that would be racially polarising, disruptive of the economy and traumatic for those who 
happened to fall victim to it, thus something to be avoided as far as possible).  

Analysing South African defence reviews and budget allocations over the decades, it is clear that 
what was feared, was the assembly of an international intervention force that would bomb the 
government into submission. Thus, the arrival of the Indian Air Force in the Congo in the early sixties 
as part of the UN intervention there, had had a huge impact in relation to defence planning, i.a. 
motivating the urgent acquisition of Mirage fighter jets. Knowing that a full international aerial 
intervention force would likely overwhelm the SA Air Force just by shear numbers, the next step was 
the development of a nuclear/ballistic missile deterrent – a hugely costly investment, but quite 
obviously not one that would serve any purpose in a guerrilla war scenario (which again shows that 
the ANC’s “guerrillas” were regarded as but a secondary threat, with the real existential fear being 
a take-over by the USSR – in other words, that an international intervention force would materialise. 
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Because of the very poor showing of the ANC, SWAPO and Angolan MPLA against the South 
African forces and its local allies in the Namibia/Angola theatre of operations, the communists were 
obliged to deploy Cuban forces very visibly – which, again, re-enforced the West’s perception that 
the white government had cause to claim that the communists were indeed targeting Southern Africa 
for conquest as part of their Cold War expansion strategy. This ensured even more “under the table” 
cooperation with the white government – also on the part of many black African states who were 
concerned about the threat that communist expansion in the region would eventually hold for them. 
Last but not least, this “armed struggle” strategy of the SACP/ANC clearly served to empower the 
so-called “securocrat” faction in Pretoria, which in itself caused urgent prioritisation of a political 
solution to be delayed, and short-changed i.t.o. budget allocations.  

7.3.4 What caused the white government to change? Viewed against the background of these 
negative consequences, such as the delaying a negotiated solution that had resulted from choosing 
armed struggle, we need to look now at what had actually moved the white government to negotiate. 
What is it that had emerged – in the actual, real-world course of the conflict, as opposed to the paper 
war of incessant theorizing that the SACP was so over-abundantly engaged in – as the most 
persuasive strategies by non-white South Africans to have moved the white government to 
implement meaningful change and in the end (when the existential threat posed by the USSR and 
its communist proxies had  fallen away) to accept a full non-racial liberal democracy as model?  

The first such eye-opener for the white government, was the extent of international reaction to, and 
pressure resulting from Sharpeville in 1960. It brought home that South Africa could be isolated. 

The next was the spontaneous labour uprising in Durban in 1973, showing that mass strike action 
had the capacity to spread and paralyse the economy. This mass action, which was not politically 
instigated and far surpassed anything that the ANC had ever been able to organise, was completely 
legal and non-violent, even though the Zulu worker impis were marching and brandishing their 
traditional weapons. In response thereto, the government publicly came out in support of the 
workers’ demands for fair pay (Prime Minister Vorster made a public statement to that effect, 
admonishing business leaders to honour promises they had made and to pay a living wage). 
Lastingly, this mass worker protest resulted in concrete government action to move away from the 
discriminatory, racist colonial labour relations dispensation it had inherited, and afford black workers 
trade union rights. Thus, not only did the 1973 strikes show that such peaceful mobilisation was 
indeed still available as an effective alternative to armed struggle. It actually also delivered 
fundamental change in a very significant area, namely labour relations – demonstrating that the 
white government wasn’t wedded to “the old ways”.  

The problem for the SACP/ANC was, that they never had the ability to instigate that kind of mass 
labour action. 

The third eye-opener for the government was the BCM-inspired protests that originated in Soweto 
among the youth and quickly spread to a number of other important urban centres. Yes, these 
protests were on occasion violent (often due to inappropriate police actions that inflamed rather than 
calmed matters). But it wasn’t ever an attempt at full-blown armed insurrection designed as such to 
destroy the existing order and replace it with a Marxist people’s republic.  

Again, these protests (very similar to the current Black Lives Matter movement’s current mass 
actions) showed that it was indeed still very possible in South Africa to mobilise the masses to apply 
political pressure on the government (which the SACP/ANC as such never could manage to muster), 
and again it showed that the government would take note and change course, as it did with regard 
to abandoning the use of the Afrikaans language as a medium of instruction in black schools. 

The next reality check for the government was the hostile reception to the 1983 tricameral parliament 
initiative and the rise of the UDF/MDM, accompanied by pressure from international banks plus 
growing economic sanctions, boycotts and cultural as well as sporting isolation. 
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In the eighties, political change in South Africa therefore accelerated. This 
was principally due to an understanding on the part of the white 
government that the inherited, racist colonial system was iniquitous and 
thus a root cause for protest. Afrikaner intellectual elites and business 
leaders were openly stressing the need for fundamental change, pointing 
out that Apartheid / Separate Development had clearly failed. One such 
voice (among many) was Prof. Willie Esterhuyse who we had mentioned 
earlier as agent “Gert” who was instrumental in the talks between the ANC 
and the National Intelligence Service – he for example had already in 1981 
published an influential book titled “Apartheid must Die”.  

One of the problems of logical inconsistency that had been undermining 
the theoretical and intellectual integrity of the “separate development” 
policy, was that the proposed sovereign tribal homelands for black 

Africans would not solve the question of fair political representation for the so-called Coloured and 
Indian population groups who were firmly implanted inside the remaining “white” South Africa. To 
try and resolve this, the PW Botha government in 1983 proposed a tricameral parliament, with a 
chamber for each of the three race groups. This was the first (imperfect) white attempt at political 
power-sharing with non-whites, on the basis of universal suffrage.  In parallel with these evolutionary 
constitutional measures, hurtful “Petty Apartheid” racially discriminatory laws, from regulating the 
accessibility of venues through to the prohibitions on cross-racial liaisons and marriage, were 
systematically being dismantled. Because the tricameral system was still overtly based on race, and 
because it would exclude the black African majority, it was met with strong resistance among non-
whites (as the intelligence community had predicted). 

Instead of saying that the only option left is to leave the country and join MK to militarily fight the 
white government with Russian arms in hand, church leaders such as Rev. Allan Boesak and 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu chose to oppose the Botha government’s tricameral parliament initiative 
with mass mobilisation inside the country. The United Democratic Front (UDF) was created in 1983, 
a loose association of some 400 civic organisations with strong Christian and human rights values. 
Whilst the UDF initially opposed in particular the tricameral parliament and its structures such as the 
SA Indian Council, it soon expanded to resist all government-created representative structures for 
non-whites, such as the homeland authorities and urban local councils. This in many ways reflected 
the philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi’s campaign of resistance to British institutions in India. What the 
UDF was openly striving to achieve, was for the non-white areas of the country to become 
ungovernable, due to non-white citizens boycotting the structures that government had created to 
represent them. When the COSATO umbrella trade union organisation was launched two years 
later, it and the UDF / Mass Democratic Movement had achieved levels of pressure on the white 
government that were orders of magnitude greater than what the ANC itself ever could achieve.  

It is fair to say that, in terms of internal pressure for change, MK’s efforts at waging guerrilla war was 
totally insignificant as compared to what the UDF/MDM achieved. The UDF thus had demonstrated 
that there were indeed other, better options available than “armed struggle” – that is, if your goal 
wasn’t the imposition of a Marxist people’s republic by force of arms, but rather to achieve a non-
racial, democratic South Africa. 

As regards external pressure on the white government, the armed struggle quite visibly hadn’t been 
the most effective strategy either. Even within the ANC itself, amongst its different structures, the 
external mission under future president Thabo Mbeki had achieved way more than Joe Modise did 
with MK, such as the very effective public awareness/pressure campaigns launched abroad to 
isolate and boycott the white government and sanction it economically. These were far, far more 
effective as leverage for change, than the armed struggle as such. Clearly, leaders such as Chief 
Luthuli or Rowley Arenstein would have had all these same tools available for mobilising Western 
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public support, evidently with much more moral authority and thus far greater effect, had the ANC 
not embarked on armed struggle and not had so visibly had gotten in to bed with the SACP /  USSR.  

In the end it was the white government that seized back the political initiative on 2 February 1990, 
when it committed itself to facilitating fundamental, non-racial change, but which had to come 
constitutionally, legitimately, via enabling legislation from the existing parliament that would ensure 
sovereign continuity. Why did this happen? Because of pressure from MK? Clearly not in the least. 

What had actually motivated the white government to push for such fundamental change, from its 
side?  This manifested, as we had shown in the earlier discussion of Kant and Berlin’s positive and 
negative considerations in decision-making, or internal convictions and external constraints, in a 
range of factors, firstly relating to confidence, namely the confidence that: 

• The Security Forces could and would maintain control, enabling a safe transition without the 
chaos and murder and accosting of whites, Muslims and Hindus that had marked Uhuru in 
places like Zanzibar, Algeria, Uganda under Amin, and the Congo. 

• Communism wasn’t a deep-seated conviction among the majority of the non-white popula-
tion, who were essentially nationalist, sharing the same aspirations as the Afrikaner had held 
when oppressed. 

• A Western-style liberal democracy, i.e., a state of laws with a free-market economy and 
protection for individual and property rights, would be possible to agree in the coming 
negotiations. 

Secondly, there were a series of acute understandings of reality, such as comprehending that:  

• Apartheid as conceived by Verwoerd was in the real world an impractical, impossible dream 
(a reality pointed out by a growing chorus of Afrikaner intellectuals and economists). 

• It was precisely these race-based, discriminatory policies that were the cause for civil unrest 
(as underscored by the government’s own intelligence community). 

• Detrimental economic consequences would accrue, should the internal unrest start to 
seriously impact the labour force, plus that external negative impacts with very serious 
consequences for the economy and the financial system would follow if international 
sanctions and boycotts should be tightened (as Afrikaner business leaders were making 
clear). 

• The hurtful, prejudicial practical consequences of Apartheid – no matter what its founders’ 
intentions may have been – made it a system that was morally wrong (as increasingly pointed 
out by Afrikaner church leaders such as Prof Johan Heyns, the moderator of the majority 
Dutch Reformed Church). 

• A window of opportunity had opened with the USSR’s changed view on South Africa, which 
would allow a transition to be negotiated without the existential threat of international 
communism taking over the country by revolutionary means (as pointed out by the 
intelligence community). 

• A favourable international environment existed, particularly as regards who happened to hold 
political power in the major western countries (Reagan / Bush & Thatcher), which favourable 
scenario likely wouldn’t last that much longer till a Democrat president would again be elected 
in the USA, more beholden to the black vote, and Mrs Thatcher be replaced in Britain (as 
pointed out by its Dept. of Foreign Affairs - DFA). 

• A decidedly unfavourable international environment for any government regarded as blatantly 
racist was likely to develop in the near future, given that the communist bogey that had 
caused the West to support the white government had been slain with the changes in Russia 
and the fall of the Berlin wall (as pointed out by the DFA and the rest of the intelligence 
community, as well as foreign governments and diplomats). 

• Unless South Africa adopted a complete “mad man” posture, threatening the use of its 
nuclear arsenal (as done nowadays by North Korea) the eventual mobilisation of an 
international intervention force that would overpower the SADF and especially the SAAF 
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would become a possible scenario in the foreseeable future, especially under a liberal USA  
president who was beholden to the black vote there (as Serbia was soon thereafter to 
experience, with the massive air war launched against it by NATO / the UN under president 
Bill Clinton). 

• In the person of Mr. Nelson Mandela, there existed a uniquely suitable and internationally 
credible negotiation counterpart who understood the realities impacting his side, just as well 
as the white government understood their own constraints, and who was willing and able to 
negotiate reasonably and who could be counted upon to bring his constituency along. 

• The ANC was in a seriously weakened state, with its armed struggle having totally failed, 
bereft now of its former sponsor in Moscow as well as of significant support from the African 
states, demoralised and still also manifestly incapable of mobilising the masses to any extent 
that could pose a threat to the economy from a labour perspective, or create unrest that would 
impact the white community – meaning that it was in such an ideally weak position as 
negotiation counterpart that it would in essence have to accept the liberal Western 
constitutional model and economic system that the white government and the West would 
insist upon, no matter what dreams it may have had of imposing a radical Marxist system. 

In addition to these understandings of reality, and its confidence in its own abilities, there also 
was a will present in the minds of government leaders to achieve good outcomes, such as the 
will: 

• To bequeath to their own children a New South Africa that would be at peace with itself 
because of being just and fair to all its people – a South Africa that all could be proud of 
and hold their heads up high as South Africans when engaging with the world at large; 
and 

• Not to persist with an unjust system that would oblige their sons and grandsons to impose 
white rule upon the majority by force of arms, condemning their descendants into 
perpetuity to fighting a low intensity civil war on the borders  and townships: which could 
easily descend into a war against literally the world community as such, if an intervention 
force should be assembled (and who would really push the button to launch nuclear-
tipped ballistic missiles against the West, if the NATO air forces should start to bomb key 
installations and infrastructure as part of an intervention force, as was done soon after 
against Serbia?). 

It should not be forgotten that Namibia had been an important dress rehearsal, which had shown 
the white government that a negotiated settlement was perfectly feasible and achievable, and that 
it could indeed lead to a constitutional model entrenching Western values. 

What is notably absent from this long list of considerations that were in complex interplay in the 
minds of white nationalist politicians, is any mention of MK and its “armed struggle” – simply because 
it did not significantly feature among the considerations that had moved the white government to 
seize the political initiative and launch the process of negotiating a non-racial political dispensation. 

No government representing a minority community in a volatile multi-ethnic African state would risk 
embarking on such a fundamental and potentially fraught transformation, if it didn’t have confidence 
in the ability of its security forces to maintain the necessary modicum of stability and law & order. 
Especially since that white government initiating the process of change, knew full well that the end 
result would inevitably be a black majority government led by Mr. Mandela and his vehicle, the ANC. 

It illustrates that the white government did not fear MK’s military capacity, but rather feared the 
consequences that could ensue if it stuck to the wrong side of history, not doing the right thing, in 
what was soon to become a drastically different international environment in the post Cold War era, 
where the leverage that the SACP/ANC had previously so gratuitously provided it with (for moving 
the West to support it  by invoking the Red Peril) had fallen away. 
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Considering all of the foregoing, it is fair to ask oneself what would the white government’s space 
for manoeuvre have been, if the ANC had not chosen “armed struggle” and aligning itself with the 
SACP / Moscow, thus effectively obliging the West to support the white government throughout the 
Cold War? What would have been the outcome, had the ANC stuck with a nationalist approach and 
had elected not “armed struggle”, but UDF-style mass internal mobilisation and international 
pressure to isolate the white government, without providing the West with the “Red Peril” justification 
for supporting it? Without the SACP albatross around its neck, would the ANC have lost so much of 
its membership to the PAC, the BCM and the IFP? Would it not have been much stronger internally? 
How well would the movement have fared in garnering public support in the West, if it was visibly 
pro-democracy and pro-Western values, should the white government had persisted in being visibly 
racist? 

What is virtually certain, is that the slaughter of the black-on-black violence of the 90’s could then 
have been avoided, with Prince Buthelezi (instead of Jacob Zuma) keeping the Zulu nation within 
the ANC fold, and likely at some stage having led the country in a sensible manner, thereby probably 
sparing us the state capture years. 

The real “third force” that had caused all the splits and polarisation, always was the SACP. They 
had put their sectional self-interest, and that of their comrades in Moscow, above that of the 
movement and the country. They had popularised the notion that the use of violence for achieving 
political aims is permissible, leaving a legacy that is still haunting our society. Violence breeds 
violence, and shouting War! War! War! from the rooftops had unquestionably led to some members 
of the security forces, also in the Security Police, to themselves respond outside the bounds of the 
law, fighting “fire with fire”. So that the unfortunate reality is that both sides in the end had culpability, 
to some extent – and therefore should show some introspection and modesty when trying to attach 
all blame to the other. It is now a broadly admitted fact that it was the SACP who had tied the ANC 
to “armed struggle”. And it was self-evidently NOT the only option available, nor the best one by far.   

7.4 Weighing the respective causes and actions post-1994 on the scales of “justness” 
It is portrayed as the gospel truth that the ANC fought for a just cause, which justified its choice of 
means and methods, and which furthermore was the only option left after they were banned. But, 
having consideration to all the foregoing evidence: that is not true, is it?  

7.4.1 Was the SACP/ANC’s cause (as reflected in their stated goals) really just? Even a mere 
quick glance at the policy statements put out by the ANC in the seventies and eighties, such as in 
their mouthpiece Sechaba (thus after the militant communist influence had taken effective command 
away from moderates like Chief Albert Luthuli and Rowley Arenstein), shows that the cause that the 
SACP/ANC was then fighting for was not simply to “achieve justice for oppressed black South 
Africans”. They were outspokenly against a negotiated internal settlement that would legitimately 
transition into a multi-party, non-racial liberal democracy with a Western-style free-market  economy. 
Their self-declared aim was much more specific than just achieving racial justice. They wished to 
impose, through a revolutionary people’s war, something very specific, namely a Marxist “people’s 
republic” – a dictatorial one-party state based on a failed economic doctrine. Was that a just cause?  

This stated objective of theirs only changed when Mr. Nelson Mandela, perhaps in seeing the writing 
on the wall for the USSR, had steered the movement away from armed struggle and their aim of 
achieving a one-party Marxist state. Instead, he was willing to negotiate a settlement that would be 
implemented constitutionally, with legitimate institutional continuity, via enabling legislation that had 
to be passed by the pre-existing South African parliament – a change of objective immediately 
welcomed by the white government (with the security and intelligence services playing a vital role in 
the initial bridging talks). 

7.4.2 What was the real cause to which the SAP-SB was dedicated, and was it a “just” one?   
On the other hand, there is the assertion of the “single story” that the SAP-SB was fighting for an 
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unjust cause (namely one of maintaining by brute force a system of white supremacy). This 
supposed gospel truth doesn’t hold up when tested against the plain historical facts and simple logic. 
Were they indeed hell-bent on protecting a colonial legacy inherited from an empire that Afrikaners 
themselves had despised and fought against? If that had truly been their cause, then logically – 
given the overwhelming means available to the security forces – they surely would not have 
facilitated the transition to what, as a self-evident foregone conclusion, had had only one possible 
outcome, namely a black majority government? 

The real cause and task that SAP-SB officers were in fact dedicated to (which corresponded with 
their statutory function within the constitutional framework), was not maintaining a “white 
supremacist” colonial legacy, but to ensure that any political change would come through negotiation 
and not civil war, to be constitutionally and legitimately enacted by the existing parliament of the 
republic. Their task was to guard against the violent imposition, through a bloody revolutionary 
overthrow and destruction of the existing order, of an undemocratic communist dictatorship bound 
to fail economically, and which would have served as proxy to further the interests of the USSR in 
its quest for global domination. In real-world, practical terms, theirs was a holding action, initially 
maintaining the status quo not for the sake of maintaining it into perpetuity, but for the necessary 
window of opportunity to open in the global power equation, that would for the first time enable real 
negotiations to take place (not hamstrung by ideological commitments and debts to foreign powers). 
Thereafter, to protect those negotiations and the subsequent transition against all threats, from left 
or right, working to maintain stability and the public peace that all citizens were entitled to.    

It is historical fact that this is exactly what was in the end achieved – a negotiated, legitimate 
constitutional transition ensuring institutional continuity. With first an enabling interim new 
constitution duly legislated by that very same “white” parliament that had evolved out of imperial 
British colonial rule, into that of the Union and then the Republic of South Africa in 1961. Then, 
following the non-racial elections of 1994, and sitting in the very same chamber, the successor 
parliament (of the non-racial democracy that was agreed upon around the negotiation table by 
representatives of the vast majority of the citizens of the nation), passed the essentially pre-agreed 
new constitution, which has been hailed as a model around the world for a liberal State of Laws. 

That this is the only logical explanation about the real motives of the vast majority of the members 
of the erstwhile security forces – the only sensible interpretation that correlates with the historical 
facts of what actually had transpired on their watch, while they held overwhelming power – should 
be evident. This was in itself a just and honourable defensive cause to serve.  

As said, it is an incontrovertible fact that the members of the former security forces made a truly vital  
contribution in helping achieve that very objective of a negotiated, legitimate democratic transition 
and avoiding a destructive revolutionary take-over by force and the imposition of an alien system 
through the barrel of a gun (as had happened in Vietnam, China, Cuba and the former Portuguese 
territories, to name a few). That is a hugely important achievement, of which the security forces can 
be immensely proud and for which they should in truth be lauded. 

7.4.3 Did the SAP-SB deal justly with the explosive information they possessed, post-1994? 
A last point that speaks to the just cause ethics of the SAP-SB and the former intelligence community 
in general, is to look at how they have dealt with the potentially explosive information that they had 
at their disposal, on the erstwhile revolutionaries. The intelligence community had maintained a 
“central source register”, where the biographical details of everyone who had offered information 
was kept on record (this was centralised, to ensure that sources could not sell the same information 
to different agencies, and to avoid that such reporting received by one agency, then appear to 
confirm itself when offered also to another agency, whilst actually being from one and the same 
source). It goes without saying that the former intelligence community had no shortage of paid 
agents in place and penetration sources within the liberation movements. Operation Vula, for 
example, was thoroughly penetrated practically from the outset, and was allowed to run because it 
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was such an excellent way of seeing all the internal linkages of the ANC and MK unfold. Such 
information, if exploited now in the present political environment, would wreak havoc. Yet never has 
even a hint of who had been on the former intelligence community’s payroll, been leaked. Which 
demonstrates the patriotism, sound ethics, and loyalty to the highest professional norms, of the very 
same people who are now again being depicted as being completely lacking in human decency…  

7.4.4 How did the SAP-SB respond to the TRC, compared to how other parties responded?  
It should also be noted that the TRC in positive manner singled out the SA Police for their co-
operation with its investigations (as opposed to the reticence that the TRC said the ANC and the 
SADF had shown). This willingness to come forward and cooperate does speak of the inherent 
decency of the vast majority of members and their respect for what is law. The Commission stated 
that: “The amnesty applications received from former members of the South African Police (SAP) 
represent an invaluable new source of material. The Commission received many applications from 
serving or retired police officers specifying their role in gross violations of human rights. Some of 
these cases, such as the death in detention of Mr Steve Biko, were well known both at home and 
abroad; others were unknown outside a very small circle of the perpetrators themselves. The 
information contained in amnesty applications revealed a deeper level of truth about the fate of a 
number of individual victims.  

“The Commission received notably fewer amnesty applications from members of the former South 
African Defence Force (SADF), notwithstanding the fact that the SADF was involved in a series of 
regional conflicts over a period of more than fifteen years. Many of these conflicts transgressed the 
‘laws of war’ as laid down in international protocols. The Commission was unable to determine 
whether fewer gross violations are attributable to military personnel than to police officers or 
whether, in the belief that they would be less likely to face future prosecution, military personnel 
were more reticent than police officers in applying for amnesty.  

“Moreover, the Commission found the South African Police Services (SAPS) considerably more 
helpful with regard to the transmission of documents, the identification of former personnel and so 
on than officers of the South African National Defence Force (SANDF). The latter was frequently 
reticent about supplying documents, often imposing unduly severe restrictions and constraints on 
access to military documentation, including the screening of documentary material…  

“With regard to applications for amnesty, the Commission noted that individual applications received 
from personnel of the African National Congress (ANC), some of whom now hold senior positions 
in government, frequently lacked the depth of detail found in police amnesty applications. The 
Commission acknowledged the fact that the ANC’s political leadership accepted collective political 
and moral responsibility for violations committed by its members. However, lack of detail made it 
difficult for researchers to ascertain with precision the role of individual members of the ANC in the 
commission of gross violations of human rights”. (TRC Report Vol 2 Ch 1 National Overview p. 2) 

In talking about the TRC, it should be noted also that the Commission had confirmed in writing its 
conclusion that: “THERE IS LITTLE EVIDENCE OF A CENTRALLY DIRECTED, COHERENT OR 
FORMALLY CONSTITUTED ‘THIRD FORCE’”. This was later born out by Dr. Jeffery’s detailed 
study of the “People’s War” (referred to earlier). So that, contrary to the “single story” that the horrific 
death toll of the last four years of the conflict, during the black-on-black phase, was due to systemic 
security force instigation, there was only ever evidence of isolated instances where individual 
security force members had seemed to side with Inkatha. The true “third force” that had caused 
repeated splits in the black movement in South Africa, leading to the break-away of the PAC, the 
BCM and later the IFP, was the SACP. The security forces, for their part, indisputably served as the 
glue that had held the country together during the fraught negotiation and transition phase, providing 
sufficient stability and acting against those from left and right who had undemocratically threatened 
the process, thereby giving us CODESA, the inauguration of Mr. Mandela as president, and the birth 
a new, non-racial, liberal democratic constitution.          [] 
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ANNEXURE “A”: SAP-SB MEMORANDUM ON FORMATION OF PAC AND LAUNCH OF MK 
(first 8 pages of original SAP Security Branch memo from 1961, detailing SACP’s causal role in events) 
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CHAPTER 8. 

APPLYING SIMPLE LOGIC 

It is axiomatic that people tend to do that which would best serve their own cause and interests. It 
is also true, as the Bible says, that a tree is known by its fruit.  

8.1 The SAP-SB knew propaganda was a key ANC strategy: so how would they logically act? 
Considering that the SAP-SB leadership clearly understood that terrorism is in fact armed 
propaganda (aimed at psychologically achieving a political goal, rather than as such defeating the 
state’s military might in combat) it is logical that the SAP-SB fully comprehended the damage that 
every single incidence of maltreatment of detainees could potentially cause. Since they were mostly 
drawn from the ranks of the detective branch, they also knew very well the South African court 
system, with its essential characteristic of being open to the public and the media and allowing an 
accused – deemed innocent till proven guilty beyond reasonable doubt – full access to the best legal 
representation. Security Branch officers obviously knew that accused persons would even have the 
right to make statements from the dock without needing to be put under oath (and thus not at risk of 
having their allegations tested by the prosecution under cross-examination). Officers most definitely 
also knew that each suspicious case would lead to their minister being questioned in parliament. 

Keeping in mind the axiom about humans always trying to ensure outcomes that would serve their 
own cause and interests, it is self-evidently logical that the SAP-SB had every reason NOT to make 
use of brutish interrogation techniques. 

• Firstly, because it would likely only produce very suspect information (was the detainee 
merely saying what he thought the interrogator wanted to hear, simply in order that the violent 
coercion may stop?).  

• Secondly, because the detainee – if charged in open court – would be sure to try and have 
excluded, any admissions of guilt he had made under duress (as inadmissible under South 
African law).  

• Thirdly, because such illegal interrogation methods  (when exposed) would be hugely 
counter-productive in terms of the political interests of the state and the public image of the 
SAP-SB, especially should a detainee die as a consequence there-of.  

• Fourthly, because the officer committing such acts would be clearly contravening orders and 
would thus place his career at risk, as well as his own liberty (as individuals such as Dirk 
Coetzee and Eugene de Kock found out).  

• And fifthly, because professional investigative and interrogation techniques actually delivered 
far better results than mere brutish coercion, such as “turning” many suspects (who became 
so-called askaris) and obtaining reliable information as well as valid confessions. 

8.2 What had the SACP/ANC to do, to achieve their aims? Discredit the SAP-SB / opposition. 
On the other hand, those who wished to bring to a fall the governing party 
(or the entire state, as then still historically constituted), had every reason 
to portray the SAP-SB as darkly as possible. Using typical “atrocity 
propaganda”. 

In this, existed a clear communality of interests between the English-
language media in South Africa (with their huge impact upon the world 
media) who wished to see the Afrikaner Nationalist government 
discredited. That communality of interest wasn’t necessarily to promote the 
ANC’s ultimate ideological goals, but definitely to put the Nationalist 
government in as bad a light as possible.  

Stating this obvious truth may be wrongly construed as anti-English bias, 
or an attack on the free press. So, let’s be very clear on those core issues. 
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8.3 Simple logic about factual observations regarding the press & the single story created. 
Yes, we have highlighted the role of the local English-language media in the creation of the 
(incomplete) “single story”. But it also was their absolute right to hold and to publish their political 
viewpoint, in a free society. It is recognised that such reporting was not necessarily motivated by a 
will to primarily benefit the ANC, but rather by a party-political desire to negatively portray the then 
government, decrying its policies and also using against it, the deeds of its organs such as the 
security forces – thus reflecting that old adage that “if you want to hit a dog, any stick will do”. Saying 
that, it is recognised that the English-language media on balance served a very worthy cause, by 
defending human rights and being critical of racism – no matter what animosities drove their 
reporting. Lest it appear that the criticism herein is an attack on a free press, it is appropriate that 
the references in this study to the Boer / Brit power struggle and the role of the English-language 
media be put into a logical context – as issues, they aren’t skirted around because the simple truth 
is that they were very powerful historical realities that undeniably had formatively impacted our 
political history.  

Such references should therefore not be seen as modern-day “anti-English” or anti-press sentiment.  

Illustrating this point that history has been presented in the “single story” reflected in the English 
media in an incomplete, one-sided manner, only needs a few examples: for instance, it remains an 
undeniable (yet totally ignored or “silenced”) historical fact that Africa’s first non-racial, liberal 
democracy was the Batavian Republic at the Cape of Good Hope, established in 1803, which had 
accorded civic rights on a colour-blind basis, in a society defined primarily by class rather than race, 
and in which mixed marriages had been quite common (thus a republican model inspired by the 
ideals of the French Revolution and the European Enlightenment). Equally incontrovertibly, that 
initiative was sunk in 1806 by the British invasion and imperial conquest of the Cape, through the 
then immediate imposition of the typical racist colonial regimes that incontestably had existed in all 
the English colonies in North America, Australasia, Asia, and Africa.  

As second example (and the last, not to belabour the point): the British had some three decades 
later abolished slavery, which the Batavian Republic had already proscribed years earlier, but then 
they instituted four years of obligatory “apprenticeship” for freed slaves, followed by Lord Cradock 
as governor of the Cape decreeing that all persons of colour must reside on a “white” farm and have 
a registered labour contract, or otherwise be treated as vagabonds. This was then followed by the 
institution of a “hut tax” as a means to force traditionalists blacks into working in the white economy 
– a tax which rural blacks had to pay in cash, thus obliging them to go out and work for pay in places 
such as the mines – which led to revolts such as the Bambata Rebellion in Natal.   

There is thus a need to distinguish between pious pretence and actual substance when it came to 
the imperial practices. But also, there is a need for comprehending that – as everywhere on earth – 
blood is thicker than water, so that there was an understandable incentive for English-speakers to 
try and “protect their wickets” (so to speak) and try and divert blame, when colonialism and racism 
after the 2nd World War had become anathema around the globe. This is a natural instinct of self-
preservation, deflecting blame that you share, upon others, or inversely trying to accrue glory from 
the deeds of others of your kind, even though you did not participate. It recalls what Mark Weinberg 
had said (as quoted earlier in Chapter 3.7) when he berated modern-day South African Zionists for 
appropriating the deeds of those non-conformist Litvak Jews who had actively participated in anti-
apartheid activities; or, the sad case of the poor English-speaking white lady, who on 16 June 1976 
in Soweto when an angry crowd of youths had cornered her, had cried out: “I’m English! I’m English!” 
– to no avail, unfortunately, as she was killed for the colour of her skin, no matter what tongue she 
spoke… 

In modern times, after the establishment of the Republic of South Africa and thus during the Struggle 
years, English and Afrikaans-speaking white South Africans had rapidly grown closer together in 
political outlook and shared loyalty to the country (no longer to “home” – England), as evidenced in 
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the results of white elections and referenda, as well as their service side-by-side in the security 
forces. Young English-speaking South Africans had played a very significant part in the SADF’s 
successes in the “Border War”, through their compulsory national service – which the vast majority 
had performed with the same dedication and patriotic pride as Afrikaans-speakers.  

It is calculated that the National Party in the first non-racial election of 1994, had won more than 
two-thirds of the votes of the whites, the so-called Coloured and the South African Indian 
communities (as well as more than ten percent of the Black vote – as opposed to the ANC winning 
just 0.05% of the white vote) which had made the National Party the most racially representative 
party in that election, by far. Boer / Brit history is therefore just that – history. A historic reality that 
needs to be considered for its huge and undeniable impact, but which nowadays largely is a relic of 
the past, with no need or wish to fight those battles all over again.  

After all, it is a fact that, at their core, the modern-day Anglo-Saxon English and the Afrikaners stem 
from the self-same, rather small original genetic and linguistic pool in North-West Europe, so that 
Afrikaans is far and away the closest language to English. Both in vocabulary and in grammar, since 
both have (in their modernization) similarly deviated from the typical Indo-European template by 
outgrowing grammatical constructs such as gender and the heavy conjugation of verbs. To illustrate 
– the phrase: “My hand is in warm water” is identical in English and Afrikaans, and even when 
converted into past tense: “My hand was in warm water”. 

It also bears repeating, with emphasis, that an investigative free press is an essential guardian 
of the rights of the individual in any society. The Afrikaans press had largely failed to hold the feet 
of the then white (Afrikaner) government to the fire, especially as regards the practical implications 
and human consequences of its policies, because of its own anti-English political bias (which, if 
anything, was as strong as that of the English-language media – just in the opposite direction: a 
good example of which, is the fact that Die Transvaler daily, then edited by Dr. Verwoerd, didn’t 
carry a single mention of the 1947 visit by the British royal family to South Africa). In international 
terms, though, the practical reality was that the local English-language press had enjoyed an 
enormous uptake of their reporting in the world’s English-language media, from where it was taken 
up around the globe – whereas the Afrikaans-language media had enjoyed insignificant replication 
abroad. 

The “single story” or “silencing of history” problem with the typical thrust of the then reporting by the 
English-language media wasn’t therefore what they were revealing about the South African 
government and its agencies, nor that they were doing so (which was necessary and legitimate to 
do) but that they were selective, thus incomplete and not even-handed. For example, certainly not 
serving the victims of the ANC’s self-admitted brutality in its own detention centres. Therefore, an 
incomplete “single story” was born, with important facets of history “silenced”, exactly as described 
by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie and Michel Rolph Trouillot, as quoted earlier. Adichie’s initial view 
of Mexicans would have been formed quite differently if she could have accessed the large Spanish-
language media in the USA and read how they portrayed Mexicans / Mexico and immigrants, instead 
of having been entirely dependent on the “single story” reporting of the English-language media 
there. Similarly, an international audience with access to Afrikaans-language reporting would 
probably not have given credence to all that the English-language media had been contributing to 
the “single story” about the SAP-SB. 

In any event, Afrikaans-speakers should not be too thin-skinned about things such as the declaration 
of Apartheid as a “crime against humanity”. This has now morphed, so that in the Draft Code of 
Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind adopted by the International Law Commission 
on first and second readings in respectively 1991 and 1996, there’s no longer any exclusive 
reference to South Africa and in article 18(f) “institutionalized racial discrimination” became a 
species of crime against humanity – which most humans would and should agree with. “Apartheid” 
has thus now become short-hand for any “institutionalized racial discrimination” anywhere, as a 
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species of crimes against humanity, under both customary international law and the 1998 Rome 
Statute of the International Criminal Court. One can but wonder how long it will be before colonialism 
(the subjugation and subsequent control and exploitation of a foreign territory and people by force, 
against their will), will be recognised as a crime against humanity as well…  

On the timeline of modern history, White Afrikaner-ruled South Africa had just happened to come 
under the international spotlight at the exact moment that colonialism and its essentially racist 
underpinnings had come to the surface in the consciousness of the world (due, of course, to a moral 
awakening in the West after the horrors of Nazism, but egged on as well by the propaganda 
expertise of the communist block at the height of the Cold War, and the visibility of the ongoing black 
Civil Rights struggle in the USA). Afrikaners can rest assured that the whites of North America and 
Europe are now themselves very much under that same spotlight for their own colonial racist past, 
as evidenced by the Black Lives Matter movement, Rhodes Must Fall in the U.K. and the global 
condemnation of “white supremacy”, plus the campaigns for reparations to be paid for colonialism 
and slavery, and for all symbols of imperial conquest to be torn down.  

On the other hand, that narrative is also seriously at risk of becoming a “single story” of the often 
brutal exploitation that indeed had occurred, but which does not reference the fact that many 
practical benefits had accrued because of colonialism, through the transfer of knowledge and skills 
and by means of direct foreign investment. (Although apologists for empire are seriously wrong, 
when they suggest that only thanks to colonialism could third-world countries advance – Japan was 
never colonised, and neither was Thailand, nor China in full, and they don’t seem to be lagging 
behind in the stone age; humans over the millennia have proven themselves extremely adept at 
observing and assimilating advances made by others, without needing to have been conquered and 
subjugated first). 

Rest assured that white South Africa’s vilification was just the beginning of a historic global trend 
that’s certain to intensify, and which will most likely hit the Old World far harder in the long run. 

The last but probably most important application of common logic relates to the outcomes that we 
all know as historical fact to have resulted from the internal political conflict. The negotiations that 
the security forces had pleaded for, were initiated after the Soviet Union’s support for the ANC had 
fallen away and the existential threat from communism (that Afrikaners and whites in general had 
felt themselves to have been under) thus had ceased to exist.  

8.4  Apply your own logic to these basic questions. 
A valuable exercise is to apply your own logic, as reader, to these basic questions: 

• What would the already-bloody transition phase have looked like without the stabilising 
presence of the SAP-SB and the security forces? 

• Who would have held the right-wing extremists in check? 

• Could true negotiations without preconditions (such as insistence on a Marxist people’s 
republic) really have been held before the USSR dropped out as supporter of the ANC? 

• Would the secret initiatives to convert the USSR away from the ANC and to set up back-
channel negotiations (initiatives that were undertaken by the intelligence community) have 
been initiated if the intelligence leadership didn't favour a negotiated solution? 

• Would the politicians (of both sides) have negotiated, if not for the persuasive intelligence 
input and pressure from the security forces? (Would the ANC have abandoned armed 
struggle / a people’s republic? The NP their policy of constellation of tribal states?). 

• The other side of the coin: if the ANC had earlier freed itself from the ideology of the SACP / 
USSR and armed struggle (i.e., had earlier indicated a willingness to negotiate in the manner 
in which they eventually did), would not a solution have been reached earlier? 

• Regarding “just cause” – is it correct to say that the SACP/ANC merely resisted the racist 
oppression of the non-white peoples, or did they have very specific goals in mind, and 
precisely defined methods planned, to achieve a particular ideology-driven outcome? 
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• Was the specific goal worked towards by the SACP/ANC (a Marxist people’s republic) and 
the particular strategy they had adopted (a Moscow-backed guerrilla war) truly “just”, both as 
cause and as method? 

• Was there truly “no other option left” in 1961, than to decide to resort to armed struggle in the 
form of a guerrilla war? 

• Would the white government have been able to obtain and retain Western support, had Chief 
Luthuli’s vision prevailed, instead of the ANC having been lured into Moscow’s bed? 

• Did the ANC-MK’s brand of armed struggle in any significant manner contribute to South 
Africa’s constitutional transformation, or was the negotiated settlement largely due to 
pressure that emanated from strategies that indeed always had remained available as 
options, such as the mass mobilisation by the BCM and later UDF/MDM, labour action, and 
campaigns to isolate white South Africa internationally and apply economic pressure? 

• Looking at the “scoreboard”: whose model won – those seeking to impose a people’s republic, 
or those who had stood firm for Western values, multi-party democracy and free markets?  

• If it was indeed policy to wantonly kill and destroy lives (as opposed to bringing suspects to 
court) and if the police were indeed such brutally efficient, ruthless murderers, then – over 
the span of 35 years – would there not have been an unimaginably higher score of deaths 
run up, with many more people still searching for missing relatives? (As with Plan Condor). 

Perhaps more esoterically, yet valid as a revealing intellectual exercise, ask yourself:    

• If the Batavian Republic could have continued in existence (i.e., if there had been no 1806 
British conquest of the Cape), what would be the likely nature of Southern Africa today? 

• If South Africa had had British rule from the start in 1652 (with no Afrikaans whites, just 
English – like Rhodesia) would non-whites likely have received equal political rights any 
earlier? (remembering what had in fact happened in Australia, Canada, the USA and 
Rhodesia); and what would the chances have been of a genocide such as that which had 
decimated the indigenous populations in North America and Australia, instead having 
happened here as well? 

Once the negotiations and the piloting through the existing parliament of the enabling legislation for 
a non-racial election started, it was self-evident that a black majority government would be elected. 
For four years that transition lasted, during which time its eventual success was as dependent on 
the security forces providing stability, as on a meeting of minds around the negotiation table. During 
all of this time, the security forces had held an overwhelming advantage in the balance of physical 
power.  They could literally at any time have intervened, or even staged a coup – if they were truly 
the dyed-in-the-wool racists that the “single story” allege. In actual fact, though, they became the 
guarantors of the process, and made the swearing-in of Mr. Mandela as South Africa’s first black 
president possible (see the police generals flanking the new president, below). There is no logic that 
can explain this, if the assumption is allowed to stand that they were violent white supremacists.   [] 
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CHAPTER 9 

HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE RENEWED STIGMATIZATION 

It is common cause that the main parties to the South African peace accords, principally the ANC 
and the former National Party white government, had intended that the atrocities committed by both 
sides during the Struggle (whilst not to be forgotten), should be forgiven for the sake of national 
reconciliation, with amnesty to be accorded by the TRC, in terms of an agreed process. Around 
1,500 amnesties were in fact accorded, among others to security force members and to the likes of 
the ANC mastermind of the Church Street car bomb. For two decades since, no legal actions had 
been instituted by the state in relation to suspected crimes committed during the Struggle, by either 
side, which strengthens the assumption that the policy was to reconcile rather than to be vindictive.  

Now, however, a special investigative unit and a special prosecutorial team are said to be focusing 
exclusively on some 53 cases of suspected atrocities allegedly committed by former security force 
members. Why? Why now? Why only one side? 

It is evident that this kind of decision is highly political in nature, which means that the powers-that-
be are now finding it politically expedient to launch such an initiative. Is it due to increased pressure 
from bereaved families? That pressure appears to have been constant, throughout. Which leads 
one to the conclusion – particularly since it is only atrocities on the “white” side that is now being 
focussed on – that such prosecutions are politically intended to “balance” the criminal prosecutions 
that the current government may feel obliged to institute against black politicians of the opposing 
faction within the ANC (for corruption, and perhaps insurrection). Lest claims be made that these 
black comrades are being persecuted whilst “apartheid-era” whites remain free.  

There are other significant political reasons as well, for the party now in power to feel the need to 
remind our overwhelmingly young electorate (considering that everyone over 35 effectively don’t 
have any own memory of having lived under the Old Order) of why they as voters need to still feel 
thankful to the ANC – thereby to try and counter the everyday evidence of corruption, 
maladministration, and poor service delivery that voters see around them.  

It is significant that voters are increasingly differentiating between the hated previous racist political 
dispensation (as had been inherited by the equally anti-imperial Afrikaner Nationalist government, 
from the British colonial system) and the exemplary efficiency of the bureaucracy under that system, 
of which the police force was part.  

Whereas the political system within which the then police force had to operate was and is rightly 
perceived as highly racially discriminatory, there is now a general sense among the black public that 
the services such as health care, as well as the protection against crime that was provided to one 
and all by that old police force, was orders of magnitude better than that now being provided by the 
SAPS. Corruption was virtually unheard of then, and efficiency of investigation and prosecution of 
criminals was at simply another level altogether, to what the public must now suffer. Academic 
papers are being written about “apartheid nostalgia” among residents of Soweto. The U.S. 
Embassy’s country security report for South Africa openly states that: “…the public mistrusts police 
and sees them as corrupt” and then quotes: “According to the Ethics Institute’s recent South Africa 
Citizen’s Bribery Survey, 37% of respondents knew someone who had been asked to pay a bribe in 
the past year”. The public’s loss of faith in the current SAPS and the ANC government’s ability to 
curb crime, can also be seen in the huge expansion of public reliance on private security firms, who 
now count five times more officers than the SAPS have. 

This perception that administration and service provision was better, prior to 1994, is not limited to 
policing – Dr. Kgosi Letlape, who recently left the position of president of the Health Professions 
Council of South Africa (HPCSA), has repeatedly stated publicly that the health care system for all 
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citizens was significantly better under Apartheid than now, with it then having been better even than 
current private health care in South Africa.  

An Afrobarometer poll of 2002 had already then found a consensus among black and white that 
Apartheid South Arica was better run. Overall, the polls showed that about 60 percent of South 
Africans felt the country was better run under apartheid, with both blacks and whites rating the ANC 
government less trustworthy, more corrupt, less able to enforce the law and less able to deliver 
government services than its white predecessor. Similar findings emerged out of a survey done for 
the Eastern Cape government. Since then, commissioning this kind of enquiry has of course quickly 
gone out of fashion (given its “politically incorrect” findings) but it would be logical to assume that – 
after the brazen corruption of the Zuma years and the further collapse of local government and state-
run enterprises – the feeling of deception with the quality of current services would be even more 
marked now, than twenty years ago (as attested to by the results of the November 2021 local 
authority elections, where the ANC has nationally dipped below 50% and lost control of practically 
all of the major metropoles).  

Among the most telling statistics about South Africa’s accelerating economic decline under the ANC, 

are that (in terms of size of economy compared to the rest of the world), we have sunk back from 

23rd largest in 1980, to 33rd currently (as measured i.t.o. GDP). For the average citizen, per capita 

GDP is even more telling: there we have sunk from 46th place to 91st, internationally. Our currency 

is also now only worth 1/24th of what it was to the US Dollar in 1970, with the graph below showing 

how the decline corresponds with politics: 

 

An interesting article was recently published by well-known economist Dawie Roodt of Efficient 

Group under the title: A Picture Story – the Legacy of a Destructive ANC. https://tinyurl.com/yf6jxpvt  

Here is a selection of graphs from the article that visually portray South Africa’s economic decline 

and public perceptions in that regard (they speak for themselves): 

 

https://tinyurl.com/yf6jxpvt
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In a recently published survey of the world’s 365 most important ports, the World Bank rated South 

Africa’s once excellent harbour facilities at the very bottom of their list.  

 

The International Postal Union has rated the South African Post Office as worse than that of 

Nigeria. 
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The provision of jobs prior to 1994 are also 

seen to have been better then. The United 

Nations University recently published the 

adjacent comparative statistics about job 

durability in South Africa before and after 

1994, which are self-explanatory.  

For the current governing party to appeal to 
the electorate based on its post-1994 track 
record in government, is therefore a 
decidedly hard sell – what it needs to appeal 
to, is its historic role in the liberation 
struggle, painting the past (which most of its 
voters didn’t actually live through) as darkly 
as possible, in order to enhance its image as “liberator”. In that context, it is therefore now politically 
opportune to rake up as extensive a litany of alleged “crimes” by the “racist, brutish SAP-SB” as can 
be conjured. 

With its record in government (and considering their reverses suffered in the 2021 local authority 
elections) it seems self-evident why politicians of the ruling party find it politically necessary and 
expedient to now again focus attention away from the present, back to their single “claim to fame”.  

It also serves another, less mentioned political objective, namely to keep one of South Africa’s 
potentially most impactful tribes – the Afrikaner – internally divided along racial lines (between 
“brown” and “white”) and psychologically on the back-foot. Just as the Germans have been for 
decades, after their support at the ballot box in the 1930’s for Nazism under Adolf Hitler. 

Understanding these political expedients now driving the renewed urge to prosecute former SAP-
SB members, the purpose of this present article is not to try and absolve those few members who, 
against clear policy guidelines and the strictures of the law, had committed unpardonable atrocities. 
It is also not intended to defend individuals who, for whatever reason, had not availed themselves 
of the opportunity to seek amnesty or had refrained from cooperating to the point that amnesty was 
denied. Families do indeed need closure. The law must take its course. However, the bias that’s 
evident in the State’s prosecuting authority now focusing only on members of one group, the SAP-
SB (who, weighed i.t.o. the greater scale of things, followed appropriate doctrines and committed 
far, far fewer atrocities than their adversaries), is obvious.  

The statistics clearly demonstrate (considering that there usually are some bad apples in any 
basket), that the number of all-cause deaths in SAP-SB detention over the 30 years of the armed 
struggle was exceedingly low: officially just 67, rising to 88 if secret killings and body disposals are 
included. Each, of course, is a tragedy. But the “single story” of a uniquely brutal SAP-SB is clearly 
not the whole truth, especially when measured against the “some 900” deaths that the ANC has 
admitted to in its camps outside South Africa, or the 672 political opponents killed inside South Africa 
by ANC/UDF sympathisers by means of burning them alive between 1986-1987, or even just the 
214 people who have died in only the year 2019, in the detention of the new S.A. Police Service 
(not even to talk any further about the hundreds who died in police detention in places like Australia, 
or the tens of thousands killed internationally by conservative governments during the Cold War 
under Plan Condor, or the tens of millions killed by communist forces during that same era).  

Keeping in mind the lessons that the July 2021 unrest in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng has imparted 
again about the potential for unchecked violence in South Africa to quickly run up a huge score (360 
in less than a week), plus remembering the carnage that had occurred during the black-on-black 
violence in the lead-up to the first multi-racial elections of 1994, it seems reasonable and balanced 
that we should not only be recognising (as we rightly do) the bravery and dedication of those who 
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had sacrificed so much over the course of the Struggle to liberate our country from its colonial, racist 
heritage. Should we not be recognising, also, those who had protected us from the scourge of a 
one-party, communist dictatorship with its parallel of a failed economy? 

Far from trying to polish our complex and deeply divided South African past, what I wish to aver in 
this study – doing so strongly, clearly, factually, and proudly – is that the S.A. Police Security Branch, 
as institution, never had succumbed to the outrageous expedients of the “dirty wars” waged by state 
agencies in Latin America and elsewhere in the 3rd World, as done there with American 
encouragement and support. The SAP-SB instead strove to maintain stability and law and order 
whilst challenged by a bitter revolutionary struggle that was inspired by the inflammatory Marxist 
doctrine of “power grows from the barrel of the gun”, in the midst of the no-holds-barred global power 
struggle that was the Cold War.  

It is a fact of life, though, that this essentially political decision to now prosecute again, is a given. A 
reality, whatever one may think of it. As such, it is for the conscience of those who are now wielding 
power… But the people in general are not blind; they see this, and they recognise political 
expediency, and they also clearly understand what that means i.t.o. true commitment to national 
reconciliation. 

Contrast it with the following: Irish Taoiseach (prime minster) Micheál Martin, who was a historian 
before he became a politician, on 2 October 2021 told a conference marking the centenary of the 
Anglo-Irish Treaty (which in 1921 had brought an end to the Anglo-Irish War of Independence), that 
Ireland had developed an approach to commemorating the past which shows a “shared pride” 
despite having once been on strongly opposing sides (as during the War of Independence, as well 
as over the course of the Irish Civil War, which had followed on the signing of the peace treaty with 
Britain). Mr. Martin expressed his pride in the fact that “we have shown respect for the complexity 
of the past”. Perhaps most tellingly, he remarked that “…the State’s task is to encourage a reflective 
and reconciliatory tone that recognises that neither side had a monopoly on either atrocity or virtue.”  

Isn’t our national motto that our strength lies in uniting our diverse people? ( !ke e: /xarra //ke in 
the Bushmen language). Isn’t that how we won three rugby world cups?                 [] 

 
                                                                                                              (photo credit: SkySport) 
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CHAPTER 10. 

CONCLUSIONS 

10.1. The Security Forces worked to protect constitutionally legitimate political processes.  
The central truth about South Africa’s internal conflict between 1960 and 1990, was that the Security 
Forces had easily prevailed against the armed challenge that had been launched against the state 
(as also confirmed by the earlier-quoted Red Cross / ICRC report). The Security Force successes 
had forced the ANC to the negotiation table. As Colin Bundy had said in South Africa’s ANC in Exile: 
“By the late 1980s, it was clear to the apartheid regime that it could not defeat or ignore the ANC 
but must enter negotiations with the organization. Equally, it was clear to the exiled leadership of 
the ANC that armed struggle relying on Soviet bloc funding was no longer feasible. Negotiations, 
and not military victory or seizure of power, was the only available option”.  

In addition to the evident impossibility of forcing a military solution mentioned above by Bundy, 
particularly on the part of the revolutionary forces after they had lost the support of the USSR, there 
was however another important paradigm shift that was introduced by Messrs. Mandela and De 
Klerk. They had both understood that the conflict wasn’t uniquely being driven by ideological ideals 
that the parties were trying to pro-actively impose, but that – at its most fundamental – it was rather 
a case of the conflict being driven by what each side was dead set upon defending against. From 
the non-white side, there was absolute determination to resist any system based on racist white 
supremacy. On the white side (supported by many Coloureds, Indians and Blacks) there was equal 
determination to oppose the imposition of an undemocratic Marxist people’s republic.  De Klerk and 
his government realised (as their own intelligence community had been pointing out, ever since 
adopting a national intelligence approach instead of a state security approach) that it was the racist 
system that caused the non-whites to rise against the racially-defined state. Mandela, in turn, 
realised that it was the ANC’s stated intention to impose a Marxist people’s republic that caused 
those attached to Judeo-Christian values to fight with all their might against such an outcome. Both 
then decided to abandon their respective earlier ideological positions and come to the negotiation 
table with an open mind, to reach accord on the modalities of an own South African version of a 
non-racist, state-of-laws, liberal democratic, free market new constitution – which agreement was 
duly reached and supported by practically all South Africans of every stripe. 

But, as the SAIRR’s Dr. Anthea Jeffery had made clear, the politicians in government had lost the 
propaganda battle and thus had lost the political “war”, and consequently made heavy weather of 
the detailed negotiations because of the psychological overhang of the propaganda war won by the 
other side. The pen truly was proven to have been mightier than the sword… 

Knowing the complexity of our past and giving credit where due, it would seem that everyone should 
realise that the cause of national reconciliation and the objective truth requires us to also recognise 
and appreciate the positive role of the then South African security forces (and particularly the SAP-
SB as key frontline player among them). The latter institution, first and foremost for its principled 
operational doctrine of working within the law and via the courts. Especially when considering that 
security forces of governments elsewhere in the world had instead unrestrainedly chosen to unleash 
the disproportionate force that they possessed, as if justified by the imperatives of the Cold War. 
This the SAP-SB never did. Otherwise, if the fight-fire-with-fire route had been chosen, South Africa 
could truly have seen an unparalleled bloodbath… 

Judging a tree by its fruit, shouldn’t the SAP-SB also by rights be recognised for having helped 
significantly to make possible the transition to a non-racial democracy, by standing firm against 
political violence from the left as well as the right and helping to ensure the essential stability which 
that transition so desperately needed?  
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Otherwise, the delicate South African tree likely never would have been able to bear the fragile fruit 
of a non-racial democracy. 

Yet clearly this kind of even-handedness is not forthcoming. Not with the “single story” that was 
nourished. Quite the opposite… 

10.2 The threat of prosecutions will NOT work, to elicit information that can bring closure. 
Threatening people who possibly hold valuable information (but which may incriminate themselves) 
with criminal prosecution is the surest way to make them clam up that can be imagined. 

It is human that they will not divulge such information if the sword of incarceration is held over their 
heads – especially since they will know how difficult it will be to prove such cases in unbiased courts, 
after so many decades. They will also be less than inclined to cooperate, if they perceive that they 
are the only ones being targeted, with the other side’s perpetrators remaining blissfully unmolested. 

The likely outcome of such attempted prosecutions will be a re-run of what had happened two 
decades ago when the first such trials were heard, and invariably led to the failure of the prosecution 
in court (which is really why these cases were then abandoned – certainly not because of some 
nefarious machinations by the Thabo Mbeki administration in cahoots with the former white 
government). The net result will then be greatly sharpened polarisation instead of reconciliation, but 
with no practical dividends to show – no convictions, and no concrete new information that can afford 
closure to bereaved families. 

It is a moral obligation to still try and establish such facts and provide the closure that families justly 
request, but there is also a duty to the country to do so in a manner that will reconcile, not polarize, 
as well as a common sense duty to not do things that – in both practical and legal terms – are highly 
unlikely to work. It is time now to put on thinking caps and come up with an agreed methodology 
that can ensure cooperation, instead of sterile confrontation. In this regard, any lawyer will attest to 
the reality that – after so many decades – the only way to prove criminal cases of this kind, would 
be to obtain statements from the secondary participants in these alleged crimes, against the principal 
accused. Such participants in crime (who will still be liable for prosecution, if not given indemnity in 
exchange for them turning state witnesses) will not participate if they aren’t offered such protection 
against prosecution – so that the bulk of those involved, will in practice still have to be “amnestied” 
in order to have any hope whatsoever of successfully prosecuting a very few.  

If the goal is truly to reach closure (and not to posture politically) then there are other legal means 
with much better chance for obtaining co-operation and thus success, than criminal prosecutions 
could ever offer. Isn’t it time to explore those, rather than risk polarisation and egg on the face, when 
the prosecutions contemplated almost inevitably fail?  

10.3 Your final verdict.  
So, what conclusions should you as reader arrive at about the SAP-SB as elite institution, 
considering all the evidence now placed before you (all the negative things that have been said of 
the SAP-SB over many years in certain sections of the media, versus all that you’ve now read 
here?). Why are they so uniquely being targeted? The SAP-SB was of course a logical focal point 
of a war that was in essence one of propaganda, because they were in fact the key stumbling block 
for the ANC, more so than the military (just as the police’s Koevoet counter-insurgency unit in 
Namibia was pound for pound the more effective force there, and thus the most vilified).  

To understand the difference in post-1994 treatment reserved for ex-military versus ex SAP-SB, it 
should be noted that the SADF had consisted essentially of conscripts, inclusive of a substantial 
proportion of English-speaking young men, with the military thus touching practically every white 
family (making it difficult for the media to attack them in the same politically biased manner). The 
SAP-SB, on the other hand, was a volunteer career unit, and historically overwhelmingly Afrikaans.  
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In this conclusion, it is important to pull all the loose strings identified above together now, in order 
to answer the key question: why has the SAP-SB as institution, seemingly been left to carry the 
can, all on its own, for the wrongs indisputably committed under colonialism and “Apartheid”? When 
that latter name tag in truth referenced a colonial, racist system that had applied in all of the former 
British Empire, up to the 1960’s? When, on balance of logic and the statistical evidence (as set out 
above) the SAP-SB was probably less prone to evil-doing than other participants in South Africa’s 
internal political power struggle? Or elsewhere, during the Cold War? Why would a grandchild of a 
former SAP-SB officer now researching that era, only find overwhelming evidence in the public 
domain that seemingly singles out the institution and its officers as the prime (and practically the 
only) wrong-doers? A “single story”, in other words? 

One part of the answer lies in the essential nature of the political conflict, which was first and 
foremost propaganda driven. It was essential for the ANC to paint the single most important 
stumbling block in its way to a revolutionary take-over of the political power, the SAP-SB, as 
negatively as possible. In this it had the ear of a segment of the media that – because of its 
antagonism to the government of the day – served as a message multiplier. Focusing on individual 
incidents that rightly provoked revulsion and thus made good copy, extrapolating from those 
incidents to tar the entire institution (and government) without covering all sides with equal gusto 
and without providing a holistic, balanced assessment of the conflict. A media segment that, 
linguistically and culturally, had the ear and affinity of the international media, where an excellent 
propaganda campaign directed by Leftist activists was creating a receptive audience. A hugely 
important “power source”, therefore, for the “single story”. 

The other part of the answer to why the SAP-SB seems to be singled out for opprobrium, is to be 
found in what happened after 1994, particularly with the evidence presented to the TRC. Four 
distinct strategies had emerged among the main protagonists of the conflict, regarding how to 
engage with the TRC process (this assessment is offered here without malice, as a simple reflection 
of historic reality). How those strategies played out, effectively determined how South Africa’s 
internal conflict would be documented for posterity. In other words, it largely determined what 
modern-day researchers will find, in official archives and in media reporting of the era, as 
authoritative and seemingly representative of what had occurred. Because by presenting evidence 
to the TRC, police applicants for amnesty not only gave information to the TRC – they gave it to the 
official public archives and to an eager media, thereby effectively shaping the historical record. 
Particularly since the other three sets of protagonists studiously avoided truly engaging with the 
TRC. (Those who applied individually for amnesty – as they each had to, i.t.o. how the system was 
structured – by doing so, also effectively pleaded guilty to crimes that they in effect self-reported).  

The strategies vis-a-viz presenting evidence to the TRC as adopted by the white government 
politicians, the ANC, the SADF and the police, were very different. The former three seem to have 
understood what the consequence would be, in terms of the historical record and thus public 
perceptions, of washing their dirty linen so publicly. The white politicians had adopted a hands-off, 
wait-and-see attitude of essentially “we weren’t involved in the dirty nitty-gritty”. The ANC had 
astutely opted for a “collective admission of guilt” approach, backed by carefully prepared, heavily 
contextualized joint submissions. The SADF, for its part, largely stone-walled the Commission, 
maintaining institutionally a well-coordinated, united front.  

The SAP-SB’s then leadership, on the other hand (perhaps conditioned by the policeman’s ingrained 
respect for the law and for authority) had seemed to have sought future protection in acquiring 
amnesty, which obliged individual officers to “spill the beans”. As the TRC itself admitted (see quotes 
above) the result of these strategies by the white politicians, the ANC and SADF, was that effectively 
only the SAP-SB’s confessions came to make up the public historical record. Because of the 
individual nature of applications for amnesty, the (inevitable?) perception was also created that the 
Police/SAP-SB leadership were just looking out for their own personal interests. No support was 
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forthcoming from the erstwhile white political leadership that had governed the country either, whose 
policies the SAP-SB had been duty-bound to implement. 

It was thus a case of the SAP-SB members, in their effort to make the TRC process work for them, 
having uniquely placed their own misdeeds in great and gory detail under the media spotlight and 
into the historical record, with no counterbalancing evidence entering it regarding the roles of the 

other main protagonists such as the government luminaries, nor the ANC 
leadership or that of the SADF. As is well illustrated by this photo (taken 
during a TRC hearing) of an unidentified SAP-SB officer (whose face we’ve 
hidden) dutifully demonstrating to the Commission and the attendant 
media, how the internationally used “bag-over-the-head” method of 
interrogation was applied… 

Perhaps the most telling question that you as reader could answer for 
yourself, is whether you would have preferred to have been an anti-
government activist who somehow had ended up in the hands of the SAP-
SB to be judged by the courts of law, or whether you would rather have 

been a political opponent of the ANC who during the “People’s War” had somehow ended up in the 
hands of the revolutionaries, to be judged by their necklacing “people’s courts”? 

What a propaganda war requires in its aftermath (thus, once a “single story” image of horror has 
been successfully established and tagged onto some entity), is a lightning conductor that will deviate 
the blame from the other participants whose hands were equally or perhaps even more dirty. The 
SAP-SB now serves that purpose for all other sides involved in a conflict in which there clearly was 
so much blame that could be pinned on all sides. Making the SAP-SB now carry the collective sins 
of all, distracts the attention away from the ANC’s culpability for a gruesome people’s war. It takes 
the limelight off the white politicians who then governed, as well as off the erstwhile military for the 
goings-on in, for example, the neighbouring states and their CCB. 

I would posit that, as with the Biblical Azazel, the SAP-SB now serves as that quintessential 
scapegoat, upon whose back all the sins of the nation are loaded before it is chased into the 
wilderness, in order to absolve the rest… 

    

 

10.4  “War inevitably is a comedy of errors”. 
Looking at the internal conflict that South Africa went through (which fortunately was limited in scale) 
it is hard to avoid the conclusion that – as the saying goes – wars are comedies of errors. The ANC 
played into the white government’s hand with its communist-driven switch to armed struggle (which 
permitted the white government to position itself for Western support in the Cold War context – a 
war that the ANC’s Moscow sponsor resoundingly lost). The white government played into the ANC’s 
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hand by not recognising early enough that its overtly race-based policies were fuelling the ANC’s 
successful appeal to liberal media and world opinion.  

As regards the “war” itself (such as it was), the armed struggle was convincingly won by the white 
government, just as Rowley Arenstein had predicted, due to the level of existential threat perception 
that the ANC’s posturing had created among whites, thereby uniting them, and motivating them to 
win, lest they be annihilated.  

But just as in the case of the 2nd Anglo-Boer War, military victory wasn’t enough. The “loser” of that 
long-ago military contest, the Afrikaner, emerged as the main beneficiary of the political accord that 
liberated both sides to that armed conflict from the burden of carrying on with it (with Afrikaners 
ruling a united South Africa for almost a century there-after). The ANC similarly lost the armed 
contest, and their preferred constitutional model of a people’s republic lost out completely against 
the white preference for a liberal democracy. Yet, as party political movement they emerged as the 
apparent main beneficiary (for the moment still) of the system which the political accord that 
eventually brought the conflict under control, had put in place. 

Because the National Party politicians, bereft of the intellectual input that before they had enjoyed 
from the former intelligence community, saw fit to walk out of what had been the true goal i.t.o. the 
Pretoria game plan: namely, the government of national unity…  

In the end, though, one would hope that the model system that emerged from the conflict and the 
negotiations that resolved it, will endure, to the benefit of all of South Africa. It seems self-evident, 
that the loser of the “armed struggle” (who lost with the bullet, but won at the ballot), should count 
their blessings now, and not try and fiddle with that accord – because trying to fundamentally change 
its terms unilaterally, could in effect mean that they choose again (as they did in 1960/61) to ignite 
a polarising conflict that could once again lead to a violent contest for power, which they have to 
seriously ask themselves whether they could this time win… Of that, the destruction wrought in 
KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng in July 2021, should be an ample reminder. 

.o0o. 
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Policemen rendering first-aid, black-on-black violence, KwaMashu, Durban, in run-up to elections.  
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PART TWO: AGGREGATION OF ANC-MK ACTS OF VIOLENCE 1960 - 1994 
 

• LIST OF MK OPERATIONS 

1960’s 
1960’s 190 acts from 1961 to July 1963 

 1960s Details are not available, but it is estimated that the MK High 
Command co-ordinated over 190 acts of sabotage between October 1961 
and July 1963. There were no deaths or injuries. 

  

 

1976 – 1982 
From 1976 to 1982 150 attacks were reported 

 1976: Note: a study by Tom Lodge of the University of the Witwatersrand 
estimated that there were 150 MK attacks between 1976 - 1982 

  

 30/11/76 Skirmish with SAP: Eastern Transvaal Two SAP killed as 
arrested cadres escape custody, throwing grenade into SAP vehicle 

 2 SAP KIA 

 

1977: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
Incident Attack 

on 
SAP 

Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack 
on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private, 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Attack SAR   SAR      

Skirmish  SAP      2 civilians killed 2 MK arrested 
1 MK condemned 
to gallows 

SAP Attacked SAP        

Damage    SAR      

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA  

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA 2 SAP injured 

Attack SAP      1 SAP Askari KIA  

Skirmish  SAP      3 MK KIA 1 SAP injured 

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA 1 SAP injured 

Attack   SAR     1 Train driver 
injured 

Attack SAP        

 

1977: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children 

injured in action 

Attack on SAP 8 1 SAP Askari KIA 
2 Civilians KIA 

4 SAP injured 

Attack on SAR 3  1 Train driver injured 

MK  6 MK KIA 2 MK Arrested 
1 Sentenced to death 

 

1977: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
"list of known MK operations". In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably "false flag" operations. 
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 07/03/77 Pretoria restaurant destroyed by bomb - no details   

 25/11/77 Bomb explodes at Carlton Centre, Johannesburg; 14 injured. 
3 

  

 0/11/77 Bomb explodes on Pretoria bound train 
 

  

 14/12/77 Bomb explodes in Benoni station  
 

  

 22/12/77 Unexploded bomb found in OK Bazaars, Roodepoort   

 

1978: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
 

Incident Attack 
on 
SAP 

Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack 
on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

SAP       1 state witness 
killed 

 

Skirmish       2 SAP KIA  

SAP 
Attacked 

        

SAP 
Skirmish  

        

Bantu Affairs       1 Civilian killed 3 civ injured 

SAP 
Ambushed 

       2 SAP 
Wounded 

State witness          1 became state 
witness 

Attack on 
SAP 

      1 SAP KIA  

Attack on 
BOSS 

      1 BOSS KIA  

Bomb attack    Soweto     

 

1978: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children 

injured in action 

State witness killed 1   

Attacks on SAP 3 3 SAP  
1 Alleged BfSS member1 

4 SAP  

Attack on African 
Affairs  

1 1 Civilian  3 Civilians   

Attack Local Govt 1   

MK 6  1 State witness 

 

1978: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
“list of known MK operations”. In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably “false flag” operations. 

 
1 According to my contacts this is simply not true. His death is recorded in the SAP-dearths - HBH  
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 ??/02/78 It is reported that an unexploded bomb “capable of destroying 
22 storey building, found in Johannesburg office block” 

  

 
 

1979: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
Incident Attack 

on 
SAP 

Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack 
on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Attack Oil    Oil 
installation 

   

Attack SAP        

Skirmish SAP       1 MK arrested 
6 MK flee over 
border 

Explosion SAR        

Defused Expl SAR        

Attack SAP       1 SAP-SB killed  

Defused Expl SAR        

Attack station SAP      1 SAP killed 
 

3 SAP injured 
3 civilians 
injured 

Defused Expl SAR        

Attack station SAP      2 SAP killed  2 SAP wounded 

Attack home SAP       5 children of SB 
officer injured 

Explosion SAR        

 

1979: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 

in action 

Attacks on SAP 6 4 (Of whom one from SAP(SB) 5 SAP 
3 Civilians  
4 children of SB officer 

Attacks on Oil 1   

Attacks on SAR 5   

MK   1 MK Arrested 
5 flee over border 

 

1980: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
According to the SAIRR, between January and October 1981 there were at least 40 ANC guerilla attacks in urban areas; 
there were 17 between July 1979 and June 1980. 

Incident Attack 
on SAP 

Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack 
on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Attack station SAP        

Attack station SAP       1 SAP 

Skirmish SAP        

Skirmish SAP      2 MK KIA 
1 MK escapes 

 

Attack station SAP        

Assisting 
SAP 

Private      1 Public KIA who 
assist SAP 

 

Attack SASOL        

Attack 
member 

SAP        

Attack SAR        
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Stayaway -        

Attack WRAB       1 Security 
Guard + 
1 friend 

Attack bomb Transkei 
Diplomat 

       

Skirmish       1 MK KIA 1 Child injured 

 

1980: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 

in action 

Attacks on SAP 3 1 Civilian assisting SAP 
 

1 SAP 
1 Child 

Skirmishes with SAP 
 

3   

Person assisting SAP 1 1 Civilian  

Attack: West Rand 
Admin Board 

1  1 Security Guard 
1 Friend of Guard 

Oil supply: SASOL    

SAR Attacked 1   

Transkei in RSA 1   

MK  3 MK 1 MK escapes 

 
1980: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
“list of known MK operations”. In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably “false flag” operations. 
 

 ??/02/81 Bomb blast in Durban shopping centre; two injuries 
 

 Bomb 
explosions 

 26/06/81 Durban Cenotaph: 2 bombs explode 
 

 Bomb 
explosions  

 26/07/81 Two bombs extensively damage motor vehicle firms in central 
Durban, 05h50 and 06h10; three injuries 
 

 Bomb 
explosions 

 06/08/81 Bomb explodes in East London shopping complex minutes 
before rush hour; no details 
 

 Bomb 
explosions 

 08/08/81 Bomb explodes in Port Elizabeth shopping centre in similar 
manner to East London bomb 
 

 Bomb 
explosions 

 

1981: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
According to the SAIRR, between January and October 1981 there were at least 40 ANC guerilla attacks in urban areas; 
there were 17 between July 1979 and June 1980. 

Incident Attack 
on SAP 

Attack on 
SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA Possible 
SAP injuries 

SAP Station SAP        
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Municipality     sub-
station 

    

Station attack SAP      2 dead – 
unknown 

 

Municipality     Sub-
station 

  0 2 injuries 

Derailment   SAR      

Limpet mines    Sub-
station 

    

HG-attack SARPOL      1 SARPOL 
assisting SAP 
killed 

 

Line damaged   SAR      

Explosion – 
Line damage 

  SAR      

Protests    Republic 
Festival 

     

Pamphlet 
bomb 

        

Station Attack SAP        

Line   SAR      

Line   SAR      

Power lines   Eskom      

SADF 
Recruiting 
Office blast  

 Attack on 
SADF 

      

Fire bomb    PFP 
office 

    

Station attack SAP        

Station attack SAP        

Attack line   SAR      

Attack line   SAR      

Attack line   SAR      

Attack Fuel 
depot 

  Fuel 
defused 

     

Power supply 
– 6 explosions 
at 3 
installations 

  Eskom      

Rocket attack 
Voortrekker-
hoogte 

 SADF       

Line   SAR      

Attack station SAP      2 SAP KIA 
2 Civilians KIA 

 

Line   SAR      

Station    SAR      

Govt dept        4 Civilians 
injured 

Power supply   Eskom 
transformer 

     

SASOL   Water 
supply 

     

Police station SAP  Station 
destroyed  

   2 SAP KIA  

Attack SADF  SADF 
base 
destroyed  

      

Magistrate 
Court 

  Explosion 
at court 

     

Power station   4 limpet 
mines 

     

Govt Dept   Explosion?      
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Power station   Bombed      

Administration 
Board 

  Attack      

Police station SAP  Attacked      

1981: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 

in action 

Attacks on SAP 8 4 SAP 
4 Civ 

 

Skirmishes with SAP 1 1 MK  Police could be injured 

Attacks on SADF 3   

Attacks on SAR 11   

HG Attacks on SAR 
Police 

1 1 SAR Police assisting SAP  

Power Supply – 
Municipal & Eskom 

13  2 Civilians 

Fuel depot 2   

Administration Board 1   

Pamphlet Bomb 1   

Protest Republican 
Festival 

1   

Govt Departments 3  4 Civilians 

Political party: PFP 1   

 

Abbreviations 
Government Departments - Govt. Dept    
Hand Grenade – HG  
 

1982: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
According to the SAIRR there were at least 26 sabotage attacks by the ANC between December 1981 and November 
1982; 13 suspected ANC cadres were killed in shoot-outs with the SAP. According to the SAP, there were 39 acts of 
insurgency in 1982. 

Incident Attack 
on SAP 

Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Attacks on 
five different 
state 
departments 

  5 attacks      

Fuel depot & 
power 
transformer 

        

Line 
damaged 

  SAR      

Attacks on 
state 
department 

      1 civilian KIA  

Railway 
depot 
explosion 

  SAR      

Railway 
depot & pipe 
line explosion 

  SAR      

Attacks on 
state 
department 

  Magistrate 
Court & 
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Court 
building 

Attack 
Station 
Commander 
House 

SAP        

SADF Base  SADF       

Skirmish  SAP      2 MK KIA  

SAR Bridge   Explosives      

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA 
1 SAP-SB KIA 

 

Attacks on 
state 
department 

  3 bombs 
explode 

     

Ambushed SAP      1 SAP-SB KIA  

Fuel storage 
depot 

  explosion      

Public 
assisting 
SAP 

SAP      1 KIA???  

Skirmish SAP       2 SAP  

Power 
Koeberg 

  Eskom 
massive 
damage 

     

SAP + SADF   Base 
damaged 

    2 SADF 

Magistrate 
Court + SAP 

  Damaged    ? ? 

 

1982: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 

in action 

Attacks / ambush on 
SAP 

6 3 MK 
1 Possible MK KIA 
2 SAP (SB)   

2 SAP 

Attack SAP + SADF 1  2 SADF 

SAP + Magistrate 
Court 

1   

Assisting SAP 1 1 Civilian???  

Attack on SADF 1   

Attack on Govt Dept’s 7 1 Civilian  

Attacks on SAR 3   

Fuel Supply 1   

Power Supply - 
Koeberg 

1   

 

1982: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
“list of known MK operations”. In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably “false flag” operations. 

 ??/12/82 Southern Free State Administration Board, 
Bloemfontein; blast leaves one dead, 70 injured 

 1 dead 
70 injured 
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1983: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
According to the SAIRR there were at least 26 sabotage attacks by the ANC between December 1981 and November 
1982; 13 suspected ANC cadres were killed in shoot-outs with the SAP. According to the SAP, there were 39 acts of 
insurgency in 1982. 

Incident Attack on 
SAP 

Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Damage rail   SAR      

Damage 
building 

 SADF       

Power pylon    pylon     

HG-attack  SAP on 
Patrol 

       

Local Govt    Structural 
damage  

  1 Civilian KIA 5 Civilian 
injured 

Court   Damage 
explosion 

     

“Arson” 500 
ha burnt 

    Land at 
Richard’s 
Bay 

   

African 
Affairs 

  Explosion      

Skirmish   SADF       

Pelindaba   Arson      

Explosion x 2   Explosion 
at Court 

     

Skirmish  SADF     4 MK KIA 
1 SADF KIA 

 

Explosion x 2    Govt 
buildings  

     

Church-
street Bomb 
attack 

 SADF     2 MK KIA 
11 SADF KIA 

217 injured 
SADF + 
Civilians  

Pylon SAP 
Defuse 

       

Explosion   Internal 
Affairs 

     

Secunda 
(Sasol) 

  Damage      

Bombs 
defused 

SAP 
Defuse 

 Court      

Explosion   Internal 
Affairs 

     

Explosion SAP 
Building 

       

Armed 
propaganda  

  Minister 
to 
address 
meeting 

 Temple 
Israel 

   

Explosion    Municipal 
Sub-
station 

    

Ciskei office: 
Carlton 
Centre  

  Explosion     1 Civilian 
injured 

Two 
explosions 
 

   Municipal 
Sub-
stations 

    

Two 
explosions 
Limpet mines 

   Municipal 
Sub-
stations 
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Ciskei office 
Pretoria 

  Limpet 
mine 

     

Sweet 
factory 

    Explosion     

Pylon SAP 
defuse 

       

Explosions 
PW Botha 
due to speak 
later 

  SAR 
+ 
Civil 
Defence 

     

Pylons – Two 
explosions 

  Eskom      

Bus depot    Explosion     

Railway SAP 
defuse 
bomb 

 SAR      

SAP Garage SAP 
Building 
explosion 

       

Railway    SAR      

SAP Garage SAP        

Rail station   SAR 
Damaged 

     

Bus depot    Damaged     

SAP 
Buildings 

SAP 
Damaged 

       

Pylon    Damaged     

Railway lines 
damaged x 2 

  SAR 
Damaged 

     

Explosion   Govt 
buildings 
damaged 

     

Explosion – 
Line and 
rolling stock 

  SAR 
Damaged 

     

Explosion 
Govt building 

  Severe 
Damage 
& injuries 

    7 Civilians 
injured 

Explosion 
Govt building 

  Damage      

Explosion 3 
bombs 

 SADF       

Explosion 
Govt building 

        

 

1983: Summary  
Church Street car bomb, Pretoria, 20 May 1983  

Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 
in action 

Attacks on SAP 6   

Bomb Squad is part of 
SAP – Devices 
defused – saving life & 
limb 

4   

Attacks on SADF 
Including car bombs 

5 2 MK KIA 
11 SADF KIA 

217 injured SADF + Civilians 

 

Power supply 3   

SASOL 1   

Pelindaba 1   

Attack on SAR 7   
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Attack on Govt 12  12 Civilians injured 

Local Govt 4 1 Civilian KIA  

Attack on Ciskei in 
RSA 

2  1 Civilian injured 

Attack sweet factory 1   

Attack on Transport 
(Busses) 

   

“Arson”  1   

Jewish Temple 1   
 

1983: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
“list of known MK operations”. In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably “false flag” operations. 

 12/02/83 Free State Administration Board offices; bomb injures 76 
people 

Possible 
duplication of 
Dec 1982  

Explosion 

 12/03/83 Bomb on railway coach on Johannesburg bound passenger 
train 

 SAR – bomb 
on coach 

 13/05/83 Explosive device (37kg of explosives in gas cylinder) found by 
SAP under bridge on Southern Freeway, Durban; defused 

 Bomb defused 
by SAP 

 

1984: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
According to the Institute for Strategic Studies, Pretoria, there were 44 MK attacks during this year. 

 
Incident Attack on 

SAP 
Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Skirmish 
 

SAP      1 MK KIA  

Skirmish SAP      1 KM KIA  

Ambush  SAP 
Jabulani 

       

Skirmish SAP 
Mamelodi 

     1 MK KIA  

Attack Ciskei 
Govt Durban 

  Explosion      

Power 
Supply 

   Slight 
Damage 

    

Two 
explosions 

SAP   Power 
supply 

    

Mobil Fuel 
Depot 

  Extensive 
damage 

     

Skirmish SAP       2 SAP injured 

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA  

Govt 
buildings – 
Transkei 
office in RSA  

  Extensive 
damage 

     

Govt 
Buildings – 
two 
explosions 

  Internal 
Affairs 

    1 SARPOL 
injured 

Mobil Oil Ref       All MK’s KIA 3 SAP injured 
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3 workers 
burnt to death 

Attack  SAP 
Private 
vehicles 
of 
members  

       

SAR Line 
explosion 

  Line 
damaged  

     

SAR 4 mines SAP 
defused 
some + 
running 
gun fight 
with MK  

 rolling 
stock & line 
damaged  

   2 MK KIA  

Power 
supply - 
explosion 

   Substation     

Ambush SAP      1 SAP KIA 1 SAP injured 

HG-attack 
SARPOL  

  SARPOL 
Office 

     

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA Details 
unclear 

Damage 
property 
Govt 
Personnel  

   Dry 
Cleaners 

    

Power 
Supply 

   Substation 
destroyed 

    

Explosion 
Govt 
Buildings 

  Dept 
Internal 
Affairs 

     

Attack  
R260 000 

SAP 
building   
  

      5 SAP injured 
2 Civilians 
injured 

Skirmish  SAP      1 MK KIA  

Explosion – 
Govt 
buildings 

  DET  
4th Floor 
destroyed 

     

Bomb 
explosion 

SARPOL       4 SARPOL 
injured 
2 Civilians 
injured 

Explosion – 
Govt 
buildings 

  Internal 
Affairs 

    4 Civilians 
injured 

Power 
supply 

   Substation 
destroyed 

    

Power 
supply 

   Substation 
damage 
limpet 

    

Explosion – 
Govt 
buildings  

  Community 
Dev 

     

SAR   Railway 
line: 
damage  

     

         

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA 1 SAP injured 

Skirmish SAP       1 MK injured 
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1984: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 

in action 

Attacks / skirmishes 
on SAP  
(Including homes and 
private vehicles) 

15 9 MK 
XX KIA in firefight - all MK KIA 
1 SAP KIA 
3 civ 
 

12 SAP 
6 Civilians 
1 MK 

Attacks on SADF 0   

Attacks on SARPOL 2  5 injured in two incidents 
Note: 1 Member injured 
elsewhere 

Attacks on Govt 5   

Attacks on SAR  2 SAP Defuse some devices + running 
battle 

 

Attack Ciskei office (In 
RSA) 

1   

Attack Transkei office 
(In RSA) 

1   

Attacks on Fuel 
Supply 

3   

Attacks on Power 
Supply 

5   

 

Abbreviations 
South African Railways Police – SARPOL 
 

1984: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
“list of known MK operations”. In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably “false flag” operations. 

 03/04/84 Car bomb at Victoria Embankment, Durban, kills three civilians, 
injures 20 civilians Note: According to the SAIRR, two of those killed 
were Daya Rengasami and his wife Navi. He had been a member of the 
SA Students Organisation and the BPC. The ANC in Lusaka denied an 
SABC report that it had claimed responsibility; other reports claimed that 
the ANC had prepared a statement on the blast which was held back 
once it emerged that the Rengasamis were casualties of the bomb. 
Rajbansi said he believed his offices nearby had been the intended 
target of the bomb. The investigating officer was Capt. Andrew Taylor of 
the SB who is one of the accused in the Mxenge trial; he may be able to 
supply more details. 
 

2 SASO & BPC 
killed in blast 

1 Car bomb 

 08/04/84 Arson attack at Hermansberg German Mission, Natal; 
extensive damage to vehicles and farming equipment 
 

 Arson mission 
station 

  

Comments with special reference to the year 1984 
During 1984, the SADF never came under fire. The Railways Police was attacked on three 
occasions. The prime organ of authority of the state is the SAP. Considering that the terrorist chose 
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the place, the time and the target, they did not do particularly well. To what can the security forces 
attribute their success? The following are factors that should not be overlooked: 
 
SOME INVISIBLE FACTORS 
• The members of the SA Forces radiated a predominantly Christian ethos. 
• Chaplains regularly ministered to the forces. 
• Regular prayer before safety meetings and before operations. 
• Our faith - one of the invisible factors played a big role. 
• We had the will to overcome and it made us unstoppable. 
• We had a master plan (actually had several operational plans.) 
• Everyone knew what was expected of them. 
• Our training was excellent. 
• We have criminalized the enemy - i.e., we regarded the MK as criminals; people who have broken 
the law - e.g., same as bank robbers. 
• Morale was high. 
• “Know what to do”. 
• Ready attitude. 
• Determined to fend off MK onslaught. 
• The desire to fight! 
 
SOME POSITIVE TANGIBLE FACTORS 
• Good training at Maleoskop 
• Good leadership 
• Good equipment 
• Good equipment 
• Good information 
• Good sources and good reports 
• Good medical care for members 
• Most operations were successful 
During 1984, the onslaught of MK seemed somewhat pathetic. 
 
SOME NEGATIVE FACTORS 
We were not too good at external political warfare - propaganda. The entire world from the UN to 
foreign and domestic media was opposed to the RSA's policy. 
Despite the fact that the policemen had to spend long hours without food or a place to sleep, they 
performed excellently! 
The SACP-ANC alliance sometimes used unknown foreigners - whites - to help plan acts of terror 
and to bring weapons and explosives into the country. Thanks to the SAP's Intelligence Division, 
many have been identified and apprehended over time. 
 

1985: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
According to the Institute for Strategic Studies, Pretoria, there were 136 MK attacks during this year, a 209% increase 
compared with figures for 1984. 

Incident Attack on 
SAP 

Attack 
on SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded 
or 
arrested  

Skirmish  SAP      3 MK KIA 
1 SAP KIA 

 

Limpet mine SAP 
vehicle 
destroyed 

       

Skirmish   SAP      1 KM KIA 1 MK 
Arrested 
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Attack SAP 
Home 

SAP (SB)        

Skirmish SAP      2 MK KIA  

Power supply    1 
Municipal 
Sub-
station 

  1 KIA 
Parking 
attendant  

 

Explosions     Anglo-
American 
Anglovaal 
– labour 
dispute 

   

Attack   2 SAP 
homes 

       

Attack SAP 
Barracks 

       

Attack   2 Govt 
buildings 

     

Attack     Attack on 
funeral of 
person 
who died 
in 
detention 

   

Attack  SADF 
Building 

      

Attack  SADF + 
Southern 
Cross 
Fund 

     14   
injured 

Attack SAP      1 SAP KIA  

Attack – 3 limpet 
mines 

  Natalia 
Admin 
Board  

     

Attack SAP 3 
limpet 
mines 

       

Power supply    Sub-
station 
damaged 

    

Explosion     Private 
Co – 
labour 
dispute 

   

Bophuthatswana 
Police 

Bop Pol – 
he fired on 
crowd & 
killed by 
insurgents 

     1 Bop Pol 
KIA 

 

Transkei 
Development 
Board 

  Attack & 
Explosion 
Power, 
water & 
fuel 

     

Attack on local 
Indian politician 

    Petrol 
Bombs & 
HG  

   

Attack on Black 
politician 

    No details    

Power supply    Limpet 
mines 
destroy 
sub-
station 
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SAP Roadblock SAP      2 MK KIA 
1 SAP KIA 

 

Attack - MK 
“Suicide Squad” 

2 SAP 
homes 

       

Attack at Bakery 
– HG used 

    Private 
Co – 
labour 
dispute 

   

Attack Hand 
grenade 

   Councillor     

Attack home MP    MP 
attacked 

    

Roadblock SAP      2 MK KIA 
1 SAP KIA 

 

Attack fuel depot SAP 
defuse 
device 

       

Attack on SAP – 
shots fired + 2 X 
HG thrown  

SAP        

Attack home SAP        

20 Attacks Hand 
Grenades (HG) 
used 

SAP      1 SAP KIA 
1 SAP wife 
KIA 
1 SARPOL 
KIA 
1 Civ KIA 

 

                                                                                                                  
Attack Hand 
Grenades (HG) 
used 

 SADF      3 SADF 
Injured 

Attack on Private 
Institution 

    Explosion    

Attack SAP 
Station 
2 SAP 
Homes 

       

Fuel supply    SASOL – 
Rocket 
attack 

   3 MK KIA 
by SAP 

 

Anti-tank – 
Soutpansberg 
Border area  

 Anti-tank 
mine 
 

     4 SADF 
injured 
4 civ. 
Injured 

Skirmish 
Bophuthatswana 
Police 

      4 MK KIA 2 MK 
Injured 

Bus depot     Putco    

Attack by HG SAP 
Patrol  

      1 SAP 
injured 
HG 

Attack SAP 
Home 
“Bombed” 

       

Anti-tank mine 
explosion 

 SADF      1 SADF 
injured 

Skirmish  SADF     1 SADF 
KIA 

 

Skirmish SAP      1 MK KIA  

Bus depot     Putco - 
explosion 
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Anti-tank mine 
explosion 

 SADF      1 Farmer 
or civilian 
injured 

Anti-tank mine 
explosion 

 SADF      6 
Civilians 
injured 

Amanzimtoti 
bomb blast 

      5 Civilians 
killed 
 

40 
Civilians 
injured 

Propaganda 
bomb 

SAP - 
defused 

       

 

1985: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured in 

action 

Attacks on SAP 
(Add: 20 Attacks Hand 

Grenades (HG) used) 

19 
20 

5 SAP 
1 SAP Wife 
1 SARPOL 
1 Civilian 
11 MK 

1 SAP injured 
1 MK Arrested 

Propaganda bomb 1 Defused by SAP  

Attack on 
Bophuthatswana 
Police 

2 1 Bophuthatswana 

Police KIA 

4 MK KIA 

2 MK 

Attack on SADF 
including landmines & 
anti-tank.  
Commercial farmers & 
staff & public 

9 3 MK KIA by SAP 
1 SADF KIA 

1 SADF  
14 Civilian Southern Cross 
Fund workers injured 
7 Civilians including farm 
worker 

Attacks on Power 
Supply 

3 1 Parking attendant KIA  

Attacks on Fuel 
Supply 

1 SAP kill 3 MK after rocket attack 
on SASOL 

 

Attack on Amanzimtoti 
shopping centre 

1 5 Civilians 40 Civilians 

Labour disputes 
Explosives used 

3   

Explosives used - 
other 

1   

Bus depot Explosives 2   

Other attacks op 
politicians 

4   

Transkei Dev Corp 1   

 
1985: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
“list of known MK operations”. In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably “false flag” operations. 

 ??/08/85 Three limpet mines explode in department stores in Durban, 
causing limited damage and no injuries 

 3 limpet mines 
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 ??/08/85 Bomb explodes in night club at an Umlazi hotel; 30 children 
injured 

 Explosion 30 
children 
injured 

 27/09/85 Limpet mines damage basement of OK Bazaars 
(17h00 and early hours of 28/09), Smith Street; Game Stores (17h30), 
Checkers (17h30), all in central Durban Limpet mine defused in Spar, 
18h30, central Durban 

 Limpet mines 
in central 
Durban 

 ??/10/85 Home of Umlazi headmaster attacked with hand grenade.  HG-attack on 
Headmaster 

 Limpet mines found at school in Durban (no details on area)  Limpet mine at 
school 

 ??/11/85 Building housing Institute of Bankers in central Johannesburg 
damaged in blast 

 Bomb blast in 
civ. Building 

 ??/11/85 Hand grenade explodes at Barclays National Bank branch, 
Woodstock 

 HG-attack in 
bank 

 ??/12/85 Grenade attack on tourist kombi in central Durban; no details  HG-attack on 
tourist combi 

 21/12/85 Limpet mine attached to minibus injures 8 or 13 civilians  Limpet mine 
attached to 
minibus 8 
injured 

 

1986: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
1986: In Parliament in February 1987, Adriaan Vlok refused to disclose the number or nature of incidents of sabotage, 
armed attacks and explosions that had occurred during 1986 as this was not in the interests of the safety of the Republic. 
According to the Institute of Strategic Studies at the University of Pretoria, there were 230 incidents of insurgency during 
the year, a 69,1% increase over the 136 incidents in 1985. 

Incident Attack on 
SAP 

Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack on 
Farms 

 Killed Wounded 
or 
arrested  

AK-attack  
 

SAP 
home 

       1 injured 

Attack Limpet   SAR 
Railway 
Station  

      

Attack No details SAP 
Vosloorus 

        

Anti-tank land 
mine 

      (SADF) 
Ellisras 

 2 killed 2 injured 

HG-attack 
No details 

SAP 
Patrol 

      1 MK KIA  

Anti-tank land 
mine 

     (SADF) 
Stockport 

 2 killed 2 injured 

Attack at 
Roadblock 

SAP       1 SAP KIA 
1 KM KIA 

 

HG-attack  SADF       4 SADF 
injured 

HG-attack SAP 
Assisting 
SAP 

 SARPOL       

Skirmish SAP       1 MK KIA  

Power Supply    Mun 
Sub-
station 

     

Limpet mine SAP       1 SAP KIA 3 SAP 
injured 

Power Supply 
Limpet 

   Mun 
Sub-
station 

     

Power Supply 
Limpet 

SAP – 2nd 
mine 

  Mun 
Sub-
station 
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aimed at 
SAP 

HG-attack SAP       1 SAP KIA  

HG-attack  SADF       4 SADF 
injured 

HG-attack SAP        1 SAP 
injured 

Limpet SAP SAP 
vehicle 
destroyed 

        

Explosion SAP 
Near SAP 
Radio 
Control 

        

Skirmish  SAP       2 MK KIA 2 SAP 
injured 

Power supply    Mun 
Sub-
station 

     

Landmine      (SADF) 
Messina 

   

   SADF      1 MK KIA 
1 SADF 
KIA 

  

Attack 
landmine 

SAP 
Casspir 
destroyed 

        

Skirmish SAP 
Zwide 

      2 SAP KIA 
2 MK KIA 

1 MK 
Arrested 

Skirmish SAP        1 SAP 
injured 

Power Supply 
Limpet 

   Mun 
Sub-
station 

     

Skirmish  SAP       1 MK KIA 1 SAP 
injured 

Skirmish SAP       7 MK KIA  

Explosion SAP        2 SAP 
injured 

Limpet SAP 
defuse 

        

Limpet explodes   SAR 
station 

     1 Civ 
injured 

Skirmish  SAP       1 SAP KIA  

Attack  SAP 
Home 

      1 SAP KIA  

Attack limpet SAP         

Power supply 
4 limpets 

   Mun 
Sub-
station 

     

Skirmish + HG-
attack 

SAP       1 MK KIA  

Attack 
Collaborator   

    LP 
secretary 

     

Attack SAP at 
funeral 

        

Anti-tank 
landmine 

     Breyten   2 Civilians 
in taxi 
1 tractor 
driver 

Skirmish SAP        1 SAP 
injured 
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Govt Buildings 
Blast 

  Post 
Office 

      

Govt Buildings 
Blast 

  Post 
Office 

      

Skirmish 
Hospital 

SAP       1 MK KIA 2 SAP 
Injured 

Anti-tank mine      Davel 
Farm 

 2 Killed 8 injured 

Anti-tank mine 
detonated 

     Tractor    

Anti-tank mine      Volksrust   1 injured 

Anti-tank mine      Volksrust   2 injured 

Bomb blast 
 

    Magoo’s 
Bar  
 

  3 Civ 
killed 
1 
sentenced 
to death 

69 Injured 
 

Bophuthatswana 
Landmine 
Winterveld  

       3 Bop 
Troops 
KIA 

 

Fuel Supply   3 Tanks 
damaged 
+ 
Pipeline 

      

HG-attack SAP       No details No details 

Skirmish at 
roadblock  
 

SAP       4 MK KIA 1 SAP 
injured  

Govt buildings   Post 
Office 

      

Attack SAP 
limpet 
mines 

        

Skirmish SAP       1 MK KIA  

Attack  SAP 
station 

       2 SAP 
injured 

Landmine – anti-
tank 

     Volksrust   1 injured 

Development 
Board - 
Vosloorus 

       2 MK KIA 
5 Dev 
Board 
Killed 

 

Skirmish SAP       3 MK KIA 1 MK 
arrested 

Explosion SAP 
building 
Explosion 

       7 injured 

Attack 
 

SAP       1 SAP KIA  

Attack SAP       2 MK KIA 
5 Mun Pol 
KIA 

12 Mun 
Pol 
injured 

Skirmish SAP       2 MK KIA  

Anti-tank 
landmine 

     Nelspruit    

Govt Building 
explosion 

  Post 
Office 

      

 

1986: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 

in action 

Attacks on SAP 36 9 SAP 15 SAP 
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 5 Mun Pol 
21 MK 
0 Civ 

12 Mun Pol 
8 Civ injured 
2 MK Arrested 

Attack on SADF 3 1 SADF  
1 MK 

8 SADF injued 

Landmines Farming 
Areas/ Antitank 

9 6 Civilians 19 Civ 

Landmine 
Bophuthatswana 

1 3 Bop Soldiers    

Attacks on Govt (SAR 
+ Post Office)  

2 
4 

 1 Civ 

Power supply 6 SAP defuse some (2nd Limpet 
usually set for SAP) 

 

Fuel Supply 1   

Attack on so-called 
collaborators  

1   

Bomb blast “Magoo’s 
Bar” 

1 3 Civ killed 
1 Sentenced to death 

69 civ injured  

Development Board  1 2 MK KIA 
5 Dev Board Killed 

 

Landmines in the following areas: Ellisras, Stockpoort, Messina, Breyten, Davel, Volksrust and 
Nelspruit. 
 

1986: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
"list of known MK operations". In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably "false flag" operations. 

 ??/02/86 Hand grenade explodes in Transkei minister's official car; no 
details 

 HG attack 
Transkei 

 10/02/86 Large bomb defused by SAP in Amanzimtoti 200m from where 
the December 1985 blast (for which Andrew Zondo was hanged) took 
place. 

 Large Bomb 
defused by 
SAP 

 17/03/86 Mini-limpet discovered at Afrikaans high school at Elsburg, 
Germiston; police detonate limpet 

 School: Mini-
limpet – SAP 
detonate 

 19/03/86 Bomb blast inside wall of Springs New Apostolic Church  Bomb blast 
Church 

 10/04/86 Limpet mine at Braamfontein station; 1 person killed, 4 injured  SAR limpet 
1 Civilians 
killed 
4 injured 

 18/04/86 Bomb explodes in casino of Wild Coast Holiday Inn; 2 civilians 
killed, 1 injured Note: the ANC denied responsibility for this attack. 

 Holiday Inn: 
Bomb 
explodes 
2 civilians 
killed 
1 injured 

 01/05/86 Two grenades thrown at the home of Mr Klein, principal of 
Wentworth Primary School. Klein says he is not politically involved. He 
was a police reservist some time ago. Klein and wife both injured. 

 2 x HG at 
school 
principal 
former SAP 
Reservist 
2 Injured 
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07/05/86 Benmore Gardens Shopping Centre, Sandton: bomb causes 
extensive damage, no injuries 

 Shopping 
Centre Bomb 
explosion 

 ??/05/86 SAP say a 15kg bomb was found under a car in downtown 
Durban; defused 

 Bomb defused 

 22/06/86 Limpet mine explodes at 01h45 outside Copper Shop, West 
St, Durban 

 Limpet mine 
explodes 

 24/06/86 Explosion at 14h00 injures 16 civilians at a Wimpy Bar, Rissik 
Street?  

 Wimpy Bar 
16 Civilians 
injured 

 24/06/86 Outside President Hotel, Johannesburg; explosion at 14h26 
seriously injures five civilians 

 Hotel 
5 civ injured 

 28/06/86 Queenstown shopping centre; explosion just before 12h00 
injures two civilians 

 Shopping 
centre 
2 civ injured 

 
 

??/06/86 Bomb explodes at Jabulani Amphitheatre, Soweto; no injuries  Jabulani 
Amphitheatre 
Bomb 
explodes – no 
injuries 

 ??/06/86 Ten people killed in explosion in minibus in Bophutatswana  10 civ killed 
minibus 
Limpet mine 
explodes 

 ??/06/86 Limpet mine explodes in Queenstown shopping centre; one 
child injured 

 1 child injured 
- Limpet mine 
explodes 

 
 

??/06/86 Limpet mine explodes in Johannesburg restaurant, injuring 17 
people 

 17 civ injured 
restaurant  
Limpet mine 
explodes 

 01/07/86 Explosion outside Carlton Hotel injures 8 civilians  Hotel 
explosion 8 
Civ injured 

 04/07/86 Limpet mine explodes outside Checkers supermarket in 
Silverton; 20 civilians injured 

 Shopping 
centre limpet 
explodes - 20 
civ injured  

 01/09/86 Pick and Pay supermarket Montclair, Durban; bomb injures 1 
civilian 

 Shopping 
centre 1 civ 
injured 

 07/09/86 The Durban holiday home for underprivileged children 
escaped unscathed after a car bomb blast nearby 

 Bomb blast nr 
Children’s 
Home 

 ??/09/86 Mini-limpet explodes in bar of Devonshire Hotel injuring three 
civilians (this was a popular venue for Wits students) 

 Bar - Mini-
limpet 
explodes 3 civ 
injured 

 

1987: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
234 incidents 

Incident Attack on 
SAP 

Attack on 
SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Attack SAP Home        

Attack   Court    4 killed Several 
injured 

Attack 
Police 
Station 

KwaNdebele        
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SADF  National; 
Servicemen 
attacked 

     1 SADF 
injured 

Skirmish SAP    AECI -
plant 

  2 SAP injured 
1 Civilian 
injured  

Strike 
action 

    OK 
Bazaars 
Bomb 
exploded 

   

Strike 
action – 
extensive 
damage 

    OK 
Bazaars 
Bomb 
exploded 

   

Attack SAP      1 SAP 
KIA 

2 SAP injured 

Skirmish SAP      2 MK 
KIA 

 

Skirmish  Transkei 
Police 

      1 Transkei 
Police injured 

Skirmish SAP SADF     1 SAP 
KIA 
3 SADF 
KIA 

 

Attack 
Home 

Guards 
injured 

  Councillor    2 SAP Injured 
4 Civilians 
injured 

Attack SAP Hand 
Grenades 

      1 SAP injured 

Attack 
school 
Hand 
Grenades 

 SADF      4 SADF Killed 

Attack    Inkatha    2 Civilians 
injured 

Attack  SAP      1 MK 
KIA 

 

Attack SAP      1 SAP 
KIA 
2 Mum 
Pol KIA 
1 MK 
Possibly 
KIA 

 

Skirmish   Ciskei – 
no details 

     

Skirmish SAP      4 Mun 
Pol KIA 

1 Mun pol 
injured 

Attack SAP home 
Hand 
grenade  

       

Skirmish SAP      1 MK 
KIA 
 

Man, women 
& Baby injured 

Railway 
Line – 3 
explosions 

  SAR      

Anti-tank 
land mine 
Border 
Swaziland 

 SADF      4 SADF 
KIA  

1 Civ injured 

Attack SAP SADF     3 SADF 
KIA 

2 SADF 
injured 

Attack    Councillor     
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HG-attack SAP       3 SAP injured 

Skirmish SAP      2 MK 
KIA 
1 SAP 
KIA 

 

3 Attacks SAP        

HG-attack SAP home        

Sniper SAP-SB      1 SAP-
SB KIA  

1 SAP-SB 
injured 

HG-Attack  SADF       

Skirmish SAP      3 MK 
KIA 

4 SAP injured 

HG-attack SAP Home        

HG-attack Home of 
security 
guard 
assisting 
SAP 

       

HG-attack SAP-home        

Skirmish  SAP      2 MK 
KIA 

3 SAP injured 

HG-attack SAP-barrack      0 4 SAP injured 

HG-attack  SAP       7 SAP injured 

Anti-tank 
Landmine 

 (SADF 
area) 

    1 
Civilian 
driver 
killed   

10 injured 

Skirmish  SAP      1 SAP 
KIA 
3 SADF 
KIA 

 

Explosions SAP  SAR 
 

    1 SAP Injured 
with 2nd explo-
sive 

Explosions 
– car bomb 

SAP  Magistrate 
Court 

   3 SAP 
KIA 

4 SAP injured 
6 Civilians 
injured 

Skirmish  SAP      1 SAP 
KIA 
1 MK 
KIA 

 

Attack SAP      2 SAP 
KIA 

 

Limpet 
Mine 
explosion 

      0  

HG-attack    Councillor    2 Special 
Constable 
injured  
2 Civilians 
injured 

HG-attack    Councillor    2 Civilians 
injured 

HG-attack SAP Patrol       7 SAP injured 

HG-attack SAP       2 SAP injured 
5 Mun Pol 
injured 

Skirmish SAP      1 MK 
KIA 

4 MK Arrested 
 

Skirmish  SAP      1 KM 
KIA 
2 SAP 
KIA 

3 SAP injured 
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Skirmish  SAP      1 MK 
KIA 
1 MK’s 
sister 
killed 

 

Attack  SAP Home       1 SAP injured 
+ Wife injured 

Skirmish – 
shootout 

SAP      2 SAP 
KIA 
1 KM 
KIA 

 

Attack car 
bomb 

 SADF 
Barracks 

      

HG-attack SAP Home        

Skirmish SAP       1 KM escapes 

Anti-tank 
land mine 

 (SADF 
area) 

     3 civilians 
injured 

Car bomb  SADF     1 SADF 
KIA 

68 
SADF/civilians 
injured 

HG-attack  SAP home        

Skirmish – 
‘shootout’ 

SAP      1 MK 
KIA 

 

HG-attack SAP patrol       1 SAP injured 

HG-attack  SADF   Popular 
shop 

   

 

1987: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 

in action 

Attack on SAP 
(In some cases, SADF 
were in volved with 
SAP – their casualties 
are reflected here) 

42 10 SAP 
9 SADF 
6 Mun Pol 
13 MK 

35 SAP + 1 wife   
2 SADF 
15 Mun Pol 
4 MK Arrested 

Attack on SADF 7 9 SADF 1 SADF 
1 Civilians 
68 SADF/Civilians injured  

Landmines 2 2 Civilians 10 Civilians 

Explosions during 
Strike action 

2   

Attack on Govt Dept’s 2   

Attacks on Local Govt 4  2 SAP 
2 Special Const 
8 Civilians  

Attack on Inkatha 1  2 Civilians 

Attack on Ciskei & 
KwaNdebele  

2   

Limpet Mine explosion 1   

1987: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
"list of known MK operations". In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably "false flag" operations. 
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 03/01/87 Corner Jeppe/Delvers St, Johannesburg; limpet mine injures 
three civilians 

Explosion 3 Civilians 
injured 

 05/02/87 Explosion at bus shelter outside Groote Schuur estate; 1 
civilian slightly injured 

Explosion 1 Civilian 
injured 

 ??/02/87 Limpet mine causes damage to a shop in Matatiele (Transkei) Explosion  

 ??/04/87 Bomb explodes in a shop in centre of Newcastle; no injuries Explosion  

 03/04/87 Car Park of Came Arcade shopping centre: limpet mine injures 
three civilians 

Explosion 3 Civilians 
injured 

 16/04/87 Parking area of Newcastle supermarket: explosion injures two 
civilians 

Explosion 2 civilians  
injured   

 05/05/87 Johannesburg Civic Centre: two mini-limpets explode, no 
injuries 

Explosion  

 19/05/87 Carlton Centre; explosion; no details 
 

Explosion  

 08/07/87 Bar of Village Main Hotel, Johannesburg: limpet mine explodes 
at 11h12; no details 

Explosion  

 28/09/87 Standard Bank arena: two bombs explode, no injuries Explosion  

 

1988: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
 

Incident Attack on 
SAP 

Attack 
on 
SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded 
or arrested  

Attack  SAP        

Skirmish  SAP 
Roadblock 

      1 SAP 
injured 
1 MK 
Wounded 

Limpet nr 
SAP Station 

SAP        

Attack / 
ambush 

SAP Patrol       3 SAP 
Injured 
1 Civilian 
injured 

Skirmish 
(Transkei?) 

SAP 
Roadblock 

     3 MK 
KIA 

1 MK 
Injured 

Skirmish 
Transkei 

      1 MK 
KIA 

 

Attack – no 
details 

SAP      1 SAP 
KIA 

 

Attack on 
Munpol 

       2 Munpol 
injured 

Attack on 
former 
Rhodesian 
Soldier 

        

Explosion  SADF 
Damage 
to SAAF 
bus 

      

Skirmish SAP      1 MK 
KIA 

1 MK 
Wounded 
6 SAP 
injured 
1 civ 
injured 

Attack   SAP Mess      1 SAP 
KIA 

10 
wounded 
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Bomb 
explodes 

   JHB City Hall     

Attack – car 
bomb 

SAP SADF Mag Court     2 SADF 
KIA 
1 
Civilian 
KIA 

2 Civilian 
injured 

Attack SAP in 
Tavern 

     3 SAP 
KIA 

 

Skirmish  SADF     3 MK 
KIA 

 

Limpet mine SAP SADF   Club 
frequented 

   

Skirmish  SADF     4 MK 
KIA 

1 MK 
Injured 

3 Limpet 
mines 

  Sub-
station 

     

Attack Mun Pol 
training 
college 

       

Limpet mine    Municipal 
Building 

    

Skirmish – 
suicide 
mission 

SAP      2 MK 
KIA 
3 SAP 
KIA 

3 Civilian 
wounded 

Limpet mine    Municipal 
Building 

    

Explosion 
(Premature 
explosion)  

      1 MK 
KIA 

 

Ambush  Munpol 
vehicle 

      4 Munpol 
wounded 
1 Civilian 
injured 

Attack SAP Killed 
at bus stop  

     1 SAP 
KIA 

 

Attack SAP 
Guard Unit 
vehicle 

       

Attack – 
limpet mine 

SAP 
barracks  

       

HG-attack SAP Home      1 Child 
killed 

 

Skirmish   SAP      1 MK 
KIA 

 

Attack by MK SAP      1 MK 
KIA 

3 Civilians 
injured 

Explosion 
building 

 SADF       

Explosion – 
planned 
attack on 
police station 
– explosion 
in front of 
bank 

SAP      4 civ KIA 18 
Civilians 
injured 

Attack  Ciskei 
Police 
home  

      1 Police 
injured 

Attack - 
explosion 

 SADF   Café 
Poynton’s 

  2 SADF, 
2 Prisons 
officers,  
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13 
Civilians 
injured 

Skirmish / 
raid 

SAP      1 MK 
KIA 

0 

Landmine 
No details 

        

Skirmish   SADF     4 MK 
KIA 

0 

Attack SAP      1 
Civilian 
KIA 

1 MK 
wounded 
1 SAP 
injured 

Attack SAP on 
high way 

      2 SAP 
Wounded 

HG-attack    Councillor     

Attack SAP       1 SAP 
injured; 
1 MK 
injured 

HG-attack – 
three attacks 

   Homes of 
Administration 
officials 

    

Attack home 
- explosion 

  President’s 
counsel – 
private 
home 

     

Car bomb  SADF       

Skirmishes  SAP      5 MK 
KIA 

 

Explosion SAP    Hotel  1 MK 
KIA 

1 MK 
Escape 

Skirmish SAP    -    

Mini-limpet  SADF       

HG-attack     Mayor     

Mini-limpet   Post Office      

Collaborators 
attacked  

   Candidate in 
Municipal 
elections  

    

Collaborators 
attacked  

   Candidate in 
Municipal 
elections 

   4 SAP 
injured 
2 guards 
injured 
1 civ 
injured 

3 Limpet-
mines 

   Home -
Municipal 
official  

    

Bomb 
explodes 

  Mag Court      

Limpet SAP 
Defuse 

 Post Office      

Skirmish  SAP      1 MK 
KIA 

4 MK 
injured 

Attack - 
explosion 

SAP 
Barracks 

       

Collaborators 
attacked – 
mini-limpet 

   Municipal     

Car bomb 
explosion 

SAP       2 Civilians 
injured 

Explosion – 
limpet-  

SAP 
Woodstock 
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Attack  Mun Pol 
Home 

      1 child 
injured 

Explosion   Post Office      

 

1988: Summary  
Note: Clubs, bars, taverns, cafes and places frequented by Security Forces were regretfully attacked 
– innocent civilians were also killed or injured – therefore civilians suffered causalities.  

Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 
in action 

Attacks on SAP 
(Including defusing of 
explosive devices) 

30 9 SAP 
1 SAP Child 
6 Civilians  
21 MK  

18 SAP 
7 MK + 1 Escaped 
2 Guards 
40 Civilians 

Attack on SADF 10 2 SADF 
11 MK 

4 SADF 
2 Prisons Officers 
13 Civilians 
1MK 

Attacks on Mun Pol 4  4 Mun Pol 
1 Civilians 
1 Child 

Attack Transkei Police 1 1 MK  

Attack on Govt Dept’s 5 2 SADF KIA (at Court) 
1 Civilian KIA (at Court) 

 

 

Attack on former 
Rhodesian Soldier 

1   

Power Supply 1   

Attacks on Municipal 
buildings, mayors, 
politicians and officials  

10   

National Politicians  1   

Abbreviations 

Municipal Police – Mun Pol   
Civilians - Civ 

 

1988: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
"list of known MK operations". In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably "false flag" operations. 

 ??/04/88 Bomb explodes at Johannesburg City Hall; no injuries 
 

 1 Bomb ex-
plodes City 
Hall 

 02/09/88 Outside a shop on the corner of Smith and Fenton Streets, 
Durban: limpet mine explodes at 17h30; two civilians injured 

 2 civs injured 
Imped mine 

 19/04/88 Explosion at private office block less than 100m from 
Parliament. Back entrance destroyed, branch of Santam Bank seriously 
damaged 

 Explosion nr 
Parliament 

 25/05/88 Grenade attack on Sofasonke Party rally in Soweto; two killed, 
38 injured Note: an ANC spokesperson blamed "armed political 
renegades" for carrying out attacks which were then blamed on the ANC, 
and denied knowledge of this attack. 

 HG-attack on 
political party 
2 civs killed 
38 civs injured 
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 26/05/88 Outside African Eagle Building, Pretoria: limpet mine injures 
four civilians Outside Ruth Arndt Early Learning Centre, Pretoria: limpet 
mine detonates during lunch hour (target may have been SADF offices, 
Proes St) 

 Limpet mine 
4 Civ injured + 
Limpet 
explosion 

 28/05/88 Explosive device at bottom of platform staircase at 
Johannesburg railway station: - 1 civilian injured 

 SAR 
Explosion  
1 Civ injured 

 05/06/88 Bomb detonated while train was standing at Saulsville railway 
station 

 SAR 
Explosion 

 22/06/88 Amusement arcade in Winning Side Arcade, Johannesburg: 
limpet mine kills ten civilians 

 Limpet mine – 
amusement 
arcade – 10 
civ killed 

 26/06/88 Papagallo Restaurant, East London: limpet mine discovered 
and defused 

 Restaurant 
limpet defused 

 ??/06/88 Bomb blast near Soweto's Inhlanzani station; no injuries  SAR bomb 
blast 

 ??/06/88 Mini-limpet mine explodes at Pretoria snack bar, injuring 18 
people  

 Snack bar – 1 
explosion 

 09/07/88 Outside Johannesburg Cambrians hockey club: limpet mine 
explodes outside; no details 

 Sport field – 1 
limpet 

 29/07/88 Bus stop cnr. Victoria/Odendaal Streets, Germiston: limpet 
mine injures one civilian 

 Bus stop 
limpet  
1 civ injured 

 30/07/88 Wimpy Bar, Benoni Plaza: limpet mine explodes at lunch hour; 
1 civilian killed, 57 injured2 

 Wimpy bar 
1 Civ killed 
57 injured 

 ??/07/88 Two explosions at a meeting of Sofasonke party; no injuries  Political party 
– 2 explosions 
No injuries 

 05/08/88 Morula Sun Casino: limpet mine discovered and suppressed; 
minor damage 

 Casino 
explosion 

 13/08/88 Hyde Park Shopping Centre: explosion injures three civilians  Shopping 
centre 3 civ’s 
injured 

 23/08/88 Wimpy Bar, Oxford St, E London: explosion at lunch hour 
injures 23 civilians 

 Wimpy Bar 
23 Civ’s 
injured 

 24/08/88 Limpet mine discovered outside Wimpy Bar, Standerton: limpet 
mine discovered; dragged into street and detonated; no details 

 Wimpy Bar 
Pro-active 
 

 ??/08/88 Powerful explosion at a bus terminus used by black people; no 
injuries 

 Explosion bus 
stop 

 ??/09/88 Bomb explodes at discothèques in Hillbrow injuring 19 people  Explosions 
discothèques 
19 injured 

 ??/09/88 Limpet mine explosion at Van der Bijl Square bus terminus in 
Johannesburg injures 19 people 

 Limpet mine 
injures 19 
people 

 ??/09/88 Hand grenade thrown at home of Allan Hendrickse, leader of 
the Labour Party, from a moving car 

 HG-attack on 
Alan 
Hendrickse 

 07/09/88 Basement of North Park Plaza Shopping Centre: explosion kills 
one civilian 

 1 civ killed 
explosion 

 08/09/88 Grenade thrown into the home of couple who did not join a 
strike (Mr and Mrs Modiko); child injured 
 

 HG-attack, civ, 
1 child injured 

 21/09/88 Vanderbijlpark bus terminal: explosion after 17h00 injures 14 
civilians 

 14 civs injured 
after explosion 

 
2 ANC did attack Wimpy Bars see memo - HBH 
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 ??/09/88 Bomb under a car in parking lot of East London hotel explodes 
after area cleared; no injuries 

 Controlled 
bomb 
explosion 

 ??/10/88 Limpet mine explodes at central Johannesburg bus terminus, 
injuring four people 

 4 civs injured 
Limpet mine 
exploded 

 ??/10/88 Car bomb explosion outside a Witbank shopping centre; two 
killed, 42 injured 

 2 civs killed 
42 civs injured 

 ??/11/88 Explosion at Lenasia civic centre; no injuries  1 explosion 

 ??/11/88 Explosion damages section of railway line on outskirts of 
Durban; no injuries 

 SAR line 
damaged 

 ??/12/88 Two explosions in Bisho result in damage to garage and shop; 
one minor injury 

 2 explosions 
I civ injury 

 ??/12/88 Five people, one an SAP member, killed in Soweto; police said 
an AK 47 was used indicating that the ANC was responsible 

 1 SAP KIA 
4 Civs killed 
AK47 

 ??/02/88 12 civilians injured in a blast at Wits Medical Command 
administration building in Braamfontein. Brig. Herman Stadler claims 
that the ANC was responsible and had carried out the attack for 
propaganda purposes; this was proved by the fact that newspapers had 
received an early tip-off, he said. 

 12 civs injured 
SADF 

 
 

1989: AGGEGATE OF VIOLENT ACTS ANC-MK 
Incident Attack on 

SAP 
Attack on 
SADF 

Attack on 
Govt 

Attack 
Local 
Politics 

Attack 
Private 
shops, 
hotels 

Attack 
on 
Farms 

Killed Wounded or 
arrested  

Attack  
Mine - 
vehicle 

SAP        

Attack 
 

SAP      1 SAP KIA  

Govt 
Buildings 

  Post 
Office 

     

Govt    SAR      

Power 
supply 

SAP  2 limpets 
(One for 
SAP) 

     

Power 
supply 

  Sub-
station - 
explosion 

     

Attack    Local 
Govt 
Bomb 
explosion 

    

Ciskei   Explosion 
Aircraft 

     

Mun Pol 
Attack 

      2 Mun Pol 
KIA 

 

Attack SAP + Mun 
Pol 

      4 SAP 
injured 

Attack  
Mun Pol 
 

      1 Mun Pol 
KIA 

9 Mun Pol 
Injured 

Attack 
Limpet 

SAP Home        

Attack 
Explosion 

 SADF 
Natal 
Command 

      

Attack - 
explosion 

SAP 
Barracks 

       

Attack SAP        
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Bomb 
explosion 

Yeoville 

Attack 
Bomb 
explosion 

SAP 
Durban 

       

Attack SAP       5 SAP 
Special 
Const’s 
injured 

Attack    Local 
Govt  

   2 Mun Pol 
injured 

HG- Attack    Local 
Govt  
Home 
councillor 

    

Attack SAP Single 
Quarters 

       

Govt 
Explosion 

  Post 
Office 

     

Attack   SADF 
Klippan 
Radar Stn 

      

Attack - 
limpet 

SAP 
vehicle 

      4 civilians 
injured 

Attack 
Limpet 

SAP 
Vehicle at 
home          

       

HG-Attack 
 

SAP patrol         

Attack -
limpet 

SAP Home 
Soweto 

       

Attack - 
explosion 

SAP 
station 
KwaThema 

       

Attack 
limpet 

SAP Single 
Qrts 

       

Attack    Home of 
politician 

    

HG - Attack    Polling 
Station 

    

Attack HG & 
AK 47 

SAP 
Brixton 

       

Attack SAP Home       2 children 
injured 

Attack - 
explosion 

SAP 
Athlone 

       

Attack 
limpet mine 

SAP 
Vehicle 

       

Attack    Municipal 
offices 

    

Ambushed SAP        

Attack 
limpet mine 

SAP 
damage to 
police 
vehicle 

       

1989: Summary  
Action Total People Killed in Action  People & Children injured 

in action 

Attacks on Police 22  4 SAP 
5 Special Cosntables 
4 Civilians 
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2 children of Police 
Officer – attack on home  

Attack on SADF 2   

Attack on Govt 
Buildings 

3   

Attack on Ciskei 1   

Attack Power Supply 
(2nd limpet set for SAP 
at installation) 

2   

Attack on Local Govt 6   

1989: ARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR RESPONSIBILITY 
IS UNCERTAIN 
Please note: This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 
surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 
"list of known MK operations". In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried 
out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very 
probably "false flag" operations. 
 

 ??/07/89 Bomb at JG Strijdom hospital; no details 
 

 Hospital - 
bomb 

 ??/10/89 Bomb explodes outside BP centre, Cape Town and at a 
Woodstock garage a few minutes later 
 

 Bombs 
explode 

 ??/11/89 Bombs at First National Bank ATM at Berlin railway station, 
King William’s Town 
 

 SAR explosion 

 
 
All of the above information was received from:  
https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02424/04lv02730/05lv02918/06lv02949.htm  
 

1990 
    

Aug Conflict broke out between supporters of the African National Congress 
(ANC) and Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) and resulted in the death of at 
least 150 people on 15 August 1990.   
https://www.sahistory.org.za/dated-event/least-150-people-die-clashes-
between-anc-and-ifp  (Sourced 2 Oct 2021) 

150 People KIA  

     

 

 
 

PART THREE: BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND EYEWITNESS ACCOUNTS 
MK as portrayed by Wikipedia  

UMKHONTO WE SIZWE 
Wikipedia 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia 

uMkhonto we Sizwe, meaning "Spear of the Nation"; abbreviated MK was the armed wing of 
the African National Congress (ANC), co-founded by Nelson Mandela in the wake of the Sharpeville 
massacre. Its mission was to fight against the South African government.  

 
After warning the South African government in June 1961 of its intent to resist further acts of 
government-instituted terror if the government did not take steps toward constitutional reform and 
increase political rights, uMkhonto we Sizwe launched its first attacks against government 

https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02424/04lv02730/05lv02918/06lv02949.htm
https://www.sahistory.org.za/dated-event/least-150-people-die-clashes-between-anc-and-ifp
https://www.sahistory.org.za/dated-event/least-150-people-die-clashes-between-anc-and-ifp
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installations on 16 December 1961. It was subsequently classified as a terrorist organisation by the 
South African government, and banned.  

 
For a time, it was headquartered in the affluent suburb of Rivonia, in Johannesburg. On 11 July 
1963, 19 ANC and uMkhonto we Sizwe leaders, including Arthur Goldreich and Walter Sisulu, were 
arrested at Liliesleaf Farm, Rivonia. The farm was privately owned by Arthur Goldreich and bought 
with South African Communist Party and ANC funds, as individuals who were not white were unable 
to own a property in that area under the Group Areas Act. This was followed by the Rivonia Trial, in 
which ten leaders of the ANC were tried for 221 militant acts designed to "foment violent 
revolution". Wilton Mkwayi, chief of uMkhonto we Sizwe at the time, escaped during trial.  
 

Motivations for formation   
According to Nelson Mandela, all of the founding members of the uMkhonto we Sizwe, including 
himself, were also members of the ANC. In his famous "I Am Prepared to Die" speech, Mandela 
outlined the motivations which led to the formation of the uMkhonto we Sizwe:  

 
At the beginning of June 1961, after a long and anxious assessment of the South African situation, 
I, and some colleagues, came to the conclusion that as violence in this country was inevitable, it 
would be unrealistic and wrong for African leaders to continue preaching peace and non-violence at 
a time when the government met our peaceful demands with force. 
 
This conclusion was not easily arrived at. It was only when all else had failed, when all channels of 
peaceful protest had been barred to us, that the decision was made to embark on violent forms of 
political struggle, and to form uMkhonto we Sizwe. We did so not because we desired such a course, 
but solely because the government had left us with no other choice. In the Manifesto of uMkhonto 
published on 16 December 1961, which is exhibit AD, we said: 
 
The time comes in the life of any nation when there remain only two choices – submit or fight. That 
time has now come to South Africa. We shall not submit and we have no choice but to hit back by 
all means in our power in defence of our people, our future, and our freedom. 
 
Firstly, we believed that as a result of Government policy, violence by the African people had 
become inevitable, and that unless responsible leadership was given to canalise and control the 
feelings of our people, there would be outbreaks of terrorism which would produce an intensity of 
bitterness and hostility between the various races of this country which is not produced even by war. 
Secondly, we felt that without violence there would be no way open to the African people to succeed 
in their struggle against the principle of white supremacy. All lawful modes of expressing opposition 
to this principle had been closed by legislation, and we were placed in a position in which we had 
either to accept a permanent state of inferiority, or take over the Government. We chose to defy the 
law. We first broke the law in a way which avoided any recourse to violence; when this form was 
legislated against, and then the Government resorted to a show of force to crush opposition to its 
policies, only then did we decide to answer with violence. 
 
The manifesto referred to by Mandela, adduced by the prosecution at his trial as Exhibit 
AD, included the statements: 
 
Our men are armed and trained freedom fighters not "terrorists". We are fighting for democracy—
majority rule—the right of the Africans to rule Africa. We are fighting for a South Africa in which there 
will be peace and harmony and equal rights for all people. We are not racialists, as the white 
oppressors are. The African National Congress has a message of freedom for all who live in our 
country.  

 
The aim was to act only against hard targets such as power pylons and avoid any injury or loss of 
life.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_target
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Organizational Command Structure (1961-1964) 
In the six or so months between making the decision to form the organisation (June) and the first 
acts of sabotage (December), the MK high command set up regional commands in the main centres. 
The people chosen to be part of these commands were chosen either because they had the 
necessary technical or military skills or because they were members of the Congress Alliance 
organisations. 
 

Central (Overall) Command 
• Nelson Mandela 

• Walter Sisulu 

• Joe Slovo 

• Raymond Mhlaba (From 1962) 

• Wilton Mkwayi (From 1963) 

 
Johannesburg (later Transvaal) Command    

• Jack Hogson 

• Ahmed Kathrada 

• Denis Goldberg 

• Arthur Goldreich 

 
Natal Command   

• Curnick Dlovu 

• Ronnie Kasrils (From 1963) 

 
Western Cape Command   

• Looksmart Ngudle 

• Fred Carneson 

 
Eastern Cape Command   

• Vuyisile Mini 

 
Border Command   

• Washington Bongco 

 
Explosives Command  

• Jack Hogson 

• Harold Strachan (From 1962) 

 
Ex-Officio Commanders  

• Lambert Moloi (From 1964) 

• Joe Modise (From 1964) 

• Tom Sebina (From 1964) 

 
Domestic campaign  

1960s—1970s  
In June 1961, Mandela sent a letter to South African newspapers warning the government that a 
campaign of sabotage would be launched unless the government agreed to call for a national 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Washington_Bongco&action=edit&redlink=1
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constitutional convention. Beginning on 16 December 1961, the campaign by uMkhonto we Sizwe 
with Mandela as its leader, was launched, with bomb attacks on government targets and planned 
for possible guerrilla warfare. The first target of the campaign was an electricity sub-station. 
uMkhonto we Sizwe undertook other acts of sabotage in the next eighteen months. The government 
alleged more acts of sabotage had been carried out and at the Rivonia Trial the accused would be 
charged with 193 acts of sabotage in total. The sabotage included attacks on government posts, 
machines and power facilities, and crop burning.  
 
In 1962, Mandela went to Algeria, Egypt and Ghana to get international backing for the group. After 
returning to South Africa, Joe Slovo reportedly complained that they had "sent [Mandela] off to Africa 
a Communist and he came back an African nationalist".  
 
In December 1962, Looksmart Ngudle and Denis Goldberg helped to organise a training camp held 
at Mamre, outside Cape Town, later recognised as the first MK training centre inside South Africa; 
however, it had to be abandoned early due to Security Police interest.  
 
A lack of familiarity with the necessities of covert military work and the reliance on high-profile figures 
(such as Mandela) as leaders contributed to the South African state's ability to capture the 
organisation's leadership at their Rivonia headquarters outside Johannesburg at the end of 1962: 
effectively neutralisation of MK within South Africa for the next decade. However, the organisation 
had established itself - and its key relationship as a disciplined part of the ANC - and did not 
disappear.  

 
The early 1970s were a low point for the ANC in many ways, including in the military sphere. 
Attempts to rebuild uMkhonto we Sizwe inside South Africa resulted in many losses, though, as 
noted by the Military History Journal, some members, including Chris Hani, were able to remain 
undetected for a long period. Meanwhile, MK cadres had access to a growing range of military 
training opportunities in Algeria, Egypt and the Soviet Union and other communist-bloc countries. 
 
The Soweto Uprising of 1976 led to a large exodus of young black men and women. Anxious to 
strike back at the apartheid regime, they crossed the border to Rhodesia to seek military training. 
While uMkhonto we Sizwe were able to rebuild an army—one capable of attacking prestigious 
targets such as the refineries at Sasolburg (with assistance from the Provisional Irish Republican 
Army)  

 

1980s: Bombings  
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List of attacks attributed to MK and compiled by the Committee for South African War Resistance (COSAWR) between 1980 
and 1983. 

1983: Church Street bombing   
In 1983, the Church Street bomb was detonated in Pretoria near the Air Force headquarters, 
resulting in 19 deaths and 217 injuries.  
 
1985: Amanzimtoti bombing  
In the 1985 Amanzimtoti bombing on the Natal South Coast, five civilians were killed and 40 were 
injured when uMkhonto we Sizwe cadre Andrew Sibusiso Zondo detonated an explosive in a 
rubbish bin at a shopping centre shortly before Christmas. In a submission to the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC), the ANC stated that Zondo's act, though "understandable" as a 
response to a recent South African Defence Force raid in Lesotho, was not in line with ANC policy. 
Zondo was executed in 1986.  3 

 
1986: Durban beach-front bombing  
In the 1986 Durban beach-front bombing, a bomb was detonated in a bar, killing three civilians and 
injuring 69. Robert McBride received the death penalty for this bombing, which became known as 
the "Magoo's Bar bombing". McBride received amnesty and became a senior police officer. 
 
1987: Johannesburg bombings  
In 1987, an explosion outside a Johannesburg court killed three police officers and injured a further 
15; a court in Newcastle had been attacked in a similar way the previous year, injuring 24. Also in 
1987, a bomb exploded at a military command centre in Johannesburg, killing one person and 
injuring 68 personnel.  
 
Other bombings  

 
3 Mr Zuma’s role in not mentioned - HBH 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MK_Attacks.JPG
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The armed struggle continued with attacks on a series of soft targets, including a bank 
in Roodepoort in 1988, in which four civilians were killed and 18 injured. Also in 1988, a bomb 
outside a magistrate's court killed three. At the Ellis Park rugby stadium in Johannesburg, a car 
bomb killed two and injured 37 civilians. A multitude of bombs at restaurants and fast-food outlets, 
including Wimpy Bars, and supermarkets occurred during the late 1980s, killing and wounding many 
people. Wimpy were specifically targeted because of their perceived rigid enforcements of many 
apartheid laws, including excluding non-whites from their restaurants. 

 

1985—1987: Landmine campaign  
From 1985 to 1987, there also was a campaign to place anti-tank mines on rural roads in what was 
then the Northern Transvaal. This tactic was abandoned due to the high rate of civilian casualties—
especially amongst black labourers. The ANC estimated 30 landmine explosions resulting in 23 
deaths, while the government submitted a figure of 57 explosions resulting in 25 deaths.  

 

Findings by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission  
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission found that the use of torture by uMkhonto we Sizwe was 
"routine", as were executions "without due process" at ANC detention camps. This was particularly 
true in the period of 1979–1989, although torture was not official ANC policy. It called the Durban 
bombing a "gross violation of human rights". 

 
The TRC also noted in its report that although "ANC had, in the course of the conflict, contravened 
the Geneva Protocols and was responsible for the commission of gross human rights violations…of 
the three main parties to the [South African] conflict, only the ANC committed itself to observing the 
tenets of the Geneva Protocols and, in the main, conducting the armed struggle in accordance within 
the international humanitarian law". 

 

Foreign military activities  

Angola  
In January 1969, the ANC declared its solidarity with the People's Movement for the Liberation of 
Angola (MPLA) and pursued close military relations with that party, then involved in the Angolan 
War of Independence. Both movements were drawn into a practical and ideological friendship 
because of their shared links with the Soviet Union through the communist parties of their respective 
nations. At the First International Conference of Solidarity with the Fighting People of Southern 
Africa and the Portuguese Colonies, organised by the Afro-Asian People's Solidarity 
Organisation and the World Peace Council, the MPLA and ANC entered into a formal military 
alliance together with the South West African People's Organisation (SWAPO), the Zimbabwe 
African People's Union (ZAPU), and the African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape 
Verde (PAIGC). This became known as the Khartoum alliance.  

 
The ANC-MPLA alliance assumed new significance in the mid-1970s with Angolan 
independence. After consolidating power with Cuban support, the MPLA granted MK permission to 
establish training facilities in Angola. The primary MK base in Angola was located at Novo Catengue, 
where intakes of up to 500 recruits were trained by Cuban military advisers. Between 1976 and 
1979, over 1,000 MK guerrillas were trained at Novo Catengue. In recognition of Cuba's role in 
supervising the training programme, the third MK intake to muster out was named the "Moncada 
Detachment". There were also a number of smaller MK training camps established throughout 
Angola, namely at Quibaxe. Aside from Cuba, the Soviet Union also contributed some instructors at 
the request of Oliver Tambo; between 1976 and 1991, 200 Soviet military personnel served at 
various MK camps in Angola as training staff.  
The ANC and MK presence in Angola re-ignited its alliance with SWAPO and its own armed wing, 
the People's Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN). PLAN and MK frequently shared facilities in 
Angola and coordinated the transportation of supplies and war materiel.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angolan_War_of_Independence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angolan_War_of_Independence
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In 1984 there were a series of mutinies in MK's Angolan camps which were suppressed by 
the Mbokodo, the ANC's internal security service.[25] During this time, the ANC detained and 
executed a number of MK dissidents suspected of subversion or disloyalty.  

 
MK's presence in Angola inevitably embroiled it in the Angolan Civil War. In August 1983, an MK 
battalion was deployed against the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) 
insurgents near Kibashe. In 1986 three battalions of newly trained MK recruits were deployed to 
guard FAPLA rear areas during Operation Alpha Centauri. MK also participated in the Battle of Cuito 
Cuanavale, fighting against a joint South African and UNITA expeditionary force during Operation 
Hooper and Operation Packer. At least 100 MK cadres were killed during the Battle of Cuito 
Cuanavale, making that engagement of enormous symbolic importance, as it was the largest single 
loss of life in MK's history. Furthermore, MK's prestige inside South Africa was greatly enhanced by 
its participation in a conventional battle, and apparent willingness to directly confront a South African 
military force.  

 

Morale crisis in Angola  
Following the Soweto Uprising large numbers of young South Africans fled the country and joined 
the ANC and MK, seeking the opportunity to fight back at the apartheid state. Initially the experience 
in Angolan training camps was positive but over time frustration that the numbers being sent back 
to South Africa was low and that conditions in the camps were often poor grew. After MK cadres 
were asked by Oliver Tambo to join the Angolan war against Unita and found that the Angolans 
were often poorly trained and undisciplined frustration turned to mutiny, and in some cases open 
military conflict inside the training camps themselves. In one case mutineers killed ANC members 
and after the mutiny was suppressed seven mutineers were executed (with further executions only 
halted after the personal intervention of Tambo).   

 

Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)  
During the Rhodesian Bush War, MK was closely allied with the Zimbabwe People's Revolutionary 
Army (ZIPRA), the armed wing of ZAPU. MK became interested in using ZIPRA's infiltration routes 
to smuggle supplies to its fighters in South Africa, and organised a joint expedition with the latter in 
August 1967.[27] A combined MK-ZIPRA force was largely eliminated by the Rhodesian Security 
Forces during Operation Nickel, and the survivors driven back across the border 
into Botswana and Zambia.  

 
On 30/31 July 1967 a large joint MK/ZIPRA detachment crossed the Zambezi River into Rhodesia. 
The intention of the MK contingent, known as the 'Luthuli Detachment', was to traverse Rhodesia 
on its western flank and then to infiltrate South Africa across the northern Transvaal. However, the 
joint force was soon detected by the Rhodesian security forces and a series of pitched battles 
ensued in the Wankie and Sipolilo areas between 1967 and 1968. The joint commando fought well 
and the Rhodesians had to seek South African support to suppression of the incursion by the 
revolutionary armies.  
 
Concerning MK's alliance with ZIPRA, Oliver Tambo stated, "We have had close political relations 
with ZAPU, and these developed into relations at the military level, until we were in a position to fight 
together. This close alliance is the first of its kind one can recall in the liberation movement. In no 
previous instance has there actually been fighting by freedom fighters drawn from different 
territories."  

 
In popular culture   
In 1984, musician Prince Far I's album Umkhonto we Sizwe (Spear of the Nation) was released 
(posthumously) in an act of solidarity with the uMkhonto we Sizwe. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UMkhonto_we_Sizwe#cite_note-Proxy-25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_for_the_Total_Independence_of_Angola
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UMkhonto_we_Sizwe#cite_note-Diplomacy-27
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zambia
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In 1987, a benefit hardcore compilation album Viva uMkhonto we Sizwe! was released on the Dutch 
label Konkurrel. It featured Scream, Challenger Crew, Morzelpronk, Social Unrest, The Ex, 
Depraved, Victims Family, B.G.K., Rhythm Pigs, Everything Falls Apart, Kafka Prosess, S.C.A.*, 
and 76% Uncertain. 
 
Zimbabwean-born African-American author and filmmaker M.K. Asante Jr. embraced the initials M. 
K. after uMkhonto we Sizwe. 
 
Dave Matthews Band song "#36" is dedicated to Chris Hani, the assassinated chief of staff of the 
uMkhonto we Sizwe and the leader of the South African Communist Party, and includes the refrain, 
"Hani, Hani, won't you dance with me?" 
 

Notable members  
In addition to co-founder Nelson Mandela,[29] notable members include: 

• Tatamkhulu Afrika 

• Sipho Binda 

• Anton Fransch 

• Joe Gqabi 

• Denis Goldberg 

• Harry Gwala 

• Chris Hani 

• Samuel Hlongwane 

• Ronnie Kasrils 

• Moses Kotane 

• Tryphina Mboxela Jokweni 

• Lennox Lagu 

• Moses Mabhida 

• Robert McBride 

• Mac Maharaj 

• Dikgope Madi 

• Solomon Mahlangu 

• Isaac Lesiba Maphotho 

• Rudzani Maphwanya 

• Jerry Masisi 

• Vusumuzi Masondo 

• Davidson Masuku 

• Lawrence Mbatha 

• Govan Mbeki 

• Thabo Mbeki 

• Duma Mdutyana 

• Raymond Mhlaba 

• Wilton Mkwayi 

• Joe Modise 

• Thandi Modise 

• Thabiso Mokhosi 

• Lambert Moloi 

• Alex Moumbaris 

• Fabian Msimang 

• Mavuso Msimang  

• Refiloe Johannes Mudimu 
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• Phila Portia Ndwandwe 

• Godfrey Ngwenya 

• Wilson Nqose 

• Siphiwe Nyanda 

• Vejaynand Ramlakan 

• Tom Sebina 

• Aubrey Sedibe 

• Solly Shoke 

• Walter Sisulu 

• Joe Slovo 

• Marion Sparg 

• Oliver Tambo 

• Lindile Yam 

• Tony Yengeni 

• Andrew Zondo 

• Jacob Zuma 

 
Number of deaths  
South African police statistics indicate that, in the period 1976 to 1986, approximately 130 people 
were killed by guerrillas. Of these, about thirty were members of various security forces and one 
hundred were civilians. Of the civilians, 40 were white and 60 black.[31] In turn, around 11+ ANC 
members were killed in cross-border raids by the SADF.[32] 
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LIST OF MK OPERATIONS 

ANC-2nd Submission to TRC - APPENDIX FOUR 

Please note: 

Information in this list was drawn from press reports and the Annual S 

urveys of the SAIRR. These are not MK records. There are probably omissions and errors, due to 

censorship during the apartheid era and other difficulties in collecting information of this nature. 

1960s Details are not available, but it is estimated that the MK High Command co-ordinated over 

190 acts of sabotage between October 1961 and July 1963. There were no deaths or injuries. 

1976: Note: a study by Tom Lodge of the University of the Witwatersrand estimated that there 

were 150 MK attacks between 1976 - 1982 

30/11/76 Skirmish with SAP: Eastern Transvaal Two SAP killed as arrested cadres escape 

custody, throwing grenade into SAP vehicle 

1977 

08/01/77 Economic: railway line near Soweto 

15/06/1977 Unplanned actions/skirmish with SAP: Two civilians killed in warehouse in Goch Street 

during unplanned panic reaction when cadres realised they were being followed by SAP; two 

cadres captured; Monty Motlaung beaten so badly by SAP he was brain damaged; Solomon 

Mahlangu hanged 
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24/02/77 SAP buildings: Daveyton SAP station Bomb causes structural damage; no injuries 

15/07/77 Economic: Umlazi/ Durban Damage to railway line 

26/07/77 Skirmish with SAP: Vosloorus One cadre killed 

26/07/77 Skirmish with SAP: Dobsonville One cadre killed, 2 SAP injured 

09/09/77 SAP SB personnel: Leonard Nkosi; turned ANC cadre killed. 

27/10/77 SAP personnel: Bophutatswana; Three cadres killed by SAP after throwing a at a police 

patrol; 1 SAP injured 

02/11/77 Skirmish with SAP: near Pongola One cadre killed, 1 SAP injured 

??/11/77 Economic: railway at Dunswart & Apex Train driver slightly injured 

12/12/77 SAP building: Germiston police station Structural damage 

1978 

??/01/78 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Former ANC member (Steve Mtshali) who turned state 

witness in various trials; shot and wounded 

??/02/78 Skirmish with SAP: near Swaziland border Two SAP killed 

02/02/78 SAP building: Daveyton police station Structural damage 

01/03/78 Skirmish with SAP: Witkleigat area No details 

10/03/78 Government buildings: Bantu Affairs Admin. Board, Port Elizabeth Bomb explodes 

outside offices; One civilian killed, three injured 

??/04/78 SAP personnel: Swaziland border Cadres ambush SAP patrol; two SAP wounded 

14/04/78 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Former deputy president of  the ANC in the Transvaal 

(Abel Mthembu) turned state witness at the Pretoria ANC trial 

25/06/78 SAP Personnel: Det-Sgt Chapi Hlubi shot dead 

21/08/78 BOSS personnel: B. Mayeza; shot dead in Umlazi 

??/12/78 Government buildings: Soweto Community Council Bomb damages offices 

1979 

1979 Economic: Sasol Oil Refineries Massive structural damage 

1979 SAP building: Orlando police station attacked 
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14/01/79 Skirmish with SAP: farm near Zeerust; Seven cadres clash with SAP; I captured, others 

escape over Botswana border 

23/01/79 Economic: near New Canada station Explosion damages railway 

24/01/79 Economic: railway between Fort Beaufort and King Williamstown Large quantity of 

explosives on line found and defused 

February 1979 SAP SB personnel: Sgt Benjamin Letlako shot dead in Katlehong 

April 1979 Economic: railway near Soweto Explosives discovered and defused 

05/05/79 SAP personnel/building: Moroka SAP Station Cadres open fire in charge office; 1 SAP 

killed, 3 injured; 3 civilians injured; extensive damage caused by grenades in offices 

June 1979 Economic: railway in Eastern Transvaal Explosives found, defused 

November 1979 SAP building/personnel: Orlando SAP Station Cadres open fire, hurl grenades 

into charge office; 2 SAP killed, 2 SAP wounded; pamphlets distributed 

November 1979 SAP SB personnel: Lt Magezi Ngobeni; grenades thrown into home; 5 children 

wounded 

December 1979 Economic: railway near Alice Explosion damages line 

1980 

1980 SAP building: Booysens police station Damage to building 

14/01/80 SAP building/ support for community resistance: Soekmekaar SAP Station Little damage; 

minor injury to one SAP; local community involved in struggle against forced removal 

1980 Skirmish with SAP: Meadowlands No details 

??/03/80 Skirmish with SAP: Bophutatswana Two cadres killed, one escapes 

04/04/80 SAP buildings & personnel: Booysens SAP Station Attack with grenades, rocket 

launchers, AKs causes damage, no injuries 

June 1980 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Tennyson Makiwane Expelled ANC official; shot 

dead 

01/06/80 Economic: Sasol 1,2 and Natref Eight fuel tanks destroyed in series of blasts; no injuries; 

R58-m damage 

August 1980 SAP SB Personnel: Det-Sgt TG Zondi; shot at in Sobantu Village; uninjured 
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15/10/80 Economic/support for community resistance: Railway line in Dube blown up; Soweto 

community had called for a stayaway previous day to protest against rent increases, visit by 

Koornhof 

29/10/80 Government buildings: West Rand Administration Board Two grenades cause extensive 

damage, injure security guard and friend 

30/10/80 Government residence: Port Elizabeth House of Transkei consul damaged with bomb; no 

injuries 

21/11/80 Skirmish with SAP: Chiawelo; cadre killed, SAP injure child 

1981 

According to the SAIRR, between January and October 1981 there were at least 40 ANC guerilla 

attacks in urban areas; there were 17 between July 1979 and June 1980. 

1981 Skirmish with SAP: house in Chiawelo; One cadre killed; possible SAP casualties 

1981 SAP building: Wonderboom SAP station No details 

1981 Economic: Capital Park sub-station Damage by limpet mine 

1981 SAP building: Mabopane SAP station Two dead (no details) 

1981 Economic: Rosslyn sub-station Damage by limpet mines; Two injuries 

14/04/81 Economic: Richards Bay / Vryheid line 20km railway destroyed, coal trucks derailed 

21/04/81 Economic: power station, in Durban Two transformers destroyed by limpet mines 

May 1981 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Hoedspruit Railways policeman killed with grenade 

06/05/81 Economic/ Republic Day protests: railway in Hoedspruit area Line damaged 

21/05/81 Economic/Republic Day protests: PE rail link to Johannesburg and Cape Town Line 

damaged by explosion 

25/05/81: Series of actions in support of Republic Day protests: 

Propaganda: pamphlet bomb in Durban; 

SAP building: Fort Jackson SAP station; 

Economic: railway line near Soweto 

Economic: railway line on Natal South Coast 

Economic: powerlines cut in Vrede, OFS 
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27/05/81 SADF buildings: recruiting office, Durban Destroyed in explosion 

01/06/81 Firebombs at three PFP offices, Johannesburg No injuries 

04/06/81 SAP building: SAP station, Johannesburg SAP building: SAP station, Meyerton 

11/06/81 Economic: railway line Natal North coast 

16/6/81 Economic: railway line near East London 

28/06/81 Economic: railway near Empangeni 

03/07/81 Economic: fuel storage dept, Alberton Limpet mine defused 

21/07/81 Economic: power supply; Pretoria, Middelburg, Ermelo At least six explosions at three 

installations 

11/08/81 SADF personnel & buildings: Voortrekkerhoogte Military Base Damage by rocket attack 

19/08/81 Economic: railway line near East London 

02/09/81 SAP buildings & personnel: Mabopane SAP station Two SAP, two civilians (one a child) 

killed 

12/09/81 Economic: main railway line, Delville Wood, Durban Explosion damages line 

10/10/81 Economic: Durban railway station Government buildings: Durban offices, Dept. Co-

operation and Development Four injuries; no details 

21/10/81 Economic: Transformer in Evander destroyed Economic: Sasol III water pipeline, 

Secunda 

26/10/81 SAP buildings & personnel: Sibasa SAP station Two SAP killed, station destroyed 

01/11/81 SADF buildings & personnel: Jeppes Reef House near Swaziland border occupied by 

SADF Destroyed in rocket/grenade attack 

09/11/81 Government buildings: Orlando Magistrates Court Explosion; no details 

12/11/81 Economic: Rosslyn power substation, Pretoria Damage by 4 limpet mines 

09/12/81 Government buildings: office of Chief Commissioner, Department of Co-operation and 

Development, Cape Town 

14/12/81 Economic: Pretoria power sub-station bombed 

23/12/81 Government buildings: E. Cape Admin. Board, Duncan Village No details 

26/12/81 SAP buildings: Wonderboompoort SAP station No details 
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1982 

According to the SAIRR, there were at least 26 sabotage attacks by the ANC between December 

1981 and November 1982; 13 suspected ANC cadres were killed in shoot-outs with the SAP. 

According to the SAP, there were 39 acts of insurgency in 1982. 

21/05/81 Government buildings: Port Natal Administration Board, Pinetown bombed Government 

buildings: Offices of Dept. Coloured Affairs, Durban 

07/01/82 Government buildings: West Rand Administration Board, Soweto Bomb damages office 

12/05/82 Government buildings: West Rand Administration Board. Soweto Bomb damages offices 

again 

20/03/82 Government buildings: Langa Commissioners Court Damaged in explosion 

28/05/82 Economic: Fuel depot and power transformer, Hectorspruit Damaged by limpet mine 

03/06/82 Economic: railway near Dube Damaged in explosion 

04/06/82 Government buildings: offices of Presidents Council, Cape Town Bomb explodes in lift 

shaft of building housing these offices; one killed 

28/06/82 Economic: railway depot at Vryheid Damaged in explosion 

28/06/82 Economic: Scheepersnek: Two bombs cause extensive damage to railway depot, pump 

station, stores, vehicles; Durban-Witwatersrand oil pipeline shattered SAP & Government 

buildings: Port Elizabeth; Station Commanders office and New Law Courts damagedJuly 

1982 Government buildings: PE court building 

28/08/82 SADF buildings: Umvoti Mounted Rifles Army Camp, Red Hill, Durban Extensive 

damage to building and three SADF vehicles 

September 1982 Skirmish with SAP: Boksburg Two cadres killed 

24/09/82 Economic: railway bridge near Upington Explosives placed; no details 

October 1982 Skirmishes with SAP: KwaZulu One SAP SB member killed; one cadre killed 

26/10/82 Government buildings: Drakensberg Administration. Board, Pietermaritzburg Three 

bombs explode 

November 1982 SAP personnel: W/O P. Selepe, Mamelodi killed; gave evidence in many trials 

08/11/82 Economic: Mobil fuel storage depot, Mkuze Blast causes severe damageDecember 

1982 Personnel actively assisting SAP: B. Hlapane 

13-14/11/82 Skirmishes with SAP: Piet Retief Two SAP seriously wounded 
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18-19/12/82 Economic: Koeberg nuclear power station Massive damage in four explosions; no 

injuries 

20-21/11/82 SADF/SAP installation & personnel: SAP rural station & temporary SADF garrison at 

Tonga Rocket attack seriously injures two SADF personnel 

31/12/82 Government building / SAP building: Johannesburg Magistrates court (200m from John 

Vorster Square) Explosion; no details 

1983 

1983 Economic: line near Phomolong station Damage to railway line 

1983 SADF building: offices in Marshall Street Structural damage 

1983 Economic: pylon in Denneboom Structural damage 

1983 SAP personnel: Soweto Grenade attack on patrol; no injuries 

26/01/83 Government buildings: New Brighton Community Council offices Building extensively 

damaged; one dead, five injured 

30/01/83 Government buildings: Pietermarizburg Supreme Court Explosion; no details 

10/02/83 Economic: Richards Bay area 500 hectares burned in arson attack 

11/02/83 Government Buildings: Drakensberg Admin. Board Offices Explosion, no details 

08/02/83 Skirmishes with SADF: Paulpietersburg No details 

20/02/83 Economic: Pelindaba Nuclear Research Station Set on fire; no details 

21/03/83 Government buildings: Supreme Court, Pietermaritzburg Explosion, no details 

21/04/83 Government buildings: Supreme Court, Pietermaritzburg Second explosion; no details 

May 1983 Skirmish with SADF: Botswana border Four cadres, one SADF killed 

May 1983 Government buildings: Roodepoort; Offices of Dept. Internal Affairs Damaged in two 

explosions: R250 000 damage 

20/05/83 SADF personnel and building: Nineteen killed (2 MK, 11 SAAF officers) in car bomb at 

entrance to SAAF HQ, opposite building housing military intelligence personnel; 217 injured 

(number of military/ civilian injuries unclear 

17/06/83 Economic: pylon at New Canada station SAP defuse bomb 

28/06/83 Government buildings: Dept. Internal Affairs, Roodepoort Explosion; no details July 

1983 Economic: Sasol plant, Secunda Minor damage 
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07/07/83 Government buildings: Durban Supreme Court Two bombs defused 

07/07/83 Government buildings: Dept. Internal Affairs, Roodepoort; SAP building: Roodepoort 

Bombs detonate at 00h40 causing structural damage 

06/08/83 Armed propaganda: Bomb explodes at Temple Israel, Hillbrow, before Marais Steyn due 

to speak there; no injuries 

20/08/83 Economic: substation near Mamelodi Explosion causes damage of R100 000 

26/08/83 Government buildings: Ciskei consular generals offices, Carlton Centre Limpet mines 

explode at 18h50; one injured 

08/09/83 Economic: electrical sub-stations, Johannesburg area Two (Randburg and Sandton) 

bombed 

11/09/83 Economic: substations at Bryanston North and Fairland Limpet mines cause structural 

damage 

12/09/83 Government buildings: Ciskei offices in Pretoria Limpet mine planted after hours causes 

structural damage 

13/09/83 Economic/support of industrial action: Rowntree factory, Umbilo Bomb blast at 19h45; 

structural damage 

29/09/83 Economic: pylon in Vereeniging Police defuse explosives 

11/10/83 Economic/SADF personnel: Warmbaths; Mines explode at 02h20; extensively damage 

large fuel storage tanks, three rail tankers, one road tanker; two devices set to explode 1 hour later 

found on door of Civil Defence office; no injuries. PW Botha due to speak in Warmbaths. 

14/10/83 Economic: two electricity pylons, Pietermaritzburg Mines explode at 02h00, 03h00 

01/11/83 Economic: Durban Buses at municipal bus depot damaged by bomb at 

midnight Economic: Germiston Railway line bombed Economic: Springs SAP defuses bomb on 

railway line SAP building/personnel: Durban SAP workshop Bombed; no details 

02/11/83 SAP vehicles: Wentworth; Explosion at 02h55 damages vehicles in SAP mobile store 

and adjacent student residence (Alan Taylor Residence) 

03/11/83 Economic: Bosmont railway station Damaged by bomb Economic: bus depot near 

Durban SAP buildings: SAP store near Durban 22/11/83 Economic: Durban Pylons damaged by 

two explosions 

03/11/83 Economic: railway line, Bosmont/Newclare railway line damaged in explosion railway line 

near Germiston damaged by explosion railway line near Springs; explosives defused 

03 or 07/12/83 Government building: office of Department of Community Development, Bree 

Street., Johannesburg Explosion; no injuries 
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08/12/83 Economic: railway 1km from Bloemfontein Locomotive and two trucks derailed 

12/12/83 Government buildings: offices of Dept Community Development and Commissioners 

Court, Johannesburg Severe damage in limpet mine explosion; seven injured 

15/12/83 Government buildings: offices of Dept Foreign Affairs, Johannesburg Seven injured in 

explosion SADF buildings: Natal Command HQ Three bombs explode on beach front nearby; no 

damage 

19/12/83 Government Buildings: KwaMashu township offices Explosion causes R60 thousand 

damage 

1984 

According to the Institute for Strategic Studies, Pretoria, there were 44 MK attacks during this 

year. 

1984 Skirmish with SAP: Mapetla One cadre killed; no SAP injuries 

1984 Skirmish with SAP: SAP ambush, Jabulani One cadre killed, one injured 

04/01/84 Skirmish with SAP: Mamelodi One cadre killed 

03/02/84 Government buildings: Ciskei consulate, Durban Offices destroyed in explosion 

23/02/84 Economic: Escom installation, Georgetown Slight damaged caused by explosion 

29/02/84 Economic: Mandini Power Station Bomb explodes; no information SAP building: Mandini 

SAP station Bombed; no details 

11/03/84 Economic: Mobil fuel depot, Ermelo; Four explosions, extensive damage, five storage 

tanks destroyed; no injuries 

12/03/84 Skirmishes with SAP: area unknown Two SAP seriously injured 

April 1984 Skirmish with SAP: De Deur Onecadre killed 

05/04/84 Government buildings: Transkei consulate in Botshabelo Explosion destroys offices 

12/05/84 Government buildings: Durban, Trust Bank; Explosion causes extensive damage to 

offices of Dept. Internal Affairs and Durban HQ of SA. Railways Police injured 

13/05/84 Economic: Mobil Oil Refinery, Durban; Cadres set fire to refinery in RPG.7 attack; 

running skirmish lasting several hours ends when car in which cadres were travelling is followed to 

construction site by police; all were killed along with three labourers who burned to death when 

paint store set alight in the battle. 4 SAP also injured. 

16/05/84 SAP personnel: Jabulani; Explosion destroys two private vehicles belonging to SAP 

members outside Jabulani SAP station 
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18/05/84 Economic: railway near Lenasia Damaged by explosion 

06/06/84 Economic: petrol rail tankers, Merewent, Durban Four mines damage railway / defused 

(unclear) 

08/06/84 Skirmish with SAP: Ndwedwe Two cadres killed in running gunfight with SAP 

21/06/84 Economic: substation, Berea (Durban) Explosion damages substation, disrupts supply 

12/07/84 SAP personnel: Jabulani SAP vehicle attacked; one SAP killed, one injured 

28/07/84 Government buildings: SA Railways Police charge office, KwaMashu Attacked with hand 

grenades 

03/08/84 Skirmish with SAP: Ellisras area; one cadre killed Details unclear 

7/08/84 Property of government personnel: Extensive damage to Tshabalala Dry Cleaners, 

Soweto Economic: Glenmore, Durban Escom sub-station destroyed 

12/08/84 Government buildings: Department of Internal Affairs, Johannesburg Explosion causes 

minor damage 

16/08/84 SAP buildings/personnel: SAP HQ Soweto East; Roodepoort City Centre Building Two 

mines destroy the second and third floors of building, injure District Commander, four SAP, two 

civilians; R260 000 damage\ 

17/08/84 Skirmish with SAP: Mapetla Cadre resisting arrest killed 

23/08/84 Government departments: DET, Booysens Explosions destroy 4th floor at 18h30 

24/08/84 Government buildings: SA Railways Police Regional offices, Dept Internal Affairs offices 

in Anchor Life Building Bomb explodes at 17h30; two civilians and four Railways Police injured 

03/09/84 Government buildings: Dept. Internal Affairs, Johannesburg Explosion at 16h07; four 

injured 

05/09/84 Economic: Escom sub-station, Rustenberg; Explosion destroys installations, disrupts 

power to Rustenberg and large area of Bophutatswana. 

13/09/84 Economic: Escom sub-station, Durban Limpet mines cause damage 

14/09/84 Government Buildings: Department of Community Development, Krugersdorp Bomb at 

17h00 causes damage 

11/12/84 Economic: railway near Durban Explosion damages line, goods train damaged 

14/12/84 Skirmish with SAP: Ingwavuma One cadre killed, one SAP injured 

25/12/84 Skirmish with SAP: Ingwavuma Cadre killed 
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1985 

According to the Institute for Strategic Studies, Pretoria, there were 136 MK attacks during this 

year, a 209% increase compared with figures for 1984. 

??/01/85 Skirmish with SAP: Nongoma Three cadres, 1 SAP killed 

??/03/85 SAP personnel: Mamelodi Limpet mine destroys SAP vehicle; no injuries 

??/03/85 Skirmish with SAP: Eastern Transvaal Two cadres killed, one captured 

??/03/85 SAP SB personnel: Tembisa Grenade attack on unnamed SB members home; no details 

22/03/85 Skirmish with SAP unit: Bushbuckridge Two cadres killed 

??/04/85 Economic: Escom sub-station, Durban Parking attendant killed 

02/05/85 Economic/ support for workers: explosion at Anglo American and Anglovaal, 

Johannesburg R170 thousand structural damage caused. Both had engaged in mass dismissals 

of mine workers 

09/05/85 SAP personnel: two grenade attacks in Pretoria townships No details 

15/05/85 SAP building & personnel: Brakpan SAP barracks Three explosions; no details 

15/05/85 Government buildings: Brakpan Commissioners court and offices of Messenger of the 

court Attacks on the morning of the funeral of Andries Raditsela who had died in detention 

30/05/85 SADF building: Military Medical Centre, Johannesburg Limpet mine causes structural 

damage 

31/05/85 SADF building/personnel: Southern Cross Fund offices Fourteen injured 

??/05/85 SAP personnel: GaRankuwa SAP member killed by suspected insurgents 

??/06/85 Government buildings: Lamontville Three limpet mines explode at Natalia Development 

Board 

??/06/85 SAP buildings: Umlazi SAP station Three limpet mines explode; no details 

??/06/85 Economic: Durban Escom sub-station damaged by explosion 

??/06/85 Economic/support of worker struggle: AECI offices, Johannesburg Bomb damages 

offices; company was involved in labour dispute 

??/06/85 SAP personnel Mmabatho: policeman who fired on crowd killed by alleged insurgents 

//?06/85 Economic: Umtata Explosion destroys Transkei Development Corporation bulk fuel depot; 

disrupted water and power supplies 
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??/06/85 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Attack on home of Rajbansi with petrol bombs and 

hand grenades; no injuries Government personnel: Attack on home of former Gugulethu town 

councillor; no details 

??/07/85 Economic: Durban Limpet mines destroy sub-station 

??/07/85 Skirmish with SAP: roadblock near East London Two cadres, one SAP killed in shootout 

??/07/85 SAP personnel: Soweto Group dubbed the Suicide Squad attacks home of two Soweto 

policemen 

??/07/85 Support for worker struggles: Umlazi Hand grenade damages bakery in Umlazi where 

workers were on strike 

??/07/85 Government personnel: hand grenade attack on former community councillor in 

Gugulethu 

??/08/85 Home of MP Barend Andrews attacked with hand grenade No injuries 

02/08/85 Skirmish with SAP: roadblock near Mount Ruth Two cadres, one SAP killed 

10/08/85 Economic: petrol bowser, East London fuel depot SAP defuse limpet mine 

??/10/85 SAP personnel: Cape Town; Shots fired at police patrol; two incidents of attacks on 

police with hand grenades; no further details 

??/10/85 SAP personnel: Mamelodi Home of SAP member attacked with hand grenade 

??/11/85 SAP personnel: Cape Town Four people including SAP officer and wife, railways 

policeman, killed in various hand grenade attacks; total of 20 such attacks recorded by this time 

say SAP. 

??/11/85 SADF personnel: Cape Town Three SADF injured in grenade attacks 

??/11/85 Economic: Central Johannesburg Building housing Institute of Bankers damaged in blast 

??/11/85 SAP personnel: Cape Town Two grenade attacks on homes of SAP personnel SAP 

buildings: Manenberg SAP Station Vehicles damaged in grenade attack 

??/11/85 Economic: Sasol 2 and 3 Rocket attack; three cadres killed by SAP 

??/11/85 SADF/Personnel actively assisting SADF: Soutpansberg area Anti-tank mine explodes; 

four SADF, four others injured 

??/11/85 Skirmish with Bophutatswana Police: Four cadres killed, two cadres injured 

??/12/85 Economic: Bus depot Umlazi No details 
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6/12/85 SAP personnel: police patrol in Soweto One SAP injured by grenade 08/12/85 SAP 

personnel: Chesterville Home of SAP member bombed; no details 

13/12/85 SADF personnel: troop carrier in Messina One soldier injured in anti-tank mine explosion 

??/12/85 Skirmish with SADF: near Botswana border One SADF killed 

??/12/85 Government buildings: Chatsworth Magistrates Court; Limpet mine explodes at 18h00; 

structural damage 

14/12/85 Skirmish with SAP: Chiawelo One cadre killed 

17/12/85 Economic/support of industrial action: Limpet mine explodes at 03h00; damages eight 

buses, PUTCO Fleetline depot, Umlazi 

19/12/85 SADF/Personnel actively supporting SADF: Wiepe area One farmer or civilian injured in 

anti-tank mine explosion 

20/12/85 SADF/Personnel actively supporting SADF: Messina Six killed in anti-tank mine 

explosion in game farm 

23/12/85 Cadre response to state brutality: Five civilians killed, 40 injured in Amanzimtoti shopping 

centre blast; attempted warning failed; Andrew Zondo hanged. 

29/12/85 Propaganda: pamphlet bomb, Durban Defused by SAP 

1986: In Parliament in February 1987, Adriaan Vlok refused to disclose the number or nature of 

incidents of sabotage, armed attacks and explosions that had occurred during 1986 as this was 

not in the interests of the safety of the Republic. According to the Institute of Strategic Studies at 

the University of Pretoria, there were 230 incidents of insurgency during the year, a 69,1% 

increase over the 136 incidents in 1985. 

??/??/86 SAP personnel: home attacked in Springs One person injured in grenade and AK attack 

??/??/86 Economic: Springs railway station Limpet mine damages building 

??/??/86 SAP personnel: Vosloorus No details 

??/01/86 SADF/ Personnel actively supporting SADF: Ellisras area near Botswana border Two 

killed in anti-tank mine explosion; no details 

January 1986 SAP personnel: Soweto Cadre throws grenade at 3 SAP members; cadre killed; no 

details 

04/01/86 SADF/personnel actively assisting SADF: Stockpoort (Botswana border) Two killed and 

two injured in anti-tank mine explosion 

05/01/86 Skirmishes with SAP: roadblock on East London /King Williamstown road One SAP 

killed, one cadre killed 
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04/02/86 SADF personnel: Gugulethu Four SADF injured when grenade thrown into their military 

vehicle 

07/01/86 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Soweto Grenade thrown at Railways policeman 

06/01/86 Skirmish with SAP: near East London One cadre killed 

08/01/86 Economic: Pretoria sub-station Damaged by explosion 

09//01/86 Economic/ SAP personnel: Durban Limpet damages substation in Jacobs, 21h15; 

second limpet explodes kills one SAP, injures three - five SAP (or one SAP, two engineers) 

18/01/86 Economic: substation in Westville, Durban Two limpets damage substation 

20/01/86 Economic/SAP personnel: Four limpets damage pylon near Durban 20h45; fifth probably 

aimed at SAP explodes later; no injuries 

24/01/86 SAP personnel: Mamelodi Sgt Makhulu killed in grenade attack on his home 

??/02/86 SADF personnel: Gugulethu Buffel attacked with grenade; four SADF injured slightly 

01/02/86 SAP personnel: Lamontville Grenade thrown at patrol; one SAP injured 

09/02/86 SAP personnel: Umlazi Limpet mine destroys two SAP vehicles at Umlazi SAP station 

when parked after returning from riot patrol; no injuries 

19/02/86 SAP personnel: Cambridge East SAP station; Explosion in toilet block near Radio 

Control room; no injures 

February 1986 Skirmish with SAP: near Port Elizabeth; Two cadres killed, two SAP injured 

February 1986 Economic: Durban Explosion at Durban sub-station; no details 

12/02/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: near Messina Bakkie detonates anti-tank 

mine; no injuries 

2/02/86 Skirmishes with SADF: near Alldays One SADF, one cadre killed 

16/02/86 SADF personnel: Mamelodi Casspir severely damaged by anti-tank landmine 

17/02/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Zwide Two SAP killed, two cadres killed, one arrested SAP 

personnel: area unknown One SAP injured when vehicle hit by 10 bullets 

??/02/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Zola, Soweto Cadre blows up two SAP, kills self with grenade 

??/02/86 Economic: De Deur Limpet causes structural damage to substation 01/03/86 Skirmishes 

with SAP: Port Elizabeth or Grahamstown One SAP seriously injured, cadre killed 

03/03/896 Skirmishes with SAP: Gugulethu Police execute seven cadres 
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04/03/86 SAP building/personnel: John Vorster Square Two SAP members, two civilians injured in 

explosion on 3rd floor 

07/03/86 SAP building/personnel: Hillbrow SAP Station Limpet found and detonated by SAP 

15/03/86 Government buildings: Limpet mine explodes in front of Springs railway station, outside 

Indian Administration Offices; one civilian seriously injured 

17/03/86 SAP personnel: Mamelodi SAP member shot; dies in hospital 

18/03/86 SAP personnel: Mamelodi Constable Sinki Vuma shot dead at home 

19/03/86 SAP personnel: limpet mine attack on SB member (no area); car destroyed member 

21/03/86 Economic: Durban Four mines explode at Escom sub-station 

26/03/86 Skirmish with SAP: Volsloorus One cadre killed when he allegedly threw grenade at SAP 

members 

08/04/86 Collaborators in apartheid repression: attack on home of former LP secretary in Natal, 

Kevin Leaf No injuries 

??/03/86 SAP Personnel: Dobsonville SAP come under fire at funeral; no details 

21/04/86 SADF / personnel actively assistingSADF: Breyten/Chrissiesmeer district Two anti-tank 

landmines detonate, injuring two civilians in taxi and one tractor driver 

21/04/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Alexandra Cadre attacks SAP, one seriously injured; cadre 

retreated unharmed 

23/04/86 Government buildings: Cala Blast at Cala post office; no injuries 

24/04/86 Government building: Meyerspark post office Explosion causes tructural damage 

27/04/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Edendale hospital Gordon Webster rescued; one civilian killed, two 

SAP injured 

25/05/86 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: farm of Colonel Koos Durr, near Davel Anti-

tank miine kills two, injures eight 

26/05/86 As above: same road landmine detonated by tractor No injuries 

10/06/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: the farm Boshoek, 5km from Volksrust Anti-

tank mine injures one person 

10/06/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: the farm Blomhof,near Volksrust Anti-tank 

mine injures two farmworkers 
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14/06/86 SADF personnel: Magoos/ Why Not bars Car bomb kills three, injures 69, the majority 

civilians; McBride sentenced to death 

16/06/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: Winterveldt: Probable anti-tank mine 

explosion kills three BDF troops in troop carrier 

22/06/86 Economic: fuel storage tanks, Jacobs; Limpet damages tanks Economic: liquid fuel 

pipeline betw. Sapref and Limpet damages pipeline Mobil Refinery near Durban 

26/06/86 SAP personnel: Soshanguve Grenade attack on SAP members home; nodetails 

27/06/86 Skirmishes with SAP: roadblock near Botswana border Four cadres killed, one SAP 

injured 

29/06/86 Government buildings: Alice post office Explosion; no injuries 

30/06/86 SAP personnel: Westville, Natal Mine explodes 03h15 on pedestrian bridge; second 

limpet aimed at responding SAP members explodes 15 minutes later 

July 1986 Skirmish with SAP: Mdantsane After a two-hour gun battle SAP kill one cadre 

05/07/86 SAP buildings: Mowbray SAP station, CT Explosion slightly injures two SAP 

05/07/86 SADF/Personnel actively assisting SADF: Volksrust One person injured by anti-tank 

landmine; no details 

05/07/86 Government personnel: Vosloorus and Katlehong; Five Development Board. officials 

killed in two attacks on their vehicles; two cadres killed 

06/07/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Empangeni Three cadres killed, one arrested 

10/07/86 SAP building: Silverton Explosion injures seven people 

22/07/86 SAP personnel: Katlehong One SAP killed 

26/07/86 SAP personnel: Katlehong; Cadres attack municipal police twice; both cadres killed, five 

police killed, 12 police injured 

30/07/86 SAP personnel: Umtata SAP station Three SAP, four civlians die , seven SAP injured in 

grenade and AK attack 

28/07/86 Skirmish with SAP: Nelspruit Two cadres killed 

30/07/86 SADF/Personnel actively supporting SADF: near Nelspruit Anti-tank landmine explodes: 

no injuries 

03/08/86 Government buildings: Lakeside post office Explosion; no injuries 

09/08/86 SAP Personnel: Durban Lt Victor Raju killed in grenade attac on his home 
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16/08/86 Skirmish with SAP: Eastern Tvl, near Swaziland Four cadres killed, one injured 

16/08/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: E. Tvl border area Anti-tank landmine kills 

five, injures two civilians 

17/08/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: the farm Stellen Rust near Nelspruit Anti-tank 

mine injures two civilians 

22/08/86 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Natal Grenade attack on Inkathas Winnington Sabelo; 

AK 47 fired at car of his wife as she entered the driveway, killing her and injuring 3 children 

24/08/86 Government personnel: Imbali Grenade attack on home of town councillor Austin 

Kwejama; one child killed, one child injured 

24/09/86 Government personnel/ support for community action Home of Soweto Housing Director, 

Del Kevin, extensively damaged by limpet mine; no injuries 

30/09/86 Skirmishes with SAP: N. Natal One SAP injured 

Early Oct. 1986 SAP building: SAP station Newcastle Attacked, no details 

06/10/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: Mbuzini, near Mozabique border Anti-tank 

landmiine injures six SADF members in military vehicle 

20/10/86 SAP buildings: Lamontville SAP station Limpet mine explosion outside; no injuries 

22/10/86 Personnel actively supporting SADF: two anti-tank landmine explosions Damage to 

property (Van Zyl) 

31/10/86 SAP personnel: Umlazi Det. W/O Seleka(?) killed in grenade attack on home 

Early Nov. 1986 Economic/ support for community struggle Two offices of PUTCO bombed in 

Soweto after fare increase of 17,5% announced 

02 or 04/11/86 SADF/Personnel actively assisting SADF: near Nelspruit Anti-tank landmine 

explosion kills one woman, one child injured 

04/11/86 SADF personnel: landmine, E Transvaal One soldier on horseback killed 

10/11/86 Government buildings: Newcastle Magistrates Court Two bombs explode; 24 injuries 

including Magistrate and Public Prosecutor 

14/11/86 SADFl/ personnel actively assisting SADF: Alldays district Landmine injures farmer and 

son 

23/11/86 Government buildings: Fordsburg flats Limpet mines explode at new housing for Sowto 

town councillors; no injuries 

??/11/86 SAP Personnel: KTC Camp Grenade injures two SAP members 
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15/12/86 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: Barberton area Anti-tank landmine injures 

two SAP in SAP vehicle 

19/12/86 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: Komatipoort area Anti-tank landmine injures 

SADF member Government personnel: Soweto Grenade attack on home of Soweto councillor; two 

SAP injured 

27/12/86 Skirmishes with SAP: near Messina Two SAP, three cadres killed; two cadres 

escape1987 Note: According to the Institute of Strategic Studies at the University of Pretoria, there 

were 234 incidents of insurgency during 1987; there had been 230 in 1986.1987 SAP 

personnel: home of Hlongwane, Mamelodi Damage to property 

1987 Government buildings: Jhbg Magistrates Court Four killed, several injured 1987 SAP 

buildings: Kwandebele SAP station No details 

01/01/87 SADF personnel: Alexandra National servicemen attacked; at least one injured 

08/01/86 SAP personnel: AECI plant Policeman shot at; skirmish followed inwhich two SAP and 

one civilian injured 

09/01/87 Support for strike action: OK Bazaars Eloff Street Bomb explodes, no injuries 

12/01/87 OK Bazaars HQ: Bomb causes extensive damage, no injures (Note: there had been a 

protracted strike.) 

09/01/87 SAP personnel: near KTC Riot Squad member killed, two injured by grenade thrown into 

their vehicle 

23/01/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Soweto Two cadres killed 

24/01/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Mendu, Willowvale One TDF or Transkei police member injured 

30/01/87 SAP/SADF personnel: Alexandra Three SADF, one SAP killed in attack 

31/01/87 Government personnel: Diepmeadow; Home of town councillor Senokoane attacked; six 

injured including two SAP officers 

02/02/87 SAP personnel: Single Quarters, Bokomo SAP Station Two attacks with grenades; one 

SAP injured 

18/02/87 SADF personnel: Tladi Secondary School Grenade attack kills for SADF personnel 

19/02/87 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Grenade injures Chief Lushaba and Samuel Jamile of 

Inkatha 

03/03/87 SAP personnel: Gugulethu Cadre shot dead by police after he allegedly fired on their 

patrol with an AK 47 

09/03/87 SAP personnel: Gugulethu One SAP. two municipal SAP killed; one cadre possibly killed 
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11/03/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Zone 13 Mdantsane Ciskei police confirm skirmish, no details 

11/03/87 Skirmish with SAP: New Crossroads Cadre shot dead in house 

13/03/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Atteridgeville Four municipal police killed, one injured 

16/03/87 SAP personnel: Kagiso Grenade attack on home of SAP member; no injuries 

17/03/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Inanda SAP raid; cadre resisted; SAP kill cadre, one woman, injure 

man and baby 

17/03/87 Economic: railway line between Newcastle and Johannesburg Three explosions damage 

line 

28/03/87 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: Josefsdal/Swaziland border area Anti-tank 

landmine kills four, injures one civilian 

01/04/87 SAP/SADF personnel: Mabopane or Mamelodi Grenade thrown into Hippo, three SADF 

killed, two injured 

01/04/87 Government personnel: Dobsonville Grenade thrown at home of Councillor Radebe; no 

injuries 

02/04/87 SAP personnel: Nyanga Grenade injures three SAP 

08/04/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Ventersdorp Two cadres, 1 SAP killed in shootout 

09/04/87 SAP personnel: Meadowlands Zone 10 Three SAP attacked; casualties unknown 

14/04/87 SAP personnel: Chesterfield, Durban Grenade attack on home of SAP member; no 

injuries 

15/04/87 SAP personnel: Umbumbulu SB officer killed by sniper, another SB injured 

20/04/87 SADF personnel: Dube station Grenade thrown at group of soldiers; casualties not 

reported 

??/04/87 Skirmish with SAP: Umlazi Three cadres killed, four SAP injured, one critically, in 

shootout 

23/04/87 SAP personnel: Bonteheuwel Grenade attack on home of SAP member No 

detailsPersonnel actively assisting SAP: Mitchells Plain Grenade attack on home of security 

guard; no detailsSAP personnel: Ravensmead Grenade attack on home of SAP member; no 

details 

24/04/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Umlazi Riot SAP raid; cadres resisted; three Riot SAP injured, two 

cadres killed 

30/04/87 SAP personnel: Osizweni, Newcastle SAP barracks Grenade attack; four SAP injured 
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??/04/87 SAP personnel: KTC Seven SAP injured in grenade attack on their patrol 

04/05/87 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: area west of Messina; Driver killed and 10 

passengers injured when truck detonates landmine 

09/05/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Mamelodi One SAP, three SADF, one cadre killed 

16/05/87 SAP personnel: Newcastle; Explosion at Newcastle station waiting room; second 

explosion at 01h34 while SAP investigating first blast; one SAP injured 

20/05/87 Government buildings; SAP personnel: Johannesburg Magistrates Court Car bomb kills 

three SAP, injures four SAP, six civilians injured 

11/06/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Emdeni, Soweto SAP raid/ ambush of raiders: one cadre, one SAP 

killed 

12/06/87 SAP personnel: Witbank Two SAP found dead Government buildings: Athlone 

Magistrates Court Limpet mine explodes; no details 

15/06/87 Government personnel: Gugulethu; Grenade attack on home of councillor; four injured, 

two of them special constables 

16/06/87 Government personnel: Guglethu Grenade attack on councillors home; two injured 

21/06/87 SAP personnel: KTC camp Grenade attack on SAP patrol injures seven SAPs 

22/06/87 SAP personnel: KTC Two SAP, five municipal police injured in grenade attack 

12/07/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Athlone SAP raid; one cadre killed, four arrested 

06/07/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Mdantsane; SAP ambush: cadre kills two, injures three Riot Unit 

SAP; cadre shot dead 

08/07/87 Skirmish with SAP: Motherwell SAP crush alleged cadre and his sister to death in shack 

after they allegedly were fired on 

18/07/87 SAP personnel: Mamelodi East SAP member and wife injured in attack on their home 

??/07/87 Skirmish with SAP: Mdantsane Two SAP, one cadre killed in shootout 

20/07/87 SADF personnel: SADF flats, District Six Car bomb explodes; no injuries 

25/07/86 SAP/SADF personnel: Pimville Grenade thrown at home; exploded outside house 

26/07/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Katlehong Cadre escaped; no details 

30/07/87 SADF personnel/ personnel actively assisting SADF: the farm Bodena owned by Danie 

Hough Anti-tank landmine injures three civilians 
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30/07/87 SADF personnel and buildings: Car bomb explodes outside Witwatersrand Command 

killing one SADF, injuring 68 military personnel and civilians 

??/07/87 SAP personnel: Gugulethu Home of SAP officer attacked with grenade 

05/08/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Ntsekisa Rd, New Brighton Cadre killed in shootout 

13/08/87 SAP personnel: Emdeni SAP Sgt. injured in grenade attack on SAP van 

23/08/87 SADF personnel: Emdeni Shop frequented by SADF members attacked with grenades; 

no details 

24/08/87 SAP personnel: Emdeni Grenade thrown at SAP vehicle; two SAP, eight civilians injured 

27/08/87 Government personnel: Soweto; Home of former Mayor Kunene attacked; two council 

police killed 

30/08/87 SADF personnel: Military barracks, Dobsonville Grenade thrown at five soldiers outside 

barracks; estimated eight SADF members killed or injured 

02/09/87 Skirmish with SAP: Sandton SAP kill cadre after he allegedly threw a grenade at a 

roadblock 

??/09/87 Skirmishes with SAP: near Zimbabwe border SAP say six cadres killed in various 

incidents 

24/09/87 SAP personnel: Soweto 10 people including two SAP injured in grenade attack on SAP 

patrol 

??/09/87 SAP Personnel: Marble Hall Commander of KwaNdebele National Guard Unit and his 

son (also SAP officer) found shot dead by AK 47 fire 

01/10/87 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Bomb placed outside door of Rajbansis NPP office 

in Lenasia explodes hours after official opening; no injuries 

17/10/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Heidedal, Bloemfontein SAP raid on house comes under fire; no 

details 

28/10/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Swaziland border Cadre wounded; killed SADF member who 

approached him 

06/11/87 SAP personnel: Khayelitsha One Special constable, two civilians killed by sniper fire 

12/11/87 Government buildings: Zola Municipal offices Two limpet mines explode, third detonated 

by SAP 

14/11/87 SADF personnel: Cape Town; SADF commemoration march from CT to the Castle: 

limpet mine explodes in bin which over 700 SAP and SADF filed past; 1 SADF injured 
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18/11/87 Government buildings: Johannesburg post office Limpet mine found 

23/11/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Umlazi; SAP raid on house: two cadres and alleged collaborator 

killed; two SAP injured by cadres who resisted 

30/11/87 SAP buildings/personnel: Dube municipal training centre Three explosions; no injuries 

10/12/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Port Elizabeth area SAP raid on shack; heavy resistance from 

cadres; SAP drove Casspir over shack, killing four 

12/12/87 SAP personnel: Soweto Group of SAP fired on by cadres in car; two SAP killed, four 

injured 

??/12/87 SAP personnel: Nyanga Group of five Special Constables come under fire; one 

killed1988 1988 SAP personnel: ambush in Emdeni, Soweto No information 

January 1988 SAP personnel: attack on police in Kliptown No information 

25/01/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Ugie; roadblock Cadres wound 1 SAP, retreat safely 

25/01/88 SAP personnel: Kokstad; Limpet exploded at Kokstad Mens Club opposite Kokstad SAP 

station; frequented by SAP; building, two vehicles damaged 

27/01/88 SAP personnel: Soweto Cadres open fire on SAP vehicle; three SAP, one civilian injured 

01/02/88 Skirmishes with SAP: ? Transkei; roadblock Cadres attempted to resist; three killed, one 

injured by Transkei police 

02/02/88 Skirmishes with SAP:? near Mount Fletcher Cadre killed in skirmish: no details 

06/02/88 SAP personnel: East London One SAP killed in attack; no details 

12/02/88 SAP personnel: Soweto Municipal police guarding installation attacked; two injured 

12/02/88 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Johannesburg; Cadre opens fire on car driven by ex-

Rhodesian soldier, now private security firm official; details on injuries unclear 

01/03/88 SADF personnel: Benoni Explosion causes extensive damage to bus transporting SAAF 

personnel; no details 

07/03/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Queenstown SAP raid; cadre resisted, wounded six SAP; cadre 

and civilian killed by SAP 

08/03/88 SAP personnel: Phiri Hall SAP mess Prolonged attack kills one SAP, wounds 10 SAP 

14/03/88 Government building: Johannesburg City Hall Bomb explodes at; no injuries 
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17/03/88 SAP personnel: Krugersdorp magistrates court and adjacent SAP Station Two SADF, 

one civilian killed; 20 injured in car bomb court and adjacent SAP station; plan to prevent civilian 

injuries failed 

18/03/88 SAP personnel: Atteridgeville Cadres attack tavern frequented by SAP; three SAP killed 

25/03/88 Skirmishes with SADF: Batavia, Far Northern Transvaal Three cadres killed 

27/03/88 SAP/SADF personnel: Pietersburg; Antheas Club, frequented by SAP and SADF, slightly 

damaged by limpet placed in back garden; no injuries 

28/03/88 Skirmishes with SADF: island on Mutale river Four cadres killed, one injured 

??/03/88 Economic: Fort Jackson electrical sub-station Three limpet mines cause damage, no 

injuries 

??/04/88 SAP building: attack on municipal police training centre No details 

09/04/88 Government buildings: Atteridgeville Development Board canteen Limpet explodes 

nearby; no injuries 

12/04/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Mpumalanga township; SAP cornered cadre who killed self and 

two SAP with grenade; trapped second cadre who resisted: cadre killed one SAP and three 

civilians wounded in crossfire 

15/04/88 Government buildings: Atteridgeville Municipal offices Limpet mine explodes; no details 

15/04/88 Explosion outside Pretoria Sterland cinema One cadre killed, one civilian injured 

According to an ANC official in Lusaka, the intended target was a nearby government building; the 

bomb exploded prematurely 

22/04/88 SAP personnel: Soweto Cadre ambushes municipal police vehicle, wounds four SAP, 

one civilian 

25/04/88 SAP personnel: Newcastle Sgt JM Mazibuku killed at bus stop 

01/05/88 SAP personnel: Cape Town; Special Guard Unit vehicle attacked No injuries 

04/05/88 SAP personnel / buildings: Kagiso SAP Single Quarters Limpet mine explodes against 

wall; no details 

10/05/88 SAP personnel: Mamelodi Grenade attack on SAP members home; child killed 

14/05/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Newcastle SAP raid home of cadre; cadre resisted but was killed 

24/05/88 SAP personnel: Germiston station Cadre opened fire on SAP at station; killed when SAP 

returned fire; three civilians injured in crossfire 
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03/06/88 SADF buildings / personnel: SA Irish Regiment HQ, Anderson St, Johannesburg 

Explosion; no details 

03/06/88 SAP personnel / buildings: Explosion outside Standard Bank, Roodepoort during lunch 

hour kills 4, injures 18 civilians According to an ANC official in Lusaka, the target had not been 

civilians but an SAP station nearby; no details on what operational difficulties caused this incident. 

20/06/88 SAP personnel: Mdanstane W/O Swelindawo of Ciskei police injured in explosion at his 

home 

29/06/88 SADF personnel: cafe in Poynton building frequented by SADF and Prisons officials 

Explosion injures two SADF, two Prisons personnel, 13 civilians 

05/07/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Gugulethu Police raid; cadre resisted for 3 hours; shot dead 

12/07/88 Landmine incident - no details 

14/07/88 Skirmishes with SADF: Kruger National Park; follow-up operation after 12/07 landmine 

Four cadres killed 

16/07/88 SAP personnel: Nyanga Cadre fires on SAP vehicle; one civilian killed, one injured SAP 

return fire; cadre wounded 

17/07/88 SAP personnel: Soweto highway Cadre opens fire on SAP vehicle from back of bakkie; 

two SAP injured 

22/07/88 Government personnel: Soweto Grenade attack on home of Soweto Council personnel 

manager, BE Qakisa; no details 

23/07/88 SAP personnel: Pinetown Cadre wounded SAP member; no details 

26/07/88 Government personnel: Soweto Three grenade attacks on homes of Administration 

Board employees( P. Legare, Mr Naledi, Mr Gumede); no details 

??/07/88 Collaborators in apartheid represssion: Lenasia Explosion outside home of member of 

Presidents Council, Dr Ismail Jajbhay; no injuries 

03/08/88 SADF building and personnel: Wits Command Car bomb explodes; no 

injuries Skirmishes with SAP: Bridgewater area Five cadres killed in two incidents 

04/08/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Wild COast hotel SAP raid; one cadre killed, one escaped 

08/08/88 Skirmishes with SAP: near Palala river No details 

19/08/88 SADF buildings/personnel: The Castle, Cape Town Mini-limpet mine explodes within 

Castle grounds; no details 

20/08/88 Government personnel: Duncan Village Grenade attack on home of mayor, Eddie 

Makeba; extensive damage; no injuries 
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??/08/88 Government buildings: Westville Post Office Mini-limpet explodes; no injuries 

??/09/88 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Bomb goes off at Laudium home of Pretoria 

municipal election candidate; no injuries 

22/09/88 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Explosion at the home of municipal election 

candidate SD Goolam injures four SAP, two guards, one civilian 

??/09/88 Three limpet mines in Lenasia explode at the offices of the Lenasia bus service, at the 

home of the Lenasia Management Committee, and the offices of the House of Delegates; no 

injuries 

??/09/88 Government buildings: King Williamstown Magistrates Court Bomb explodes, no injuries 

02/09/88 Government buildings: Standerton post office Limpets discovered 

03/09/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Molweni, Durban Cadre fires on SAP from house; cadre killed, four 

injured 

10/09/88 SAP building/personnel: Moroka SAP Station barracks No details on results of explosion 

10/09/88 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Mini-limpet placed under basin next to back door 

of Lenasia HOD candidate, Mrs Ebrahim; no details 

19/09/88 SAP building & personnel: Benoni Car bomb explodes in flats 100m from SAP station; 

two civilians injured 

??/09/88 SAP buildings & personnel: Woodstock Police Station Mini-limpet explodes, no injuries 

??/09/88 SAP Personnel: Soweto Home of municipal policeman attacked, child injured 

??/10/88 Government buildings: Redhill Post Office Bomb explodes; no injuries 

??/10/88 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Bomb damages campaign HQ of a Wentworth 

municipal candidate in Durban 

??/10/88 Government personnel Municipal councillor and assistant escape injury when hand 

grenades thrown at them in Thokoza 

??/10/88 Explosion at KwaThema civic centre used as polling point in municipal elections; baby 

killed, four people injured 

??/10/88 Government buildings: Magistrates Courts at Wynberg (Johannesburg), Bishop Lavis, 

and Stellenbosch Explosions at these three places cause no injuries 

??/10/88 SAP Buildings: Woodstock Police Station Bomb causes damage, no injuries 

??/10/88 SAP Personnel: Tembisa police barracks Limpet mine explodes, injures four SAP 
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??/10/88 SAP Buildings & personnel: near Alexandra Municipal Police offices Limpet mine causes 

extensive damage, no injuries 

??/10/88 Government personnel: Wattville and Thokoza: Homes of municipal candidates attacked 

with hand grenades; no injuries Tumahole; Limpet mine explodes at homes of two councillors; no 

injuries Gompo Town; Hand grenade attack on home of deputy mayor; no injuries 

??/10/88 SAP buildings & personnel: Katlehong Municipal Police barracks Mini-limpet explodes, 

no details 

??/10/88 SAP personnel: Potchefstroom: building housing Security Branch Bomb explodes, at 

least one SAP injury 

??/11/88 Government buildings: Port Elizabeth Post Office Limpet mine explodes, no injuries 

??/12/88 Government buildings: Boksburg Receiver of Revenue offices Limpet mine explodes; no 

injuries 

??/12/88 Government offices: Brakpan Dept. Home Affairs Limpet mine causes damage, no 

injuries 

??/12/88 Government buildings: Cape Two municipal buildings, Magistrates Court in Paarl. Bombs 

explode; no injuries 

??/10/88 Economic: Sandton Eskom substation Limpet mine explodes 

??/10/88 Government buildings: Diepmeadow Mini-limpet damages offices, no 

injuries1989 ??/??89 SAP personnel: Jabulani, SowetoMine detonates on vehicle; no details 

??/??89 SAP personnel: attack in Diepkloof Unnamed SAP member killed by AK fire 

??/01/89 Economic: Post Office, King Williamstown No details Economic: Railways, Wilsonia, (E 

Cape) No details Economic: Mount Ruth railway station, Mdantsane No details 

??/01/89 Economic/SAP personnel: Glenwood, Durban Escom sub-station damaged by explosion; 

SAP defuse second bomb nearby 

??/01/89 Economic: Sandhurst Explosion at Escom sub-station 

??/01/89 Collaborators in apartheid repression:Benoni Limit mine explodes at home of the chair of 

the Ministers Council in the House of Delegates extensive damage no injuries 

??/01/89 Economic/military: Ciskei Explosion at aircraft factory; no injuries; no further details 

??/01/89 SAP building/personnel: Katlehong Municipal Police Station Two municipal police killed 

in grenade attack 

??/02/89 SAP building: municipal police barracks, Soweto Structural damage; 4 SAP injured 
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??/02/89 SAP personnel: parade in Katlehong One municipal constable killed, nine injured 

??/02/89 SAP personnel: Col. D. Dlamini, commander of Katlehong SAP Station Limpet explodes 

at his home; no details 

??/03/89 SADF buildings: Natal Command HQ Explosion; no injuries 

??/04/89 SAP buildings/personnel: SAP HQ Durban Explosion at single quarters; no details 

??/04/89 SAP buildings: Yeoville SAP Station Bomb explodes; no injuries 

??/04/89 SAP buildings: SAP station, Durban No injuries in explosion 

??/04/89 SAP Outpost: Katlehong Five special constables injured 

??/04/89 SAP personnel: Thokoza Two municipal police injured when grenades thrown at 

councillors home 

??/04/89 Government personnel: Thokoza Grenade thrown at home of Councillor Abram Mzizi; no 

details 

??/04/89 SAP personnel: Single quarters No details 

??/04/89 Economic: Nigel post office Explosion; no injuries 

??/05/89 SADF installation: Klippan Radar Station Attack by large group of guerillas using mortars; 

no injuries reported 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Duduza Limpet explodes under SAP vehicle; four civilians injured 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Tsakane Limpet explodes under vehicle outside SAP members home 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Tsakane Grenade thrown at SAP patrol; no details 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Soweto Limpet explodes in rubbish bin outside home of SAP member 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: KwaThema SAP station Bomb shatters window of dining hall 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Ratanda SAP Single Quarters Limpet mine explodes; no injuries 

??/06/89 Collaborators in apartheid repression Limpet mine at home of Boetie Abramjee LP MP; 

no details 

??/08/89 Armed propaganda Grenade explodes at Labour Party polling station, Bishop Lavis 

??/08/89 SAP building/personnel: Brixton Flying Squad HQ Attacked with hand grenades and 

AKs; no injuries reported 
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??/08/89 SAP personnel: Lt-Col. Frank Zwane; Former liaison officer for SAP, Soweto; Zwane and 

two sons injured in grenade attack ??/08/89 SAP building: Athlone SAP Station Explosion; no 

details 

??/09/89 SAP equipment/personnel: Duduza Limpet mine on SAP vehicle: no details 

??/09/89 Government buildings: municipal offices, Alexandra No information 

??/09/89 SAP personnel: patrol ambushed, Katlehong No information 

??/09/89 SAP building: Mamelodi SAP station Mini-limpet explodes outside; SAP vehicle damaged 

APPENDIX FIVEARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR 

RESPONSIBILITY IS UNCERTAIN 

Please note:This list includes all incedents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual 

surveys which cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed 

"list of known MK operations". In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were 

carried out by bona fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operationla difficulties; others 

very probably "flase flag" operations.07/03/77 Pretoria restaurant destroyed by bomb - no 

details25/11/77 Bomb explodes at Carlton Centre, Johannesburg; 14 injured. 3 

0/11/77 Bomb explodes on Pretoria boundtrain 

14/12/77 Bomb explodes in Benoni station 22/12/77 Unexploded bomb found in OK bazaars, 

Roodepoort 

??/02/78 It is reported that an unexploded bomb "capable of destroying 22 storey building found in 

Johannesburg office block" 

??/02/81 Bomb blast in Durban shopping centre; two injuries 

26/06/81 Durban Cenotaph: 2 bombs explode 

26/07/81 Two bombs extensively damage motor vehicle firms in central Durban, 05h50 and 

06h10; three injuries 

06/08/81 Bomb explodes in East London shopping complex minutes before rush hour; no details 

08/08/81 Bomb explodes in Port Elizabeth shopping centre in similar manner to East London 

bomb 

??/12/82 Southern Free State Administration Board, Bloemfontein; blast leaves one dead, 70 

injured 

12/02/83 Free State Administration Board offices; bomb injures 76 people 

12/03/83 Bomb on railway coach on Johannesburg bound passenger train 
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13/05/83 Explosive device (37kg of explosives in gas cylinder) found by SAP under bridge on 

Southern Freeway, Durban; defused 

03/04/84 Car bomb at Victoria Embankment, Durban, kills three civilians, injures 20 civilians Note: 

According to the SAIRR, two of those killed were Daya Rengasami and his wife Navi. He had been 

a member of the SA Students Organisation and the BPC. The ANC in Lusaka denied an SABC 

report that it had claimed responsibility; other reports claimed that the ANC had prepared a 

statement on the blast which was held back once it emerged that the Rengasamis were casualties 

of the bomb. Rajbansi said he believed his offices nearby had been the intended target of the 

bomb. The investigating officer was Capt. Andrew Taylor of the SB who is one of the accused in 

the Mxenge trial; he may be able to supply more details. 

08/04/84 Arson attack at Hermansberg German Mission, Natal; extensive damage to vehicles and 

farming equipment 

??/08/85 Three limpet mines explode in department stores in Durban, causing limited damage and 

no injuries 

??/08/85 Bomb explodes in night club at an Umlazi hotel; 30 children injured 

27/09/85 Limpet mines damage basement of OK Bazaars 

(17h00 and early hours of 28/09), Smith Street; Game Stores (17h30), Checkers (17h30), all in 

central Durban Limpet mine defused in Spar, 18h30, central Durban 

??/10/85 Home of Umlazi headmaster attacked with hand grenade. Limpet mines found at school 

in Durban (no details on area) 

??/11/85 Building housing Institute of Bankers in central Johannesburg damaged in blast 

??/11/85 Hand grenade explodes at Barclays National Bank branch, Woodstock 

??/12/85 Grenade attack on tourist kombi in central Durban; no details 

21/12/85 Limpet mine attached to minibus injures 8 or 13 civilians 

??/02/86 Hand grenade explodes in Transkei minister's official car; no details 

10/02/86 Large bomb defused by SAP in Amanzimtoti 200m from where the December 1985 blast 

(for which Andrew Zondo was hanged) took place. 

17/03/86 Mini-limpet discovered at Afrikaans high school at Elsburg, Germiston; police detonate 

limpet 

19/03/86 Bomb blast inside wall of Springs New Apostolic Church 

10/04/86 Limpet mine at Braamfontein station; 1 person killed, 4 injured 
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18/04/86 Bomb explodes in casino of Wild Coast Holiday Inn; 2 civilians killed, 1 injured Note: the 

ANC denied responsibility for this attack. 

01/05/86 Two grenades thrown at the home of Mr Klein, principal of Wentworth Primary School. 

Klein says he is not politically involved. He was a police reservist some time ago. Klein and wife 

both injured. 

07/05/86 Benmore Gardens Shopping Centre, Sandton: bomb causes extensive damage, no 

injuries 

??/05/86 SAP say a 15kg bomb was found under a car in downtown Durban; defused 

22/06/86 Limpet mine explodes at 01h45 outside Copper Shop, West St, Durban 

24/06/86 Explosion at 14h00 injures 16 civilians at a Wimpy Bar, Rissik Street ? Outside President 

Hotel, Johannesburg; explosion at 14h26 seriously injures five civilians 

28/06/86 Queenstown shopping centre; explosion just before 12h00 injures two civilians 

??/06/86 Bomb explodes at Jabulani Amphitheatre, Soweto; no injuries 

??/06/86 Ten people killed in explosion in minibus in Bophutatswana 

??/06/86 Limpet mine explodes in Queenstown shopping centre; one child injured 

??/06/86 Limpet mine explodes in Johannesburg restaurant, injuring 17 people 

01/07/86 Explosion outside Carlton Hotel injures 8 civilians 

04/07/86 Limpet mine explodes outside Checkers supermarket in Silverton; 20 civilians injured 

01/09/86 Pick and Pay supermarket Montclair, Durban; bomb injures 1 civilian 

07/09/86 The Durban holiday home for underprivileged children escaped unscathed after a car 

bomb blast nearby 

??/09/86 Mini-limpet explodes in bar of Devonshire Hotel injuring three civilians (this was a 

popular venue for Wits students) 

??/09/86 Grenade thrown into crowded night club in Edenpark (Alberton) 

03/01/87 Corner Jeppe/Delvers St, Johannesburg; limpet mine injures three civilians 

05/02/87 Explosion at bus shelter outside Groote Schuur estate; 1 civilian slightly injured 

??/02/87 Limpet mine causes damage to a shop in Matatiele (Transkei) 

??/04/87 Bomb explodes in a shop in centre of Newcastle; no injuries 

03/04/87 Car park of Came Arcade shopping centre: limpet mine injures three civilians 
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16/04/87 Parking area of Newcastle supermarket: explosion injures two civilians 

05/05/87 Johannesburg Civic Centre: two mini-limpets explode, no injuries 

19/05/87 Carlton Centre; explosion; no details 

08/07/87 Bar of Village Main Hotel, Johannesburg: limpet mine explodes at 11h12; no details 

28/09/87 Standard Bank arena: two bombs explode, no injuries 

??/04/88 Bomb explodes at Johannesburg City Hall; no injuries 

19/04/88 Explosion at private office block less than 100m from Parliament. Back entrance 

destroyed, branch of Santambank seriously damaged 

25/05/88 Grenade attack on Sofasonke Party rally in Soweto; two killed, 38 injured Note: an ANC 

spokesperson blamed "armed political renegades" for carrying out attacks which were then 

blamed on the ANC, and denied knowledge of this attack. 

26/05/88 Outside African Eagle Building, Pretoria: limpet mine injures four civilians Outside Ruth 

Arndt Early Learning Centre, Pretoria: limpet mine detonates during lunch hour (target may have 

been SADF offices, Proes St) 

28/05/88 Explosive device at bottom of platform staircase at Johannesburg railway station: - 1 

civilian injured 

05/06/88 Bomb detonated while train was standing at Saulsville railway station 

22/06/88 Amusement arcade in Winning Side Arcade, Johannesburg: limpet mine kills ten civilians 

26/06/88 Papagallo Restaurant, East London: limpet mine discovered and defused 

??/06/88 Bomb blast near Soweto's Inhlanzani station; no injuries 

??/06/88 Mini-limpet mine explodes at Pretoria snack bar, injuring 18 people 09/07/88 Outside 

Johannesburg Cambrians hockey club: limpet mine explodes outside; no details 

29/07/88 Bus stop cnr. Victoria/Odendaal Streets, Germiston: limpet mine injures one civilian 

30/07/88 Wimpy Bar, Benoni Plaza: limpet mine explodes at lunch hour; 1 civilian killed, 57 injured 

??/07/88 Two explosions at a meeting of Sofasonke party; no injuries 

05/08/88 Morula Sun Casino: limpet mine discovered and suppressed; minor damage 

13/08/88 Hyde Park Shopping Centre: explosion injures three civilians 

23/08/88 Wimpy Bar, Oxford St, E London: explosion at lunch hour injures 23 civilians 
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24/08/88 Limpet mine discovered outside Wimpy Bar, Standerton: limpet mine discovered; 

dragged into street and detonated; no details 

??/08/88 Powerful explosion at a bus terminus used by black people; no injuries 

??/09/88 Bomb explodes at discothËque in Hillbrow injuring 19 people 

??/09/88 Limpet mine explosion at Vinderbijl Square bus terminus in Johannesburg injures 19 

people 

??/09/88 Hand grenade thrown at home of Allan Hendrickse, leader of the Labour Party, from a 

moving car 

02/09/88 Outside a shop on the corner of Smith and Fenton Streets, Durban: limpet mine explodes 

at 17h30; two civilians injured 

07/09/88 Basement of North Park Plaza Shopping Centre: explosion kills one civilian 

08/09/88 Grenade thrown into the home of couple who did not join a strike (Mr and Mrs Modiko); 

child injured 

21/09/88 Vanderbijlpark bus terminal: explosion after 17h00 injures 14 civilians 

??/09/88 Bomb under a car in parking lot of East London hotel explodes after area cleared; no 

injuries 

??/10/88 Limpet mine explodes at central Johannesburg bus terminus, injuring four people 

??/10/88 Car bomb explosion outside a Witbank shopping centre; two killed, 42 injured 

??/11/88 Explosion at Lenasia civic centre; no injuries 

??/11/88 Explosion damages section of railway line on outskirts of Durban; no injuries 

??/12/88 Two explosions in Bisho result in damage to garage and shop; one minor injury 

??/12/88 Five people, one an SAP member, killed in Soweto; police said an AK 47 was used 

indicating that the ANC was responsible 

??/02/88 12 civilians injured in a blast at Wits Medical Command administration building in 

Braamfontein. The head of SAP public relations (Brig. Herman Stadler) claims that the ANC was 

responsible and had carried out the attack for propaganda purposes; this was proved by the fact 

that newspapers had received an early tip-off, he said. 

??/07/89 Bomb at JG Strijdom hospital; no details 

??/10/89 Bomb explodes outside BP centre, Cape Town and at a Woodstock garage a few 

minutes later 
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??/11/89 Bombs at First National Bank ATM at Berlin railway station, King WIlliams Town 

https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02424/04lv02730/05lv02918/06lv0
2949.htm  
 
 

 

 

LIST OF UMKHONTO WESIZWE OPERATIONS 
ANC-2nd Submission to TRC - APPENDIX FOUR 
Please note: 

Information in this list was drawn from press reports and the Annual Surveys of the SAIRR. These 
are not MK records. There are probably omissions and errors, due to censorship during the 
apartheid era and other difficulties in collecting information of this nature. 

 

1960s Details are not available, but it is estimated that the MK High Command co-ordinated over 
190 acts of sabotage between October 1961 and July 1963. There were no deaths or injuries. 

1976: Note: a study by Tom Lodge of the University of the Witwatersrand estimated that there were 
150 MK attacks between 1976 - 1982 

30/11/76 Skirmish with South African Police (SAP): Eastern Transvaal Two SAP killed as arrested 
cadres escape custody, throwing grenade into SAP vehicle 

1977 

08/01/77 Economic: railway line near Soweto 

15/06/1977 Unplanned actions/skirmish with SAP: Two civilians killed in warehouse in Goch Street 
during unplanned panic reaction when cadres realised they were being followed by SAP; two 
members captured; Monty Motlaung beaten so badly by SAP he was brain damaged; Solomon 
Mahlangu hanged 

24/02/77 SAP buildings: Daveyton South African Police (SAP) Station. Bomb causes structural 
damage; no injuries 

15/07/77 Economic: Umlazi/ Durban. Damage to railway line 

26/07/77 Skirmish with SAP: Vosloorus, Transvaal. One MK member killed 

26/07/77 Skirmish with SAP: Dobsonville, Transvaal. One member killed, 2 SAP members injured 

09/09/77 SAP Security Branch (SB) personnel: Leonard Nkosi; turned ANC member killed. 

27/10/77 SAP personnel: Bophutatswana; Three members killed by SAP after throwing a grenade 
at a police patrol; one SAP injured 

02/11/77 Skirmish with SAP: near Pongola, Natal. One member killed, one SAP injured 

??/11/77 Economic: railway at Dunswart and Apex (Transvaal).Train driver slightly injured 

12/12/77 SAP building: Germiston, Transvaal. Police station structural damage 

1978 

??/01/78 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Former ANC member (Steve Mtshali) who turned state 
witness in various trials; shot and wounded 

https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02424/04lv02730/05lv02918/06lv02949.htm
https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02424/04lv02730/05lv02918/06lv02949.htm
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/solomon-kalushi-mahlangu
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/solomon-kalushi-mahlangu
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??/02/78 Skirmish with SAP: near Swaziland border. Two SAP members killed 

02/02/78 SAP building: Daveyton police station. Structural damage 

01/03/78 Skirmish with SAP: Witkleigat area. No details 

10/03/78 Government buildings: Bantu Affairs Administration Board, Port Elizabeth. Bomb explodes 
outside offices; One civilian killed, three injured 

??/04/78 SAP personnel: Swaziland border. MK members ambush SAP patrol; two SAP members 
wounded 

14/04/78 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Former deputy president of the ANC in the Transvaal 
(Abel Mthembu) turned state witness at the Pretoria ANC trial 

25/06/78 SAP Personnel: Det-Sgt Chapi Hlubi shot dead 

21/08/78 Bureau of State Security (BOSS) personnel: B. Mayeza shot dead in Umlazi, Durban 

??/12/78 Government buildings: Soweto Community Council Bomb damages offices 

1979 

1979 Economic: Sasol Oil Refineries. Massive structural damage 

1979 SAP building: Orlando police station attacked 

14/01/79 Skirmish with SAP: farm near Zeerust; Seven members clash with SAP; one member 
captured, others escape over Botswana border 

23/01/79 Economic: near New Canada station. Explosion damages railway 

24/01/79 Economic: railway between Fort Beaufort and King Williamstown, Eastern Cape. Large 
quantity of explosives on line found and defused 

February 1979 SAP SB personnel: Sgt Benjamin Letlako shot dead in Katlehong, Transvaal 

April 1979 Economic: railway near Soweto. Explosives discovered and defused 

05/05/79 SAP personnel/building: Moroka SAP Station, Transvaal. Members open fire in charge 
office; one SAP member killed, 3 SAP members and 3 civilians injured; extensive damage caused 
by grenades in offices 

June 1979 Economic: railway in Eastern Transvaal. Explosives found, defused 

November 1979 SAP building/personnel: Orlando SAP Station, Transvaal. MK members open fire, 
hurl grenades into charge office; two SAP members killed and two wounded; pamphlets distributed 

November 1979 SAP SB personnel: Lt Magezi Ngobeni; grenades thrown into home; 5 children 
wounded 

December 1979 Economic: railway near Alice, Eastern Cape. Explosion damages line 

1980 

1980 SAP building: Booysens police station, Transvaal. Damage to building 

14/01/80 SAP building/ support for community resistance: Soekmekaar SAP Station. Little damage; 
minor injury to one SAP member; local community involved in struggle against forced removal 

1980 Skirmish with SAP: Meadowlands, Transval. No details 

??/03/80 Skirmish with SAP: Bophutatswana Two members killed, one escapes 

04/04/80 SAP buildings and personnel: Booysens SAP Station. Attack with grenades, rocket 
launchers, AKs causes damage, no injuries 
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June 1980 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Tennyson Makiwane - expelled ANC official; shot dead 

01/06/80 Economic: Sasol 1,2 and Natref. Eight fuel tanks destroyed in series of blasts; no injuries; 
R58-m damage 

August 1980 SAP SB Personnel: Det-Sgt TG Zondi; shot at in Sobantu Village; uninjured 

15/10/80 Economic/support for community resistance: Railway line in Dube blown up; Soweto 
community had called for a stay-away previous day to protest against rent increases, visit by Piet 
Koornhof 

29/10/80 Government buildings: West Rand Administration Board. Two grenades cause extensive 
damage, injure security guard and friend 

30/10/80 Government residence: Port Elizabeth - House of Transkei consul damaged with bomb; 
no injuries 

21/11/80 Skirmish with SAP: Chiawelo; MK member killed, SAP injure child 

1981 

According to the South African Institute of Race Relations (SAIRR), between January and October 
1981 there were at least 40 ANC guerilla attacks in urban areas; there were 17 between July 1979 
and June 1980. 

1981 Skirmish with SAP: house in Chiawelo - One MK member killed; possible SAP casualties 

1981 SAP building: Wonderboom SAP station - no details 

1981 Economic: Capital Park sub-station - damage by limpet mine 

1981 SAP building: Mabopane SAP station - two dead (no details) 

1981 Economic: Rosslyn sub-station - Damage by limpet mines; Two injuries 

14/04/81 Economic: Richards Bay / Vryheid line - 20km railway destroyed, coal trucks derailed 

21/04/81 Economic: power station, in Durban. Two transformers destroyed by limpet mines 

May 1981 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Hoedspruit Railways policeman killed with grenade 

06/05/81 Economic/ Republic Day protests: railway in Hoedspruit area. Line damaged 

21/05/81 Economic/Republic Day protests: Port Elizabeth rail link to Johannesburg and Cape Town 
Line damaged by explosion 

25/05/81: Series of actions in support of Republic Day protests: 

Pamphlet bomb in Durban; 

SAP building: Fort Jackson SAP station; 

Economic: railway line attacked near Soweto 

Economic: railway line attacked on Natal South Coast 

Economic: power lines cut in Vrede, Orange Free State 

27/05/81 SADF buildings: recruiting office, Durban- destroyed in explosion 

01/06/81 Firebombs at three Progressive Federal Party (PFP) offices, Johannesburg. No injuries 

04/06/81 SAP building: SAP station, Johannesburg  

SAP building: SAP station, Meyerton, Johannesburg 

11/06/81 Economic: railway line, Natal North coast 

http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/tennyson-xola-makiwane
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16/6/81 Economic: railway line near East London 

28/06/81 Economic: railway near Empangeni, Natal 

03/07/81 Economic: fuel storage depot, Alberton. Limpet mine defused 

21/07/81 Economic: power supply; Pretoria, Middelburg, Ermelo. At least six explosions at three 
installations 

11/08/81 SADF personnel and buildings: Voortrekkerhoogte Military Base damage by rocket attack 

19/08/81 Economic: railway line near East London 

02/09/81 SAP buildings and personnel: Mabopane SAP station - two SAP, two civilians (one a child) 
killed 

12/09/81 Economic: main railway line, Delville Wood, Durban. Explosion damages line 

10/10/81 Economic: Durban railway station  

Government buildings: Durban offices, Department Of Co-operation and Development. Four 
injuries; no details 

21/10/81 Economic: Transformer in Evander, Transvaal destroyed 

 Economic: Sasol III water pipeline, Secunda 

26/10/81 SAP buildings and personnel: Sibasa SAP station Two SAP members killed, station 
destroyed 

01/11/81 SADF buildings and personnel: Jeppes Reef House near Swaziland border occupied by 
South African Defence Force (SADF) -destroyed in rocket/grenade attack 

09/11/81 Government buildings: Orlando Magistrates Court Explosion; no details 

12/11/81 Economic: Rosslyn power substation, Pretoria - damage by four limpet mines 

09/12/81 Government buildings: office of Chief Commissioner, Department of Co-operation and 
Development, Cape Town 

14/12/81 Economic: Pretoria power sub-station bombed 

23/12/81 Government buildings: Eastern Cape Administration Board, Duncan Village. No details 

26/12/81 SAP buildings: Wonderboompoort - SAP station - no details 

1982 

According to the SAIRR, there were at least 26 sabotage attacks by the ANC between December 
1981 and November 1982; 13 suspected ANC members were killed in shoot-outs with the SAP. 
According to the SAP, there were 39 acts of insurgency in 1982. 

21/05/81 Government buildings: Port Natal Administration Board, Pinetown bombed 

Government buildings: Offices of Dept. Coloured Affairs, Durban 

07/01/82 Government buildings: West Rand Administration Board, Soweto. Bomb damages office 

12/05/82 Government buildings: West Rand Administration Board, Soweto. Bomb damages offices 
again 

20/03/82 Government buildings: Langa Commissioners Court, Cape Town. Damaged in explosion 

28/05/82 Economic: Fuel depot and power transformer, Hectorspruit. Damaged by limpet mine 

03/06/82 Economic: railway near Dube, Johannesburg - damaged in explosion 
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04/06/82 Government buildings: offices of Presidents Council, Cape Town. Bomb explodes in lift 
shaft of building housing these offices; one killed 

28/06/82 Economic: railway depot at Vryheid, Natal - damaged in explosion 

28/06/82 Economic: Scheepersnek: Two bombs cause extensive damage to railway depot, pump 
station, stores, vehicles 

Durban-Witwatersrand oil pipeline shattered  

SAP and Government buildings: Port Elizabeth; Station Commander’s office and New Law Courts 
damaged 

July 1982 Government buildings: Port Elizabeth court building 

28/08/82 SADF buildings: Umvoti Mounted Rifles Army Camp, Red Hill, Durban Extensive damage 
to building and three SADF vehicles 

September 1982 Skirmish with SAP: Boksburg Two members killed 

24/09/82 Economic: Railway Bridge near Upington - explosives placed; no details 

October 1982 Skirmishes with SAP: KwaZulu One SAP SB member and one MK member killed 

26/10/82 Government buildings: Drakensberg Administration. Board, Pietermaritzburg Three 
bombs explode 

November 1982 SAP personnel: W/O P. Selepe, killed in Mamelodi, Transvaal; gave evidence in 
many trials 

08/11/82 Economic: Mobil fuel storage depot, Mkuze, Natal -  Blast causes severe damage 

December 1982 - Personnel actively assisting SAP: B. Hlapane 

13-14/11/82 Skirmishes with SAP: Piet Retief - two SAP seriously wounded 

18-19/12/82 Economic: Koeberg nuclear power station, Cape Town -massive damage in four 
explosions; no injuries 

20-21/11/82 SADF/SAP installation and personnel: SAP rural station and temporary SADF garrison 
at Tonga - rocket attack seriously injures two SADF personnel 

31/12/82 Government building / SAP building: Johannesburg Magistrates court (200m from John 
Vorster Square Police Station) - explosion; no details 

1983 

1983 Economic: line near Phomolong station. Damage to railway line 

1983 SADF building: offices in Marshall Street. Structural damage 

1983 Economic: pylon in Denneboom. Structural damage 

1983 SAP personnel: Soweto - grenade attack on patrol; no injuries 

26/01/83 Government buildings: New Brighton Community Council offices, Port Elizabeth. Building 
extensively damaged; one dead, five injured 

30/01/83 Government buildings: Pietermarizburg Supreme Court Explosion; no details 

10/02/83 Economic: Richards Bay, Natal - area 500 hectares burned in arson attack 

11/02/83 Government Buildings: Drakensberg Administration Board Offices, Natal. Explosion, no 
details 

08/02/83 Skirmishes with SADF: Paulpietersburg, Natal. No details 
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20/02/83 Economic: Pelindaba Nuclear Research Station. Set on fire; no details 

21/03/83 Government buildings: Supreme Court, Pietermaritzburg. Explosion, no details 

21/04/83 Government buildings: Supreme Court, Pietermaritzburg. Second explosion; no details 

May 1983 Skirmish with SADF: Botswana border. Four MK members, one SADF member killed 

May 1983 Government buildings: Roodepoort; Offices of Dept. Internal Affairs damaged in two 
explosions - R250 000 damages 

20/05/83 SADF personnel and building: Nineteen killed  ”” 2 MK members, 11 South African Air 
Force (SAAF) officers ”” in car bomb at entrance to SAAF headquarters, opposite building housing 
military intelligence personnel; 217 injured (number of military/ civilian injuries) 

17/06/83 Economic: pylon at New Canada station, Johannesburg - SAP defuse bomb 

28/06/83 Government buildings: Dept. Internal Affairs, Roodepoort, Johannesburg. Explosion; no 
details 

 July 1983 Economic: Sasol plant, Secunda Minor damage 

07/07/83 Government buildings: Durban Supreme Court Two bombs defused 

07/07/83 Government buildings: Dept. Internal Affairs, Roodepoort;  

SAP building: Roodepoort - Bombs detonated at 00h40 causing structural damage 

06/08/83 Armed propaganda: Bomb explodes at Temple Israel, Hillbrow, before Marais Steyn due 
to speak there; no injuries 

20/08/83 Economic: substation near Mamelodi Explosion causes damage of R100 000 
26/08/83 Government buildings: Ciskei consular generals offices, Carlton Centre, Johannesburg - 
Limpet mines explode at 18h50; one injured 

08/09/83 Economic: electrical sub-stations, Johannesburg area Two (Randburg and Sandton) 
bombed 

11/09/83 Economic: substations at Bryanston North and Fairland - Limpet mines cause structural 
damage 

12/09/83 Government buildings: Ciskei offices in Pretoria - Limpet mine planted after hours causes 
structural damage 

13/09/83 Economic/support of industrial action: Rowntree factory, Umbilo, Durban. Bomb blast at 
19h45; structural damage 

29/09/83 Economic: pylon in Vereeniging, Transvaal - Police defuse explosives 

11/10/83 Economic/SADF personnel: Warmbaths; Mines explode at 02h20; extensively damages 
large fuel storage tanks, three rail tankers, one road tanker; two devices set to explode one hour 
later found on door of Civil Defence office; no injuries. PW Botha due to speak in Warmbaths. 

14/10/83 Economic: two electricity pylons destroyed, Pietermaritzburg. Mines explode at 02h00 and 
03h00 

01/11/83 Economic: Durban - Buses at municipal bus depot damaged by bomb at midnight  

Economic: Germiston Railway line bombed  

Economic: Springs SAP defuses bomb on railway line  

SAP building/personnel: Durban SAP workshop bombed; no details 

http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/pieter-willem-botha
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02/11/83 SAP vehicles: Wentworth, Durban - Explosion at 02h55 damages vehicles in SAP mobile 
store and adjacent student residence (Alan Taylor Residence) 

03/11/83 Economic: Bosmont railway station damaged by bomb  

Economic: bus depot near Durban  

SAP buildings: SAP store near Durban 

22/11/83 Economic: Durban - Pylons damaged by two explosions 

03/11/83 Economic: railway line, Bosmont/Newclare, Johannesburg railway line damaged in 
explosion. Railway line near Germiston, Johannesburg damaged by explosion. Railway line near 
Springs - explosives defused 

03 or 07/12/83 Government building: office of Department of Community Development, Bree Street., 
Johannesburg - explosion; no injuries 

08/12/83 Economic: railway 1km from Bloemfontein, OFS. Locomotive and two trucks derailed 

12/12/83 Government buildings: offices of Department of Community Development and 
Commissioners Court, Johannesburg. Severe damage in limpet mine explosion; seven injured 

15/12/83 Government buildings: offices of Department of Foreign Affairs, Johannesburg Seven 
injured in explosion 

SADF buildings: Durban, Natal Command Headquarters. Three bombs explode on beach front 
nearby; no damage 

19/12/83 Government Buildings: KwaMashu, Durban township offices - explosion causes R60 
thousand damage 

1984 

According to the Institute for Strategic Studies, Pretoria, there were 44 MK attacks during this year. 

1984 Skirmish with SAP: Mapetla - one MK member killed; no SAP injuries 

1984 Skirmish with SAP: SAP ambush, Jabulani.  One MK member killed, one injured 

04/01/84 Skirmish with SAP: Mamelodi - One MK member killed 

03/02/84 Government buildings: Ciskei consulate, Durban Offices destroyed in explosion 

23/02/84 Economic: Eskom installation, Georgetown - slight damaged caused by explosion 

29/02/84 Economic: Mandini Power Station, Natal. Bomb explodes; no information  

SAP building: Mandini SAP station bombed; no details 

11/03/84 Economic: Mobil fuel depot, Ermelo; Four explosions, extensive damage, five storage 
tanks destroyed; no injuries 

12/03/84 Skirmishes with SAP: area unknown. Two SAP members seriously injured 

April 1984 Skirmish with SAP: De Deur – One Mk member killed 

05/04/84 Government buildings: Transkei consulate in Botshabelo - explosion destroys offices 

12/05/84 Government buildings: Durban, Trust Bank; Explosion causes extensive damage to offices 
of Dept. Internal Affairs and Durban headquarters of the South African Railways Police.   

13/05/84 Economic: Mobil Oil Refinery, Durban; Cadres set fire to refinery in RPG7 attack; running 
skirmish lasting several hours ends when car in which MK members were travelling is followed to 
construction site by police; all were killed along with three labourers who burned to death when paint 
store set alight in the battle. Four SAP members also injured. 
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16/05/84 SAP personnel: Jabulani, Johannesburg - Explosion destroys two private vehicles 
belonging to SAP members outside Jabulani SAP station 

18/05/84 Economic: railway near Lenasia, Johannesburg damaged by explosion 

06/06/84 Economic: petrol rail tankers, Merewent, Durban Four mines damage railway / defused 
(unclear) 

08/06/84 Skirmish with SAP: Ndwedwe, Natal. Two MK members killed in running gunfight with SAP 

21/06/84 Economic: substation, Berea, Durban. Explosion damages substation, disrupts supply 

12/07/84 SAP personnel: Jabulani SAP vehicle attacked; one SAP member killed, one injured 

28/07/84 Government buildings: SA Railways Police charge office, KwaMashu, Durban. Attacked 
with hand grenades 

03/08/84 Skirmish with SAP: Ellisras area; one MK member killed - details unclear 

7/08/84 Property of government personnel: Extensive damage to Tshabalala Dry Cleaners, Soweto 

Economic: Glenmore, Durban Eskom sub-station destroyed 

12/08/84 Government buildings: Department of Internal Affairs, Johannesburg - Explosion causes 
minor damage 

16/08/84 SAP buildings/personnel: SAP headquarters, Soweto East; Roodepoort City Centre 
Building. Two mines destroy the second and third floors of building, injure District Commander, four 
SAP, two civilians; R260 000 damage 

17/08/84 Skirmish with SAP: Mapetla – MK member resisting arrest killed 

23/08/84 Government departments: Department of Education and Training, Booysens, 
Johannesburg - explosions destroy 4th floor at 18h30 

24/08/84 Government buildings: South African Railways Police Regional offices, Department 
of  Internal Affairs offices in Anchor Life Building - bomb explodes at 17h30; two civilians and four 
Railways Police injured 

03/09/84 Government buildings: Dept. Internal Affairs, Johannesburg. Explosion at 16h07; four 
injured 

05/09/84 Economic: Eskom sub-station, Rustenberg - Explosion destroys installations, disrupts 
power to Rustenberg and large area of Bophutatswana. 

13/09/84 Economic: Eskom sub-station, Durban - Limpet mines cause damage 

14/09/84 Government Buildings: Department of Community Development, Krugersdorp - Bomb at 
17h00 causes damage 

11/12/84 Economic: railway near Durban - explosion damages line, goods train damaged 

14/12/84 Skirmish with SAP: Ingwavuma, Natal - one MK member killed, one SAP member injured 

25/12/84 Skirmish with SAP: Ingwavuma – MK member killed 

1985 

According to the Institute for Strategic Studies, Pretoria, there were 136 MK attacks during this year, 
a 209% increase compared with figures for 1984. 

??/01/85 Skirmish with SAP: Nongoma, Natal - Three MK members, 1 SAP member killed 

??/03/85 SAP personnel: Mamelodi - Limpet mine destroys SAP vehicle; no injuries 

??/03/85 Skirmish with SAP: Eastern Transvaal - Two MK membesr killed, one captured 
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??/03/85 SAP SB personnel: Tembisa, Johannesburg - Grenade attack on unnamed SB member’s 
home; no details 

22/03/85 Skirmish with SAP unit: Bushbuckridge, Transvaal - Two MK members killed 

??/04/85 Economic: Eskom sub-station, Durban - parking attendant killed 

02/05/85 Economic/ support for workers: explosion at Anglo American and Anglovaal, 
Johannesburg, R170 thousand structural damage caused. Both had engaged in mass dismissals of 
mine workers 

09/05/85 SAP personnel: two grenade attacks in Pretoria townships- No details 

15/05/85 SAP building and personnel: Brakpan SAP barracks, Transvaal - three explosions; no 
details 

15/05/85 Government buildings: Brakpan Commissioners court and offices of Messenger of the 
court - attacks on the morning of the funeral of Andries Raditsela who had died in detention 

30/05/85 SADF building: Military Medical Centre, Johannesburg. Limpet mine causes structural 
damage 

31/05/85 SADF building/personnel: Southern Cross Fund offices - fourteen injured 

??/05/85 SAP personnel: GaRankuwa - SAP member killed by suspected insurgents 

??/06/85 Government buildings: Lamontville, Durban. Three limpet mines explode at Natalia 
Development Board 

??/06/85 SAP buildings: Umlazi SAP station, Durban. Three limpet mines explode; no details 

??/06/85 Economic: Durban Eskom sub-station damaged by explosion 

??/06/85 Economic/support of worker struggle: AECI offices, Johannesburg. Bomb damages 
offices; company was involved in labour dispute 

??/06/85 SAP personnel Mmabatho: policeman who fired on crowd killed by alleged insurgents 

??/06/85 Economic: Umtata, Transkei, Eastern Cape. Explosion destroys Transkei Development 
Corporation bulk fuel depot; disrupted water and power supplies 

??/06/85 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Chatsworth, Durban Attack on home of Amichand 
Rajbansi with petrol bombs and hand grenades; no injuries  

Government personnel: Attack on home of former Gugulethu town councillor, Cape Town; no details 

??/07/85 Economic: Durban Limpet mines destroy sub-station 

??/07/85 Skirmish with SAP: roadblock near East London - two MK members, one SAP member 
killed in shootout 

??/07/85 SAP personnel: Soweto Group dubbed the Suicide Squad attacks home of two Soweto 
policemen 

??/07/85 Support for worker struggles: Umlazi, Durban - hand grenade damages bakery in Umlazi 
where workers were on strike 

??/07/85 Government personnel: hand grenade attack on former community councillor in Gugulethu 

??/08/85 Home of MP Barend Andrews attacked with hand grenade - no injuries 

02/08/85 Skirmish with SAP: roadblock near Mount Ruth. Two MK members and one SAP member 
killed 

10/08/85 Economic:  East London fuel depot - SAP defuse limpet mine 

http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/andries-raditsela
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/amichand-rajbansi
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/amichand-rajbansi
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??/10/85 SAP personnel: Cape Town; Shots fired at police patrol; two incidents of attacks on police 
with hand grenades; no further details 

??/10/85 SAP personnel: Mamelodi - home of SAP member attacked with hand grenade 

??/11/85 SAP personnel: Cape Town - four people including SAP officer and wife, railways 
policeman, killed in various hand grenade attacks; total of 20 such attacks recorded by this time say 
SAP. 

??/11/85 SADF personnel: Cape Town - three SADF members injured in grenade attacks 

??/11/85 Economic: Central Johannesburg - building housing Institute of Bankers damaged in blast 

??/11/85 SAP personnel: Cape Town - two grenade attacks on homes of SAP personnel  

SAP buildings: Manenberg SAP Station, Cape Town -vehicles damaged in grenade attack 

??/11/85 Economic: Sasol 2 and 3 - rocket attack; three members killed by SAP 

??/11/85 SADF/Personnel actively assisting SADF: Soutpansberg area - anti-tank mine explodes; 
four SADF members and four others injured 

??/11/85 Skirmish with Bophutatswana Police: Four MK members killed, two MK members injured 

??/12/85 Economic: Bus depot Umlazi, Durban - no details 

6/12/85 SAP personnel: police patrol in Soweto. One SAP member injured by grenade 
08/12/85 SAP personnel: Chesterville, Durban. Home of SAP member bombed; no details 

13/12/85 SADF personnel: troop carrier in Messina. One soldier injured in anti-tank mine explosion 

??/12/85 Skirmish with SADF: near Botswana border One SADF killed 

??/12/85 Government buildings: Chatsworth Magistrates Court, Durban - limpet mine explodes at 
18h00; structural damage 

14/12/85 Skirmish with SAP: Chiawelo, Johannesburg. One MK member killed 

17/12/85 Economic/support of industrial action: Limpet mine explodes at 03h00; damages eight 
buses, PUTCO Fleetline depot, Umlazi, Durban 

19/12/85 SADF/Personnel actively supporting SADF: Wiepe area. One farmer or civilian injured in 
anti-tank mine explosion 

20/12/85 SADF/Personnel actively supporting SADF: Messina. Six killed in anti-tank mine explosion 
in game farm 

23/12/85 MK response to state brutality: Five civilians killed, 40 injured in Amanzimtoti, Durban 
shopping centre blast; attempted warning failed; Andrew Zondo hanged. 

29/12/85 Propaganda: pamphlet bomb, Durban. Defused by SAP 

1986: In Parliament in February 1987, Adriaan Vlok refused to disclose the number or nature of 
incidents of sabotage, armed attacks and explosions that had occurred during 1986 as this was not 
in the interests of the safety of the Republic. According to the Institute of Strategic Studies at the 
University of Pretoria, there were 230 incidents of insurgency during the year, a 69,1% increase 
over the 136 incidents in 1985. 

??/??/86 SAP personnel: home attacked in Springs, Transvaal. One person injured in grenade and 
AK-47 attack 

??/??/86 Economic: Springs railway station. Limpet mine damages building 

??/??/86 SAP personnel: Vosloorus, Transvaal. No details 

http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/adriaan-vlok
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??/01/86 SADF/ Personnel actively supporting SADF: Ellisras area near Botswana border Two killed 
in anti-tank mine explosion; no details 

January 1986 SAP personnel: Soweto – MK member throws grenade at three SAP members; 
member killed; no details 

04/01/86 SADF/personnel actively assisting SADF: Stockpoort (Botswana border) Two killed and 
two injured in anti-tank mine explosion 

05/01/86 Skirmishes with SAP: roadblock on East London /King Williamstown road. One 
SAP  member, one MK member killed 

04/02/86 SADF personnel: Gugulethu - four SADF members injured when grenade thrown into their 
military vehicle 

07/01/86 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Soweto - grenade thrown at Railways policeman 

06/01/86 Skirmish with SAP: near East London - one member killed 

08/01/86 Economic: Pretoria sub-station - damaged by explosion 

09//01/86 Economic/ SAP personnel: Durban - limpet mine damages substation in Jacobs, second 
limpet explodes kills one SAP member, injures three - five SAP (or one SAP, two engineers) 

18/01/86 Economic: substation in Westville, Durban. Two limpet mines damage substation 

20/01/86 Economic/SAP personnel: Four limpets damage pylon near Durban; fifth probably aimed 
at SAP explodes later; no injuries 

24/01/86 SAP personnel: Mamelodi - Sgt Makhulu killed in grenade attack on his home 

??/02/86 SADF personnel: Gugulethu – Buffel, military vehicle attacked with grenade; four SADF 
injured slightly 

01/02/86 SAP personnel: Lamontville - grenade thrown at patrol; one SAP injured 

09/02/86 SAP personnel: Umlazi - limpet mine destroys two SAP vehicles at Umlazi SAP station 
when parked after returning from riot patrol; no injuries 

19/02/86 SAP personnel: Cambridge East SAP station; Explosion in toilet block near Radio Control 
room; no injures 

February 1986 Skirmish with SAP: near Port Elizabeth; Two MK memebrs killed, two SAP members 
injured 

February 1986 Economic: Durban - explosion at Durban sub-station; no details 

12/02/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: near Messina - bakkie detonates anti-tank 
mine; no injuries 

2/02/86 Skirmishes with SADF: near Alldays - one SADF member, one MK member killed 

16/02/86 SADF personnel: Mamelodi  - Casspir – type of police vehicle - severely damaged by anti-
tank landmine 

17/02/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Zwide, Eastern Cape.  Two SAP members killed, two MK members 
killed, one arrested  

SAP personnel: area unknown - one SAP member injured when vehicle hit by 10 bullets 

??/02/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Zola, Soweto Cadre blows up two SAP, kills self with grenade 

??/02/86 Economic: De Deur Limpet causes structural damage to substation 01/03/86 Skirmishes 
with SAP: Port Elizabeth or Grahamstown One SAP seriously injured, cadre killed 
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03/03/896 Skirmishes with SAP: Gugulethu - police execute seven MK members 

04/03/86 SAP building/personnel: John Vorster Square - two SAP members, two civilians injured in 
explosion on 3rd floor 

07/03/86 SAP building/personnel: Hillbrow SAP Station, Johannesburg - limpet found and 
detonated by SAP 

15/03/86 Government buildings: Limpet mine explodes in front of Springs railway station, outside 
Indian Administration Offices; one civilian seriously injured 

17/03/86 SAP personnel: Mamelodi - SAP member shot; dies in hospital 

18/03/86 SAP personnel: Mamelodi - Constable Sinki Vuma shot dead at home 

19/03/86 SAP personnel: limpet mine attack on SB member (no area); car destroyed 

21/03/86 Economic: Durban - four mines explode at Eskom sub-station 

26/03/86 Skirmish with SAP: Vosloorus, Johannesburg - one cadre killed when he allegedly threw 
grenade at SAP members 

08/04/86 Collaborators in apartheid repression: attack on home of former Labour Party (LP) 
secretary in Natal, Kevin Leaf. No injuries 

??/03/86 SAP Personnel: Dobsonville, Johannesburg. SAP come under fire at funeral; no details 

21/04/86 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: Breyten/Chrissiesmeer district - two anti-tank 
landmines detonate, injuring two civilians in taxi and one tractor driver 

21/04/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Alexandra, Johannesburg – MK member attacks SAP, one seriously 
injured; member retreated unharmed 

23/04/86 Government buildings: Cala, Eastern Cape. Blast at post office; no injuries 

24/04/86 Government building: Meyerspark post office. Explosion causes structural damage 

27/04/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Edendale hospital, Pietermaritzburg. Gordon Webster rescued; one 
civilian killed, two SAP members injured 

25/05/86 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: farm of Colonel Koos Durr, near Davel Anti-
tank mine kills two, injures eight 

26/05/86 as above: same road landmine detonated by tractor - no injuries 

10/06/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: the farm Boshoek, 5km from Volksrust. Anti-
tank mine injures one person 

10/06/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: the farm Blomhof,near Volksrust. Anti-tank 
mine injures two farm workers 

14/06/86 SADF personnel: Magoos/ Why Not bars, Durban. Car bomb kills three, injures 69, the 
majority civilians; Robert McBride sentenced to death for this attack 

16/06/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: Winterveldt: Probable anti-tank mine explosion 
kills three Bophuthatswana Defence Force (BDF) troops in troop carrier 

22/06/86 Economic: fuel storage tanks, Jacobs - limpet damages tanks  

Economic: liquid fuel pipeline between Sapref and Mobil Refinery near Durban damaged by limpet 
mine 

26/06/86 SAP personnel: Soshanguve. Grenade attack on SAP members home; no details 

http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/robert-john-mcbride
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27/06/86 Skirmishes with SAP: roadblock near Botswana border Four MK members killed, one SAP 
member injured 

29/06/86 Government buildings: Alice post office, Eastern Cape. Explosion; no injuries 

30/06/86 SAP personnel: Westville, Natal. Mine explodes on pedestrian bridge; second limpet 
aimed at responding SAP members explodes 15 minutes later 

July 1986 Skirmish with SAP: Mdantsane, Eastern Cape. After a two-hour gun battle SAP kill one 
MK member 

05/07/86 SAP buildings: Mowbray SAP station, Cape Town. Explosion slightly injures two SAP 
members 

05/07/86 SADF/Personnel actively assisting SADF: Volksrust. One person injured by anti-tank 
landmine; no details 

05/07/86 Government personnel: Vosloorus and Katlehong; Five Development Board officials killed 
in two attacks on their vehicles; two MK members killed 

06/07/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Empangeni, Natal. Three MK members killed, one arrested 

10/07/86 SAP building: Silverton. Explosion injures seven people 

22/07/86 SAP personnel: Katlehong, One SAP member killed 

26/07/86 SAP personnel: Katlehong MK members attack municipal police twice; both members 
killed, five police killed, 12 police injured 

30/07/86 SAP personnel: Umtata SAP station, Eastern Cape. Three SAP members, four civilians 
die, seven SAP members injured in grenade and AK-47 attack 

28/07/86 Skirmish with SAP: Nelspruit. Two MK members killed 

30/07/86 SADF/Personnel actively supporting SADF: near Nelspruit, Eastern Transvaal. Anti-tank 
landmine explodes: no injuries 

03/08/86 Government buildings: Lakeside post office. Explosion; no injuries 

09/08/86 SAP Personnel: Durban. Lieut. Victor Raju killed in grenade attack on his home 

16/08/86 Skirmish with SAP: Eastern Transvaal, near Swaziland. Four MK members killed, one 
injured 

16/08/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: Eastern Transvaal border area. Anti-tank 
landmine kills five, injures two civilians 

17/08/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: the farm Stellen Rust near Nelspruit, Eastern 
Transvaa.l Anti-tank mine injures two civilians 

22/08/86 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Natal - Grenade attack on Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) 
member, Winnington Sabelo; AK-47 fired at car of his wife as she entered the driveway, killing her 
and injuring three children 

24/08/86 Government personnel: Imbali, Pietermaritzburg. Grenade attack on home of town 
councillor Austin Kwejama; one child killed, one child injured 

24/09/86 Government personnel/ support for community action: Home of Soweto Housing Director, 
Del Kevin, extensively damaged by limpet mine; no injuries 

30/09/86 Skirmishes with SAP: Northern Natal. One SAP member injured 

Early Oct. 1986 SAP building: SAP station Newcastle, Natal attacked, no details 
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06/10/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: Mbuzini, near Mozambique border. Anti-tank 
landmine injures six SADF members in military vehicle 

20/10/86 SAP buildings: Lamontville SAP station. Limpet mine explosion outside; no injuries 

22/10/86 Personnel actively supporting SADF: two anti-tank landmine explosions. Damage to 
property 

31/10/86 SAP personnel: Umlazi - Det. W/O Seleka killed in grenade attack on home 

Early Nov. 1986 Economic/ support for community struggle Two offices of PUTCO (bus company) 
bombed in Soweto after fare increase of 17,5% announced 

02 or 04/11/86 SADF/Personnel actively assisting SADF: near Nelspruit. Anti-tank landmine 
explosion kills one woman, one child injured 

04/11/86 SADF personnel: landmine - Eastern Transvaal - One soldier on horseback killed 

10/11/86 Government buildings: Newcastle, Natal.  Magistrates Court - two bombs explode; 24 
injuries including Magistrate and Public Prosecutor 

14/11/86 SADF/ personnel actively assisting SADF: Alldays district - landmine injures farmer and 
son 

23/11/86 Government buildings: Fordsburg flats, Johannesburg. Limpet mines explode at new 
housing for Soweto town councillors; no injuries 

??/11/86 SAP Personnel: KTC Camp - Grenade injures two SAP members 

15/12/86 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: Barberton area, Transvaal. Anti-tank landmine 
injures two SAP members in SAP vehicle 

19/12/86 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: Komatipoort area. Anti-tank landmine injures 
SADF member  

Government personnel: Soweto - Grenade attack on home of Soweto councillor; two SAP members 
injured 

27/12/86 Skirmishes with SAP: near Messina, Northern Transvaal. Two SAP members, three MK 
members killed; two MK members escape 

1987 Note: According to the Institute of Strategic Studies at the University of Pretoria, there were 
234 incidents of insurgency during 1987; there had been 230 in 1986. 

1987 SAP personnel: home of Hlongwane, Mamelodi - damage to property 

1987 Government buildings: Johannesburg Magistrates Court - Four killed, several injured 
1987 SAP buildings: Kwandebele SAP station - No details 

01/01/87 SADF personnel: Alexandra. National servicemen attacked; at least one injured 

08/01/86 SAP personnel: AECI plant. Policeman shot at; skirmish followed in which two SAP 
members and one civilian injured 

09/01/87 Support for strike action: OK Bazaars Eloff Street, Johannesburg. Bomb explodes, no 
injuries 

12/01/87 OK Bazaars HQ: Bomb causes extensive damage, no injures (Note: there had been a 
protracted strike.) 

09/01/87 SAP personnel: near KTC, Cape Town. Riot Squad member killed, two injured by grenade 
thrown into their vehicle 

23/01/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Soweto. Two MK members killed 
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24/01/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Mendu, Willowvale.  One Transkei Defence Force or Transkei police 
member injured 

30/01/87 SAP/SADF personnel: Alexandra. Three SADF members and one SAP member killed in 
attack 

31/01/87 Government personnel: Diepmeadow, Johannesburg; Home of town councillor 
Senokoane attacked; six injured including two SAP officers 

02/02/87 SAP personnel: Single Quarters, Bokomo SAP Station. Two attacks with grenades; one 
SAP injured 

18/02/87 SADF personnel: Tladi Secondary School, Johannesburg. Grenade attack kills for SADF 
personnel 

19/02/87 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Grenade injures Chief Lushaba and Samuel Jamile of 
IFP 

03/03/87 SAP personnel: Gugulethu. MK member shot dead by police after he allegedly fired on 
their patrol with an AK-47 

09/03/87 SAP personnel: Gugulethu One SAP member and two municipal police killed; one MK 
member possibly killed 

11/03/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Zone 13 Mdantsane. Ciskei police confirm skirmish, no details 

11/03/87 Skirmish with SAP: New Crossroads, Cape Town. MK member shot dead in house 

13/03/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Atteridgeville, Pretoria. Four municipal police killed, one injured 

16/03/87 SAP personnel: Kagiso Grenade attack on home of SAP member; no injuries 

17/03/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Inanda SAP raid; Mk member resisted; SAP kill one MK member, 
one woman, injure man and baby 

17/03/87 Economic: railway line between Newcastle and Johannesburg Three explosions damage 
line 

28/03/87 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: Josefsdal/Swaziland border area. Anti-tank 
landmine kills four, injures one civilian 

01/04/87 SAP/SADF personnel: Mabopane or Mamelodi. Grenade thrown into Hippo (a military 
vehicle), three SADF members killed, two injured 

01/04/87 Government personnel: Dobsonville Grenade thrown at home of Councillor Radebe; no 
injuries 

02/04/87 SAP personnel: Nyanga, Cape Town. Grenade injures three SAP members 

08/04/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Ventersdorp Two MK members, one SAP member killed in shootout 

09/04/87 SAP personnel: Meadowlands Zone 10. Three SAP members attacked; casualties 
unknown 

14/04/87 SAP personnel: Chesterville, Durban. Grenade attack on home of SAP member; no 
injuries 

15/04/87 SAP personnel: Umbumbulu SB officer killed by sniper, another SB member injured 

20/04/87 SADF personnel: Dube station, Johannesburg. Grenade thrown at group of soldiers; 
casualties not reported 

??/04/87 Skirmish with SAP: Umlazi Three MK members killed, four SAP members injured, one 
critically, in shootout 
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23/04/87 SAP personnel: Bonteheuwel, Cape Town. Grenade attack on home of SAP member - no 
details 

Personnel actively assisting SAP: Mitchells Plain, Cape Town.  Grenade attack on home of security 
guard; no details 

SAP personnel: Ravensmead, Cape Town. Grenade attack on home of SAP member; no details 

24/04/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Umlazi, Durban. SAP raid; MK members resisted; three SAP 
members injured, two MK members killed 

30/04/87 SAP personnel: Osizweni, Newcastle. SAP barracks - grenade attack; four SAP members 
injured 

??/04/87 SAP personnel: KTC, Cape Town. Seven SAP members injured in grenade attack on their 
patrol 

04/05/87 SADF / personnel actively assisting SADF: area west of Messina, Northern Transvaal. 
Driver killed and 10 passengers injured when truck detonates landmine 

09/05/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Mamelodi, Pretoria. One SAP member, three SADF members, one 
MK member killed 

16/05/87 SAP personnel: Newcastle, Natal. Explosion at Newcastle station waiting room; second 
explosion at 01h34 while SAP investigating first blast; one SAP member injured 

20/05/87 Government buildings; SAP personnel: Johannesburg Magistrates Court. Car bomb kills 
three SAP membesr, injures four SAP members, six civilians injured 

11/06/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Emdeni, Soweto. SAP raid/ ambush: one MK member, one SAP 
member killed 

12/06/87 SAP personnel: Witbank, Eastern Transvaal. Two SAP members found dead  

Government buildings: Athlone Magistrates Court. Limpet mine explodes; no details 

15/06/87 Government personnel: Gugulethu, Cape Town. Grenade attack on home of councillor; 
four injured, two of them special constables 

16/06/87 Government personnel: Guglethu. Grenade attack on councillors home; two injured 

21/06/87 SAP personnel: KTC camp. Grenade attack on SAP patrol injures seven SAP members 

22/06/87 SAP personnel: KTC. Two SAP members, five municipal police injured in grenade attack 

12/07/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Athlone, Cape Town. SAP raid; one MK member killed, four arrested 

06/07/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Mdantsane; SAP ambush: MK member kills two, injures three Riot 
Unit SAP members; MK member shot dead 

08/07/87 Skirmish with SAP: Motherwell, Port Elizabeth. SAP crush alleged MK member and his 
sister to death in shack after they allegedly were fired on 

18/07/87 SAP personnel: Mamelodi East. SAP member and wife injured in attack on their home 

??/07/87 Skirmish with SAP: Mdantsane. Two SAP members, one MK member killed in shootout 

20/07/87 SADF personnel: SADF flats, District Six, Cape Town. Car bomb explodes; no injuries 

25/07/86 SAP/SADF personnel: Pimville, Johannesburg. Grenade thrown at home; exploded 
outside house 

26/07/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Katlehong. MK member escaped; no details 
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30/07/87 SADF personnel/ personnel actively assisting SADF: the farm Bodena owned by Danie 
Hough - anti-tank landmine injures three civilians 

30/07/87 SADF personnel and buildings: Car bomb explodes outside Witwatersrand Command 
killing one SADF member, injuring 68 military personnel and civilians 

??/07/87 SAP personnel: Gugulethu. Home of SAP officer attacked with grenade 

05/08/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Ntsekisa Rd, New Brighton, Port Elizabeth. MK member killed in 
shootout 

13/08/87 SAP personnel: Emdeni. SAP member. injured in grenade attack on SAP van 

23/08/87 SADF personnel: Emdeni. Shop frequented by SADF members attacked with grenades; 
no details 

24/08/87 SAP personnel: Emdeni. Grenade thrown at SAP vehicle; two SAP members, eight 
civilians injured 

27/08/87 Government personnel: Soweto; Home of former Mayor Kunene attacked; two council 
police killed 

30/08/87 SADF personnel: Military barracks, Dobsonville, Johannesburg. Grenade thrown at five 
soldiers outside barracks; estimated eight SADF members killed or injured 

02/09/87 Skirmish with SAP: Sandton, Johannesburg. SAP kill MK member after he allegedly threw 
a grenade at a roadblock 

??/09/87 Skirmishes with SAP: near Zimbabwe border. SAP say six MK members killed in various 
incidents 

24/09/87 SAP personnel: Soweto. 10 people including two SAP members injured in grenade attack 
on SAP patrol 

??/09/87 SAP Personnel: Marble Hall. Commander of KwaNdebele National Guard Unit and his son 
(also SAP officer) found shot dead by AK-47 fire 

01/10/87 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Bomb placed outside door of Amichand Rajbansi’s 
NPP office in Lenasia explodes hours after official opening; no injuries 

17/10/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Heidedal, Bloemfontein SAP raid on house comes under fire; no 
details 

28/10/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Swaziland border. MK member wounded; killed SADF member who 
approached him 

06/11/87 SAP personnel: Khayelitsha, Cape Town. One Special constable, two civilians killed by 
sniper fire 

12/11/87 Government buildings: Zola Municipal offices, Johannesburg. Two limpet mines explode, 
third detonated by SAP 

14/11/87 SADF personnel: Cape Town; SADF commemoration march to the Castle: limpet mine 
explodes in bin which over 700 SAP and SADF filed past; 1 SADF member injured 

18/11/87 Government buildings: Johannesburg post office. Limpet mine found 

23/11/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Umlazi. SAP raid on house: two MK members and alleged 
collaborator killed; two SAP members injured by MK members who resisted 

30/11/87 SAP buildings/personnel: Dube municipal training centre, Johannesburg. Three 
explosions; no injuries 
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10/12/87 Skirmishes with SAP: Port Elizabeth area. SAP raid on shack; heavy resistance from MK 
members. SAP drove Casspir over shack, killing four 

12/12/87 SAP personnel: Soweto. Group of SAP members fired on by MK members in car; two SAP 
members killed, four injured 

??/12/87 SAP personnel: Nyanga. Group of five Special Constables come under fire; one killed 

1988 SAP personnel: ambush in Emdeni, Soweto. No information 

January 1988 SAP personnel: attack on police in Kliptown, Johannesburg. No information 

25/01/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Ugie, Eastern Transvaal, roadblock. MK members wound one SAP 
member, retreat safely 

25/01/88 SAP personnel: Kokstad, Natal. Limpet exploded at Kokstad Mens Club opposite Kokstad 
SAP station; frequented by SAP; building, two vehicles damaged 

27/01/88 SAP personnel: Soweto. MK members open fire on SAP vehicle; three SAP members, one 
civilian injured 

01/02/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Transkei roadblock.  MK members attempted to resist; three killed, 
one injured by Transkei police 

02/02/88 Skirmishes with SAP: near Mount Fletcher, Eastern Cape. MK member killed in skirmish: 
no details 

06/02/88 SAP personnel: East London. One SAP member killed in attack; no details 

12/02/88 SAP personnel: Soweto. Municipal police guarding installation attacked; two injured 

12/02/88 Personnel actively assisting SAP: Johannesburg. MK member opens fire on car driven by 
ex-Rhodesian soldier, now private security firm official; details on injuries unclear 

01/03/88 SADF personnel: Benoni, Transvaal. Explosion causes extensive damage to bus 
transporting SAAF personnel; no details 

07/03/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Queenstown, Eastern Cape. SAP raid; MK member resisted, 
wounded six SAP members; MK member and civilian killed by SAP 

08/03/88 SAP personnel: Phiri Hall, SAP mess. Prolonged attack kills one SAP member, wounds 
10 SAP members 

14/03/88 Government building: Johannesburg City Hall. Bomb explodes; no injuries 

17/03/88 SAP personnel: Krugersdorp magistrate’s court and adjacent SAP Station. Two SADF 
members, one civilian killed; 20 injured in car bomb court and adjacent SAP station; plan to prevent 
civilian injuries failed 

18/03/88 SAP personnel: Atteridgeville. MK members attack tavern frequented by SAP members; 
three SAP members killed 

25/03/88 Skirmishes with SADF: Batavia, Far Northern Transvaal. Three MK members killed 

27/03/88 SAP/SADF personnel: Pietersburg, Northern Transvaal.; Antheas Club, frequented by 
SAP and SADF members, slightly damaged by limpet placed in back garden; no injuries 

28/03/88 Skirmishes with SADF: island on Mutale river.  Four MK members killed, one injured 

??/03/88 Economic: Fort Jackson, Eastern Cape electrical sub-station. Three limpet mines cause 
damage, no injuries 

09/04/88 Government buildings: Atteridgeville.  Development Board canteen - limpet explodes 
nearby; no injuries 
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12/04/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Mpumalanga township; SAP cornered MK member who killed self 
and two SAP members with grenade; trapped second MK member who resisted: MK member killed 
one SAP member and three civilians wounded in crossfire 

15/04/88 Government buildings: Atteridgeville Municipal offices. Limpet mine explodes; no details 

15/04/88 Explosion outside Pretoria Sterland cinema. One MK member killed, one civilian injured. 
According to an ANC official in Lusaka, the intended target was a nearby government building; the 
bomb exploded prematurely 

22/04/88 SAP personnel: Soweto. MK members ambush municipal police vehicle, wounds four SAP 
members, one civilian 

25/04/88 SAP personnel: Newcastle. Sgt JM Mazibuku killed at bus stop 

01/05/88 SAP personnel: Cape Town; Special Guard Unit vehicle attacked. No injuries 

04/05/88 SAP personnel / buildings: Kagiso SAP Single Quarters. Limpet mine explodes against 
wall; no details 

10/05/88 SAP personnel: Mamelodi. Grenade attack on SAP members home; child killed 

14/05/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Newcastle. SAP raid home of MK member who resisted but was 
killed 

24/05/88 SAP personnel: Germiston station. MK member opened fire on SAP at station; killed when 
SAP returned fire; three civilians injured in crossfire 

03/06/88 SADF buildings / personnel: SA Irish Regiment HQ, Anderson St, Johannesburg 
Explosion; no details 

03/06/88 SAP personnel / buildings: Explosion outside Standard Bank, Roodepoort during lunch 
hour kills 4, injures 18 civilians According to an ANC official in Lusaka, the target had not been 
civilians but an SAP station nearby; no details on what operational difficulties caused this incident. 

20/06/88 SAP personnel: Mdanstane .W/O Swelindawo of Ciskei police injured in explosion at his 
home 

29/06/88 SADF personnel: cafe in Poynton building frequented by SADF and Prisons officials. 
Explosion injures two SADF members, two Prisons personnel, 13 civilians 

05/07/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Gugulethu. Police raid; MK member resisted for 3 hours; shot dead 

12/07/88 Landmine incident - no details 

14/07/88 Skirmishes with SADF: Kruger National Park; follow-up operation after 12/07 Four MK 
members killed 

16/07/88 SAP personnel: Nyanga. MK member fires on SAP vehicle; one civilian killed, one injured 
SAP member returns fire; MK member wounded 

17/07/88 SAP personnel: Soweto highway. MK member opens fire on SAP vehicle from back of 
bakkie; two SAP members injured 

22/07/88 Government personnel: Soweto. Grenade attack on home of Soweto Council personnel 
manager, BE Qakisa; no details 

23/07/88 SAP personnel: Pinetown, Natal. MK member wounded SAP member; no details 

26/07/88 Government personnel: Soweto. Three grenade attacks on homes of Administration Board 
employees( P. Legare, Mr Naledi, Mr Gumede); no details 

??/07/88 Collaborators in apartheid represssion: Lenasia, Transvaal. Explosion outside home of 
member of Presidents Council, Dr Ismail Jajbhay; no injuries 
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03/08/88 SADF building and personnel: Wits Command. Car bomb explodes; no injuries 

Skirmishes with SAP: Bridgewater area. Five MK members killed in two incidents 

04/08/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Wild Coast hotel, Transkei. SAP raid; one MK member killed, one 
escapes 

08/08/88 Skirmishes with SAP: near Palala River. No details 

19/08/88 SADF buildings/personnel: The Castle, Cape Town. Mini-limpet mine explodes within 
Castle grounds; no details 

20/08/88 Government personnel: Duncan Village, Eastern Cape. Grenade attack on home of 
mayor, Eddie Makeba; extensive damage; no injuries 

??/08/88 Government buildings: Westville Post Office, Durban. Mini-limpet explodes; no injuries 

??/09/88 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Bomb goes off at Laudium, Pretoria home of 
Pretoria municipal election candidate; no injuries 

22/09/88 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Explosion at the home of municipal election 
candidate SD Goolam injures four SAP members, two guards, one civilian 

??/09/88 Three limpet mines in Lenasia explode at the offices of the Lenasia bus service, at the 
home of the Lenasia Management Committee, and the offices of the House of Delegates; no injuries 

??/09/88 Government buildings: King Williamstown Magistrates Court, Eastern Cape. Bomb 
explodes, no injuries 

02/09/88 Government buildings: Standerton post office. Limpets discovered 

03/09/88 Skirmishes with SAP: Molweni, Durban. MK members fires on SAP from house; MK 
member killed, four injured 

10/09/88 SAP building/personnel: Moroka SAP Station barracks, Johannesburg. No details on 
results of explosion 

10/09/88 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Mini-limpet placed under basin next to back door of 
Lenasia House of Delegates (HOD) candidate, Mrs Ebrahim; no details 

19/09/88 SAP building and personnel: Benoni, Eastern Transvaal. Car bomb explodes in flats 100m 
from SAP station; two civilians injured 

??/09/88 SAP buildings and personnel: Woodstock Police Station, Cape Town. Mini-limpet 
explodes, no injuries 

??/09/88 SAP Personnel: Soweto. Home of municipal policeman attacked, child injured 

??/10/88 Government buildings: Redhill Post Office, Durban. Bomb explodes; no injuries 

??/10/88 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Bomb damages campaign headquarters of a 
Wentworth municipal candidate in Durban 

??/10/88 Government personnel: Municipal councillor and assistant escape injury when hand 
grenades thrown at them in Thokoza, Eastern Transvaal. 

??/10/88 Explosion at KwaThema civic centre, Eastern Transvaal, used as polling point in municipal 
elections; baby killed, four people injured 

??/10/88 Government buildings: Magistrates Courts at Wynberg (Johannesburg), Bishop Lavis, 
Cape Town and Stellenbosch, Western Cape. Explosions at these three places cause no injuries 

??/10/88 SAP Buildings: Woodstock Police Station. Bomb causes damage, no injuries 
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??/10/88 SAP Personnel: Tembisa police barracks. Limpet mine explodes, injures four SAP 
members 

??/10/88 SAP Buildings and personnel: near Alexandra Municipal Police offices. Limpet mine 
causes extensive damage, no injuries 

??/10/88 Government personnel: Wattville and Thokoza, Eastern Transvaal. Homes of municipal 
candidates attacked with hand grenades; no injuries. Tumahole; Limpet mine explodes at homes of 
two councillors; no injuries. Gompo Town; Hand grenade attack on home of deputy mayor; no 
injuries 

??/10/88 SAP buildings and personnel: Katlehong Municipal Police barracks. Mini-limpet explodes, 
no details 

??/10/88 SAP personnel: Potchefstroom, building housing Security Branch. Bomb explodes, at least 
one SAP member injured 

??/11/88 Government buildings: Port Elizabeth Post Office. Limpet mine explodes, no injuries 

??/12/88 Government buildings: Boksburg - Receiver of Revenue offices. Limpet mine explodes; no 
injuries 

??/12/88 Government offices: Brakpan, Department of Home Affairs. Limpet mine causes damage, 
no injuries 

??/12/88 Government buildings: Cape Two municipal buildings, Magistrates Court in Paarl, Western 
Cape. Bombs explode; no injuries 

??/10/88 Economic: Sandton. Eskom substation. Limpet mine explodes 

??/10/88 Government buildings: Diepmeadow, Johannesburg. Mini-limpet damages offices, no 
injuries 

1989  SAP personnel: Jabulani, Soweto. Mine detonates under vehicle; no details 

??/??89 SAP personnel: attack in Diepkloof. Unnamed SAP member killed by AK-47 fire 

??/01/89 Economic: Post Office, King Williamstown. No details. 

 Economic: Railways, Wilsonia, (E Cape) No details  

Economic : Mount Ruth railway station, Mdantsane. No details 

??/01/89 Economic/SAP personnel: Glenwood, Durban. Eskom sub-station damaged by explosion; 
SAP defuse second bomb nearby 

??/01/89 Economic: Sandhurst, Johannesburg. Explosion at Eskom sub-station 

??/01/89 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Benoni. Limit mine explodes at home of the chair of 
the Ministers Council in the House of Delegates - extensive damage, no injuries 

??/01/89 Economic/military: Ciskei. Explosion at aircraft factory; no injuries; no further details 

??/01/89 SAP building/personnel: Katlehong Municipal Police Station. Two municipal police killed in 
grenade attack 

??/02/89 SAP building: municipal police barracks, Soweto. Structural damage; 4 SAP members 
injured 

??/02/89 SAP personnel: parade in Katlehong. One municipal constable killed, nine injured 

??/02/89 SAP personnel: Col. D. Dlamini, commander of Katlehong SAP Station. Limpet explodes 
at his home; no details 

??/03/89 SADF buildings: Natal Command headquarters. Explosion; no injuries 
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??/04/89 SAP buildings/personnel: SAP headquarters, Durban. Explosion at single quarters; no 
details 

??/04/89 SAP buildings: Yeoville SAP Station, Johannesburg. Bomb explodes; no injuries 

??/04/89 SAP buildings: SAP station, Durban. No injuries in explosion 

??/04/89 SAP Outpost: Katlehong. Five special constables injured 

??/04/89 SAP personnel: Thokoza. Two municipal police injured when grenades thrown at 
councillor’s home 

??/04/89 Government personnel: Thokoza. Grenade thrown at home of Councillor Abram Mzizi; no 
details 

??/04/89 SAP personnel: Single quarters. No details 

??/04/89 Economic: Nigel post office, Eastern Transvaal. Explosion; no injuries 

??/05/89 SADF installation: Klippan Radar Station. Attack by large group of MK guerrillas using 
mortars; no injuries reported 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Duduza, East Rand. Limpet explodes under SAP vehicle; four civilians 
injured 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Tsakane. Limpet explodes under vehicle outside SAP member’s home 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Tsakane. Grenade thrown at SAP patrol; no details 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Soweto. Limpet explodes in rubbish bin outside home of SAP member 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: KwaThema SAP station, Springs, Transvaal. Bomb shatters window of 
dining hall 

??/06/89 SAP personnel: Ratanda SAP Single Quarters. Limpet mine explodes; no injuries 

??/06/89 Collaborators in apartheid repression: Limpet mine at home of Boetie Abramjee Labour 
Party MP; no details 

??/08/89 Armed propaganda: Grenade explodes at Labour Party polling station, Bishop Lavis, Cape 
Town 

??/08/89 SAP building/personnel: Brixton Flying Squad headquarters. Attacked with hand grenades 
and AK-47; no injuries reported 

??/08/89 SAP personnel: Lt-Col. Frank Zwane, former liaison officer for SAP, Soweto; Zwane and 
two sons injured in grenade attack 

??/08/89 SAP building: Athlone SAP Station. Explosion; no details 

??/09/89 SAP equipment/personnel: Duduza. Limpet mine on SAP vehicle: no details 

??/09/89 Government buildings: municipal offices, Alexandra No information 

??/09/89 SAP personnel: patrol ambushed, Katlehong. No information 

??/09/89 SAP building: Mamelodi SAP station. Mini-limpet explodes outside; SAP vehicle damaged 

APPENDIX FIVEARMED ACTIONS FOR WHICH TARGET CATEGORY AND/OR 
RESPONSIBILITY IS UNCERTAIN 

Please note: 

This list includes all incidents we have found in press reports and from SAIRR annual surveys which 
cannot be classified according to the target categories used in the appendix headed "list of known 
MK operations". In addition, we are uncertain as to whether these attacks were carried out by bona 
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fide MK cadres. Some appear to be the result of operational difficulties; others very probably "false 
flag" operations. 

07/03/77 Pretoria restaurant destroyed by bomb - no details 

25/11/77 Bomb explodes at Carlton Centre, Johannesburg; 14 injured. 

30/11/77 Bomb explodes on Pretoria bound train 

14/12/77 Bomb explodes in Benoni station 

22/12/77 Unexploded bomb found in OK Bazaars, Roodepoort 

??/02/78 It is reported that an unexploded bomb "capable of destroying 22 storey building found in 
Johannesburg office block" 

??/02/81 Bomb blast in Durban shopping centre; two injuries 

26/06/81 Durban Cenotaph: 2 bombs explode 

26/07/81 Two bombs extensively damage motor vehicle firms in central Durban, 05h50 and 06h10; 
three injuries 

06/08/81 Bomb explodes in East London shopping complex minutes before rush hour; no details 

08/08/81 Bomb explodes in Port Elizabeth shopping centre in similar manner to East London bomb 

??/12/82 Southern Free State Administration Board, Bloemfontein; blast leaves one dead, 70 injured 

12/02/83 Free State Administration Board offices; bomb injures 76 people 

12/03/83 Bomb on railway coach on Johannesburg bound passenger train 

13/05/83 Explosive device (37kg of explosives in gas cylinder) found by SAP under bridge on 
Southern Freeway, Durban; defused 

03/04/84 Car bomb at Victoria Embankment, Durban, kills three civilians, injures 20 civilians Note: 
According to the SAIRR, two of those killed were Daya Rengasami and his wife Navi. He had been 
a member of the South African Students Organisation (SASO) and the Black Peoples 
Convention (BPC). The ANC in Lusaka denied an SABC report that it had claimed responsibility; 
other reports claimed that the ANC had prepared a statement on the blast which was held back 
once it emerged that the Rengasami’s were casualties of the bomb. Rajbansi said he believed his 
offices nearby had been the intended target of the bomb. The investigating officer was Capt. Andrew 
Taylor of the SB who is one of the accused in the Mxenge trial; he may be able to supply more 
details. 

08/04/84 Arson attack at Hermansberg German Mission, Natal; extensive damage to vehicles and 
farming equipment 

??/08/85 three limpet mines explode in department stores in Durban, causing limited damage and 
no injuries 

??/08/85 Bomb explodes in night club at an Umlazi hotel, Durban; 30 children injured 

27/09/85 Limpet mines damage basement of OK Bazaars (17h00 and early hours of 28/09), Smith 
Street; Game Stores (17h30), Checkers (17h30), all in central Durban. Limpet mine defused in Spar, 
18h30, central Durban 

??/10/85 Home of Umlazi headmaster attacked with hand grenade. Limpet mines found at school 
in Durban (no details on area) 

??/11/85 Building housing Institute of Bankers in central Johannesburg damaged in blast 

??/11/85 Hand grenade explodes at Barclays National Bank branch, Woodstock 

http://www.sahistory.org.za/topic/south-african-student-organisation-saso
http://www.sahistory.org.za/topic/black-people%E2%80%99s-convention-bpc
http://www.sahistory.org.za/topic/black-people%E2%80%99s-convention-bpc
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/griffiths-mlungisi-mxenge
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??/12/85 Grenade attack on tourist kombi in central Durban; no details 

21/12/85 Limpet mine attached to minibus injures 8 or 13 civilians 

??/02/86 Hand grenade explodes in Transkei minister's official car; no details 

10/02/86 Large bomb defused by SAP in Amanzimtoti 200m from where the December 1985 blast 
(for which Andrew Zondo was hanged) took place. 

17/03/86 Mini-limpet discovered at Afrikaans high school at Elsburg, Germiston; police detonate 
limpet 

19/03/86 Bomb blast inside wall of Springs New Apostolic Church 

10/04/86 Limpet mine at Braamfontein station; one person killed, four injured 

18/04/86 Bomb explodes in casino of Wild Coast Holiday Inn; two civilians killed, one injured Note: 
the ANC denied responsibility for this attack. 

01/05/86 Two grenades thrown at the home of Mr Klein, principal of Wentworth Primary School, 
Durban. Klein says he is not politically involved. He was a police reservist some time ago. Klein and 
wife both injured. 

07/05/86 Benmore Gardens Shopping Centre, Sandton, Johannesburg. Bomb causes extensive 
damage, no injuries 

??/05/86 SAP say a 15kg bomb was found under a car in downtown Durban; defused 

22/06/86 Limpet mine explodes at 01h45 outside Copper Shop, West St, Durban 

24/06/86 Explosion at 14h00 injures 16 civilians at a Wimpy Bar, Rissik Street, outside President 
Hotel, Johannesburg; explosion at 14h26 seriously injures five civilians 

28/06/86 Queenstown shopping centre; explosion just before 12h00 injures two civilians 

??/06/86 Bomb explodes at Jabulani Amphitheatre, Soweto; no injuries 

??/06/86 Ten people killed in explosion in minibus in Bophutatswana 

??/06/86 Limpet mine explodes in Queenstown shopping centre; one child injured 

??/06/86 Limpet mine explodes in Johannesburg restaurant, injuring 17 people 

01/07/86 Explosion outside Carlton Hotel injures 8 civilians 

04/07/86 Limpet mine explodes outside Checkers supermarket in Silverton; 20 civilians injured 

01/09/86 Pick and Pay supermarket Montclair, Durban; bomb injures 1 civilian 

07/09/86 The Durban holiday home for underprivileged children escaped unscathed after a car 
bomb blast nearby 

??/09/86 Mini-limpet explodes in bar of Devonshire Hotel injuring three civilians (this was a popular 
venue for University of Witwatersrand students) 

??/09/86 Grenade thrown into crowded night club in Edenpark (Alberton) 

03/01/87 Corner Jeppe/Delvers St, Johannesburg; limpet mine injures three civilians 

05/02/87 Explosion at bus shelter outside Groote Schuur estate, Cape Town; one civilian slightly 
injured 

??/02/87 Limpet mine causes damage to a shop in Matatiele (Transkei) 

??/04/87 Bomb explodes in a shop in centre of Newcastle; no injuries 
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03/04/87 Car park of Came Arcade shopping centre: limpet mine injures three civilians 

16/04/87 Parking area of Newcastle supermarket: explosion injures two civilians 

05/05/87 Johannesburg Civic Centre: two mini-limpets explode, no injuries 

19/05/87 Carlton Centre; explosion; no details 

08/07/87 Bar of Village Main Hotel, Johannesburg: limpet mine explodes at 11h12; no details 

28/09/87 Standard Bank arena, Johannesburg: two bombs explode, no injuries 

??/04/88 Bomb explodes at Johannesburg City Hall; no injuries 

19/04/88 - Explosion at private office block less than 100m from Parliament. Back entrance 
destroyed, branch of Santambank seriously damaged 

25/05/88 Grenade attack on Sofasonke Party rally in Soweto; two killed, 38 injured. 

 Note: an ANC spokesperson blamed "armed political renegades" for carrying out attacks which 
were then blamed on the ANC, and denied knowledge of this attack. 

26/05/88 Outside African Eagle Building, Pretoria: limpet mine injures four civilians. 

Outside Ruth Arndt Early Learning Centre, Pretoria - limpet mine detonates during lunch hour (target 
may have been SADF offices, Proes St) 

28/05/88 Explosive device at bottom of platform staircase at Johannesburg railway station: - one 
civilian injured 

05/06/88 Bomb detonated while train was standing at Saulsville railway station 

22/06/88 Amusement arcade in Winning Side Arcade, Johannesburg: limpet mine kills ten civilians 

26/06/88 Papagallo Restaurant, East London: limpet mine discovered and defused 

??/06/88 Bomb blast near Soweto's Inhlanzani station; no injuries 

??/06/88 Mini-limpet mine explodes at Pretoria snack bar, injuring 18 people 

 09/07/88 Johannesburg Cambrians hockey club: limpet mine explodes outside; no details 

29/07/88 Bus stop cnr. Victoria/Odendaal Streets, Germiston: limpet mine injures one civilian 

30/07/88 Wimpy Bar, Benoni Plaza - limpet mine explodes at lunch hour; one civilian killed, 57 
injured 

??/07/88 Two explosions at a meeting of Sofasonke party; no injuries 

05/08/88 Morula Sun Casino: limpet mine discovered and suppressed; minor damage 

13/08/88 Hyde Park Shopping Centre: explosion injures three civilians 

23/08/88 Wimpy Bar, Oxford St, East London: explosion at lunch hour injures 23 civilians 

24/08/88 Limpet mine discovered outside Wimpy Bar, Standerton: limpet mine discovered; dragged 
into street and detonated; no details 

??/08/88 Powerful explosion at a bus terminus used by black people; no injuries 

??/09/88 Bomb explodes at discotheque in Hillbrow, Johannesburg, injuring 19 people 

??/09/88 Limpet mine explosion at Vinderbijl Square bus terminus in Johannesburg injures 19 
people 

??/09/88 Hand grenade thrown at home of Allan Hendrickse, leader of the Labour Party, from a 
moving car 
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02/09/88 Outside a shop on the corner of Smith and Fenton Streets, Durban: limpet mine explodes 
at 17h30; two civilians injured 

07/09/88 Basement of North Park Plaza Shopping Centre: explosion kills one civilian 

08/09/88 Grenade thrown into the home of couple who did not join a strike (Mr and Mrs Modiko); 
child injured 

21/09/88 Vanderbijlpark, Transvaal bus terminal: explosion after 17h00 injures 14 civilians 

??/09/88 Bomb under a car in parking lot of East London hotel explodes after area cleared; no 
injuries 

??/10/88 Limpet mine explodes at central Johannesburg bus terminus, injuring four people 

??/10/88 Car bomb explosion outside a Witbank shopping centre; two killed, 42 injured 

??/11/88 Explosion at Lenasia civic centre; no injuries 

??/11/88 Explosion damages section of railway line on outskirts of Durban; no injuries 

??/12/88 Two explosions in Bisho, Eastern Cape - results in damage to garage and shop; one minor 
injury 

??/12/88 Five people, one an SAP member, killed in Soweto; police said an AK 47 was used 
indicating that the ANC was responsible 

??/02/88 12 civilians injured in a blast at Wits Medical Command administration building in 
Braamfontein. The head of SAP public relations (Brig. Herman Stadler) claims that the ANC was 
responsible and had carried out the attack for propaganda purposes; this was proved by the fact 
that newspapers had received an early tip-off, he said. 

??/07/89 Bomb at JG Strijdom hospital; no details 

??/10/89 Bomb explodes outside BP centre, Cape Town and at a Woodstock garage a few minutes 
later 

??/11/89 Bombs at First National Bank ATM at Berlin railway station, King WIlliams Town, Eastern 
Cape 
https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/list-umkhonto-wesizwe-operations  
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CHURCH STREET BOMBING: GENERAL JV VAN DER MERWE   
ONE of the most shocking incidents in in the history of South Africa 
during the conflict of the past when terrorism prevailed, took place 
on 20 May 1983.  A car with a powerful explosive charge exploded 
at about four o'clock in the afternoon in front of the Nedbank Square 
Maritime House in Church Street, Pretoria. It was peak period and a 
total of 19 people were killed, including 12 civilians and seven 
Defence Force members. A total of 219 people was severely injured 
or disabled, including 217 civilians and two Defence Force members. 
 
The headquarters of the South African Air Force was on the first, 
second and third floors of the building. The rest of the thirteen floors 
were used by civilians. On the ground floor was a cafe and other 
businesses. 

Photo: Gen. Johan van der Merwe. 

 

  

 

Lt.-Gen SJJ “Basie” Smit. 
CID 

Maj.-Gen. “Suiker” Britz. CID Lt.-Gen. AJ “Bert” Wandrag. 
COIN. 

  
 

Lt.-Gen. (Dr.) Lothar 
Neethling. (Forensics)  

Brig. Frik Nel. (SB) Maj. Hennie Britz (SB) 
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Photo: Col. Craig Williamson, (RS 167), of the Intelligence Section of 
the Security Branch.  
Covertly RS 167 was a major player both inside and outside the 
borders of South Africa. He operated directly under the guidance of 
Col. (later General) Johann Coetzee. Johann Coetzee was known in 
the dark world of covert operations as “Co-Co” an acronym derived 
from Col Coetzee, as he was then.  
Where ever our opponents were, there we had our covert RS 
operatives operating in the classical espionage fashion. 
They formed the velvet glove in our iron fist. Where our opponents 
gathered and planned against us, the men and women of the RS 
section were present, whether New York, London, Genève and even 
Moscow they were there. They were the officials without any backup. 

 
Col. Basie Smit (later General) and Maj. Suiker Britz (later General) of the Criminal Investigation 
Division (CID) was at that time in Club 34, not far from the disaster scene. They rushed to the scene 
and were the first police officers on the scene. They were met with a hideous face of death and 
destruction. Everywhere corpses, severely injured or maimed people, limbs, pieces of scorched 
flesh, bones and blood-stained torn clothes were lying around. In front of the building was the 
wreckage of a car with human remains, believed to be the origin of the explosion. 
 
Members of the task force and counterinsurgency unit under the command of General Bert Wandrag 
and Maj. Loots of the Anti-Riot Unit immediately fenced off the area so that potential evidence could 
not be disturbed. 
 
Experts in various fields immediately set to work.  The Forensic Science Laboratory under General 
Lothar Neethling careful surveyed the scene, the engineering division of the Quartermaster 
examined the car wreckage and explosives experts combed the scene to determine what kind of 
explosives and how much explosives were used. Everything was captured on film with video and 
other cameras. 
      
The Forensic Science Laboratory later determined by blood and tissue tests which limbs belong to 
whom and identified the 19 victims. 
 
On arrival at the scene, Maj. Britz observed across the road in line with the wreck the corpse of a 
man. The man looked familiar to him, but he could not remember where he had seen his face. After 
helping at the disaster scene, he returned to his home where he consulted his files and photos of 
people whom he had arrested. He identified the man as Ezekiel Maseko whom he arrested years 
ago for housebreaking, theft and armed robbery. Maseko was found guilty of all charges and 
sentenced to imprisonment. It was indeed his corpse who laid across the road in line with the wreck. 
 
The next day an investigating team consisting of members of the security, detective branch, murder 
and robbery unit and the Forensic Science Laboratory was established. Capt. Frik Nel and lt. Hennie 
Britz of the security branch were part of the team. 
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Information gathered by the different units, was daily put together to get an overall picture of the 
incident. Capt. Nel determined through an informer that Maseko and Freddie Shongwe were 
involved in the explosion. It confirmed information given by Maj. Suiker Britz and they proceeded to 
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Maseko's home in Mamelodi East, where they found his mother. She told them that Maseko called 
her early in the day and said he was on his way to their home with a car from Swaziland. He and 
another man arrived later in a Colt Galant. They removed the engine number of the car with an angle 
grinder. She showed them the angle grinder and the iron filings. Lt. Hennie Britz took possession of 
the angle grinder which was handed in as an exhibit. Maseko's mother also gave them a metal case 
containing R3 000 in cash which Maseko brought from Swaziland. 
 
Members of the Forensic Science Laboratory later analyzed samples of iron filings and found that it 
came from the wreck containing the explosive charge. 
 
Capt. Nel and lt.  Hennie Britz then questioned   Shongwe's mother. She recognized the remains of 
the clothes as her son's clothes and consequently confirmed that it was indeed Shongwe's mutilated 
body which was in the wreckage of the Colt Galant. Like Maseko Shongwe was a hardened criminal. 
The white Colt Galant which was used for the explosion, was stolen on the East Rand about a year 
before the incident. 
 
 It was established that Maseko and Shongwe drove Maseko's Kombi to the city center and from 
there took the Colt Galant to Nedbank Square Maritime House A search for the Kombi was 
immediately conducted because the investigation team was convinced that it must have been 
parked not far from the scene. Two members of the security traced the Kombi near the disaster 
scene where it was parked on the pavement in front a parking lot on the corner of Schubert- and 
Vermeulen Streets. In the Kombi was a portable radio that was turned into a transmitter to activate 
the receiver of the explosives. The transmitter had a switch to activate the remote mechanism.  
Remnants of the receiving device was found in the wreckage of the Colt Galant. It also had a switch 
to activate the remote-control mechanism of the receiver. 
 
It appears that Shongwe parked the Colt Galant with the bomb and receiver in Church Street in front 
of the Nedbank Square Maritime House. He sat there while Maseko activated the remote-control 
mechanism of the transmitter in the Kombi. Maseko returned and gave Shongwe the sign on the 
other side of the road who activated the receiver. The bomb exploded immediately. It appears that 
they confused the working of the transmitter and receiver and activated the transmitter first and 
thereafter the receiver whilst it should have been done vice versa. 
 
It was disclosed during the amnesty hearings that Aboobaker Ismael and John Mnisi placed the 
explosives and the remote mechanism in the Colt Galant. Aboobaker Ismael was a commanding 
officer of Umkhonto weSizwe.  John Mnisi have been arrested by the security in 1981, but after his 
arrest he gave so much valuable information that it was decided not to prosecute him. He was   
linked to the Vlakplaas unit as an Askari, where he initially cooperating fully. His brother was also 
later arrested and used as Askari, but the two later fled and rejoined the ANC. (The word "Askari" is 
used in various languages, including Arabic and Swahili, and means "warrior". In our case, the term 
was used for members of Umkhonto we Sizwe and other organizations whom we arrested and 
persuaded to work for the security branch.) 
 
Mnisi recruited Maseko and Shongwe, as mentioned two hardened criminals, who were trained in 
Swaziland as MK-members. The remote-control mechanism was tested in Zambia. Maseko and 
Shongwe were taught how to handle the remote-control mechanism which would be used in the car 
bomb. The teaching obvious failed, Helene Passtoors, a Belgian citizen was a member of the 
Special Operations Unit of Umkhonto weSizwe. During May 1983, she received instructions from 
Aboobaker Ismail, to drive a motor vehicle which had been primed with explosives from Swaziland 
to a specified place in Pretoria. She drove the Colt Galant to Pretoria on 19 May 1983 and left it at 
the pre-arranged place as instructed. 
 
Aboobaker Ismael applied for amnesty in respect of the Church Street bombing and the decision 
amnesty committee reads as follows: 
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The Church Street bombing took place shortly after a parliamentary debate on the tricameral 
constitution and subsequent to the December 1982 SADF raid into Maseru in which a number of 
ANC supporters and Lesotho civilians were killed and the assassination of Ruth First in Maputo. The 
evidence before us is that the bombing was a planned operation. The target was selected 
subsequent to reconnaissance being carried out and the bomb was specifically constructed and 
infiltrated into the country for the operation. The stated objective of the operation was to carry out a 
highly visible attack on security force members which could not be covered up by the authorities. 
The operation was discussed at the highest level of Special Operations Command. It was 
considered that the target was overwhelmingly military and the question of civilian casualties was 
taken into account before arriving at the decision to proceed with the operation. Approval to go 
ahead with the operation was also obtained from Oliver Tambo, the President of the ANC. 
 
We are satisfied that the bombing was an act associated with a political objective as envisaged by 
Section 20 of the Act and that it was not merely an act of anarchy or terrorism. The fact that the 
bombing took place before the Kabwe Conference does not mean that the target selection was 
against ANC policy. It was always the policy of MK to target security force personnel and, with regard 
to the civilian casualties, the operation was given prior approval by the highest authority in the ANC 
and the ANC acknowledged responsibility for the blast shortly after its occurrence. We are also of 
the view that the bombing was not racially motivated. The blast occurred in a busy public street and 
the civilian casualties included both blacks and whites. There was no possibility whatsoever in the 
circumstances of targeting a particular racial group. 
 
The Applicant, Aboobaker Ismail, testified that at the time of the funeral after the Maseru massacre 
Oliver Tambo "had raised the issue that if the then government justified its action on the basis that 
civilians were killed because the ANC had set up bases amongst the civilian population, then would 
it also not be justified for the ANC to carry out operations against enemy headquarters and bases 
located within built-up areas". This, as well as the objective of carrying out a highly visible attack 
against military personnel which could not be covered up were, no doubt, factors taken into account 
in selecting the target. It was accepted by Special Operations Command that the blast, which would 
primarily be aimed at the military personnel who would gather at the bus stop immediately in front 
of the building which housed the SAAF Headquarters would also result in civilian casualties. The 
blast was an act of war which struck a severe blow at the ANC's enemy and which introduced a new 
phase of guerilla warfare in the struggle. Although the consequences of the blast were gruesome 
and tragic and affected many innocent civilians we, after careful consideration, are of the view that 
the manner of the execution of the operation was not disproportionate to the political objective 
pursued. 
 
The decision of the amnesty committee can be viewed on: 
http://www.doj.gov.za/trc/decisions/2001/ac21003.htm: 
 
It is remarkable how superficially the amnesty committee dealt with this gruesome incident, the 
largest terrorist act in the history of South Africa. In contrast, applications by members of the security 
branch where members Umkhonto we Sizwe or political activists were killed, were subjected to the 
most extreme measures in an effort to expose them as liars. There is a vast difference between a 
military basis in Maseru and Church Pretoria which is mostly used by civilians not involved in any 
military or politically motivated actions. The following crucial issues were not probed or considered 
by the amnesty committee: 
 

• Who served on the Special Operations Command – They were all guilty of murder; 

• The incident was a serious transgression of the Geneva Convention Protocol which stipulates 
that civilians may not be attacked. 
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• None of the members of the Regional Politico-Military Committee (RPMC) testify to confirm 
the version of Mr. Aboobaker Ismael. 

• The Senior Organs in the ANC were during 1983 replaced by Regional Politico-Military 
Committees (RPMCs), and were also given the authority and responsibility for making 
operational decisions. The RPMCs were charged with coordinating political and military 
activities in their areas of responsibility nut were still subject to the policy of the ANC and the 
Politico-Military Council – all persons who served in these structures were guilty of murder;  

• A total of 19 people was killed, including 12 civilians and seven Army members. A total of 
219 people was severely injured or disabled, including 217 civilians and two army members. 
The incident occurred during peak hours in Church Street mostly used by civilians, including 
women and children. Nedbank Square Maritime House consisted of 13 floors and only the 
first three floors were occupied by the Airforce.   These facts are not mentioned in the decision 
of the amnesty committee neither is there any indication on which grounds the following 
conclusion of the amnesty committee is based:  

 
“The blast was an act of war which struck a severe blow at the ANC's enemy and which introduced 
a new phase of guerilla warfare in the struggle. Although the consequences of the blast were 
gruesome and tragic and affected many innocent civilians we, after careful consideration, are of the 
view that the manner of the execution of the operation was not disproportionate to the political 
objective pursued”  
 
In terms of In International Law terrorism is defined as the calculated use of unlawful violence or the 
threat of unlawful violence to inculcate fear intended to coerce or intimidate governments or societies 
in the pursuit of goals that are generally political, religious or ideological. 
 
Guerrilla warfare is a form of irregular warfare in which a small group of combatants such as 
paramilitary personnel, armed civilians, or irregulars use military tactics including ambushes, 
sabotage, raids, petty warfare, hit-and-run tactics, and mobility to fight a larger and less-mobile 
traditional military. 
 
It is obvious that the amnesty committee did not have the slightest idea what guerrilla warfare entails. 
 
The National Executive Committee (NEC) of the ANC during the period 1983 to 1985 consisted of 
the following persons: 
 
President: OR Tambo 
Treasurer: Thomas Nkobi 
Secretary General: Alfred Nzo 
Administrative secretary of the NEC: Joe Nhlanhla. 
Other members:  Mzwai Piliso, Moses Mabhida, Joe Modise, Joe Jele, John Motshabi, Andrew 
Masondo, Robert Manci, Joe Gqabi, Jacob Zuma, Steve Dlamini, John Nkadimeng, Simon Makana, 
Gertrude Shope, Florence Moposho, Chris Hani, Thabo Mbeki, Johnny Makathini. 
 
The Politico-Military Council (PMC) during the same period consisted of  
 
Chair: OR Tambo 
Treasurer: Reg September 
The Secretary of the PMC was Joe Nhlanhla, until 1987 
MHQ representatives on the PMC: Joe Modise, Joe Slovo, Chris Hani. 
PHQ representatives on the PMC: Joe Jele, Mac Maharaj, Jacob Zuma, John Motshabi, Ruth 
Mompati 
NAT representative on the PMC: Mzwai Piliso 
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Other members included:  Alfred Nzo, T.T. Nkobi, Job Tlhabane ("Cassius Make"), Sizakele 
Sigxashe, Andrew Masondo, Moses Mabhida, John Nkadimeng. 
 
Although most of these persons already died, persons such as Mr. Jacob Zuma, Thabo Mbeki and 
Mac Maharaj who did not apply for amnesty in respect of the Church Street bombing can be charged 
for murder on the principle of common purpose as provided for in our law. Mr. Aboobaker Ismael 
and all the other MK-members who were granted amnesty can be compelled in terms of the Criminal 
Procedure Act to testify against them. There is consequently ample evidence available but the 
National Prosecuting Authority as to yet did not charge them neither are there any indications of 
such an intention. In stark contrast, various leaders and generals of the previous regime were 
prosecuted for crimes associated with a political motive in the conflict of the past and former 
members of the security branch are still being prosecuted.  
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THE INTERNATIONALISTS: THE INTERNATIONAL COVERT SACP-
ANC BRIGADE: COMMENTS BY BRIG. HENNIE HEYMANS: 

 
Taking a leaf from history (and from Uys Krige and Roy Campbell’s poetry) our attention turns to 
Spain during the period 1936 - 1938. The following is interesting parallel between Spain’s 
conventional war and our own revolutionary war (1961 – 1994). The method is more or less the 
same: “The International Brigades (Spanish: Brigadas Internacionales) were paramilitary units set 
up by the Communist International to assist the Popular Front government of the Second Spanish 
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Republic during the Spanish Civil War. The organisation existed for two years, from 1936 until 
1938.”4 
 
So, in a sense we in Special Branch had external, albeit covert, opponents in the International 
Brigade. This made our task a bit more difficult but we succeeded in arresting quite a few of them, 
as an example just think of Mr. Moumbaris, Mr. De Jonge and Mrs. Helene Pastoors. (She is 
mentioned in Gen. Van der Merwe’s article and played an active part in the Church Street Bomb.)   
 
Looking back at the past, it is my understanding that the Intelligence Section of the Special Branch 
of the South African Police was up to date with most the South African members of the SACP-ANC’s 
covert operatives.  
 
As far as African members were concerned the Security Branch knew who had left the country to 
undergo military training. One of the conduits to leave the RSA was controlled by the Security 
Branch. So, in spite of the cell system and various other precautions we knew who had left for 
training, etc. The irony is that some of our own members were also under cover in various places 
inside and outside the country. Askari’s and agents who returned from training helped us to fill in 
the gaps. We knew the real names as well as their nome de geurre’s. (From the French, literally 
“war name’). 
 
Consequently “we” at Security Branch HQ knew what was going on. The SACP-ANC realized this.  
They had to fall back on plan “B”. Plan “B” entailed the recruitment of foreign, mainly white, 
operatives, people who were totally unknown to the SA Police.  So, our opponents were forced to 
rely more and more on unknown foreign, usually Moscow communist aligned persons, to carry out 
local missions. 
 
Due to the “Simons Town”-agreement the Security Branch could only operate in South Africa and in 
Swaziland, Lesotho, Botswana and in Mozambique. However, in spite of the agreement, RS-agents 
of our covert intelligence section (of which Craig Williamson was a member) was ideally placed in 
Switzerland and various other places across the globe reporting to Pretoria what was going on. 
 
These internationally recruited people had excellent cover, they were academics, clergy, 
researchers, students, newspapermen, adventurers and not necessarily committed communists per 
se.  They could openly or under cover enter South Africa to do surveillance, to plan or to execute 
deeds of terror. They could for e.g. liaise without arising suspicion with other academics in the so-
called Front-Line States and in the rest of the world. (Tongue in the cheek: We could not watch 
everybody in the world!) 
 
Perspective 
From 1980 - 1981 until the Nkomati Accord was signed in mid-1984 Joe Slovo and his team 
(including his wife Ruth First) were operating from Maputo with approval of the Mozambique 
government, which is where and when Passtoors joined them. After the Nkomati Accord they had 
to operate more clandestinely (even from SNASP) and so Swaziland, Lesotho and SA came more 
into the picture. Consequently, the Security Branch had to extend their operations over the border. 
The SA Security Forces are constantly vilified for attacking people apparently working in non-military 
positions such as academics or teachers or those assisting refugees etc. They apparently see no 
contradiction when people such as Passtoors admit openly to having operated in SA under cover 
as an academic. 
 
The reality is that these people were engaged in a covert terrorist war against SA and both open 
and covert operations against them were in a response to their actions and in defence of SA. ANC 

 
 4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Brigades – accessed 10 May 2017. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Brigades
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apologists give much prominence to how Col. Craig Williamson is supposed to be racist and evil 
and not to feel anything for the people who died as a result of operations he was involved in, but 
they don't give any attention to the death and destruction caused by the ANC. 
 
I was at the scene of the Church Street Bomb explosion. It was a ghastly scene of senseless 
carnage. I was shocked.  
 
Cost effective 
The Security Branch of the South African Police with a stringent budget was a very cost-effective 
security and intelligence organisation. The Security Branch had about 3 000 men and about 500 
RS-agents - not taking into account various informers etc. One has also had to take into account 
that in South West Africa the Security Branch had Operation “K”: intelligence gathering and actual 
fighting against PLAN-soldiers SWAPO. The war in SWA was no picnic as Plan-fighters were a good 
match for the SAP and the SADF. 
 
We now turn and take a look at a lady named Hélène Passtoors. 
 
Hélène Passtoors 

Hélène Passtoors, a Belgian national was born on 9 August 1942 in the Netherlands (from a Belgian-
Dutch family). She immersed herself in the struggles of people other than her own for the cause of 
peace, freedom equality and justice.  At the time of her involvement in the South African liberation 
struggle, she held dual nationality, Belgian and Dutch. Following a subsequent Dutch change in law, 
against dual nationality, Passtoors retained her Belgian nationality. Passtoors currently resides in 
Belgium. 

Passtoors was living in Mozambique and teaching at the Eduardo Mondlane University when she 
was recruited into Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK), special operations, by the late Joe Slovo in 1981.5 
Between 1981 and 1985, she participated in highly secretive special operations under the immediate 
command of Slovo, with Oliver Tambo as the Commander of Special Operations. She performed 
reconnaissance and communications missions throughout South Africa, looking for potential targets, 
among other things, the strategic coal export/oil import lines, South Africa Defence Force and police 
targets, and a Renamo training base in Limpopo. Based first in Maputo, then Swaziland and finally 
Johannesburg, she transported weapons, established arms caches and delivered funds and other 
necessities. While being enrolled at the University of Witwatersrand for her PhD, she continued with 
reconnaissance and liaison tasks, and set up communications for units that were to be settled inside 
the country. Passtoors was involved in actual operations. She was highly regarded in the military 
structures of the ANC, which operated under extremely difficult conditions. 

In June 1985, she was arrested and kept for eight months in solitary confinement in John Vorster 
Square, where she was severely tortured and poisoned during the interrogations, to the point where 
she became epileptic. In May 1986, she was convicted of treason and sentenced to ten years’ 
imprisonment. In 1989, she was released, following negotiations between the Belgian and South 
African Governments. The Belgian Government stood by her during her imprisonment and even 
assisted Passtoors to communicate with her children during her incarceration. 

While in prison in South Africa, she was bestowed with the European Woman of the Year Award in 
1988. Thereafter, she worked for the ANC office in Brussels and focused on international solidarity 
against apartheid. She was also involved in preparing the African National Congress (ANC) 
language policy. 

 
5 Personally, I have always maintained the MK was the armed wing of the SACP and not of the ANC per se. From its 
inception, it was controlled by communists - HBH. 

http://sahistory.org.za/pages/governence-projects/organisations/MK/MKframeset.htm
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/joe-slovo
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/oliver-tambo
http://www.sahistory.org.za/pages/governence-projects/organisations/anc-history/anc-frameset.htm
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In the post-1994 period, Passtoors worked as journalist, edited two political journals and wrote three 
books. She later applied for amnesty to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission for the role she 
played in the bombings. Hèlène sacrificed her life and her children for the struggle for freedom in 
South Africa, and endured enormous suffering for the people of this country. She epitomised true 
international solidarity to the oppressed masses of South Africa and it is for this reason that she 
occupies a distinct and special role in the historical memory of this country. On 27 April 2011, the 
State President, Jacob G Zuma honoured Hélène Passtoors with the Order of the Companions of 
OR Tambo for her contribution to the underground work of MK and her spirit of internationalism and 
friendship she showed for the people of South Africa.6 

Helene Passtoors: The white Belgian of MK 

Opinion / 14 July 2017, 09:03AM / Shannon Ebrahim 

The SACP bestowed a special recognition award at its congress last week on Helene Passtoors for 
her role in the Struggle. 
To her torturer, Nic Deetlefs, she was an evil communist and terrorist, but to South Africans who 
fought against apartheid, she was a hero of the Struggle. 
Please meet Helene Passtoors. 

This week the SACP bestowed a special recognition award at its national congress on her. And as 
the ageing veteran took to the stage, the sea of red-clad comrades broke into cheers and gave 
Passtoors a standing ovation. 

The honour comes six years after she was bestowed the national Order of the Companions of OR 
Tambo for her role in the Struggle. 

As she boarded a plane back to Belgium on Tuesday night, her eyes filled with tears to again leave 
the country she was willing to give her life for. 

Passtoors was an immensely brave woman and sacrificed so much for a cause that became her 
own. 

What makes her story unusual is the fact that she is a white Belgian who became deeply embedded 
in South Africa’s liberation Struggle, performing the most highly secretive special operations in the 
1980s, under the direct command of Joe Slovo, and Oliver Tambo, the commander of ANC special 
operations. 

For a foreigner to have been entrusted with such sensitive and secret work was a testament to her 
trustworthiness and the high regard the ANC leadership had for her. 

Her race and profile provided a convenient cover for the work she did, which involved 
reconnaissance of strategic coal export/import lines, and oil imported covertly by the apartheid state. 

 
6 This is a description of her by SA History on Line: http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/helene-marie-passtoors , 
accessed 10 May 2017.) 
 

http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/jacob-gedleyihlekisa-zuma-0
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/helene-marie-passtoors
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She identified targets for Umkhonto we Sizwe, and regularly transported weapons from Mozambique 
and Swaziland into South Africa, setting up arms caches in the country. 

All this was in the context of a brutal war of liberation, where apartheid security forces were bombing 
ANC targets in the front line states and killing ANC members as they slept in their beds. 

There were abductions of comrades from the front line states who were brought back to South Africa 
and brutally tortured in John Vorster Square. 
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It was the time when apartheid agents sent a letter bomb to Joe Slovo’s wife Ruth First, killing her, 
and set off a bomb in Albie Sachs’s car which was intended to kill him. Not to mention the endless 
torture and killings that took place inside the country. There were no limits to what the PW Botha 
regime would do to maintain white minority rule. 

It was in this context that Passtoors risked her life almost daily. 

This was a dedicated mother of four young children, who understood full well that the consequences 
of her actions could mean indefinite separation from her children or even a death sentence that 
would leave them motherless. 

What drove her to engage in such dangerous missions was a belief that freedom in South Africa 
was a cause worth risking one’s life for. 

Ultimately, she paid a heavy price for her commitment. 

In June 1985, she was arrested and kept in solitary confinement in John Vorster Square for eight 
months. There she was relentlessly tortured. 

Her torturer, Deetlefs, never asked for amnesty for any of the torture he exacted on her and many 
other detainees, and today he lives a normal life in a Joburg suburb. 

At the time, such high-profile detainees were subjected to mental torture and kept in a few special 
cells with perspex walls, which were windowless and hardly let in any ventilation. 

When the torture tactics failed to work, Passtoors was sent to an isolated prison in Kroonstad in the 
Free State, where the Security Branch was determined to break her. 

Left alone for months in the freezing-cold winter, she developed frostbite on her hands and feet, 
making it unbearable to walk. 

Amid her desperate condition in 1988, a Belgian diplomat forced his way into the Kroonstad prison 
to deliver her a message: She had been awarded European Woman of the Year, over even the wife 
of French president Francois Mitterrand who was a contender. 

With her frostbitten hands and feet, Passtoors declared that she certainly didn’t feel like European 
woman of the year. 

But the lowest point came when the security branch did to her what they had already tried on Thandi 
Modise - chemical torture. She was brought a plate of pasta that was a welcome change to the usual 
mielie pap, but it was laced with chemical poison that would cause her body to malfunction. 

The effect was almost immediate, and she was unable to walk. Unaware of what was happening to 
her, she wrote to her children saying that she believed she was dying, but from what she didn’t 
know. Her symptoms were similar to that of malaria but without the fever, and it caused her to have 
an epileptic fit. 

These were the trail of tears walked for our liberation, even by a white foreigner who was prepared 
to pay the ultimate price. 

For Deetlefs she was a terrorist, but to most of us she was a freedom fighter, and it is right that her 
contribution is remembered. 
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* Shannon Ebrahim is Independent Media's Foreign Editor. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: The SACP bestowed a special recognition award at its congress last 
week on Helene Passtoors for her role in the Struggle. 

http://www.iol.co.za/news/opinion/helene-passtoors-the-white-belgian-of-mk-10286035 - 21 July 
2017. 

End 

The South African Police Force from 1913 – 1994 served all the people of the various sections in 
society and our country South Africa loyally without favour or prejudice.   

We served and we protected!  

Consider your verdict. 

 

 

FW ADMITS APARTHEID BOMBING 
21/03/2003 16:04 - (SAPA)   
 
Pretoria - Former president FW de Klerk has admitted that he knew the 1988 bombing of the SA 
Council of Churches' Johannesburg headquarters had been authorised by the apartheid 
government. 
The admission was contained in the final two volumes of the final report of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, released on Friday. 
In testimony to the TRC in 1996 and 1997, De Klerk stated that neither he nor his colleagues in the 
cabinet, the State Security Council, or cabinet committees had authorised any gross violations of 
human rights. 
He has now conceded to a finding by the commission that his then police commissioner General 
Johann van der Merwe told him he had been ordered to bomb Khotso House, which housed the 
headquarters of the SA Council of Churches. 
"Mr de Klerk did not report the matter to the prosecuting authorities or the Goldstone Commission 
because he knew that General van der Merwe would be applying for amnesty in respect of the 
relevant bombing," the TRC says in its report. 
"The Commission finds that when Mr de Klerk testified before the Commission ... he knew that 
General van der Merwe had been authorised to bomb Khotso House, and accordingly, his statement 
that none of his colleagues in Cabinet, the State Security Council or Cabinet Committees had 
authorised assassination, murder or other gross violations of human rights was indefensible." 
It finds the former president had failed to make a full disclosure of the involvement of senior members 
of the government and the then SA Police in the bombing of Khotso House. 
Shortly before the first five volumes of the TRC's final report were released in 1998, De Klerk filed 
an urgent application to the Cape High Court for an order interdicting the commission from publishing 
any of its intended findings against him. 
To prevent a delay of the handing over of the report to former President Nelson Mandela, the 
commission blacked out the findings on De Klerk. 
Afterwards, Mandela's office sought to facilitate a settlement between the TRC and De Klerk. 
As a result of discussions between De Klerk and the TRC's amnesty committee, the former president 
has conceded to the new finding released on Friday. 
The report says the finding was not made an order of court as it was never put to the TRC and was 
thus never discussed, accepted or rejected. The TRC was in suspension at the time of the talks. 
Nobody was killed in the bombing. 

http://www.iol.co.za/news/opinion/helene-passtoors-the-white-belgian-of-mk-10286035
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The finding states that the bombing posed a high risk to passers-by, and its effect was predictable. 
Former Vlakplaas commander Eugene de Kock, who led the SAP bombing team, foresaw the 
possibility of loss of life, the report says. 
"The risk was inevitably foreseeable and was in fact foreseen; the bombing was nevertheless 
ordered and proceeded with by the perpetrators with reckless disregard of the consequences." 
In 1997, De Klerk stated the bombing was not a gross violation of human rights as nobody was killed 
or seriously injured. 
"The Commission finds that the bombing of Khotso House constituted a gross violation of human 
rights and that at all material times, Mr de Klerk must have had knowledge it did, despite the fact 
that no lives were lost."  
https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02424/04lv03275/05lv03294/06lv0
3300.htm  

16 October 2021  

 

WIMPY BOMB WAS A TORTURERS' MEETING PLACE: MK 
JOHANNESBURG September 7 1998 - SAPA 
A Wimpy Bar in Benoni on the East Rand was bombed in 1988 because it was a meeting place for 
security branch torturers who inflicted pain on imprisoned African National Congress activists, a 
former Umkhonto weSizwe (MK) commander told the Truth and Reconciliation Commission on 
Monday. 
Former MK member Ernest Sigasa, who headed the ANC guerilla army's Johannes Nkosi unit, told 
the TRC amnesty committee his unit monitored the restaurant for some time before placing a limpet 
mine there. 
A civilian was killed and 66 people injured in the Saturday afternoon attack in July 1988. 
Among the 80-odd people who attended the hearing in the Benoni town hall on Monday was Vic 
Serrano, whose daughter Marryanne was killed in the blast. 
Safety and Security Minister Sydney Mufamadi attended the hearing to give moral support to the 
MK members. 
A small group of Freedom Front Youth members displayed graphic photographs of the damage 
caused by the explosion. 
Sigasa said it was regrettable that innocent people died during the attack, but he did not regret 
executing an act aimed at security personnel. 
"It was not ANC policy to target innocent civilians but we targeted Wimpy because the top brass 
from the Benoni police and their counterparts frequented the place. People who were inflicting terror 
on our activists in prison were the first target. 
"Civilian casualties were inevitable, and where life is lost - whether black or white - it is a shame," 
Sigasa said. 
Sigasa said fellow amnesty applicant Elfus Ndlovhu monitored the Wimpy outlet and kept 
information about police and security branch members who dined and held meetings there. 
The MK unit would meet every Wednesday to assess information gathered about the Wimpy 
meetings. 
Sigasa, who is now a businessman, said while he had not planted the limpet mine he was party to 
the decision to do so. 
Another applicant, Tebogo Kebothlale, now a senior North West government employee, said in his 
brief testimony he agreed with everything his commander, Sigasa, told the commission. Kebothlale 
is also applying for amnesty for the bombing of the Katlehong railway line, attacks on police barracks 
and councillors' homes, the ambushing of a police constable, and attacking a whites-only bus 
terminus. 
The hearing continues. 
https://www.justice.gov.za/trc/media/1998/9809/s980907c.htm  
16 Oct 2021 

 

 

https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02424/04lv03275/05lv03294/06lv03300.htm
https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02424/04lv03275/05lv03294/06lv03300.htm
https://www.justice.gov.za/trc/media/1998/9809/s980907c.htm
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ANC OPPOSED WIMPY BAR BOMBINGS 
CAPE TOWN January 29 1998 - SAPA 
 
The African National Congress had never supported military operations aimed at purely civilian 
targets, including Wimpy Bar restaurants, ANC spokesman Ronnie Mamoepa said on Thursday. 
Mamoepa's statement follows the Truth and Reconciliation Commission's announcement earlier this 
week that ANC members had applied for amnesty for the Wimpy Bar bombings. 
"Throughout the history of Umkhonto weSizwe, cadres were expressly instructed to avoid civilian 
targets but to hit at installations associated with the apartheid regime, as well as personnel in the 
police, defence and intelligence and other institutions," he said. 
In this context the Wimpy bombings had never been in line with ANC policy. 
As a result of these attacks, the late ANC president Oliver Tambo had instructed MK commanders 
to visit units inside South Africa to explain ANC policy and to bring an end to such operations. 
 
Mamoepa said ANC members responsible for Wimpy Bar attacks had misinterpreted the 
leadership's decision to intensify the armed struggle by taking it into white areas. 
"This misinterpretation of policy was then exploited by agents of the then apartheid regime to carry 
out `false flag' operations against civilian targets, including Wimpy Bars, to discredit the ANC." 
https://www.justice.gov.za/trc/media/1998/9801/s980129c.htm  

 

 
 

BOMB IN BENONI WIMPY KILLS MARY 
30 July 1988 
Mary-Anne D'Oliveira Netto Serrano (21) was killed in a bomb explosion in the Wimpy Bar at the 
Benoni Plaza, Benoni on the East-Rand. About sixty people were injured, of whom nine seriously. 
Four men, Tebogo Kebotlhale, Molwedi Mokoena, Phumzile Sigasa and Elgas Mabore Ndhlovu who 
declared themselves as ANC members, applied for amnesty to the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission (TRC) for the bombing in Benoni and an ambush outside Lindela Hostel in Katlehong 
in 1988. They alleged that they had targeted the Wimpy, because they believed it was a regular 
meeting place of police officers. The four men were granted amnesty in 1999.  
Sources:  

• Wallis, F. (2000). Nuusdagboek: feite en fratse oor 1000 jaar, Kaapstad: Human & Rousseau. 
The Star, 30 July 2004. Milestones.  

• http://www.info.gov.za/speeches/1998/98c31_0x4909811567.htm  

• http://www.doj.gov.za/trc/amntrans/1998/98090708_ben_benoni2.htm  

• http://www.doj.gov.za/trc/decisions/1999/ac990294.htm 
 
https://www.sahistory.org.za/dated-event/bomb-benoni-wimpy-kills-mary  
16 Oct 2021 
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Dirk Coetzee as portrayed by Wikipedia  

DIRK COETZEE 
Wikipedia 
 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
Dirk Coetzee (15 April 1945 – 7 March 2013) was co-founder and commander of the covert South 
African Security Police unit based at Vlakplaas. He and his colleagues were involved in a number 
of extra judicial killings including that of Griffiths Mxenge. Coetzee publicly revealed the existence 
of the Vlakplaas death squads in 1989, making himself a target of a failed assassination attempt. 
  
Early life 
Coetzee was born in April 1945 in Phokwane Local Municipality. His father was a postal worker. The 
younger Coetzee also worked for the postal service before becoming an investigator in 1969. 
 
Career 
Starting out as a constable in 1972, he rose through the ranks, and advanced his cause 
on secondment with the Rhodesian Armed Forces. He was promoted to captain in the security 
police and, in 1980, became the first commander of the secret police base on the Vlakplaas farm 
near Pretoria. In 1981, he was "assigned" to the murder of Griffiths Mxenge. His role as Vlakplaas 
commander ended after 18 months, following a disaster when two of his operatives were arrested 
on a sortie in Swaziland. He was replaced at Vlakplaas by Eugene de Kock, who was later convicted 
of attempting to assassinate Coetzee.  
 
After Vlakplaas 
He worked for a short time in both the narcotics and the flying squads. During this time, an internal 
disciplinary inquiry found him guilty of insubordination, obscene phone calls and distribution of a 
pornographic video. In 1986, he was found medically unfit to serve because of diabetes, and was 
discharged on a meagre pension. 
Coetzee exposed the existence of the Vlakplaas unit in a 1989 interview with Vrye Weekblad, 
confirming a story that death-row convict Butana Almond Nofomela had told a Johannesburg weekly 
the previous year. After exposing the existence of the unit, he went on the run, staying in 38 houses 
in four countries – including a short while in London. While there, he joined the African National 
Congress (ANC) and expressed his support for Nelson Mandela. 
 
Return to South Africa 
Coetzee was minded [clarification needed] by the future president Jacob Zuma. He returned to South Africa 
in 1993. He was among the first to apply for amnesty with the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission (TRC) when it was created and was granted amnesty on 4 August 1997. He later fell 
out of grace with the ANC. 
 
Later life and death 
Coetzee was employed by EduSolutions, which supplied textbooks on behalf of the government to 
Limpopo province. In July 2012, he told the media about huge piles of undelivered 
textbooks. Coetzee was suffering from kidney failure and cancer when he died on 7 March 2013, 
aged 67.  
 
See also 

• Wouter Basson 

• Lothar Neethling 
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Eugene Alexander de Kock as portrayed by Wikipedia  

EUGENE DE KOCK 
Wikipedia 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
 

Eugene de Kock 

 

Born 29 January 1949 (age 72) 

Nationality  South African 

Other names Prime Evil7 

Occupation Member of the South African Police (SAP) 

Known for Role in the apartheid-era counter-insurgency division of the SAP 

Awards Police Cross for Bravery and SOE 

Eugene Alexander de Kock (born 29 January 1949) is a former South African Police colonel, 
torturer, and assassin, active under the apartheid government. Nicknamed "Prime Evil" by the press, 
De Kock was the commanding officer of C10, a counter-insurgency unit of the SAP that kidnapped, 
tortured, and murdered numerous anti-apartheid activists from the 1980s to the early 1990s. C10's 
victims included members of the African National Congress. 
Following South Africa's transition to democracy in 1994, De Kock disclosed the full scope of C10's 
crimes while testifying before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. In 1996, he was tried and 
convicted on eighty-nine charges and sentenced to 212 years in prison. Since beginning his 
sentence, De Kock has accused several members of the apartheid government, including former 
State President F. W. de Klerk, of permitting C10's activities. In 2015, he was granted parole, and 
is currently released as of 2019.  
 

 
7 Absolute Rubbish! I knew EA de Kock and this in simply not true - HBH  
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Early life and service 
Eugene Alexander de Kock was born to Lourens Vosloo de Kock, a magistrate and personal friend 
to former prime minister John Vorster. Vosloo "Vossie" de Kock, Eugene's brother, later described 
him as a "quiet" boy who "wasn't a violent person." He also recounted how their father, a member 
of the Afrikaner Broederbond, indoctrinated the boys in Afrikaner nationalist ideology and taught 
them "strict Afrikaans" as they grew up.  
 

 De Kock developed a long-time ambition of becoming an officer. In 1967, after finishing school, he 
performed his year-long national service in Pretoria at the Army Gymnasium. During this time, he 
and the rest of the Gymnasium's six companies were deployed to Rhodesia's border 
with Botswana to confront militant ANC incursions. De Kock graduated from the Gymnasium as an 
infantry soldier in the South African Defence Force. However, he decided not to attend the officers 
college in Saldanha Bay because of a stutter, and declined to pursue a B. Mil degree. He joined 
the South African Police's uniform branch in the Eastern Cape. 
 
De Kock underwent off-duty training at Pretoria's Baviaanspoort Prison with members of the Security 
Police under Captain de Swart, in what later was to become the SAP's Special Task Force. In 1976, 
instead of accepting an invitation to train new Special Task Force members, De Kock reported to 
the Police College for an officers' course and was promoted from warrant officer to lieutenant. 
 
In May 1978, De Kock was transferred to South West Africa and joined the security branch in 
Oshikati. In 1979, he co-founded Koevoet, an SAP counterinsurgency unit tasked with combating 
the People's Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN) during the South African Border War. Koevoet was 
regarded as a highly effective unit, but its reputation was marred by allegations of brutality towards 
civilians.  Its successes in tracking and killing PLAN guerrillas prompted the SAP to consider setting 
up a similar division in South Africa.  
 
Vlakplaas 
Main article: Vlakplaas 
In 1983, the SAP transferred De Kock to C10, a counter-insurgency unit headquartered at a farm 
called Vlakplaas, located 20 kilometres (12 mi) west of Pretoria. De Kock, who had established a 
reputation for commitment during his tours in Rhodesia and Namibia, was promoted as the unit's 
commanding officer two years later. Under his leadership, C10—later known as C1—became 
a death squad which hunted down and killed opponents of the National Party and the apartheid 
system.  
 
TRC testimony 
De Kock first became prominent during his testimony in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 
1998, during which he made multiple revelations relating to ANC deaths. 
De Kock has been interviewed a number of times by psychologist Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela, who 
ended up releasing a book, A Human Being Died That Night, about her interviews with De Kock, her 
time on the TRC, and what causes a moral person to become a killer.  
 
Trial, conviction, and sentencing 
Upon being convicted on 30 October 1996, De Kock was sentenced to two life sentences plus 212 
years in prison for crimes against humanity. The eighty-nine charges included six counts of murder, 
as well as conspiracy to murder, attempted murder, assault, kidnapping, illegal possession of a 
firearm, and fraud. De Kock served his sentence in the C Max section of the Pretoria Central Prison.  
 
Imprisonment 
In a local radio interview in July 2007, De Kock claimed that former president FW de Klerk's hands 
were "soaked in blood" and that de Klerk had ordered political killings and other crimes during 
the anti-apartheid conflict. These claims were in response to de Klerk's then-recent statements that 
he had a "clear conscience" regarding his time in office.  
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The Sunday Independent reported in January 2010 that De Kock was seeking a presidential 
pardon from President Jacob Zuma in exchange for more information about the apartheid 
government's death squads, and that a three-hour meeting between Zuma and the incarcerated De 
Kock took place in April 2009. A spokesman for Zuma denied the veracity of the report. 

 
In 2012, De Kock made several pleas for forgiveness to the relatives of his victims. In January, he 
wrote a letter to the family of Bheki Mlangeni, apologising for killing the ANC attorney in a 1991 
bomb attack; Mlangeni's mother, Catherine, doubted De Kock's sincerity as he had never before 
shown remorse. 
 
In February, De Kock met Marcia Khoza in his prison, confessing that he had personally executed 
her mother, Portia Shabangu, in an ambush in 1989; Khoza would not forgive him, because he had 
scarcely shown remorse during his TRC hearing.  
 
In September 2014, De Kock met the Mamas, the family of another of his victims. Candice Mama, 
daughter of the late Glenack Masilo Mama, did forgive De Kock, even going as far as to express in 
countless interviews support for his bid for parole.  
 
Parole 
Justice Minister Michael Masutha announced on 30 January 2015, that De Kock had been granted 
parole. At the press conference, it was announced that the date of his release would not be made 
public. Masutha further said that De Kock had expressed remorse for his crimes and had co-
operated with authorities to recover the remains of a number of his victims. De Kock was 
nevertheless to remain on parole for the rest of his life. 
 
See also 

• Dirk Coetzee 

• Craig Williamson 

• Civil Cooperation Bureau 

• Wouter Basson 

• Lothar Neethling 

• Janusz Waluś 

• Siphiwe Mvuyane 
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Vlakplaas as portrayed on Wikipedia 

VLAKPLAAS 
Wikipedia 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia 
 
Vlakplaas is a farm 20 km east of Pretoria that served as the headquarters of the South African 
Police counterinsurgency unit C10 (later called C1)  working for the apartheid government in South 
Africa. The C-designation of the counterinsurgency unit was its official name but the whole unit 
became known as Vlakplaas and was commanded first by Dirk Coetzee and then Eugene de Kock. 
 
Vlakplaas functioned as a paramilitary hit squad, capturing political opponents of the apartheid 
government and either "turning" (converting) or executing them. The Vlakplaas farm was usually the 
site of multiple executions of political opponents of the apartheid government.  

 
In August 2007, it was announced by the South African Department of Science and Technology that 
the farm would serve a new purpose, as a centre for healing. The centre will conduct research into 
plants used in traditional medicine, and promote collaboration between practitioners of 
western medicine and traditional healers.  

 
See also 

• Civil Cooperation Bureau 

• Bureau of State Security 
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Comment by HBH: I knew the late Dirk Coetzee quite well as well Mr Griffiths Mxenge. Mr Mxenge 
was detained at SAP Kings Rest where I was stationed and we both graduated at Natal University 
on the same night. He son was CEO of Polmed. Small world! 
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CAPT. ABRIE GROBLER – LIMPET MINE VICTIM 
 
Whenever a policeman leaves home to report for duty, his family fear that he may not return alive 
that evening. It’s a fact of life that police officers are exposed to extreme danger and even death, on 
a daily basis. These inherent dangers have become part of their lives. Some get shot, others are 
attacked with knives, whilst some are seriously injured or killed in helicopter or motor vehicle 
crashes, or nowadays even hacked to death with pangas (machetes). Then there are limpet mines 
– not many survive to tell the tale, after having had their face blown off by such a device… 

 
Captain Abrie Grobler (Retired) is one such person. Here is how he relates 
what happened: 
I was still a youngster in short pants when I just knew that one day, I’m going 
to be a policeman.  
On 29 March 1971 my boyhood dream was realised when I was sworn in. In 
1972 I attended the Police College in Pretoria. Upon completing my training, I 
was posted to the Squad Car section in Johannesburg. Exactly where I wanted 
to be. Life was a beautiful song – fast cars and motor bikes! 
My luck held, when later I was transferred to Mondeor police station – the most 
attractive and nicest place that I’d worked. 
 

Much transpired at the Mondeor Police Station! I can write volumes about it. 
 
The unrest of 1976 in Soweto was of great magnitude. Dressed in winter uniform I just returned from 
Booysens Magistrate’s Court when the station commander, Captain JM Giliomee instructed me to 
get an R1 rifle and proceed to Protea Police Station in Soweto as we were being mobilized. 
 
We were met by Colonel “Rooi Rus” Swanepoel who signalled us to follow him. We were forced to 
endure this for three consecutive days without blankets despite it being extremely cold during winter. 
Shops and motor vehicles everywhere were ablaze as shops were looted. We were instructed to 
fire upon hostile groups as instructed by Colonel “Rooi Rus” Swanepoel in an effort to protect life 
and property.  The prevailing circumstances and our actions were documented. The names of police 
members who fired as well as the number of rounds fired were meticulously documented in order to 
be investigated later. 
 
Late on the evening on the 4th day of unrest, the Dutch Reformed Church brought members food, 
coffee and blankets. I was assigned to platoon 4, The Johannesburg Riot Unit. For a year thereafter, 
we patrolled Alexandra and Soweto. Later I testified at the inquest in Protea on a number of 
protestors who were shot, and subsequently at Kempton Park at the trial of 10 accused who were 
prosecuted for public violence, arson, burglary and theft. 
 
In 1997 the barracks at Mondeor was closed. Unmarried members were relocated. I was relocated 
to John Vorster Square in Johannesburg. 
 
I was nominated to attend a COIN course at Maleoskop. At the end of the course at Ambalagi, whilst 
practicing to enter a house where danger was expected, a practice grenade went off. The cap 
entered my thigh and I sustained a deep wound. Pieces of metal were removed and I received the 
necessary medical attention. I was advised to withdraw from the course but I refused. I would jog 
every morning and evening to prove my fitness. 
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Back at my station, on 18 August 1981 at 18:30 Constable Andrew Van der Merwe and I responded 
to a complaint of a fire in Church Street, Johannesburg Central, at Tesla Hardware. Upon our arrival 
there were many curious onlookers who had gathered. Constable Van der Merwe and I moved them 
out of the way to the opposite side of the road. We then walked between the fire engines to see if 
we could be of any assistance to the firefighters. 
  
What happened thereafter, I’m unable to recollect. After I recovered my senses (I’m not sure how 
much later) I was lying on my face in the middle of the roadway. 
 
All I could see were people lying on the sidewalk, screaming and some running towards me. I lifted 
myself up with my arms and noticed buildings on fire and the street being sprayed with water. 
Someone asked me if I was hurt. As I looked up at him, he shouted with a shocked expression; “he 
has no face”, I felt my face and it was true… I was unable to feel my nose. It was only then that I 
saw blood and realised, “Grobbie, this is big marakas” (An Afrikaans expression, meaning big 
trouble.) As I lay there a calm descended upon me. 
 
Firefighters were unable to administer first aid as their hands were badly burnt. During this time, I 
felt no pain. Emergency workers and ambulances arrived on the scene, and someone tried to insert 
a tube into my throat. I was unable to breathe and forcibly removed it. They attempted to reinsert 
another. I then saw Andrew push his firearm against the person’s head and shouted, “You’re driving 
now or there is …” The ambulance rushed me to hospital. At the hospital my great old friend, Tisch 
Minnie, was waiting for me. She immediately administered emergency treatment and wrapped me 
in a space blanket. 
 
I had lost much blood. During the blood transfusion I lost consciousness. I could vaguely hear Tisch’s 
voice saying, “Don’t worry Grobbie, I’ll make sure you don’t die.” That gave me hope. Several hours 
later when I was fully awake, I could see my mother standing at the bedside. She had driven from 
Durban to Johannesburg to be at my side. Brigadier “Rooi Rus” Swanepoel and my uncle Brigadier 
Quartus Grobler, who was the District Commandant also stood at my bedside in full uniform. Seeing 
them I braced to acknowledge their presence. “Lie still!”, “Rooi Rus” roared, “it is not necessary, but 
thank you for that. Get well soon … and that’s an order!” he said. As they left, I noticed them shrug 
their shoulders as they laughed. It must have been very funny to see me with my head wrapped in 
bandages, looking like a mummy, trying to come to attention. 
 
I later heard that a limpet mine had exploded prematurely. If it had went off at the set time, we would 
have all been killed. They had set fire to the rags (to attract the fire brigade and bystanders) and the 
heat of the smouldering rags had caused the lead rod in the mine to pass through faster, causing 
the trigger mechanism to be activated. Due to the high number of civilian casualties, the perpetrators 
of course denied that their handiwork, and their organization was unable to utilize it for propaganda.  
Constable Van der Merwe sustained a skull fracture and was discharged a day or two later. 
Approximately 3 months later he was injured in a car accident. The skull fracture deteriorated, and 
he fell into a coma. He sadly passed away without regaining consciousness. We were good friends; 
his death was a huge shock to me.  
 
Fortunately, I recovered well and was fit for duty within 4 months. 
Prior to the incident, I had played bit parts in TV productions, but with my disfigured face that was 
of course no longer possible (the only role I could have fitted into, would have been Frankenstein!). 
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WOODSTOCK POLICE STATION: MY OFFICE DESTROYED WITH LIMPET MINE 
Brig Fanie Bouwer 
 

[Abrie Grobler's story made me look in my archives again at what I wrote at 
the time about a bomb attack on my office. Fortunately, I can tell the story 
today, and luckily without having gone through what Abrie experienced.] 
 
During 1988 I was station commander at Woodstock near Cape Town. 
 
My office window looked out onto a crossroads between the main road 
(Victoria Street) and the so-called "Cavendish Square" further down. 
 
I arrived late one afternoon from Stellenbosch after the funeral of a colleague 
(the late Colonel Chris Fourie). 

 
I had barely arrived home when a few out of breath policemen arrived at my house and told me that 
my office had been blown up by a bomb a while before. We did not have cell phones then. 
 
I could not believe that such a thing could happen to me. I also saw no reason why they would 
specifically attack my office. At first, I thought it was a sick joke, but later I realized it turned out to 
be true. 
 
Several bombs - or so-called limpet mines - had already gone off at several government offices in 
the Cape Peninsula at that time. 
 

We hurried to Woodstock. 
 
Arriving there, we found that a limpet mine was located 
just outside the door leading to the cross street. The 
damage was quite severe. My office was in chaos. 
Chairs, tables, cupboards, and the like, as well as the 
ceiling were torn to shreds. 
 
 
The violence of the explosion was so powerful that it 
shattered almost all the windows of a three-story building 
across the street. 
 

After everything had been tidied up, I drove home later that night. I then wondered if my office was 
specifically selected? Had I been personally targeted, or was it just done randomly? After all, the 
limpet mine must have been placed outside my office door during the day. It exploded shortly after 
4 p.m. I certainly did not want to die like that. 
 
I also wondered what the consequences would be if I had not attended the funeral in Stellenbosch 
that afternoon? 
 
(It reminds me now of the soldiers or cadres of Umkhonto weSizwe of the ANC - the so-called “Spear 
of the Nation.” In their ranks, this organization is referred to with great pride. 
 
And if you can say that you were a cadre or soldier of Umkhonto weSizwe, then your "struggle 
credentials" are just great (and a good job in the public service was also a certainty). 
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I'm actually sorry that, after the new dispensation kicked in, I had not tried to find out from the ANC 
why that bomb was specifically planted there. And whether they specifically had something against 
me? 
 
I was aware that a certain Tony Yengeni (later to become a senior politician) and his ANC comrades 
at the time were the prime suspects regarding this bomb explosion. They were arrested but were 
released after 1990 during the negotiations, in accordance with an agreement reached between the 
ANC and the NP government. 
 
 

 

 
 

VOLKSRUST: LAND MINES ON A FARM 
WO Willie du Plessis 

 
During 1986, Col. Theunissen, the then Standerton District Commandant 
entered my office and ordered me to accompany him (I too was at that time 
attached to the Standerton District Head Office). 
 
Arriving at the scene on a farm between Volksrust and Wakkerstroom we saw 
a large crater in the road at the farm’s gate. The explosion had badly damaged 
a pickup truck and stripped the bark off a tree next to the gate.  The vehicle had 
flown through the air and the hood of the vehicle landed + -20 feet from the 
gate, on the dirt road that ran past the farm. 
 

I then proceeded carefully down to the homestead, sticking to the right-hand wheel track that the 
pickup truck had left on the dirt road (reasoning that, since the pickup had passed there, I wouldn’t 
encounter other live mines if I stuck exactly to that track). Col. Theunissen tried to call me back, but 
I pressed on to the house, fortunately without any incident. Arriving at the back door of the 
homestead, I noticed an elderly woman and servants in the kitchen. They were all hysterical, 
especially the elderly woman, presumably the mother of the boy who was in the landmine explosion. 
I could not calm them. They screamed and were very much in shock, so I told them that help would 
soon arrive and that the army was on its way. I walked gingerly back to the gate along the same 
track. A tractor meanwhile had also detonated a landmine in a ploughed field some distance from 
the house. The driver was thrown into the air, but fortunately suffered only minor injuries. 
 
 Col. Theunissen and I had a very good understanding, since we were both previously stationed at 
Jeppe (Johannesburg) during the seventies, and therefore we knew each other well. He was not 
very happy with my actions, since he was worried that I might step on a booby trap that could crush 
my legs. Meanwhile the army arrived in 2 helicopters, from Pretoria.  
Col Theunissen and I then left the scene and went back to Standerton.  
 
The injured boy was in matric and on his way that morning to write an exam in Volksrust. He was 
seriously injured, and it is a miracle that he survived the explosion. He lost a leg. Once grown up, 
he became a pastor and is still in the ministry. His father had to sell the farm because of all the 
medical expenses for his son. 
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DURBAN SUBSTATION BLAST VICTIM: SGT. RUDI VAN DER MERWE 
On Wednesday 6 October 1999, Mr Robert McBride met the victims of the sub-station blast that had 
taken place on January 9, 1986, in Chamberlain Rd, Jacobs, in the Wentworth Police Precinct.  
 
Mr McBride was applying to the TRC for amnesty for 
the bomb attack, which he said was aimed at 
damaging the transformer and targeting security force 
personnel.  
 
Security branch policeman and bomb disposal expert 
Colonel RL “Bobby” Wellman was killed and other 
SAP members: 

• Mr Mervyn Dunn,  

• Mr P Zimmerman,  

• Mr R van der Merwe,  

• Mr DA Booysens and 

• Mr Baker were injured in the blast.  
 
Mr McBride was at the time a unit commander of the 
African National Congress' special operations unit 
responsible for the attacks. There were two blasts. 
The first blast was followed by a second one which 
was aimed specifically at SAP personnel investigating 
the first explosion, McBride said. On Wednesday 
morning McBride met privately with Zimmerman and 
Van der Merwe, who suffered extensive burns in the attack.  
 
As of November 2021, now Captain Rudi van der Merwe is still suffering from burns to his legs, 
requiring frequent hospitalization, as can be seen on the accompanying photos taken 19/11/2021. 
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SUCCESSFUL OUTREACH TO THE KREMLIN, VIA THE KGB 

(extracts from books by Dr. L.D. Barnard, former head of the N.I.S.) 

“As early as 16 June 1981, with Gert Rothmann taking the lead, 
NIS used the negotiations on the Kozlof (spy) exchange to 
establish dialogue between us and the Russians. We wanted to 
go to the Big Bear in his lair and tell the Russians that we liked 
them, were busy sorting out our problems and didn't want outside 
interference. The Russians were initially as tough as nails and 
our talks with the KGB which took place in various European 
cities, often in Vienna, were an attempt to convince them of the 
value of a secret diplomatic channel. 

The discussions took place with a KGB member I shall call Leo, 
who wasn't the least bit interested in trifles such as politics and 
diplomacy. However, at NIS we were convinced that we were on 
the right path and believed that if the superpowers left Africa to 
the Africans, we would be in a position to sort out our continent's 
problems far quicker. 

We made slow progress. The first meeting took place in August 1984 when a delegation from NIS 
and the Department of Foreign Affairs' 4 met the Russians, led by their ambassador, at the Russian 
embassy in Vienna.' The KGB used this intelligence link to request that NIS persuade the 
Mozambican resistance movement Renamo to release a number of Russians they had held captive 
since the previous year. MI had refused to co-operate on this matter. 

In the end, it took the intervention of the prime minister, who issued an order to the South African 
Defence Force (SADF) to persuade Renamo to set the hostages free. This only happened in part 
because Renamo held back two Russian geologists, Yuri Gavrilov and Viktor Istomin. We did 
everything we could to convince the SADF to pull the necessary strings to get these two released 
as well, but to no avail. After the signing of the Nkomati Accord in March 1984 Renamo refused 
point blank to co-operate. 

This protracted episode only came to an end in January 1988 in Vienna when the new liaison, Boris, 
shared the news in a rather emotional way that the Russians had irrefutable information that Gavrilov 
and Istomin had been dead since May 1985 after an attack on Renamo's headquarters at 
Gorongoza in Mozambique. Our Russian colleagues were very upset because they presumed that 
we had really known all along that the two were already dead. It was only after months of talks that 
relations improved and they finally accepted that we really had no knowledge of the deaths. 

This may seem like a trifling incident in the larger context of events but in the brotherhood between 
spies, mutual assistance creates the crucial trust which later makes the significant, seemingly 
impossible meeting of minds possible. It seemed that this insight was beyond the understanding of 
some of our military colleagues. 

At last, on 29 March 1987, Rothmann made the breakthrough towards which we had worked for so 
long after he demonstrated fully to the Russians the mutual advantages that could arise on a range 
of fronts thanks to discussion and co-operation. The Russians agreed to the establishment of a high-
level secret communication channel. 

However, they were seriously worried about whether the Americans had been informed of the KGB's 
contact with NIS and continually asked for assurances that this was not the case. This we were able 
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to give them categorically. The Russians heard repeatedly that we were not the lackeys of the USA 
and that, in its own right, South Africa was a very important regional power, indeed a continental 
power in Africa. At that stage we realised that Moscow's expansionist dreams for Africa were 
crumbling and that we should take the gap. 

It was only at the end of October 1987 that Moscow finally gave the green light for the head of NIS 
to meet them for talks in Vienna. This took place on 17 May 1988. 

At the meeting I informed the colleague (call him 'It') that I had a highly sensitive message to relay 
from my head of state but that we first had to clarify a few other matters. 

The first was that we were not convinced that the channel of communication between NIS and the 
KGB was serving its real purpose. We were not sure whether Moscow recognised it as an official 
liaison channel with Pretoria. As a result, we did not know if our messages simply stalled in the KGB 
bureaucracy or if they ever reached the highest authority in Moscow. We were aware of numerous 
attempts by the Russians to liaise with South African diplomats, businessmen, academics and 
church leaders, whereas they could get all the information they required firsthand through NIS. 

Secondly, we were worried that the Russians were not playing their rightful role in the peace 
processes in southern Africa. Through our sources in the frontline states we knew that the Russian 
leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, was exercising pressure on the Cubans and the Angolans to reach a 
settlement in Angola, because Russia was reluctant to continue carrying the financial burden of the 
conflicts in southern Africa. In addition, I told R, it did not look good that they were being browbeaten 
by the Americans in the peace process regarding South West Africa's independence. 

Thirdly, R was told repeatedly and emphatically that we were not the pawns of Washington or the 
West. In fact, the CIA and the British Secret Service (SIS) were actively undermining our interests. 
South Africa would not allow itself to be dictated to by Washington, London or Moscow, I said. 

Two weeks later a summit would be held in Moscow between President Ronald Reagan and 
Gorbachev, and we were convinced it would be short-sighted if the KGB did not enlighten the 
Russian leader fully about developments in southern Africa. They certainly knew where they could 
lay their hands on the best interpreted and most strategic information in this regard. 

Fourthly, the Soviet Union knew that neither the ANC nor any other revolutionary group had the 
military capability to overthrow the South African government by force. This also applied to the 
frontline states. We knew that the KGB's own analyses showed that the ANC could not win by force 
of arms. Moscow should rather convince the ANC to abandon its armed struggle and to take part in 
the peaceful political process in South Africa. 

Fifthly, we knew that the most recent military offensive in south-eastern Angola had cost the Soviet 
Union millions upon millions. However, we argued that Moscow could end its undermining activities 
without any significant loss of prestige. South Africa was ready to help with the constructive 
development of southern Africa and hoped that the Russians would become partners in this 
reconstruction and revival process. 

Sixthly, there were numerous other spheres of co-operation that could be successfully explored by 
Pretoria and Moscow. In addition to the fields of mining, agriculture and diamond dealing, a great 
deal could be achieved with joint research initiatives and co-operation in the medical field and with 
energy provision (for example oil from coal). 

I handed over the sensitive message from the South African president to R with the request that it 
be delivered urgently to Moscow. It read: 'The South African government is prepared to discuss 
covertly the possibility of signing the Non-Proliferation Treaty with the government of the Soviet 
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Union provided that South Africa's security interests, political autonomy and other interests are 
recognised and guaranteed.'  

The message was a way of making the Russians aware that we were not the Americans' lapdogs 
and that we were also well able to conduct talks with Moscow on the important strategic issues of 
contemporary world politics. At that stage I was already heartily sick of our constant attempts to 
ingratiate ourselves with the Americans on the Non-Proliferation Treaty. In the light of the American 
legislation on comprehensive sanctions against South Africa, we naturally received very little in 
return for our bowing and scraping to the Americans. It was more honourable and more balanced to 
strive for a distinctive and less subservient independence in international affairs. 

R undertook to relay this message and his careful memoranda on our discussion to the highest 
authority in Moscow. That same night I sent a comprehensive encrypted report to PW Botha on the 
finer details of our conversation. 

Exactly two weeks later R provided some feedback. South Africa was advised to raise the matter of 
the Non-Proliferation Treaty for consideration at the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 
Vienna. The Russian mission in that city had already received a directive on their actions in this regard. 
He was positive about the other matters put forward via the secret channel and indicated that further 
developments could soon be expected. He did not refer to the status of the channel at all. I learnt later 
that, according to Russian logic, this meant that it had been accepted. 

For the first time in decades, on the international front carefully worded but positive sounds about 
South Africa were beginning to eminate from Moscow's circle of influence. During the celebration to 
mark the 25th anniversary of the UN's Special Committee against Apartheid in New York in 1988, the 
representative of Ukraine, Hennadiy Udovenko, said circumstances in South Africa were no longer 
the same as 25 years before. He went on to aver that `meaningful change' had taken place and that 
the time had come to move forward with a political settlement. 

From Washington it was reported that pressure had been exerted on Udovenko to make this 
statement - shortly before he had delivered his speech, a Russian diplomat had been observed 
pressing a document into Udovenko's hand.  

However, considerable time would pass - more than two years before more significant breakthroughs 
were achieved, thanks to the liaison channel with the KGB. It was nevertheless worth every jot of 
trouble, time and expense. It was an achievement of world-class proportions to build, in absolute 
secrecy, a mutually beneficial relationship with a country that had once been a sworn enemy. (Quoted 
with permission from: “Secret Revolution – Memoirs of a Spy Boss”  https://www.amazon.com/Secret-
Revolution-Memoirs-spy-boss/dp/0624074579 ) 

ONE EVENING, in the summer of 1991, I found myself in the 
northern hemisphere, in Moscow, at a performance of the world-
renowned Moscow circus – as a guest in the box of the KGB, at that 
stage certainly the most feared spy service in the world. Fact is 
indeed sometimes stranger than fiction; in the world of spies, even 
stranger things sometimes happen. 

With me at the circus was Mike Kuhn, a valued colleague from NI. 

We watched in amazement the horsemanship of the riders in the 

small arena, especially the men from Mongolia who looked as if they 

had been born in the saddle. Our host, one Artemov, was called 

away for an urgent telephone call and returned with a somewhat grim 

expression, but offered no explanation. Naturally, we did not ask 

what was amiss; spies don’t share bedroom secrets. 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Revolution-Memoirs-spy-boss/dp/0624074579
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Revolution-Memoirs-spy-boss/dp/0624074579
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Back at the luxury guesthouse that evening, we enjoyed ourselves to the full, living it up in the 

swimming pool and sauna and then, after a lot of the KGB’s best vodka, proposing silly toasts to one 

another and our respective countries. To stoke the fires of conviviality even further, I let rip with ‘Sarie 

Marais’ and sang all three verses with gusto. 

The invitation from the KGB to visit Russia had not been an impulsive whim to make friends with a 

few South Africans: the prelude to the visit had stretched over almost a decade. 

Fairly soon after I became the head of NI’s predecessor, the Department of National Security, in 1980, 

I realised how important it was for South Africa to create a secret channel of communication with the 

Russians – one of the ANC’s greatest benefactors. An opportunity presented itself in the early 1980s 

when South Africa had arrested a Russian spy, Alexei Kozlov – a chance that NI used to initiate talks 

with the KGB. 

For years, in many European cities, discussions with representatives of the KGB had been held, 

particularly with an eye to suspending Russian financial and military support to the ANC, or at least 

scaling it down. Progress had been painfully slow, but at last we were seeing excellent results. 

In March 1991, two generals of the KGB, Artemov and Ivanov (not, apparently, their real names), 

arrived at Jan Smuts Airport amid sensitive operational arrangements to bring the two of them 

unhindered into the country under the noses of the security police. Mike Louw, deputy director general 

of NI, received them there, at the start of what was destined to become one of the most interesting 

visits that a sister service in the world of espionage ever made to South Africa. 

Our well-read guests asked searching questions about the country. These ranged from the rightists 

in the agricultural sector to the role of ethnicity in black politics (as observed particularly in the actions 

of the IFP in the negotiation process). They also asked knowledgeable questions about the support 

and respect accorded to the ANC and fished, professionally, about what leading ANC figures were 

getting up to. Unemployment and the role of the trade unions were also discussed closely. 

About the crumbling Soviet Union our colleagues were surprisingly open and loyally critical. They 

believed that the changes in the Soviet bloc had happened too quickly, which had led to undue 

disruption and a disorderly society. In their view, concessions during premature and rapid 

transformation were often made too readily. Furthermore, they claimed that 90 per cent of the 2 500 

members of the Soviet parliament were ignorant about political matters and had very little or no 

experience of public administration. 

Artemov and Ivanov were also personal guests at our beach house, Lewensessens, at Kleinbaai on 

the southern Cape coast. My wife Engela cooked her typical boerekos, including roast leg of lamb 

and curried meatballs. Before dinner, the discussion turned to boerewors, among other things; as a 

result, it was added to the meat dish, although in untraditional – fried – form. Our Russian colleagues 

particularly enjoyed the wors and, without hesitation, we shared Granny’s ‘secret recipe’ with them. 

On 25 March 1991, the two had an important appointment with President De Klerk in Tuynhuys. 

Artemov was the spokesperson and communicated the messages from his government. The first of 

these was that the Russian leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, accepted the NI–KGB channel as the official 

communication conduit for sensitive matters between Russia and South Africa. 
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As far as Russia was concerned, there need be no impediment to future co-operation. De Klerk 

agreed, but also made the point that this should neither replace nor stand in the way of normal 

diplomatic relations. 

Gorbachev’s good wishes for De Klerk’s political transformation initiatives were then communicated 

and the hope was expressed that, in both the Soviet Union, which was busy with similar processes, 

and South Africa, transformation would be accomplished successfully and peacefully. De Klerk 

agreed with this, whereupon Artemov declared that a personal meeting between the two heads of 

state was not out of the question. 

Surprisingly enough, Artemov asked for South Africa’s help with providing grain fodder for livestock 

in the Soviet Union. Gorbachev’s official message read: ‘We are facing serious difficulties with our 

national economy in providing the country with feeding stocks and foodstuff.’ Naturally, he did not 

mention that this, among other factors, was the result of the catastrophic ideological manipulation of 

Russian agriculture. 

De Klerk informed Artemov that, at the time, South Africa was also experiencing a shortage of certain 

agricultural products, but that we would be happy to send a team of experts to the Soviet Union where 

practical assistance could be discussed and planned by specialists in the field. Nor was this just talk 

– the plan later came to fruition when an interdepartmental team headed by Mike Kuhn visited Russia 

to launch the initiative. 

De Klerk took the opportunity to ask Artemov about the situation in the Soviet Union. He also 

requested that the message be relayed to Gorbachev that it would be of great benefit to South Africa 

if the Soviet Union stopped supporting sanctions and opposed our isolation from participation in 

international social and sporting activities. He also asked that pressure be exerted on the SACP and 

MK to abandon the use of violence for the purpose of attaining political goals. The two KGB colleagues 

listened attentively, made notes, and promised that the message would be communicated within days 

to the Russian leader. 

The two must have mesmerised us all a little, as PW Botha would have said. We have to admit that 

we bade them farewell with heavy hearts indeed. 

My invitation to visit Russia as a guest of the KGB four months later was a direct outcome of Artemov 

and Ivanov’s visit to South Africa. 

Very early in the morning – at about 4.30, after the spectacular show by the Moscow Circus the 

previous evening – I was awakened discreetly to take a telephone call from South Africa. It was Mike 

Louw. He told me the devastating news that my father had passed away the previous day. 

It occurred to me that this must have been the same news that Artemov had received the previous 

night while we were at the circus, but that he had obviously decided to spare me the grief for the time 

being, also realising that such sad news should come from a close confidant such as Mike instead. 

From other hosts during my time in Russia I received the same sincere sympathy. I experienced it as 

a character trait shown by those who, in their history, had lived through immeasurable hardship and 

suffering. This kept one humble and grateful and made one more aware of supporting one’s fellow 

man in times of hardship. 
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I did not have much time to reminisce about my father and his life. The KGB had organised a once-

in-a-lifetime opportunity: to have a personal discussion with Russian leader Mikhail Gorbachev. It was 

scheduled for the next day, but, because of the death of my father, I had to return home earlier than 

planned. 

Then another unimaginable thing occurred: Gorbachev undertook to interrupt a sitting of the Politburo 

and see me that same day in the Kremlin – which is exactly what happened on 10 July 1991 at 10a.m. 

We met in an enormous boardroom adorned with old-world finery. The Russian leader wore a neat, 

navy tailored suit and a red tie. Artemov and an interpreter were also present. 

From my side, I informed Gorbachev about the political negotiations in South Africa and asked that 

the Soviet Union not favour any particular political group in this process; and that the Russians use 

their influence to exert pressure on the ANC–SACP to abandon its protest action, such as mass 

mobilisation, if it wanted the process to proceed peacefully. I added that the SACP had a radical 

influence on the ANC and that it was interested less in a political settlement than in a violent takeover 

of power. I also warned that any military destabilisation of the process would not be tolerated, be it 

from inside or outside South Africa. 

The Russian leader listened attentively and then made a few remarks. First, he sent his best wishes 

to President De Klerk and admitted that both of them were dealing with challenging and wide-ranging 

issues of transformation. Of the South African settlement process, he was complimentary and 

supportive. 

On the possibility of political contact on the highest level, he replied: ‘I will give this idea serious 

consideration.’ He expressed his concern about the political disintegration in Eastern Europe (it was 

almost two years after the fall of the Berlin Wall) and the influence that this might have on the Soviet 

Union’s cohesion. He had, possibly, already foreseen the demonstrations in Chechnya and the 

balkanisation of the southern Russian states. 

Gorbachev undertook to talk frankly with the ANC leadership about its responsibility to seek a political 

solution in all earnestness, but, in almost the same breath, told me that we were inclined to 

overestimate Moscow’s influence on the ANC and even the SACP. He was, no doubt, correct if one 

took cognisance of the SACP’s ultra-revolutionary stance, even towards the ANC leadership, in the 

previous few years. 

At one stage, I was probably too frivolous in joking about Lenin’s absence from Petrograd during the 

revolution of 2 February 1917 and brought it up in relation to the communists in the ANC who also 

kept a reasonably low profile. Gorbachev frowned slightly, but the interpreter, with what was 

presumably a masterly touch of eloquence, took the impetuous sting out of my comment. 

Gorbachev spent a full 40 minutes with me – or rather, I should say, with South Africa. I experienced 

him as both pleasant and intelligent. As a person, he was more matter-of-fact than earthily genial, as 

I had experienced of many Russians, but neither was he off-hand or dismissive. Possibly, he was not 

relentless enough to handle that vast country with its enormous problems, ambitious politicians and 

headstrong security forces. 

On our departure, I gave him a Krugerrand coin and a Krugerrand necklace for Mrs Gorbachev. On 

the way back in the car, Artemov took me to task about the Lenin remark and said that the interpreter 
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had seen fit to adapt my words considerably ... but that it was all for a good cause. I agreed – for what 

other reason was there a brotherhood among spies? I thanked the interpreter heartily. 

On the plane on the way home, I could relax, for the first time, and look back on the years and think 

about my father with sadness, but also with pride. Nicolaas Evehardus Barnard, aged 72 when he 

died of heart failure, had been a man among men, a deeply religious Afrikaner patriot with sound 

political judgement. 

He had grown up virtually penniless, as an orphan and a bywoner. And yet, with discipline and 

determination, he had studied simultaneously at the Bloemfontein Teachers’ Training College, where 

he was chairman of the Students’ Council, and the Grey University College; after three years, he had 

been awarded a BA degree and a teacher’s diploma. He had been a pioneer in education in what was 

then South West Africa, where he had been promoted to chief inspector of education; all his life, he 

had been averse to egotism. 

He inspired his four sons to do everything with full commitment and dedication. Beneath his photo 

that hung in what was later our family company’s boardroom are the words by which we shall always 

remember him: ‘Blaas hoog die vlam!’ (‘Fan the flame high!’) 

Before my early departure after the death of my father, I enjoyed the hospitality and spontaneity of 

my Russian hosts for three days and nights. Mike Kuhn and I were accommodated in a newly built 

guesthouse that had everything we could possibly need. 

We later realised that it was, in all probability, the very same place where my then Russian 

counterpart, General Vladimir Kryuchkov, planned a coup against Gorbachev. Just over a month after 

our visit, Kryuchkov and the minister of defence, Dmitry Yazov, among others, had tried to seize 

power in Russia while Gorbachev was away on holiday. However, their plans had been foiled. On 

hearing this news, Mike and I had both been worried – but, luckily, unnecessarily so – that our visit 

would perhaps be linked to the attempted putsch. 

We were shown many interesting and historic places, including the University of Moscow where a 

number of South African communists were being trained and the rector told us that most of the South 

African students were slackers of the highest order. After an extended tour of the Kremlin and all its 

wondrous and valuable cultural treasures, I found myself in a room that few communists are destined 

to see: Vladimir Lenin’s office, which still looks exactly as it did in the photographs one saw in history 

textbooks years ago. Even the familiar globe of the world was in its place, as was the desk at which 

he had helped to plan his revolution and Leon Trotsky’s civil war against the White Russians. 

We also journeyed through the countryside and spent a night in none other than Joseph Stalin’s dacha 

in the vicinity of Kursk, where the greatest tank battle in history had taken place during the Second 

World War. Mike and I took photos of one another in the bathroom adjoining the main bedroom where 

I slept. We took photos beside the bath and on the toilet – after all, very few people have surely been 

privileged to share a toilet seat with Stalin! 

In the notorious headquarters of the KGB, we talked for hours on end. It was with mixed feelings that 

I stood before the bust of Felix Dzerzhinsky for a photograph in the foyer of the KGB’s main building, 

the Lubyanka. Dzerzhinsky was the founder and, from 1917 to 1926, the first director of the Cheka, 

the Soviet Union’s security police. The mixed feelings arose because of my historical loathing of 

communism until I had come to the Damascene realisation that not every Russian is a communist, 
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nor do they all stand for the same values. It was here, on Dzerzhinsky Square, where, according to 

the history books, unspeakable atrocities had been carried out by the Russian intelligence service. 

Nevertheless, for me it was a privilege that I, representing NI, was permitted into the hallowed halls 

of the KGB. 

I was even taken on an extended guided tour through the KGB museum, where my hosts did not 

hesitate to play open cards – relaying the heroic stories as well as the failures. They were extremely 

proud of some, very ashamed of others, and they acknowledged the familiar, universal tendency: that 

the politicians claimed all the glory for the successes, whereas the officials were held responsible for 

the failures. 

We then moved on to General Kryuchkov’s boardroom, where the revered head of the KGB had little 

to say. In his office, he did me the honour of pinning a KGB decoration to my chest in recognition of 

the extraordinary service I had rendered in the building of relations between the two intelligence 

services. 

The photo of this event must surely still be giving the ANC nightmares: how was it possible that the 

KGB had honoured a ‘Boer-Broederbonder spy’ in this way? Shortly before his death, Joe Slovo and 

I drank whisky together for old times’ sake, and I showed him the photograph. 

‘You progressed far further than I did in the KGB,’ he joked. ‘You thought I was a major in the KGB, 

but it looks to me as if you were a field marshal!’ 

We were particularly impressed by the KGB’s chief of operations, Leonid Shebarshin, who spoke 

intelligently about everything – from the SACP, which apparently fostered dreams of a revolutionary 

takeover of power in South Africa, to the role of Chief Buthelezi and the IFP and similar dilemmas that 

the Russians faced with the Islamic ethnic minorities in the southern parts of their vast country. We 

were all convinced that, in both cases, a form of federalism offered the best solution. 

It was clear that our KGB colleagues harboured no illusions about the realities of Africa. They informed 

us that they were planning to limit their presence considerably on the continent, which they regarded 

as no more than a bottomless pit from which there was little to speak of in the way of useful intelligence 

returns. There and then it was agreed that a KGB representative would be stationed in Pretoria to 

keep the Kremlin fully informed about developments in South Africa on a first-hand basis. 

In my feedback to President De Klerk, I pointed out that the Soviet Union was under enormous 

pressure and that Moscow greatly appreciated the proposed co-operation with some of our state 

departments. 

I also gave a full report on the visit to Neil van Heerden, Derek Auret and Herbert Beukes of Foreign 

Affairs, who were scarcely able to hide their displeasure at what they felt was a case of NI trespassing 

on their sphere of influence. This was fully understandable, but I had no choice but to give these 

valued colleagues a watered-down dose of bitter medicine: that the Russians had told me 

emphatically that they saw no possibility of extending the informal, confidential diplomatic relations 

that took place between us so infrequently. The reason was simply that the minister of foreign affairs, 

Pik Botha, was frankly incapable of keeping sensitive and secret matters to himself, and the Russians 

were especially concerned about such matters reaching the ears of the American CIA, the British SIS 

and other European intelligence services. 
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In October 1991, three months after my visit to Russia, the head of the KGB, Yevgeny Primakov, 

visited South Africa. In the following year, Moscow opened an embassy in Pretoria. Although I had 

already been transferred from NI to Constitutional Development, I had the responsibility of seeing that 

the KGB was kept informed about the intricacies of the negotiations in South Africa.”  

(quoted with permission from “Peaceful Revolution – Inside the War Room at the Negotiations”  

https://tinyurl.com/48a7bfhe ). 
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